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sub—genus created by the express exclusion of certain species in the CIP were not supported by

the description of the broader genus in the parent specification. Again, the situation with the

present reexamination differs significantly from the cited case law. Claims 1 and 4 recite a non-

volatile storage portion of a memory that is not a tape or CD. This is exactly what is described

at page 2, lines 23 to 26 of the originally filed specification. In short, the negative limitation

recited in Claims 1 and 4 is expressly disclosed in the specification of the parent application.

Thus, in the instant case, the scope of the disclosure in the specification was never narrowed

with respect to this element, contrary to the situation in Johnson. Therefore, the recitation of a

non-volatile storage portion of a memory that is not a tape or CD is fully supported by the

originally filed specification, as well as the specification of the ‘573 Patent as issued.

With respect to the other elements recited in Claims 1 through 6, the issue of written

support for the claimed matter previously was addressed by Examiner Nguyen during the initial

examination of Claims 1 through 6, as recognized by the Office in the Office Action dated

A March 17, 2007. Moreover, Appellant has thoroughly demonstrated in Sections III(C)(l)(ii)

and III(C)(2) above that each element in Claims 1 through 6 is fully supported and enabled by

the original specification as filed, as well as the specification for ‘573 Patent as issued.

Therefore, the Board should reverse the Examiner’s rejections of Claims 1 through 6 under 35

U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph.

V. BASED ON THE PROPER PRIORITY DATE FOR THE CLAIMS IN

REEXAMINATION, THE REJECTIONS OF CLAIMS 1 THROUGH 6 AND 44
THROUGH 49 BASED ON COHEN ARE IMPROPER

As set forth above, the proper priority for Claims 1 through 6 and 44 through 49 in

reexamination is June 13, 1988. Therefore, any rejections under Sections 102 or 103 which rely

on references that are not prior art based on the June 13, 1988 priority date are improper and
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should be reversed. U.S. Patent 4,949,187 to Cohen (Cohen) issued on August 14, 1990 from

an application filed on December 16, 1988. Therefore, Cohen does not qualify as prior art for

the purposes of Sections 102 and 103.

A. Rejection Of Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 44, 45, 47 And 48 Under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) As

Anticipated By Cohen -

Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 44, 45, 47 and 48 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as

anticipated by Cohen. Because Cohen is not available as prior art based on the proper priority

date of June 13, 1988 for the ‘573 Patent, the instant rejection is improper. Therefore, the

Board should reverse this rejection.

B. Rejection Of Claims 1 Through 6 and 44 Through 49 Under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)
Over Bush In View Of Cohen

Claims 1 through 6 and 44 through 49 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a) as

obvious over the combination of U.S. Patent 4,789,863 to Bush (Bush) in view of Cohen.

Because Cohen does not qualify as prior art based on the proper June 13, 1988 priority date of

the ‘573 Patent, a combination of Cohen and another reference cannot provide a proper basis for

an obviousness rejection. As a result, the rejection of Claims 1 through 6 and 44 through 49

based on a combination of Bush and Cohen is improper. Therefore, the Board should reverse

this rejection.

C. Rejection Of Claims 3, 6, 46 and 49 Under 35 U.S.C. § 103 (a) Over Cohen In View
Of Bush

Claims 3, 6, 46 and 49 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over Cohen in view

of Bush. Because Cohen does not qualify as prior art based on the proper June 13, 1988 priority

date of the ‘573 Patent, a combination of Cohen and another reference cannot provide a proper

basis for an obviousness rejection. As a result, the rejection of Claims 3, 6, 46 and 49 based on
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a combination of Bush and Cohen is improper. Therefore, the Board should reverse this

rejection.

VI. CLAIMS 1 THROUGH 6 AND 44 THROUGH 49 ARE PATENTABLE OVER

THE REFERENCES OF RECORD THAT ARE PROPER PRIOR ART

The Office has also presented rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) that are based on

references that qualify as prior art based on the June 13, 1988 priority date for the claims in

reexamination. However, the Office has notestablished a primafacie case of obviousness of

any of Claims 1 through 6 or 44 through 49 based on these references.

A. Rejection Of Claims 1 Through 6 And 44 Through 49 Under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)

Over Bush In View Of Freeny I

Claims 1 through 6 and 44 through 49 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as

obvious over the combination of Bush in view of U.S. Patent 4,837,797 to Freeny (Freeny 1).

The Office admits that Bush does not disclose storing digital audio signals or digital

video signals in a non-volatile storage portion of a second memory that is not a tape or a CD as

recited in Claims 1 and 4. As further admitted by the Office, Bush does not disclose storing

digital audio signals or digital video signals in a second party hard disk as recited in Claims 44

and 49.

Freeny I discloses a message controller for receiving voice messages and machine

readable messages over telephone lines. The apparatus of Freeny I is capable of differentiating

between voice messages and machine readable messages received over standard telephone

equipment, i. e. a telephone. When the apparatus of Freeny 1 determines that a received call is a

voice message, it causes the user’s telephone to ring, thereby alerting the user. When the

apparatus of Freeny 1 determines that a received call is a machine readable message, it converts

the message to human readable form using a standard printer or display unit. One embodiment
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of the apparatus of Freeny I indicates it is capable of receiving machine readable messages and

storing them on a storage medium that may be a memory chip or hard disk.

However, Freeny I does not discuss transmission of digital audio or digital video signals

from a first memory to a second memory, let alone the sale of such digital video or digital audio

signals. Thus, Freeny 1 bears no relation to the disclosure of Bush or the invention recited in

Claims 1 through 6 and 44 through 49. The Office apparently has recognized this deficiency in _

Freeny I, because the Office must cite to Cohen to show motivation to combine Bush and

Freenyil. However, as set forth above, Cohen is not available as prior art based on the priority

date 0fJune 13, 1988 for the ‘S73 Patent. 0

The Supreme Court’s recent holding in KSR Int’L Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 127 S. Ct. 1727

(U.S. 2007), does not relieve the Office of the obligation to show motivation to combine two

separate references in making out a primafacie case of obviousness. Quite to the contrary, the

Supreme Court stated: “[t]o determine whether there was an apparent reason to combine the

known elements in the way a patent claims, it will often be necessary to look to interrelated

teachings of multiple patents; to the effects of demands known to the design community or

present in the marketplace; and to the background knowledge possessed by a person having

ordinary skill in the art. Tofacilitale review, this analysis should be made explicit.” KSR, 127

S. Ct. at 1731 (emphasis added).

Since the Office has not shown any motivation to combine Bush and Freeny I, a prima

facie case of obviousness has not been established. Therefore, the Board should reverse this

rejection.
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B. Rejection Of Claims 1 Through 6 And 44 Through 49 Under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)

OverAkashi In View Of Freeny II

Claims 1 through 6 and 44 through 49 have been rejected over Japanese Patent

Application No. 62-284496 (Akashi) in view of U.S. Patent 4,528,643 to Freeny (Freeny I1).

Such a rejection is unfounded. First, the combination ofAkashi and Freeny [1 would not reach

the presently claimed invention. Second, there is no motivation to combine Akashi and

Freeny II.

The Office asserts that Akashi shows a system for transmitting recorded music from a

host computer that stores recorded music data to a personal computer. The Office then asserts

that Akashi “does not expressly detail. . .whether the data is stored on a non-volatile portion of a

second memory that is not a tape or CD.” This is incorrect. Akashi explicitly discloses a record

reproducing device that is a compact disk deck or a digital audio tape recorder. See Akashi

Translation, p. 2 (Embodiment). In other words, Akashi is not ambiguous at all on this point.

Thus, not only does Akashi fail to disclose transmitting digital audio signals or digital video

signals from a first memory to a second memory and storing the digital audio signals or digital

video signals in pa non-volatile portion of the second memory that is not a tape or CD, Akashi

expressly teaches away by specifically disclosing and requiring a tape recorder or CD deck.

The Office asserts the deficiencies ofAkashi are cured by Freeny II. Specifically, the

Office asserts that Freeny I1 discloses transmitting digital audio signals or digital video signals

from _a first memory in control and possession of a first party to a second memory in control and

possession of a second party, and storing the digital audio signals or digital video signals in a

non-volatile storage that is not a tape or CD. The Office further asserts it would have been

obvious to implement the non-volatile storage of Freeny 11 in the system of Akashi because 0

“[t]he use of a hard disk would have allowed the user to more efficiently access audio and video
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files.” The Office bases its position on the conclusion that “a hard-disk, would have also

increased the security and reliability of the stored data.”

For several reasons, it would not have been obvious to combine the teachings ofAkashi '

and Freeny II to arrive at the invention recited in Claims 1 through 6 and 44 through 49. First,

Freerzy II discloses a kiosk-type system for producing “material objects” at a point of sale

location where it is the “material object” that is sold to consumers. Freeny 11, Abstract. Thus,

like Akashi, Freeny II expressly teaches away from storing digital audio signals or digital video

signals on a non—volatile storage portion of a second memory that is not a tape or CD in

possession and control of a second party. Further, in Freeny II, the second memory

_ (information manufacturing machine) for storing the information that is transformed into

material objects is in possession and control of the first party. The first party controls access to

the information on the second memory by requiring a fee to be paid for the consumer (second

party) to access the information stored on the second memory. After the fee is paid, the second

. party has limited access to the specific information requested for the purpose of making a copy

in the form of a material object. In the case of audio or video information, the material object

would be in the form of a tape or CD. Therefore, again, both Akashi and Freeny 11 contemplate

and require supplying audio information to the consumer in the form of a tape or CD. Thus,

like Akashi, Freeny II expressly teaches away from storing digital audio signals or digital video

signals on non—volatile storage portion of a second memory that is not a tape or CD in

possession and control of a second party.

Additionally, in Freeny II, the necessary material object containing the digital audio or

digital video signals is produced by accessing information stored on the second memory. The

first memory (information control machine) simply supplies reproduction authorization codes in
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A response to a request for reproduction from the information manufacturing machine. The

second party never has access to the first memory, as recited in present Claims 2, 5, 45 and 48.

Both Akashi and Freeny II solve the same problem: providing audio information, and

video information in the case of Freeny II, to a consumer in the form of a material object, such

as a tape or CD. Akashi and Freeny I] solve this common problem in different and unrelated

ways. Nonetheless, neither of the references teaches or discloses the benefits of transmitting

digital audio signals or digital video signals from a first memory to a second memory and

storing those digital audio signals or digital video signals in a non-volatile portion of the second

memory that is not a tape or CD, which is in possession and controlof a consumer, 1'.e. a

second, financially distinct, party. Therefore, the combination ofAkashi and Freeny 11 does not

teach or suggest every limitation of Claims 1 through 6 or 44 through 49. In fact, because both

Akashi and Freerzy II expressly require storing digital audio signals or digital video signals on a

tape or CD, they teach away from the invention recited in Claims l through 6 and 44 through

49. “[W]hen the prior art teaches away from combining certain known elements, discovery of

a successful means of combining them is more likely to be nonobvious.” KSR, 127 S. Ct. at

1740. As a result, these references cannot be combined to render Claims 1 through 6 obvious.

Even if the combination ofAkashi and Freeny 11 did teach each and every element of

Claims 1 through 6 or 44 through 49 — which they do not — the motivations cited by the Office

for combining and/or modifying Akashi and Freeny 11 are not found in those references.

Moreover, the Office has not cited to any other references or knowledge available to one of

ordinary skill in the art in 1988 that would have motivated a skilled artisan to combine and/or

modify Akashi and Freeny II as suggested by the Office. Rather, the Office simply has made

vague statements that the security and reliability of hard disks would have been well known at7
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the time. Such general allegations are insufficient to show motivation to combine these

references, particularly since neither one of them even hints at such a modified combination.

Again, as the Supreme Court has just admonished: “[a] patent composed of several elements is

not proved obvious merely by demonstrating that each element was, independently, known in

the prior art.” KSR, 127 S. Ct. at 1731.

Based on all of the foregoing, the Office has not established aprimafacie case of

obviousness of Claims 1 through 6 and 44 through 49 over the combination of Akashi and

Freeny 11. Therefore, the Board should reverse this rejection.

C. The Secondary Considerations Of Non-Obviousness Support The Finding OfNon-
Obviousness Of Claims 1 Through 6 And 44 Through 49

Although a showing of secondary considerations is not strictly necessary to establish the

non-obviousness of Appel1ant’s invention, such secondary considerations in fact do exist.

The CAFC has explicitly set forth the factors, such as commercial success, long felt but

unresolved needs, skepticism by experts, and copying by competitors that can be used to

establish non-obviousness. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. v.iPhilz'p Morris Inc., 229 F.

3d 1120, 1129 (Fed. Cir. 2000). The CAFC has held that a nexus must be established between

the merits of a claimed invention and the evidence of non-obviousness offered if that evidence

is to be given substantial weight enroute to a conclusion of non-obviousness. Ex parte Remark,‘

15 U.S.P.Q.2d 1498, 1502 (Bd. Pat. App. & Interfer. 1990). The CAFC has also held, however,

that copying of a patented feature or features of an invention, while other unpatented features

are not copied, gives rise to an inference that there is a nexus between the patented feature and

the commercial success. Hughes Tool Co. v. Dresser Industries, Inc., 816 F.2d 1549, 1556

(Fed. Cir. 1987). Moreover, it is well established that copying ofa patented invention, rather
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than one within the public domain, is by itself indicative of non-obviousness. See Windsurfing

Int’l Inc., v. AMF, Inc., 782 F.2d 995, 1000 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

The invention recited in Claims 1-6 (and Claims 44-49) generally comprises transferring

“for pay” digital video or digital audio signals between a first memory controlled by a seller and

a second memory at a remote location controlled by a buyer over a telecommunication line.

The invention has in the past achieved significant commercial success. See, e. g., Declaration of

Arthur R. Hair submitted with Appellant’s Response dated December 27, 2005.

Moreover, the invention continues to achieve commercial success in that it has been

copied by a major participant in the field. The features of the invention generally included in

Claims 1-6 (and Claims 44-49) have been copied by at least one commercially successful

system available today: Napster Light. The Napster Light system (“Napster”) for purchasing

digital music files online at www.napster.com is a commercially successful system that

embodies the features of the claimed invention. The Declaration of Justin Douglas Tygar,

Ph;D. (“Tygar Dec. 2005”), a copy of which is filed herewith, supports the assertion that

Napster is commercially successful and has copied the claimed invention.

Dr. Tygar determined that Napster has achieved a level of commercial success. See

Tygar Dec. 2005, para. 6. Further, Dr. Tygar compared Napster to the invention recited in

Claims 1-6 and determined Napster copied the invention. Specifically, Dr. Tygar found that

Napster operates a music download system incorporating servers having hard disks and

memory, through which it sells digital music files to a buyer for download over the Internet.

See Tygar Dec. 2005, para. 10. The buyer using Napster has a computer at a home, office, or

other location remote from Napster. See Tygar Dec. 2005, para. 11. The buyer forms a

connection between his or her computer and Napster via the Internet, selects digital music
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f1le(s) he or she wishes to purchase, provides a credit card number, and receives the music file

via a download process where the file is transferred from Napster’s server to the buyer’s

computer and stored on the hard drive. The buyer can then play the file using his or her

computer system. See Tygar Dec. 2005, paras. 12-16. In view of this comparison, Dr. Tygar

properly concludes that Napster has copied the features taught by the present invention. See

Tygar Dec. 2005, para. 19.

Additionally, Napster does not copy the alleged closest prior art cited by the Examiner,

i.e., Freeny and Akashi. Freeny teaches a point-of-sale device (e.g., a kiosk) that dispenses a

material object (e.g., tape) containing the music purchased. See Freeny, col. 1, line 64 to col. 2,

line 12. These features of Freerzy are plainly not found in Napster. See Tygar Dec. 2005, para.

16. Akashi teaches writing data to a digital audio tape recorder or a compact disk deck that

employs a write—once, read-many times recordable optical disk which allows data to be read

immediately after the data is written. The user downloads data to a RAM and then the data is

written directly from the RAM to a recordable optical disk. See Akashi para. 6. This process of

Akashi is not how Napster operates. See Tygar Dec. 2005, para. 18.

Therefore, it is apparent that Napster chose to copy the system taught by the ‘573 patent.

See Tygar Dec. 2005, para. 19. lt is also apparent that Napster chose not to copy the prior art

systems of Freeny and Akashi. See Tygar Dec. 2005, para. 20 and 21. This selective copying

by Napster of the invention recited in Claims 1-6 (and Claims 44-49), while Napster ignored the

systems of Freeny and Akas/11', provides a sound basis upon which the required nexus between

commercial success and Appellant’s claimed invention can be found. See Hughes Tool, 816

F.2d at 1556. Additionally, Napster’s selective copying of Appellant’s invention, coupled with

Napster’s disregard of the Freeny and Akashi systems, is itself substantive evidence of a
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recognized secondary indication of non—obviousness. See Windsurfing International Inc., 782

F.2d 995 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

The foregoing remarks and the Declaration of Dr. Tygar establish the requisite nexus

between the commercial success of Napster and Appellant’s claimed invention. These remarks

and the Declaration of Dr. Tygar similarly have established copying by Napster as a secondary

indicia of non—obviousness.

Conclusion

Based on the foregoing, the Board should reverse the rejections of Claims 1 through 6

and 44 through 49 under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(e) and lO3(a). Also based on the foregoing, the

Board should reverse the rejection of Claims 1 through 6 and 44 through 49 under 35“U.S.C. §

1 12, first paragraph.

Respectf

be Koons, Jr., Esq.
Attorney for Appellant

Reg. No. 32,474

Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP

One Logan Square

18”‘ and Cherry Streets

Philadelphia, PA 19103-6996

Telephone (215) 988-3392

Facsimile (215) 988-2757

Date: December 15, 2008
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CLAIMS APPENDIX

l.(Amended) A method for transmitting a desired digital audio signal stored on a

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically. via a telecommunication line to the first party at

a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory

from the second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party

controlling use and in possession of the second memory;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the

second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass there-between;

transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the

second memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver in

possession and control of the second party; and

storing the digital signal in a non-volatile storage portion of the second memory:

wherein the non-volatile storage portion is not a tape or CD.

2.(Original) A method as described in claim 1 including after the transferring step,

the steps of searching the first memory for the desired digital audio signal; and selecting

the desired digital audio signal from the first memory.

3.(Original) A method as described in claim 2 wherein the transferring step

includes_ the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the

second party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the second
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memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is charged

money.

4.(Amended) A method for transmitting a desired digital video signal stored on a

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party at

a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory,

from a second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party in

control and[in possession of the second memory;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the

second memory such that the desired digital video signal can pass there-between;

transmitting the desired digital video signal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the

second memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver in

possession and control of the second party; and

storing the digital signal in a non-volatile storage portion of the second memory;

wherein the non-volatile storage portion is not a tape or a CD.

5.(Original) A method as described in claim 4 including after the transferring

money step, the step of searching the first memory for the desired digital signal and

selecting the desired digital signal from the first memory.
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6.(Original) A method as described in claim 5 wherein the transferring step

includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the

second party controlling the second memory; providing a credit card number of the second

party controlling the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the

second party controlling the second memory is charged money.

7-43 (Canceled)

44.1 flew) A method for transmitting a desired digital audio signal stored on a first

memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically Via a telecommunications line to the first party at

a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory from

the second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use

and in possession of the second memory;

the second memory including a second party hard disk;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the

second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second

memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and

control of the second party;

and storing the digital signal in the second party hard disk.
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45.(Ne_vy)_A method as described in claim 44 including after the transferring step,

the steps of searching the first memogg for the desired digital audio signal; and selecting

the desired digital audio signal from the first memory.

46.( flew) A method as described in claim 45 wherein the transferring step includes

the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the second

party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the second memory

to the first party controlling_the first memory so the second party is charged money.

47.( lglew) A method for transmitting a desired digital video signal stored on a first memory

of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party at

a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory from '

the second party financially_distinct from the first party. said second party controlling use

and in possession of the second memory;

the second memory including a second party hard disk;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the

second memory such that the desired digital video signal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital video signal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second

memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and

control of the second party;

and storing_the d_igi_tal signal in the second party hard disk.
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48.(New) A method as described in claim 47 including after the transferring step,

the steps of searching the first memory for the desired digital signal; and selecting the
C

desired digital signal from the first memory.

49. gflcwl A method as described in claim 47 wherein the transferring step

includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the

second party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the second

memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second partv is charged

money.
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EVIDENCE APPENDIX

1) Declaration under 37 C.F.R. § 1.132 of Arthur R. Hair, submitted by Appellant in a

response dated December 27, 2005 (and again in a response dated February 6, 2006).

The Declaration was repeatedly cited on pages 20 to 23 of the February 6, 2006

response to support the argtunent for secondary considerations of non-obviousness,

including copying and commercial success. A copy of the Declaration was included in

the response as an exhibit. The Examiner, in an Office Action dated March 20, 2006,

considered the Declaration stating on page 5, “Applicant’s arguments with respect to

commercial success are not persuasive because commercial success may have been

attributable to extensive advertising and position as a market leader before the

introduction of the patented product.” Because (a) Appellant’s response having the

Declaration attached was entered into the record, (b) Appellant’s commercial success

argument was predicated in substantial part on the Declaration, and (c) the Examiner

stated he considered the commercial success arguments, it is apparent that the

Declaration was considered and entered.

Declaration under 37 C.F.R. § 1.132 of Dr. J. Douglas Tygar, submitted by Appellant

in a response dated December 27, 2005 (and again in a response dated February 6,

2006). The Declaration was repeatedly cited on pages 20 to 23 of the February 6, 2006

response to support the argument for secondary considerations of non—obvi0usness,

including copying and commercial success. A copy of the Declaration was included in

the response as an exhibit. The Examiner, in an Office Action dated March 20, 2006,

considered the Declaration stating on page 5, “Applicant’s arguments with respect to
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commercial success are not persuasive because commercial success may have been

attributable to extensive advertising and position as a market leader before the

introduction of the patented product.” Because (a) Appellant’s response having the

Declaration attached was entered into the record, (b) Appellant’s commercial success

argument was predicated in substantial part on the Declaration, and (c) the Examiner

stated he considered the commercial success arguments, it is apparent that the

Declaration was considered and entered.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Reexamination Control No. 90/007,402

Reexamination Filed: January 31, 2005 ) METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING A
) DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

Patent Number: 5,191,573 ) AUDIO SIGNALS

)

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Examiner: Benjamin E. Lanier

December 23, 2005

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexamination
Commissioner for Patents 4

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DECLARATION UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1'.132

1, Arthur R; Hair, hereby declarethatz

1. I am the sole inventor of United States Patent Nos. 5,191,573; 5,675,734; and 5,966,440.

2. I am Chairman of the Board and Chief Technology Officer of SightSound Technologies,

Inc.

I assigned my rights in United States Patent Nos. 5,l9l,573; 5,675,734; and 5,966,440 to

the company that ultimately became SightSound.Technologies, Inc (“SightSound.”).

These patents served Sightsound Technologies well and were essential in raising the
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capital necessary to launch a company that would build eCommerce systems protected by

the patents. \

With the foregoing three patents in hand, Sightsound Technologies achieved many

notable firsts, including:

first to electronically sell a music download via the Internet;

first to electronically sell a movie download via the Internet;

first » to produce a motion picture specifically for simultaneous electronic

distribution worldwide via the Internet;

first to electronically sell encrypted movies legally through the _Gnute1la file-

sharing networks, without being in violation of copyrights;

' first to develop a legal system to sell encrypted music legally through the Napster

file-sharing networks, without being in violation of copyrights;

first to electronically sell a movie into a movie theater projection booth via the

Internet for digital exhibition from a windows workstation; and

first to electronically sell a movie into a handheld unit, a Compaq iPac Pocket PC.

SightSound built five Media eCommerce Systems. Over time, these systems grew from a

single server located in Pittsburgh to a geographically distributed system with a central

core in Pittsburgh that controlled remote sewers located in New York, Los Angeles,

Santa Clara, Seattle; Chicago, Washington D.C. and Boston. Version 1 was built in 1995
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and Version 2 was built in 1998, both of these versions only sold music. Version 3.1, 3.2

and 3.3 were built between -1999 and 2001 and sold both music and movies. The

system built at SightSound Technologies (which we called Version 3.3) was a fully

automated, database driven secure Media eCommerce System that had the hardware"

capacity to rent and/or sell 380,000 movies a day.

. The foregoing Media eCommerce Systems were covered by one or more claims in each

of United States Patent Nos. 5,141,573, 5,675,734 and 5,966,440.

. The Media eCommerce Systems were designed to support:

9 j‘ official movie websites;

banner ads that automatically invoke a download;

digital cinema (download to the projection booth);

portable audio/video devices

database driven websites; and

peer-to-peer file-sharing networks.

Using its Media eCommerce Systems, SightSound Technologies provided client services

. releasing motion pictures and music for Internet download sale for more than 40

filmmakers, special interest video production companies and recording artists.

SightSound Technologies first offered music for sale via the Internet in download fashion

in September 1995. At that time, SightSound Technologies offered music from the band
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“The Gathering Field.” Individual songs were priced at 99 cents and the entire album was

available for $6.00. Sightsound Technologies went on to build a respectable client roster

that included over 65 companies and individuals, including:

° Miramax Films (a subsidiary of the Walt Disney Company)

Showtime Networks (the Tyson —vs— Norris boxing match)

Comedy Central (half owned by Fox and half owned by Warner Brothers)

‘Lyric Studios (the children’s television program “Barney”)

WQED TV

I have attached as part of this Declaration several armouncements and media coverage

illustrating the many accomplishments that United States Patent Nos. 5,191,573;

5,675,734; and 5,966,440 assisted SightSound Technologies to achieve.

I further declare that all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are true

and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further, that

these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title l8 of the United

States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application

' or any patent issuing thereon.

Date Arthur R. Hair
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[N THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ‘

In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR '

Reexamination Control No. 90/007,402

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING
DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

AUDIO §IGNALS

Reexamination Filed: January 31, 2005

Patent Number: 5,191,573

saga;/\.J\./\/\/g/xaga
Examiner: Benjamin E. Lanier '

December 23, 2005

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexamination
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DECLARATION UNDER 37 CPR. §l.l32

I, Justin Douglas Tygar, hereby declare that:

1. i I am a tenured, full Professor at the University of California, Berkeley

with a joint appointment in the Department of Electiical Engineering and Computer Science.

(Conputer Science Division) and the School of Information Management and Systems.

2. I earned an A.B. degree in Math/Computer Science from the University of

A California, Berkeley, in 1982 and I earned a Ph.D. in Computer Science from Harvard University

in 1986.

3._ I am an expert in software engineering, computer security, and

cryptography. I have taught courses in sofiware engineering and computer security at the
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undergraduate, master's, and doctorate level at both the University of California, Berkeley and

Carnegie Mellon University.

4. I serve in a number of capacities on government, academic,. and industrial

committees that give advice or set standards in security and electronic commerce. In addition, I

have authored numerous publications in the fields of computer science and security in electronic

commerce. I have attached a copy of a recent curriculum vita to this declaration as Exhibit A.

5. At the request ofcounsel, I have compared a currently available system

for purchasing digital audio files, namely the online music service offered at www.napster.com

known as Napster Light‘ (hereinafter “Napster. Light”), with the teachings of U.S. Patent

5,191,573 (the “’573 patent”).

6. Napster Light is a currently operating service with an apparently wide user

base. It is therefore apparent that Napster Light, which uses the teachings of the -‘734 Patent, has

been commercially successful.

7. The ‘573 Patent generally discloses a method pertaining to the electronic

sale and transfer of digital audio or video signals, which are signals containing recorded sound or

' It should be noted that the Napster Light service offered by the entity known currently as Napster. Inc. at
www.nagster.oom is separate and distinct from a previous file sharing on-line service offered by an eartier
entity entitled Napster. It is my understanding that this prior entity went out of business in 2002, at which
time Roxio. Inc. acquired the Napster name and trademark rights. Subsequently, Roxio, Inc. changed
their name to Napster. lnc.. thus creating the current entity referred to herein as ‘the ‘new Napster, Inc."
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video, such as a musical or video recording, converted into binary form. The steps of the method

pertain to the following:

- A first party who is a seller ofdigital audio or video signals through

telecommunication lines. Telecommunication lines can include the lntemet. The seller must

have control over a computer memory, which includes a hard disk and RAM. The hard disk

includes copies of encoded digital audio or ‘video signals, which are the digital audio or video

signals configured in a form that would prevent unauthorized copying.

— A second party who is a buyer of the digital audio or video signals. The

buyer must possess and control his or her own computer memory. The buyer’s memory must be

located at a location remote from the location of the memory conuolled by the seller.

8. Theinvention of the ‘573 patent comprises a number of steps, though not

in any particular order except as indicated below. The steps are:

- Forming an end-to-end electronic connection over the

telecommunications lines between the computer memory controlled by the seller and the buyer’s

computer memory, which is controlled by the buyer;.

— Transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory to the

second memory; and

- Storing the transferred copy of the digital audio or video signals in the

buyer‘s memory.
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9. I have accessed Napster Light for the purpose of comparing it to the ‘734

patent. Based on my review, I have determined the following facts set forth in paragraphs 10

through 20 of this declaration.

10. The operator of Napster Light (i.e., the new Napster, Inc.), the “first party"

' for the purposes of this comparison, operates a music download system throughwhich digital

music files are sold to buyers for download over the intemet. The digital music filescontain

digital representations‘ of sound recordings. I have concluded from viewing information on

www.napster.comt.hat Napster Light uses a system that includes servers, which have memory

that includes hard disks that store digital music for sale over the intemet. The new Napster, Inc.

appears to control the servers that contain the digital music files for sale.

1 l. The typical online buyer using Napster Light, the “second party” for the

purposes of this comparison, controls a personal computer. For instance, the buyer controls

which sofiware to install and run on the computer, what data to store in the computer, and when

to operate the computer. The buyer has the computer at a home, office, or other location remote

from Napster Light.

12. Using a software application downloaded from a website ass'ociated with

Napster Light, the onlinc buyer may connect to Napster Light’s online music library over the

Internet and browse online music catalogs. The buyer forms a connection between his or her

‘computer and the Internet through an Internet Service Provider (ISP) that may be accessed via a

dial—up connection using a modem and a telephone line.
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l3. Using the downloaded software application, the online buyer browses

Napster Light's online music catalogs. The online buyer can select a particular digital music file

he or she desires.

l4. The digital music file is delivered to the online buyer via a download

operation that is automatically initiated between Napster Light's sewers and the online buyer’s .

computer.

15. The download process occurs by transmitting a copy of the digital music

file over thelntemet to the online buyer’s computer. The transmitted copy is stored in the online

buyer's computer hard drive. Throughout this downloading process, the online buyer is in

control ofhis 'or'her ‘co‘i'f1pu't‘er"s memory.

16. The‘ downloaded copy of the digital music is stored to the hard drive of the

buyer’s computer, from which it can be written to other media such as an optical disk or memory

of a portable device‘.

17. Napster Light does not include a point-0 f-sale device such as a kiosk, as _‘

, used in United States Patent No. 4,528,643 to Freeny (the “Freeny Patent").
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18. Napster Light does not writing a digitalgsignal from memory directly to an

optical disk or digital tape, as taught in Japanese Patent Publication 62-284496 to Akashi (the

“Akashi Patent").

l9. In .view of the foregoing, I have determined that Napster Light embodies

the elements taught in the ‘S73 Patent. As a result, it can be concluded that Napster Light has

copied the teachings of the ‘S73 Patent.

20. Also in view of the foregoing, I have determined that the Napster system does

not embody essential elements of the Freeny patent. As a result, it can be concluded that Napster

Light has Q copied the Freeny patent,-

?.I. Also in view of the foregoing, I have determined that the Napster system does

not embody essential elements of the Akashi patent. As a result, it can be concluded that Napster

Light has g_o_t copied the Akashi patent
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I further declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true

and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further, that

these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made

are punishable byi fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section l0t)1 of Title 18 of the United

States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application

or any patent issuing thereon.

 “

Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D.
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Express Mail No.: EV 320481168 US _ Control No.: 90/007,402

RELATED PROCEEDINGS APPENDIX

Sightsoundcom Inc. v. N2K, Inc., 2:98'—cv—00118-DWA (W.D. Pa).

-“Magistrate Judge’s Report and Recommendation” dated February 8, 2002

Sightsound Technologies, Inc. v. ROXIO, Ina, 2:04-cv—0l 549—DWA (W.D. Pa).

— “Memorandum Order and Opinion” dated February 28, 2005, granting Defendants’

motion to stay

Appeal from final rejection in copending reexamination Control No. 90/007,403.

Appeal from final rejection in copending reexamination Control No. 90/007,407.

Pl-lII’/ 725250. 2
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

SIGHTSOUNDQCOM INCORPORATED.

a Pennsylvania Corporation.

Plaintiff,

Civil Action No. 98-118

)
)
)
)
)

v. )
) . JUDGE DONALD J. LEE
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

NSK, INC., a Delware MAGISTRATE JUDGE BENSON
corporation, CDNOW, INC-,
a Pennsylvania Corporation,
and CDNOW ONLINE, INC.,

a Pennsylvania Corporation,

Defendants.

MAGISTRATE JUDGE'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION

I. RECOMMENDATION

It is respectfully recommended that the claims in suit be

interpreted as set forth in more detail in the following report.

‘II. REPORT

This is a patent infringement action filed by the holder

of three patents which, as described by plaintiff, "are directed to

commeIcially—acceptab1e systems and methods for selling music and

W "—v—1E€JZ‘H‘E§§Z’E§i"’ESL?2S§E£—£Zi}§E'£s}}§}§{§'i{3£§cAc ions "line Q.

1). Plaintiff, Sightsound.com, Inc. ("Sightsound“) accuses

defendants N2K, Inc. ("N2K"), CDnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc.

(collectively referred to as "CDnow" or “defendants") of infringing

multiple claims of U.s. Patent Nos. 5,191,573 ("the ‘S73 Patent"),

5,675,734 (“the '734 Patent"), and 5,966,440 ("the '440 Patentfl
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through the practice of downloading digital music over the

internet.‘

In view of the numerous claims which have allegedly been

infringed, the court encouraged the parties to narrow issues by

agreeing, where possible, to interpretations of various claims in

the patents. After the parties engaged in this process, however,

man dis utes remained concerning claim interpretationfi Hence, theY P

court scheduled a Markman hearing, and the parties filed claim

construction briefs (Docket #5 65, 69 and 75), a joint compilation

of exhibits (Docket #5 70-72), and expert reports and declarations

filed independently (Docket #5 ). A hearing was held before the

undersigned on April 18, 19, 20 and May 16, 2001, at which expert

testimony, demonstrative evidence, exhibits and argument were

offered by the parties (Docket #5 93-96). The undersigned has

1. Of course, the court is not concerned with the accused product
or practice at this point. Claim construction is accomplished
"independent of the accused product.“ Embrix Inc. v. Service
Engineering Co;p., 216 F.3d 1343. 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2000); Union Oil
Company of California v. Atlantic Richfield Co_, 208 F.3d 989, 994
(Fed.Cir. 2000).

2. Plaintiff initially asserted a total of thirty-nine (39) claims
which contain thirty-four (34) instances of disputed claim language-
The claims-in—suit are claims 1-3 of the ‘S73 patent, claims 1-8,
10-14, and 26-27 of the '734 patent, and claims 1-10, 12-15, 22, and
36-41 of the '440 patent. Plaintiff also seeks to assert claim 11

'440 patent, and defendants challenge this on the basis that
it was added just prior to the briefing prior the hearing (Docket
#75 at 17-18). while the undersigned agrees that claim 11 was
submitted late in the day, the terms used therein are not unique.
Hence, for purposes of claim construction, no new burden is imposed
for the parties or the court by including claim 11 at this stage;
The question of the propriety of this claim being considered by the
court in ruling on the ultimate issue shall be held in abeyance.

-2-
«mo 72A

(Rev. 8/82)
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considered all of the briefs, exhibits, testimony and argument

submitted. The following conclusions of law» are recommended.

1. THE LAW OF CLAIM CONSTRUCfION

Construction of patent claims is 21 matter exclusively

within the province of the court, and is a determination made as a
Inc. 517 u.s- 370,

Markman v. Westview Instruments,matter of law.

‘v. Com userve Inc.,I655 IIIC.
372 (1996); Interactive Gift E

231 F.3d 859, 865 (Fed.Cir. 2000); Markman v. Westview Instruments,

ingg, 52 F.3d 967, 979 (Fed. Cir. 1995). In making this

determination, "the viewing glass through which the claims are

construed is that of a person skilled in the art." Interactive Gift;

231 F.3d at 866.

A. INTRINSIC EVIDENCE

Intrinsic evidence is the most important source of

information in construing the language used in a patent. Vitrionics

so F.3d 1576, 1582 (Fed.Cfr.
Corgoration V. Conceptronic, IYIC . ,

1996); "Intrinsic" evidence consists of the claim language, the

specification and the prosecution history. ;g.; Marhman:'52_Fl3d at
979. "In construing claims, the analytical focus must begin and

remain centered on the language of the claims themselves, for it is

that‘ language‘ that the patentee chose to use to ‘particularly

the subject matter which thepoint[] out and distinctly c1aim[]

patentee regards as his invention.‘ 35 U.S.C. §i12, 12.“ Interactive

Gift, 231 F.3d at 865.
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The purpose of a patent is to secure to the patentee “all

to which he is entitled" while "appris[ing] the public of what is

still open to them." Markman, S17 U.S. at 373. In construing the

scope and meaning of a claim, terms used in the claim are to be

given their ordinary meaning to one skilled in the art unless it
appears from the patent and file history that the terms were used

differently by the inventor. ;c1.; Intellicall, supra; Phillips

Electronics v- Universal Electronics, Inc., 930 F.Supp. 986, 997

(D.Del. 1996). Thus, the court must first look to the language of

the patent claim. "If the claim language is clear on its- face, then

[the court's] consideration of the rest of the intrinsic evidence is

restricted to determining if a deviation from the clear language of

the claim is specified." Interactive Gift, 231. F.3d at 365. A

patentee, after all, may "choose to be his own lexicographer and use
terms in a manner other than their ordinary meaning. " Vitrionics, 90

F. 3d at 1582 .

The court may also find that a deviation from the plain

meaning of the terms used in a patent claim is warranted because the

patentee, in amending a claim before the PTO or in arguing to
—'”t1'i‘s’t‘.i:‘rIgu‘i'sh'T'a*“reference-t-o—pr-ioI~a-1=t—r-l=1as—-re—l-i—nqu—iShed——pa.1;t.nf_w.ha_t.

would normally be included within a claim's plain meaning.

Interactive Gift, .231 F.3d at 865, guoting Elkay Manufacturing Co‘.
v. Ebco Manufacturing Co., 192 F.3d 973, 976 (Fed.Cir. 1999).

Hence, ‘ [i],f a patentee takes a position before the PTO, such that

a ‘competitor would reasonably believe that the applicant had

surrendered the relevant subject matter, ' the patentee may be barred

-4-
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from asserting an inconsistent position on claim construction. “ Katz

vi AT&T Co§p., 63 F.Supp.2d sea, 591 (E.D.Pa. 1999). This does not

mean, however, every amendment, or every attempt by an

applicant during the application process to distinguish prior art,
automatically results in a corresponding limitation during claim
construction. “Unless altering claim language to escape an examiner

rejection, a patent applicant only limits claims during prosecution
by clearly disavowing claim coverage-" York Products, .

.Central_“1‘ragtor Farm & Family Center, 99 F.3d 1568,

1996).

1575 (Fed.Cir.

Further, although the specification maybe “the single

best guide to the meaning of a disputed term." Vitrionics, 90 F.3d

at 1582, the court must be careful to use the specification to

ascertainhthe meaning of disputed claim term, and not merely to

impose a limit on a claim term. Interactive Gift, 231 F.3d.at 865-.

66; citing Comark Communicagions, Inc. v. Harris Cog” 156 F.3d

1182, 1186 (Fed.Cir.' l998)("fine line" exists between "reading a

claim in light of the specification“ and impermissible practice of

“reading a limitation into the claim from the specification."') .

B. sxrnrnsrc EVIDENCE

"In most situations, an analysis of the intrinsic evidence

mbiguity in a disputed claim term. In suchalone will resolve any a

circumstances, it is improper to rely on extrinsic evidence." Id.,

90 F.3d at 1583. In cases where the scope of the invention is

described unambiguously by the intrinsic evidence, it is improper to

\AO72A ' 5 ‘
(Rev, 8/82)
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consider extrinsic evidence. Id. The public is entitled to rely

upon the “public record“ of the invention, i.e., the claims, the

specification and the file history. ;g., citing Markman, 52 F.3d at

97£!.—79. "Allowing the public record to be altered or changed by

extrinsic evidence introduced at trial, such as expert testimony,

would make this right meaningless." Vitrionics, 90 F.3d at 1583.

This same limitation applies whether it is the alleged infringer or

the patentee who seeks to alter the scope of the claims. rg.

"Only if there were still some genuine ambiguity in the

claims, after review of all available intrinsic evidence, should the

trial court have resorted to extrinsic evidence, such as expert

testimony ." Vitrionics, 90 F.3d at 1584. Further, even if

expert testimony is accepted and properly considered, it should be

afforded no weight if it is inconsistent with the specification and

file history. rg. Likewise, the inventor's subjective intent, if

not expressed in the patent documents, is not entitled to any

weight. ;g.

In fact, a preferred type of extrinsic evidence, useful to

demonstrate how a particular term is used by those skilled in the

»¢artT~is—4L—priormartm4£ierenceT_Mhether,ormnotmLhat_Ieferencewisw_i_r_._
cited in the specification or file history. Vitrionics, 90 F.3d at

1584. Again, however, consideration of such extrinsic evidence is

"unnecessary, indeed improper, when the disputed terms can be

understood from a careful reading of the public record.“ ;g.

This does not mean that extrinsic evidence ought never to

be considered. On the contrary, extrinsic evidence may be

.6-
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appropriate for a purpose other than clarifying ambiguous language

in the patent:

A judge is not usually a person conversant in the
particular technical art involved and is not the
hypothetical person skilled in the art to whom a
patent is addressed. Extrinsic evidence, therefore,
may be necessary to inforui the court about the
language in which the patent is written. But this
evidence is not for the purpose of clarifying
ambiguity in claim terminology. It is not ambiguity
in the document that creates the need for extrinsic
evidence but rather unfamiliarity of the court with
the terminology of the art to which the patent is
addressed. ’

 , 52 F.3d at 986.‘ The court may, then, and in this

instance, did, resort to extrinsic evidence for the purpose of

. determining "what one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of
the invention would have understood [a particular] term to mean."
Id.; ggg also, Pitney Bowes, Inc. v. Hewlett-Packard Col, 182 F.3d
l298,.1309 (Fed.Cir. 1999). Technical treatises and dictionaries,

although extrinsic evidence, may be consulted "at any time in order

to better understand the underlying technology . . .." Vitrionics,

90 F.3d at 1584. Dictionary definitions may be used by the court‘

"when construing claim terms, so long as the dictionary definition

does not contradict any definition found in or ascertained by a

reading of the patent documents." 1g.

 

Indeed, as one who felt (and still feels) uncomfiortable with
the technology of the 20” Century, and who will undoubtedly
feel increasingly so with the technology of the present
century, this explanation from the Court of Appeals in Markman
is particularly trenchant.
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C. MEANS-PLUS-FUNCTION CLAIMS

Also relevant to the construction-of the claims at issue

in this case is the "means~plus~function“ format of stating patent

claims:

a combination may he

step for performing a
of structure,

An element in a claim for
expressed as a means of
specified function without the recital
material, or acts in support thereof, and such claim
shall be construed to cover the corresponding
structure, material, or acts described in the
specification and equivalents thereof.

35 U.S.C. 16 (1994) .§112, "This provision of the patent statute

permits a patentee to write a limitation in a combination claim as
a means for performing a function. without reciting structure,

materials or acts in the limitation.“ 63 F.Supp,2d at 592.

when interpreting a claint written in the “means—plus—function"

format, the court must construe the functional language of the claim

"to cover the corresponding structure, material, or acts described
35 U.S.C. §1l2'

__jJL_the_:qmciiication Jami equivalents thereof."

Valmont Industries, Inc. v. Reinke Manufacturing Co-, Inc., 983 F.2d
however, must describe1993). The patentee,1039, 1042 (Fed. Cir.

in the specification some structure which performs the specified

function. Idijmat 1042.

In determining whether to apply the statutory
procedures of section 112, 1 6, the use of the word
"means" triggers a presumption that the inventor
used this term advisedly to invoke the statutory
mandates for means—p1us-function clauses. 35 U.S.C.
§ 112, 1 6 (1994); see Greenbur v. Ethicon Endo-
Surgery, InC., 91 F.3d 1580, 1584, 39 USPQ2d 1783,
1787 (Fed. Cir. 1996). Nonetheless, mere
incantation of the word "means" in a clause reciting
predominantly structure cannot evoke section 112. 1
6. [citations omitted]. Conversely, "ltlhe

.3-
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recitation of some structure in a means plus
function element does not preclude the applicability
of section 112(6)." Laitrim Co . v. Rexnord Inc.,
939 F.2d‘1S33. 1536. 10 USPQ2d 1367, 1369 (Fed. Cir.
1991). -

Inc. V. Central Tr ctor, 1574 (Fed.Yor Products 99 F.3d 1568,

Cir. 1996). Thus, “[t]o invoke this statute, the alleged means-

p1us—function claim element must not recite a definite structure

which performs the described function." Cole v. Kimberly-Clark
The court must "decide

Corp., 102 F.3d 524, 531 (Fed. Cir. 1996).

on an element—by—e1ement basis, -based. upon the patent and its

prosecution history, whether § 112, 1 6 applies.“ Lg;

Once having decided that the means-p1us—function analysis

applies, the court should: (1) determine what function the means

performs, and (2) find in the claim language a link betyeen the
function. Katz, 63 F.Supp.2d at 593. The

specification is next considered, and the court "must determine what

structure, material or acts - correspond to the word ‘means.'“

Id., citing Chiumigatga Concrete Concepts, Inc. v. Cardinal

Industries Inc., 145 F.3d 1303, 1308 (Fed.Cir. 1998). There is no_:—: 

specific level of detail necessary in the description of structure,

so long as one ‘EiIIed”ifi'tfie"afE‘wou1d“identify the structure‘from

the description. Atmel Corp. v. Information storage Devices, Inc.,

198 F.3d 1374, 1381 (Fed.Cir. 1999).
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2. SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE

A. BACKGROUND AND CLAIM LANGUAGE

The patents—in—suit stem from a patent application

initially filed with the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) in June, 1988._ In fact, the '734 and '440 patents are

"continuationsi of the ‘S73 patent, disclosing additional inventions

arising from the original invention. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the

patent specifications for the '734 and '440 patents mirror the

patent specification for the ‘S73 patent.

The patents each address a "system and associated method

for the electronic sales and ciistribution of digital" audio or

digital video signals, and more particularly, to a system and method
which a user may purchase and receive digital audio or digital video

signals from any location which the user has access ‘to
telecommunications lines.“ (Docket #70, Exhibit 51 at 1).

In its first claim, the ‘S73 patent discloses a four—step

method of transmitting a digital audio or yideo signal including

steps addressed ‘to: (1) transferring money electronically; (2)
connecting two "memories" by telecommunications lines so that a

signal can be transmitted front the first ‘to “the second;. (3)
transmitting the signal; and (4) storing the digital signal in the

second memory. Claim 2 is a dependent claim, building on the first

claim by adding the step of searching for and selecting a desired

digital signal from the first memory. Step 3 is, in turn, dependent
on claims 1 and 2, and discloses additional steps in transferring

money, specifically the steps of telephoning the first party and
-10-
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providing the second party's credit card...number "so the second party‘

is charged money. "‘

The "134 patent, which has claims 1-8, 10-14, and 25-27 in

suit, discloses in claim 1 the same basic invention as was disclosed .
in the ‘S73 patent, but with the addition of steps inilolving the use

of a “hard disk" and “sales random accesslmemory“ by the selling

party, and “electronic coding" of the signal to prevent unauthorized

copying thereof. Claim 2 adds the use of ‘a "'second party integrated

circuit" and 'a fcontrol panel" to execute commands during the

process described in Claim 1- Claim 3 describes an "incoming random

access memory‘ chip“. in the buyer's possession which temporarily
stores the incoming digital signal until it is transferred to the

buyer's hard disk. Claims 4-8 describe the use of a “control

integrated circuit" in this process, and claims 10-14 describe the

use of "telephone lines" as a type of "telecommunications lines“ in

the invention disclosed in Claim 4. Claims 26 and 27 summarize much

of the preceding claims, and disclose a “means or mechanism for the

first party to charge a fee to the second party remote from the

second party location."

”_‘—"’“"-‘_”T1ié';"4”4‘0‘f>at‘e‘I‘Itf‘ha‘s‘“sixty=t‘hree""’(’6‘3‘)““"c‘l'aims";**of> ~wh—1wctr—1—r—

1s, 22. and 36-41 are at issue. Again.-the claims set forth a

.method for transferring digital audio or digital video signals, but

also" disclose methods for playing such digital signals on an

integrated system used by the second party.

~?._._._————___....—.._—_.

4. The remaining claims of the ‘S73 patent are not asserted in
this suit.

\A072A \ , ‘ H '
(Rcv.8l82) I
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The actual language of a claim is the key consideration in

any construction of a patent; thatrlanguage is not reproduced as an

attachment to this Report, but is set out at length in the text as

appropriate. I So too, certain intrinsic evidence, the« patent

V specifications and prosecution histories, are set forth in relevant
part during the analysis portion of this report.

B . OTHER EVIDENCE

Other evidence presented, in the nature of declarations,

dictionary definitions, expert testimony, etc., will, likewise be
set forth in relevant part as necessary to, discuss particular

issues.- However, the court will summarize the testimony presented

at the hearing from the expert witnesses (which is premised upon

declarations earlier submitted by the parties) . This testimony has

been relied upon by the undersigned to understand the technology

underlying the patents~in-suit, and to determine the level of

education and experience which would define "one skilled in the art"

_in this case. The court will also indicate during theanalysis
portion which, if any, of the extrinsic evidence has been considered

“ . :::_ '_"_".'.'2'1"§';".Tr?€.I‘é"."\‘i.E1'"rl1iiT:tfE_lfl'I'éI:T€:T<3‘l’1'§1i'fI1i€I§ifi1'T,I10if:pEr1:i1:1;I‘_1?=;‘_I:Zl;a_i1I§:1_.___...._......--...~,._._.-_.._..

1. Dr. Tygar

Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.’D., testified as an expert on

behalf of plaintiff (Docket #95 at 4-41). Dr. Tygar is a professor

at the University of California at Berkeley in the department of
electrical engineering and computer science (I_d.,_ at 4) . He works

in the area of software engineering, computer security and

-12-
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electronic commerce (;g., at 5). He has also "had occasion“ to work

with digital audio (;g.). Dr. Tygar is a senior member of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)-(;g.).

Dr. Tygar explained the process of recording sound both by

analog and digital means. He explained that a “digital converter"
takes an analog representation of a sound wave, samples it at many,

many points, measures the ‘signal "at each sampling point,

representing the measurements with binary numbers (;g., at 8-9).

The reverse process is used 'to change the digital sound

representations back into an analog sound wave through a process of

'“interpo1ating“ a sound wave between the digital signals. This, in

turn, can be played through a speaker to create audible sound waves

(l§., at 9).

[Digital audio may be stored on a compact disk, and then

"read; by a laser. The benefits of this technology are obvious to

all, most notably the fact that, unlike vinyl records, CD's, unless

damaged, will retain the digital information unchanged indefinitely.

"Compressed" digital audio, whereby the binary

representation ofia sound wave is made smaller by, for example,

::::.feiininati11g::;1'epeate1i"::s;i7gnaiT-5:""isT"i‘3::Br<'""'TZQfl"‘§:9Pi‘I1i0nt'S:C_iT3fl

digital audio (1Q., at 3).

Dr. Tygar also testified. that there is a difference

between digital sound on one hand, and digital instructions for

sound on the other. He compared the MIDI format (for “Music

Instrument Digital Interface‘), or instructions for sound, with

sheet music. The MIDI instructions, which are binary, tell the

-13-
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computer what sounds to make on an internal synthesizer (;g., at 13-

14; Docket #74, Exhibit B at 5-8). He contrasted this with a sound

wave represented digitally, which, although also stored in binary,
permits a computer program to reproduce a sound wave which has been
recorded. one of the differences between MIDI and digital sound is
that vocals cannot be faithfully represented in MIDI format, while

digital sound has no such limitations (Docket #95 at 15). MIDI,

although versatile, is, in Dr. Tygar‘s opinion, simply a series of

on/off commands (;Q., at 6}.

‘ Dr. Tygar also testified concerning the advantages

inherent in sending digital music from one computer to another (LQ..

at 17). There is no need for packaging, no stock problems, low

overhead, and presents an easier way to find and keep in storage

various types of music (;g., at 17-18).

Part of Dr. Tygar's expert report is also addressed to the

nature of telecommunications systems (Docket #74, Exhibit B at B~.

14). He testified that about 80% of households have a “direct link“

to a telecommunication provider's "central office" (Docket #95 at

18). Although the connection between a private home and a central

::o‘.fIiti‘.c:é:i‘s;:zTr33r:_:i:afird:ma:st;in:r213£::T1fiJne1:L;i:z;i:g_1:.qplp;::1:£:i;ELr.:y21E;: _“‘",'T_T_"“‘ -

electric impulses, the telephone network is mostly digital from the

central office until the individual communication reaches the other

party's copper lines (1Q., at 19). Hence, in 1988, as today, a

telephone call could proceed entirely through copper wire as

electric impulses, it could be changed into light impulses and

travel through fiber optic cable, and it could also travel as radio.

.[4-
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waves, or a combination of all three types (L1,, at 20) . Today.

most telecommunications links are established through the fiber

optic “backbone network“ used by all telecommunications companies

(lflh. at 19).

There is in the telephone industry a concept known as

"multiplexing" which occurs in telephone links. Time Division
Multiplexing, or "TDM," occurs when calls are digitized and broken

up into segments. These segments are sent in order, with segments
from other telephone calls placed in between, then reassembled at

the other end (;g., at 21)5. In Dr. Tygar's view, this does not

create a “continuous physical conduction path" between the person

sending and the person receiving a telephone call (;g.).

i The Internet uses the same infrastructure as is used by

the telephone system, including telephone lines and the fiber optic
"bachbone" (;g., at 22). There is “end to end connectivity" in an

Internet transaction in that the computers at opposite ends of a

transmission must establish communication with one another, i.e, a

"session." (;g.). On cross-examination, Dr. Tygar conceded that a

book he uses in instructing his students provides a definition of

.:: fif1_tfiHifi:dsigma}:1-r:c7:tufle::tre:':Int‘ernet:but‘:dges"i11c3:gd

the telephone network (;Q., at 37). He believes this to be an error

in the text (;g., at 40), and noted when he was recalled as a

witness that the same text, at a different point, clearly states
—:—¢— 

S. For example, if three calls, A, B and C were sent through the
TDM process, the segments might share a fiber optic strand in
the order ABCABCABCABC. The segments are then reassembled
prior to reaching the ultimate destination, AAAA, BEBE, CCCC-

-15-
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that a type of connection is made over the Internet (L§-. at I61),
imate delivery to the receiving user in an Internet»

nt (;g., at 162).

and that the ult

communication.is in the same order as it was se

Cell phones use radio waves, and call segments may be

"handed off“ between cells in a network while the cell phone user is
This is comparable to the manner in which

traveling (;g., at 23).

t means of routing a nessage, i.e., thethe Internet uses differen

path used for different "packets" of information may change.
Dr. Tygar also offered opinions concerning the meaning of

various terms in the patent. Briefly, they are that one skilled in

the art would not have interpreted the Hair patents (the patents—in—

suit, identified by the inventor's name) as covering instructions to
(;g., the process ofor MIDI at 25). Further,produce sound,

not in the nature of
_compressing or storing digital audio is

"computer instructions" (;g., at 27).

Also, the term "telecommunications" as used in the

patents—in~suit includes both telephone communications and TCP/IP
networks such as the Internet (;Q., at 28). Each provides end-to-

end connectivity, and uses the same infrastructure (;g., at 29).

~--etaM~hs!é¥ta§aa§2::é§3z3§”—I3iEi‘£i€éI:t:6;E,He:§ameE;wirrh:natn'::e;o::¥%rther;

_ the Internet (LQ.).

Th term "telephoning" includes both human and machine-

initiated calls (;g.).

"Providing payment electronically“ can constitute any

means of payment which is accomplished over telecommunications

lines, such as the buyer providing his or her credit card number, or

-16-
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the more advanced means of electronic commerce systems now being

used on the Internet (E., at 30).

ii. Professor Larky

engineering and computer science from 1960 until his retirement.

(Docket #95 at 44-45; Docket #68). -He holds a Ph.D. in electrical

engineering (Docket #95 at 47), and has extensive experience

teaching the use of computers in the telephone system for Bell

Telephone Laboratories from 1962 through 1992 (;g., 47-48). He has

also helped design telephone switching systems and performed

experimental work for telephone companies (;g., at 49).- He was

called by the defendants.

Professor Larky reviewed the Hair patents and concluded

that one "skilled in the art" for purposes of those patents would be

"someone who had a background in computer engineering or a

combination of computer engineering and computer programming

background and about two years experience in actually doing some

‘inings""ri§:£na' Efera*:‘- (:3. '7 ac59sif¥5si3)¥-;----43-—-A" -~- - » A

‘Doctor Larky testified that an integrated circuit (IC) is

a microprocessor or the "brains" of a computer (;g., at 53). Random

Access Memory (RAM) is the "basic storage unit for programs and data

on a computer." (;g., at 54). Although the patent lists "incoming"

and "playback" RAM separately, such functions are normally performed

by the same "set of chips" in a computer (;g.). The "hard disk“ of

-]']-
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a computer is a metal disk which retains information recorded on it

until that information is erased (LQJ, at 55).

Dr,. Larky testified that it was common in.1988 to connect

two computers directly by means of telephone lines (;g,, at 56).

one would use the keyboard or the mouse to instruct the computer to

make a telephone connection through a modenx (;g., at /57-58).
Further, there were also, in 1988, services available which would

provide computer files for download over telephone lines (;Q., at

58). Files which produced audible sounds could also be downloaded

in this time frame (;g., at 59).

Professor Larky described the connection made between

computers via telephone lines in.1988 as establishing a “direct line.

connection“ ‘in that a wire would connect the computer to the

telephone company, and the company would "close the necessary

switches" so that the signals reach the other end (;g.). There is,

in his view, allowing for the use of fiber optics, "a closed

electrical path" from one computer to the other (;g., at 60). The

telephone system was using both analog and digital formats in 1988

(;g., at 63).

Important to his discussion- of the nature of the

connections made is the concept of “conduction path,“ which has two

meanings. The first is an electrical conduction. path whereby

electrons flow through a wire, and the second denotes a path through

which a conversation is conducted, but which is not necessarily

purely electrical in nature (;g., at 65).
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0 addressed time division multiplexing, or.,Dr. Larky als

TDM, which, he explained, works because the segments are always in

a predetermined order. Hence, the receiving_mu1tip1exing equipment
parcels the information out in the order.in which it is received

each piece of information or segment
(;g., at 67-68). Further,

the first. These segments are not
follows the same path as

individually “addressed” in any way because they are "in step" and
at 68, 71). There is

are thus sorted out on the receiving end (;g.,

also no means for verifying the correct delivery of information
as of 1988. a "solid conduction

(;g., at 72). In Dr. Larky's view,

path" would exist between computers which accessed each other over
the_telephone system (;g., at 73).

As of 1988, two computers could connect via modem over

telephone lines and exchange data (Docket #68 at 7). This is
unbroken transmission." Data exchange

accomplished in "a single,
as it does today.

by internet protocols, transmitting each packet individually to the
second computer by way of network routers. The second computer,

after receiving all of the packets, reassembles the data into its

original form. During the packet-switch transmission, no
“continuous point-to-point conduction path“ is established between

the computers, and the information is not sent in one unbroken

transmission (;g.).

At the hearing, Dr. Larky explained that the information

being exchanged in an Internet transmission is broken down into

-19-
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the are
packets by the sending computer, and that packets

so that the particular packet's properindividually "addressed"

end of the
identified at the othercan he\

(Docket #95 at 74).

place in "order

transmission The packets are sent over the

telephone system to Internet "nodes," where a computer "looks" at a

packet and sends it on to another such node, an so on toward its

final destination (rg., at 74). Not all packets from the same
at 75); Also,

transmission necessarily follow the same path (;g.,

a particular packet may be detained, with some packets sent later

arriving at their destination before packets sent earlier c;g., at

77). A person skilled in the art would have been aware of the

existence of the Internet as of 1988 (;Q., at 78).

In summary, Dr. Larky indicated that the Internet is

connectionless and best-effort and, therefore, inherently less

reliable than a telephone connection (;g., at 79). The Internet is

"connection-oriented," which means it attempts to do what a

connection would do (;g., at 89). He contrasted the used of TDM by

the telephone system on the basis that TDM packets are of uniform
length, whereas Internet packages are of varying lengths (;g., at
85). A packet used in a switch network has a "checksum“ and an

"address," consisting of digital information which tells a receiving

computer how large the total communication should be, and the

ultimate destination, respectively. "Segment" is a term used to

identify a TDM bit of information, as opposed to "packet" (;g., at

88).
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The Internet operates according to the Transmission

Control Protocol and the Internet Protocol ("TCP/IF“). which are

part of the Internet Suite of Protocols (Docket #68 at 4). TCP

governs how data is broken down into packets, IP governs the routing
of the packets, and TCP governs how the packets are recombined

( d.).

On cross-examination, Dr. Larky conceded that connections

exist between each router, or on each “leg,” of a packet-switch.
network (Docket #95 at 98-100). _ In fact, Newton's Telecom

Dictionary (Plaintiff's Exhibit A at page 680) states that "TCP

first establishes a connection between the two systems that intend

to exchange data“ (Docket #95 at 102~03). Dr- Larky was also shown

a glossary of telecommunications terms from the Federal Standard,
marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit B (;g., at 104). There is no date on

this exhibit, although there is reference therein to standards

adopted in 1994. In that glossary, "telecommunications" is defined
as meaning any" transmission by wire, radio, optical or other

electromagnetic systems (;g.).
Dr. Larky, too, offered an opinion concerning the Hair

patents. In his view, one skilled in the art in 1988 would have
understood "that the Internet is connectioniess“

“connecting electronically via a telecommunications line" would not

apply to Internet communications (;g., at 90). Further, there is no
reference to computer networks in the patents or the accompanying

papers, and no reference to the Internet or packet-switch networks

(lg-, at 92).
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y_also filed a rebuttal declaration (Docket #88)Dr. Lark

et today normally has

a continuous connection with the Internet Service Provider ("ISP")

over a telephone line, and that the ISP then "affords access“ to the
There is, however, no “similar connection"at 8).

e server of the ISP and other routers and

Internet (;g.,

formed with th servers

located on the Internet (;g., at 9).

iii.

Also testifying for defendants was James Anderson Moorer,

an expert in the field of digital audio signals and digital audio
music (Docket #95 at 110-11; Docket #86)- He has Bachelor's Degrees

in electrical engineering and applied mathematics, and a Ph.D. in

computer science (Docket #95 at 113). He has extensive experience
with digital audio, including work with Lucasfilm and later for his

own firm, Sonic Solutions (;g., at 114). Dr. Moorer has created
software which address sound concerns in the film industry (;g., at

114-115), and»has published in the area of digital audio, and has

taught courses at Stanford University in that field (;g., at 115-

16). He built a number of products used in the digital audio field,

and composed digital audio music. including the theme played before

the feature film in every theater equipped with a TEX sound system

(;Q., at 116-l7). He has received numerous awards, including an

Emmy and a technical Oscar (;g., at 117).

Dr. Moorer believes one "skilled in the art“ for purposes

of these patents would possess a degree in engineering or computers,

-22-
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but that some experience or skill in digital audio or digital music
would be necessary as well (;g., at 112).

In 1988, the Pulse Code Modulation ("PCM") format, the

format described by Dr. Tygar as a digital.representation of a sound

wave, would not have been practical in 1988 on account of the size

of such files, while MIDI and other formats would have been (;Q.).

This is because commercially available hard drives at that time were
(lQ., at 143),

between 10 to 40 megabytes in size for a consumer

large as 85 megabytes forsuch hard drives were aswhile

professional applications (;g., at 144). The 85 megabyte size would
have allowed for the storage of about 8 minutes of music in PCM

To do "thousands"format (;g.). of songs, as referenced in the

patents, would have required about 30 gigabytes of storage space, a

size not commercially viable for consumers at that time (lQ., at

145).

time in MIDI format (;g.. at 146). For example, a performance of

Beethoven's piano sonata “Fur Elise" played for the court in PCM

format was 74,000 bytes for 6.7 seconds, while three minutes of the

same music in MIDI format was 6,600 bytes (;g-, at 148-49). In Dr.

Moorer's opinion, MIDI is digital music 1;g., at 149), although

"[i]n some ways, MIDI operates like the old player pianos, in that

it is capable of recording the exact performance without having to

(Docket #86 at 10).record the sounds.“ In fact, he would have

chosen MIDI as the commercially viable format in 1988 for the

invention disclosed in the patent (Docket #95 at 150).

.23-
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Further, the CD format in 1988 included both “digitized

“music encoded as MIDI data and graphicalaudio" as well as

information as well.“ (Docket #86 at 3). “Therefore, as of 1988,

the complete specification for CD—based audio was not merely sound

waves in digital form, but also included instructions of various
kinds, optionally including MIDI data.“ (Id., at 6).

All forms of digital music, MIDI or otherwise, go through

a digital to analog converter and then to a speaker (Id., at 121).

The audio format for a compact disk was first published in the early

1980's (Id., at 123). One form of representations on a CD is pulse

code modulation or PCM (;g.). PCM audio on a compact disk is more

than a sound wave converted to binary form (Id., at 124). There are

correction codes and instructions which direct the decoding process

(Lgl, at 124-25), as well as instructions which start and stop the

individual tracks (Id., at 125). Some CD5 in 1988 had MIDI

information on them (Id., at 127).

There were forms of digital audio in 1988 other than PCM

or MIDI ( Id., at 128; Docket #86 at 5).
All of these forms contain

some kind of instructions or directions, such as commands to the

decoding software and hardware concerning interpretation.of the data

(Docket #95 at 129). MP3 is another means of digital audio, and it

also contains instructions (;d;. at 130).

MIDI revolutionized music in the mid-80's, by allowing

artists to play complex pieces without doing so all at one time

(Id., at 132). MIDI does have limitations, such as the inability to
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represent voices well (Id., at 136). MIDI, however, does not lack
nuance (lQ.).

All methods of producing sound digitally ultimately

involve “numbers that describe how to make a sound pressure wave.

In other words,

device as to how to create a voltage that can then be sent to a

loudspeaker or headphone.".(Docket #86 at 12).
. In Dr. Moorer‘s opinion, the inventor did not exclude MIDI

from the definition of "digital audio music" (Id,, at 113). Rather,

encode musical sound (Id., at 138). The witness based his opinion
on the fact that the patents do not use words “sound wave" or "sound

pressure wave" at any point, and there is no limitation in the
patent on the way the music is stored digitally (Id., at 139).

Also, ' of the term "laser retrieval“ in the"

specification means any information which can be placed on CD (;d.).
MIDI is not excluded by this language (Id., at 141).

"Software" as used in the patent means a way of

representing digital music as opposed to being a physical device
(Id., at 142). Thus, any method of creating music from zeros and
ones appears acceptable under the patent (Docket #86 at 12).

3. CONSTRUCTION 6? THE CLAIMS PRESENTED AT THE MARKMAN HEARING

The parties dispute the meaning of numerous terms, many of
which are used throughout the three patents-in~suit. The court will
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initially focus upon the four terms which the parties recognize as

A." ' ‘Digital Audio Signal‘

” This term appears in each of the patents, beginning with

the ‘S73 patent in Claim 1. which begins “A method for transmitting
a first memorya desired digital audio signal stored on-

(Docket #69, Exhibit J at 6)(italics added). Plaintiff maintains

that this term should be construed to mean “a sound wave converted

to binary form." (Docket #69 at 11). Defendants assert that the

'A representation of audio in binary form intended to
produce an audible sound. It can be recorded sound,
a sound effect. or instructions for producing a
sound, and need not be a complete song.

(Docket #65 at 15). The essence of the dispute in this instance is
whether or not the term "digital audio signal“ includes MIDI

instructions or computer software programs as opposed to simply

digital representations of audible sounds.

a computer to play a synthesizer to produce a specified tone. ‘By
is a means of converting a

contrast, Pulse Code Modulation, or PCM,

to binary form so that the same sound wave (or one sosound wave in

close to the original-so as to be indistinguishable by the human

ear) may be produced when the binary language is interpreted by a

computer and sent through a digital/analog converter to a speaker.
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Sightsound asserts that the phrase "digital audio music"

does not include MIDI representations. Resort to contemporaneous

dictionary definitions for those skilled in the art supports this
The lEEE° Standard Dictionary of Electrical andconclusion.

"audio" in the context of data

transmission as "pertainin

nornmll)'_audible sound wave - roughly 1SHz-20Hz." (Docket #69,
Exhibit A). "Digital" is defined as "pertaining to data in the form

of digits.“ (;g., Exhibit B). "Signal," again as employed in the
context of data transmission, is "(a) a visual, audible or other

indication used to convey information; (b) the intelligence, message
tem; (C) a signal

the physical embodiment of a message." Exhibit C).
Defendants argue that the phrase "sound wave," which is

part of Sightsound's proposed definition of “digital audio signal,"
is nowhere to be found in the specification. While this is true,

"sound wave" is part of the IEEE definition of "audio," and is a

source to which one skilled in the art would refer in construing the
claim terms. Indeed, Sightsound persuasively argues that, relying

‘upon contemporaneous trade definitions, the term."digital audio
signal" refers to "a normally audible sound wave" which has been
represented as "data in the form of digits“ for purposes of sending
or conveying it.

_?{..___:_F___:_

of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, which is
6. The Institute _

erican National Standard (ANSI).
part of an Am

-27-
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Resort to the specification for purposes of determining if

a different meaning was intended by the patentee does nothing to

change the meaning of the phrase. The specification of all three

patents provides several clues concerning the meaning of “digital
audio signal." A.review of the specification in some detail at this
point will serve to provide needed background for this term, as well
as for the other terms which remained to be construed.

First, in rather graceless language in common to the

species, the specification contains.a description of the field of
the invention:

The present invention is related to a method
for the electronic sales and distribution of digital
audio or video signals, and more particularly, to a
method which a user may purchase and receive digital
audio or video signal from any location which the
user has access to a telecommunication line.

‘S73 Patent at col. 1, lines 9-14). What(Docket #70, Tab 51,

follows is a description of the then-existing "medium" or "hardware
tapes and compact discsunits" of music, which include records,

.(;g.. lines l7—68). Throughout this discussion, the disadvantages

inherent in the use of "hardware units“ for storing, selling and

playing back music are discussed. Then, the advent of digitizing
sound is discussed:

QUALITY: Until the recent invention of Digital
Audio Music, as used on Compact Discs, distortion
free transfer from the hardware units to the stereo
system was virtually impossible. Digital Audio
Music is simply music converted into a very basic
computer language known as binary. A series of
commands known as zeros and ones encode the music
for future playback. Use of laser retrieval of the
binary commands results in distortion free transfer
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pieces, the specification indicates that,

of the music from the compact disc to the stereo
system . . ..

(;g., lines 50-59). with respect to copyright protection of musical
"[i]f music exists on

hardware units, it can be copied.“ (;g., col. 2 lines 8-9).
invention are listed as

Thus, the objectives of the

providing a new “methodology/system‘ to: (1) “electronically sell
and distribute Digital Electronic Music';~ (2) ‘electronically

storing and retrieving Digital Audio Music"; (3) electronically

sorting, cuing and selecting Digital Audio Music; and (4) preventing

"unauthorized electronic copying" of Digital Audio Music. (LQH

lines 10-23).

The specification goes on to explain that Digital Audio

Music, in the disclosed invention, is stored on only one piece of

"hardware," that being a harda disk (;g., lines 31-34). This

eliminates the former types of "hardware" identified in the

specification, namely “records. tapes, Or Compact discs-" (lQ~. line
34). The reader is further informed that, “[i]nasmuch as Digital

Audio Music is software an[d] this invention electronically

transfers and stores such music, electronic sales and distribution

of the music can take place via telephone lines onto a hard disk."

(Id-. lines 63-67).

then provided:

The present invention is a nwthod
transmitting a desired digital video or audio signal
stored on a first memory of a first party" to a
second memory of a Second . The
comprises the steps of transferring money via a
telecommunications line to the first party from the
second party. Additionally, the method comprises

-29-
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the step of then connecting electronically via a
telecommunications line the first memory with the
second memory such that the desired digital signal
can pass therebetween. Next, there is the step of
transmitting desired digital signal from the first
memory with a transmitter in control and in
possession of the first party to a receiver having
the second memory at a location determined by the
second party. The receiver is in possession and in
control of the second party. There is'a1so the step
of then storing the digital signal in the second
memory. a ,

.(Id., col. 3, lines 3-19). This description is repeated after the

preferred embodiment is set forth (;g., col. 5 lines 29-45).

Again, it is helpful to focus the court's inquiry on the
Defendants assert that any

means

’code is acceptable as'a "digital audio signal" for purposes of the

invention. This is so, defendants argue, because the specification

identifies "digital audio music" as “music converted into a very

basic computer language known as binary" and because the

specification refers to Digital Audio Music as "software." (Docket

#65 at l6). MIDI is a form of computer "software" in that it
consists of instructions, stored in binary form, which will produce
sound when interpreted by the computer. "Instructions" to produce

sound are, in defendants’ view, part of the claimed invention.
Sightsound responds that software programs, such as MIDI,

are not properly’ within the scope of the term "digital audio

signal.“ The manner in which the terms "hardware" and "software"

are used in the specification are, Sightsound argues, the most

important indicia of the meaning of those terms. The specification

consistently refers to any physical storage medium for sound,

-30-
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whether in binary form or not, as "hardware." Such storage units

including records, tapes, compact discs and even the hard drive of
a computer. The specification explains that the key advantage to
storing music as digital signals is that the digital signal is
"software," i.e., it can be transferred.to a purchaser without also
transferring along with the signal some type of "hardware" unit on
which the signal is stored.

There are repeated references in the specification to

"music" and "songs." Likewise, the patentee refers to storing music
on other media, such as records and tapes, which do not normally

contain computer instructions. These references from the
specification lead the court to conclude that Sightsound's
definition is the preferred one in this case, and that "digital
audio signal" does not include all types of computer software or,

more specifically, MIbI.7 Rather, it includes only digital‘

representations of sound waves.

The court understands that, in order to play these digital

representations of sound waves, a computer must have instructions
for converting the binary into analog form. Hence, as Dr. Moorer

pointed out, compact discs include, along with a digital
representation of sound waves, instructions concerning how those
digital representations are to be interpreted. This, however, does
__._____..._.__%.__..____

7. This conclusion has been reached without reference to extrinsic
evidence, ' exception of dictionary references.
Further, ‘ by defendants addressed to the
ability of the lable to the normal consumer in
1988 to handle the transfer of PCM songs is not, at this stage,
relevant. ' ~ -
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‘party to a second memory of a second party

not alter the nature of what is being represented: a recorded sound
n instrument

in turn, will produce a sound.

The specification does not, therefore, support the

construction proffered by defendants that “digital audio signal“

includes "software programs.“ The specification does not refer to

such programs. and clearly uses "software" in a sense different from
what is commonly understood’ when used to refer to "software

programs."“ Further, the specification focuses upon the common
practice of selling musical recordings, and does not mention storing\

or transferring instructions for playing music.

B. “First Party/Second Party‘

Again, these are terms utilized throughout the patents—in—

suit referring- to the two entities which interact during the
transfer of the digital signal, e.g., a "method for transmitting a

desired digital audio signal stored on a first memory of a first
,“ (Docket #69,

Exhibit J at 6). Plaintiff asserts that the term "party" should be

construed as umaning “an entity and/or its agent.“ Defendants

?:j._:_:. 

8. This ruling does not require resort to extrinsic evidence. If
it did, however, the undersigned would find persuasive the
testimony of the inventor, Arthur Hair, that MIDI is "a set of
instructions" while "digital music is music that is embodied in
a digital signal . . . one is a set of instructions and the
other is music digitized." (Docket #74, Exhibit A, Tab 2, Hair
Deposition at 169:4-10). This is consistent with Dr. Tygar's
and Dr. Moorer's testimony, that MIDI, while a means of
creating music, is not a representation of a sound wave.
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respond that the meaning, each time that the terms are used, should

be "a single financially distinct entity at locations separate and

distinct from each other.“

Sightsound does not contest that, in the context of the

claims at issue in this case, the "first party" and “second party"

are financially distinct from one another, or that various claims

require that the transaction occur when certain items or entities
are at distinct locations (Docket #96 at 8). However, Sightsound

takes the position that “financially distinct" and “at separate

ions imposed, where appropriate, in particularlocations" are limitat

claims, and that there is no need to impose them on the definition

of the terms "first party/second party“ each and every time that

those terms are used.

In clainxl of the ‘S73 patent, the reader is informed that

during the transferring money step the "first party“ is “at a

location remote from the second memory," and that the "second party“

is "financially distinct from the first party.“ (Docket #70, Tab

51). This claim also contains the limitation that the second party

is in the position of "controlling use and in possession of the

(;g.). Later in this report, the "control andsecond memory"

possession" question is addressed. It is enough to say, however,
that the combination of the first party being at a location remote

from the second memory, and the second party being in possession and

control of the second memory, all but ensures that the first and
second party will be at distinct locations. The remaining two
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claims in suit from the ‘S73-patent, claims 2 and 3, are dependent

claims which also have these limitations.

The '734~patent includes in each of the asserted claims

the requirement that the memory of the first party and that of the
second party he "remote" from one another (Docket #71, Tab 35, '734
Patent Claims 1, 4, 11, 26)”. Hence, the issue of whether the

parties are at separate locations is not specifically addressed,
although the use of memories at distinct locations would generally
describe situations where the parties are with their respective
memories. Further, as Sightsound suggests, the claims also include

at least one step which requires that money or a fee be charged

(Claims 1, 26), or that the digital audio signal is "sold" to the
second party (clainn 4), that there must be a means for
"transferring money" between the first and second memories

11). None of these transactions makes sense unless they occur
between parties which are ffinancially distinct.“

Finally, the '44O patent also contains language indicating

distinct locations for the first and second party memories (Docket

#69, Exhibit K, Claims 2, 12, 22, 36, 41), as well as “charging a
fee" or other indicia that the parties are, necessarily, financially

distinct (;g., Claims 1, 12, 22, 36, 41).
Therefore, in virtually all of the claims asserted in this

case, the “first party“ and the second memory, or the first memory

.___.__.__._?_____,____.

9. Again, the remaining claims are dependent claims which
incorporate these same limitations.
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and second memory, must be remote from one another-"_
The context

of those claims further requires that the parties be financially

distinct in order for their actions to read on the patent. This

distinction, however“ is not a matter of construction of the terms

"first party/second party," but of the language of each particular

,claim in which those terms are used. In other words, the location

and financial distinctions arise, if at all, from other language in

the claims, and not from the use of the terms "first party"or

“second party.“ The terms will not be construed to include any

location or financial distinctions apart from those imparted in the

language of particular claims.“

 {___

10. The two claims which do not contain such language are Claims 1
and 11 of the '440 patent, although each claim states that the
connection between the first and second party memories is to be
made through telecommunications lines. It may be possible,
therefore, for these claims to apply to a situation where two
financially distinct entities have their equipment at the same
location, e.g., in the same room, even though the connection
between them occurs over telecommunications lines. The court,
however, again sees no basis for including within the term
"party" requirement that the parties be at distinct
locations. Any further analysis of these claims must await
issues which lie beyond claim construction.

The court's finding that "financially distinct" is a concept
incorporated into each claim—in-suit by the use of the concept
of a sale taking place makes it unnecessary for the court to
address defendants‘ argument that the patentee bound himself to
“financially distinct“ parties through an amendment process
before the PTO (See Docket #75 at 7). Since the asserted
limitation appears to be contained in each claim asserted by
Sightsound, and since Sightsound does not contest that the
first party and second party must be financially distinct from
one another, there is no need to determine whether the claims
must be construed in light of subject matter allegedly
abandoned during prosecution of the patents.
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There is a further dispute, however, concerning the term

"party," and it has to do with Sightsound's insistence that the term
includes an entity or an entities‘ agent. Defendants assert that

there is no indication in the patents or the specifications that an

"agent" may act on behalf of either the first party or the second

party. Defendants also argue that permitting the use of the term
"agent" would create a situation_where infringement may occur in
one state, but not in another, because of differences in the laws of

agency from state to state.

I Sightsound responds that the term "agent," offered as part

of the definition of "party," simply means "someone who stands in

the shoes of the first party," and that there is no intent to imply

any particular legal relationship (Docket #96 at 9).
In the court's view, the use of the term "party" is

performs

the activities described.- For example, a corporation could clearly
be either the "first party" or the “second party" for purposes of
"the claims in suit. A corporation acts only through its employees

or "agents". Likewise, a person may also act on behalf of another.
The court agrees with plaintiff that there is no language in the

claims which suggests that "first party" and "second party" must act

for themselves in performing the tasks set forth in the claims.

Likewise, nothing in the specification indicates that the patentee

was restricting himself in such fashion.

On the other hand, defendants are correct that the term

"agent" may add ambiguity to a term which is not ambiguous. There

-36-
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'is no need t0 add such a term to make the meaning of the claims

plain.

Reading the claims—in-suit, the court has no difficulty

construing the term "party." A party is an entity, whether a
nd/or controlling the stated

corporation or real person, possessing a
e necessary steps for the claims. One

structure, or performing th
y can act through

skilled in the art would understand that a part

Thus, although the term

ill not be construed so as to requir

"agent" will not be added to theanother.
e that a

term party, the term w

on its own behalf for purposes 0

ther matters, act through others it
"party act f the claims in suit,
i.e., a party may, as in all 0

so for purposes of the‘claims in su

a

authorizes to do

C. 'control' and 'Possession' and related phrases.

“Control, " in plaintiff‘ s view, iséthe authority to guide
Km 2 .

"Possession" is(:to have and to hold as property£>
<-""__..T::~

Plaintiff maintains that these terms should. be accorded these
meanings_wherever used, including when they are used in combination
or separately.

Defendants, on the other hand, seek to have each of the

following phrases construed as meaning the same thing: “controlling
.use and possession," "in control and possession," "in possession and

"controlling use." These must each be
control," "controlling," and

construed, in defendants‘ view, to mean "in-physical control and
re two disputes here which are

ownership-" Therefore, there a
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interwoven. The court must determine what the terms mean and

whether they are being used interchangeably.

I Initially, it must be noted that both Sightsound and CDnow

offer definitions for each term. “Control” in defendants‘ View is

“physical control" while "possession" is "ownership." These terms
may be measured against Sightsound's proposed definitions, and then
the question whether they are being used interchangeably in the

patent may be addressed.

A useful starting point for construing these terms is

Claim 1 of the ‘s73 patent:

1. A method of transmitting a desired digital
audio signal stored on a first memory of a first

second memory of Va second party

transferring money electronically via a
telecommunications lien [sic] to the first party at
a location remote from the second memory and
controlling use of the first memory from the second
party ifinancially distinct from the first party,
said second party controlling use and in possession
of the second memory;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications
line in the first memory with the second memory such
that the desired digital audio signal can pass
therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital audio signal from
the first memory with a transmitter in control and
possession of the first party to a receiver having
the second memory at a location determined by the
second party, said receiver in possession and
control of the second party; and

storing the digital audio signal in the second
memory.

(Docket #69, Tab J, Claim 1)(emphasis added).
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The dictionary" defines "control" as, meaning "exercise

authority or influence over: direct" (Docket #69, Exhibit E, The

1995 Webster's II New College Dictionary). "Possess" is defined as

"to hold as property or occupy in person; have_as something that

belongs to one; own" (Webster's New World Dictionary, Third College

Edition, 1988). "Possession" is defined as "a possessing or being

possessed, as by ownership or occupancy; hold" (;d.). That these
dictionary definitions offer slight but important variations of the

meaning for the term "possess," only comports, in the court's view,

with the common understanding of this prosaic term. One -can

"possess" <one's house as a renter, with 21 possessory' interest
assertable against the whole world except, under some circumstances,

against the owner, who also enjoys a possessory interest.

"Possession" thus does not mean "ownership"; it means "holding-as

property."

The dispute with respect to "control," however, is whether

or not the patents require that physical control be exercised over

a particular object, or if the authority to direct the use of the
object is sufficient. h review of the claims in suit does not

reveal any support for defendants‘ assertion that physical control

over any particular object is required as opposed to the authority

to direct the use of that object. éherefore, ph sical control is
not a re uirement where the term "control," or any derivation

thereof, is used in claims-in—suit.”
______________.____

12. Defendants also make the argument that referring to the "plain
meaning" of the terms used would end in an absurd result
(which, in any event, defendants profess would be acceptable to
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§AO 72A

(Rev. 3/32)

The issue of the interchangeability of the terms is

largely disposed of by recognition that the terms do have generally
Thus, in Claim 1 of ‘S73accepted meanings which are distinct.

patent, the first party has "controlling use" of the first memory,
while the terms-possession and control are used together with

respect to the first party vis-a-vis'a transmitter, and the second

party vis-a-vis both the second memory and a receiver. The_c1aim
clearly makes a distinction, with respect to possession, between the

first party's memory and the first party's transmitter.

Indeed, being in control of a thing, however, is not the

same as being in possession of that same thing. The language of the

‘S73 patent does not indicate to the court, nor would it to one

skilled in the art, that the party is "in physical control and

ownership" when the party is merely "controlling use" of the first

memory.

In the court's view, the fact that the terms control and

possession have common meanings which are not identical, and that
.._.e.___:__:_..__.__

them). Specifically, defendants allude to the third paragraph
of Claim 1. of the ‘S73 patent, where the receiver "is in
possession and control of the second party." A "plain reading"
of this language, in defendants‘ view. would require the
receiver to possess and control the second party, rather than
the other way around (Docket #65 at 21-22). The court
disagrees. At most, defendants have pointed out the

ginfelicitous placement of a verb. This does not, however,
establish that the meaning of the terms in issue are ambiguous.
Rather, a reader of normal skill in the art, and with a normal
understanding of the English language, will not be confused by
the claims which place (or misplace) the terms "possession" and
"control." In fact, it does not-take one skilled in any art,
past a common understanding of English, to understand that "a
transmitter in control and possession of the first party" means
.that the first party controls and possesses the transmitter.
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they are not used jointly in all of the relevant patent claims, is
t each term is intended to convey its own

strong evidence tha

meaning. Also, the dispute is limited in this case to several
instances where, the first party is asserted to be either
"controlling" or "controlling use“ of the first memory“”

In Claim 4 of the ‘734 patent, by contrast, the phrase

“possession and control“ is used only once, and that is in reference
to the second party possessing and controlling the second memory

(Docket #66, Exhibit 2 at Claim 4, column 10, lines 3—S). Claim 11,
“in possession and control of

_by contrast, places the first memory

the first party," and the second memory “in possession and control
of the second party.“ (;g., Column 10, lines 54-56).

Defendants point to the '734 patent specification where it

is stated that “the receiver is in possession and control of the

second party. The receiver is placed by the second party at a
second party location determined by the second party." (Docket #66,
Exhibit 2, -734 Patent at 5:56-S9). Defendants argue that this,

on are required when eitherevidences that control and possessitoo,

term is used in a claim. However,

____________________

13. Defendants also assert that the term “controlling” is usedt to the second party controlling the
individually with r
second memory in C ‘S73 patent (Docket #65,
Appendix B at 3. However, that claim is a dependent claim,
which includes the limitation from Claim 1 that "said second
party controlling use and in possession of the second memory."

' by definition, includes
(Emphasis supplied). Thus,the restriction that the second party controls the use and
possesses the second memory. This is, therefore, a non—issue
with respect to Claim 3 of the ‘S73 patent.

defendants fail to note that‘»
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this language is used in describing the preferred embodiment of the
invention. Indeed, the first portion of the first sentence cited by
defendants reads in relevant part "preferably having the second
memory while the receiver is in possession and control of the second
party.“ (;g,, 5:S4~SS). Further, the cited‘ portion of the
specification is" addressed to the second party and. the second
memory. As noted above, the only disputed used of "control" are
with reference to the first party and the first memory. Thus, this

is not persuasive evidence supporting defendants‘ argument.
Further, to the extent that any ambiguity might exist,

resort to the prosecution history establishes that the examiner, a

person skilled in the art, understood "control" to mean "‘authority
to guide or manage.'" (Docket #70, ‘S73 File History, Tab 13 at 3).
This was expressed in the course of explaining the term "control" in

light of prior" art, the Lightner patent. Likewise, the term
"possession" was explained by the applicant in 1991, in the course
of distinguishing the patent from the Hughes patent:

[The] Hughes‘ receiver, I
user's home is taught to be owned by the owner of
the transmitter and is thus ‘in possession‘ of the
owner.

1 d., Tab 34 at 9). Thus, the prosecution history also informs the
court that control and possession are separate terms, that

possession has an element of holding as property attached to it, and
that physical control is not necessary.

The court therefore agrees that the terms control and

possession have the meanings of “authority to direct“ and "holding
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Further, the court finds that the terms
as property,“ respectively.

nterchangeably in the claims in suit.are not used i

.D. ‘First Memory (or hard disk)/Second.Hemory (or hard disk)“

Defendants assert that, each time the terms "first memory"
e used (and they are used throughout the three

and "second memory“ ar

s-in-suit) they should be read as being in the “possession andpatent

Sightsound responds, much as itcontrol“ of the respective parties.

did with respect to the location dispute concerning the terms “first

party/second party,“ that “control” and "possession" of the first
re expressly stated in those claims which

and second memories a

possess those limitations.

In support of their position, defendants argue that the
of the patents recites explicitly that the first

specification

memory is in the first party‘s control and possession, and that the
econd party's possession (Docket #70, Tab 51,

"receiver" is in the s

The terms "possession" and
‘S73 Patent at col. 3, lines 10-18).

"control" are used throughout the patents, and the court finds that
ere and when the patentee intended. In any event,they are used wh

reading them into the patent claims every time the first memory or
second memory are mentioned would be an improper reading into the
claims of a limitation set forth in the specification. Intervet Am.,

I C. V. Kee-Vet, Inc., 887 F.2d 1050, 1053 (Fed.Cir. 1989).

Defendants also assert that, with respect to the 'S73
patent, the inventor overcame a prior art rejection by asserting
that the "second party“ has "control of the second memory throughout
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iwill not be construed to include the terms

the transaction." (;g., Tab 16, at 5-7). Accepting this argument on

its face, it proves too little. Claim 1 of the ‘S73 patent.

explicitly ' (and this requirement carries through, to

dependent claims 2 and 3) that the second memory is in the second

party's possession and control. The reference to the prosecution
history made Int defendants does not address the possession and

control of the first memory by the first party.

The court would be rewriting the claims asserted to read

“first memory" and “second memory" to include the restriction that

they each he possessed and-controlled by the respective parties.
such a reading would, moreover, contradict the express terms of the

claims. "In construing claims, the analytical focus must begin and

remain centered on the language of the claims themselves, for it is

that language that the patentee chose to use to ‘particularly

point[] out and distinctly claim[] the subject matter which the

patentee regards as his invention.‘ 35 U.S.C. S112, 12.“ Interactive
Gift, 231 F.3d at 865. The terms "first memory" and "second memory"

“in the control and

" of the respective parties unless such language expresslypossession

appears in the claim.

E. “Transferring money electronically," ‘Charging a fee.‘

"providing a credit card number . . . so the second party

is charged money,“ ‘Selling electronically," "Electronic

sales," and "Electronically Selling."
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Sightsound asserts that the term "transferring money_

electronically" should be construed to mean “providing payment

electronically.“ Defendants assert that “transferring money

electronically and "charging.a fee" should be construed to mean the

same thing: "providing an authorization over telecommunications
lines which allows the first party access to funds." Put more
directly, Sightsound asserts that the claim language permits any

type of payment which is accomplished electronically. Defendants
assert that the only type of payment arrangements covered by the":
claim language would be provision of authorization by the buyer, as

in providing a credit card number, which permits the seller access
to-funds.

The ‘$73 patent recites in claim 1 the step of

"transferring money electronically.via a telecommunications [line).“

(Docket #70, '6 lines 8—9). Then, in claim 3 (a
dependent claim) an additional limitation is recited "wherein the

f telephoning the first party

.by the second party;

second party . . . to the first party so the second party is charged ii

money-" (;g., lines 29-36).“ The specification states that this is i

14. ' i ' n that. if Sightsound's definition is
accepted, Sightsoun may later choose to argue that "payment"
would exclude providing authorization for payment, as by
providing a credit card number. The court cannot agree. The
provision of authorization for use of a credit card is
expressly claimed in claim 3 of the ‘S73 patent. Further,
while this express language is not used in Claims 11-14 of the
'734 (the other instance where "transferring money
electronically" appears) Mr. Hair‘s declaration in the

ry of the ‘S73 and '734 patents clearly binds
lude situations where authorization to charge
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fia method for the electronic sales and distribution of digital video

and audio signals, and more particularly, to a method by which a

user may purchase and receive digital audio or video signal from any

location which the user has access to a telecommunication line."

(LQ., Column 1, lines 9-14).

Defendants assert that missing from the specification is

any mention of the word "payment" in relation to the term

“transferring money electronically." (Docket #65 at 25). While this
is true, the concept of the second party purchasing, i.e-, making a

payment for and receiving, the "desired digital signals“_ is

manifest. Defendants also argue, however, that the inventor noted

‘during the prosecution history of both the ‘S73 and '734 patents

that “lolne skilled in the art would know that an electronic sale

inherently assumes a transferring of money by providing an account

number or a credit card or a debit card number (since that is the

only way for electronic sales to occur) coupled with a transferring
of a service or product.“ (Docket #70, Tab 37, at 2; Docket #71, Tab

.10, at 2)‘.

In the court's view, there is no need to resort to the

prosecution history. The fact that the ‘S73 patent employs

"transferring money electronically" as a general term, and includes

within that term the concept of providing a credit card number and

authorization, establishes clearly_that the methods of providing

payment electronically over a telecommunications line include but
 ___

a credit card is provided over telecommunications lines.
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are not limited to providing authorization to charge a credit card
account. If this had been intended, there would have been no reason

to use a more general term and then include provision of a credit

card account number within that concept-

Also, at _issue is the phrase "charging_ a fee via

telecommunications lines,“ which is language used in claims 2, 36

and 37 of the '44Q patent. The context of this claim language also

does not limit itself to any specific manner of accomplishing the

end result, which is to ensure payment for the services provided
through information provided over a telecommunications line-

A related phrase, "providing a credit card number . ;. so
the second party is charged money" is also disputed by the parties.

Defendants assert that this must be accomplished over the telephone,

verbally, between two persons, one at each location (Docket #65,

Appendix A at 4). Sightsound objects to the inclusion of the

"person to person" limitation, and =to the verbal exchange

requirement (Docket #74 at 24). Indeed, the court can find no

support in the plain language of the claims, or the specification,
for the requirement that the information be exchanged in a person-to

person call.

Providing authorization to access a credit card account is

one means of “transferring money electronically." There is.no

evidence that the inventor ceded coverage of any other means of

making payment for the desired digital signals so long as it is done
"over telecommunications lines.“ In the court's view, "transferring

money electronically" is a sufficiently descriptive phrase that no
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further descrption than that set forth above is necessary for its

construction.

"selling electronically," "electronic
tsound contends that each of these

terms

“electronically selling.“ Sigh

ld be interpreted as meaning "providing a product or

exchange for payment provided
n the

three terms shou

service electronically in

electronically.“ Defendants agree that these terms each mea
rued to mean "a transaction

same thing, but would have them be const

including authorization over telecommunications lines which allows
the first party access to funds, and the providing of a service or

product." Defendants present the same argument as they did for the
Again, the court is not

phrase "transferring money electronically."

persuaded.
"electronic sales“ may.

Defendants further assert that

include situations where the product is not provided electronically.
Sightsound disagrees, and argues that, in the context of these
“patents, the service must also be provided electronically.

The claims which use these terms all appear in the '734

patent and the later '440 patent. An illustrative example of the
use of the language within a claim is claim 4 of the '734 patent

described which includes a "means for
wherein a system is

ing" digital signals,

signals being “electronically

electronically sell and “electronic sales" of

the signals which involve those

party (Docket #66, Exhibit 2, Column 9 attransferred“ to the second

lines 51-53, 65-67; Column 10, lines 1-6). Thus, the requirement
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that the sale include both payment and electronic transfer of the

digital signal is express in claim 4 of the '734 patent. Further,
the '734 specification begins by describing "[a] method for
transferring desired digital . . . signals." (Docket #66, Exhibit 2,
Abstract). It sets forth the “forming a connection" requirement,

and then describes “the step of selling electronically by the first

party to the second party through telecommunications lines, the

desired . . . signals .“ followed by transferring the signals.

(LQ.)(emphasis added). Also. in support of the '734 patent, Mr.
Hair made the following representation:

The terms “electronically sell",-“electronic
sales" and “electronically sold“ are used throughout
the specification of the above-identified patent
application.

money by
"card or debit card
access to or transferring of a service or product
through telecommunications lines.‘

(Docket #71, Tab 10 at 2)(emphasis supplied).

The language used in the patents, the specification, and

the prosecution history each and all indicate that the concept of
"electronic sales“ 0

in which both the payment and the provision of services is

accomplished

Therefore, this is an additional limitation on the claims which

include those terms.

r "selling electronically" involves transactions‘

"electronically" via "telecommunications lines.“
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4 of information from one location to another."

P. Terms which include ‘Telecommunications Line(s)'

Sightsound asserts that- the term “telecommunications
should be

which is used throughout the claims in suit,line,"

interpreted in all instances to mean "a medium for the transmission
Defendants respond

that this could refer to, among other things, the Pony Express.

the term‘ "connecting" in relation to
upon the use of

"telecommunications lines," as in the following examples from the

various patent claims: "connecting electronically via a

telecommunications line,“ "forming a connection through
\ ’ .

telecommunications lines," "telecommunications lines connected,"

“connecting electronically via the telecommunications lines," and "

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines." Defendants
"connection" and

assert that each of these formulations of the terms
“telecommunications lines" entails the following construction:

Establishing a continuous point-to—point conduction
path using a telephone service providers‘ circuit-
switched network for the transfer of information.
These terms do not include a packet—switched network

such as a TCP/IP link.

of course, addressed to the Internet.
The TCP/IP reference is,

Defendants take the position that the use of the terms
bespeak the use of“connect[ion]" and "telecommunications line(s)"

one lines and telephone switching services only. A connectionteleph

over the Internet (which would, in most cases, involve at least some

use of telephone lines and the telephone switching system), would

not be covered.
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The expert testimony in this case was most helpful in

describing the distinction between the telephone system and a TCP/IP

isystem such as the Internet. What becomes clear from a review of
the testimony and the sources relied upon by the experts, however,
is that the distinction which defendants wish to make is not drawn

from the claim language, or from the specification. .

It is helpful, first, to note that both sides agree that

a modem-to—modem connection between two computers over telephone

lines would clearly be covered by the claim language. Defendants,
however, wish to differentiate from this the process by which an

Internet transfer occurs. A common form of,such a transaction, and

one which was known in 1938, would involve the second party (or

connecting to an internet service provider (ISP) through a

The next part of the process

occurs between

until the transmission, in the fornl of information "packets,"

reaches another ISP connected to the first party (the seller) by

telephone lines. Thus, in each instance, the transmission is

ultimately accomplished, at each end, by a traditional telephone

communication over telephone lines and through a telephone switching

system..

The difference between the two methods of exchanging data

occurs in the manner in which the information is sent between the

nodes of the packet—switch system, and the manner in which data is

sent through a telephone company switching system. However, while

a transfer over the Internet differs “in some respects fronm a
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transfer made directly between two computers over modems and through

telephone lines, there is simply’ no way of’ reading the plain
In language of the claims in suit explicitly or implicitly to exclude

any means of transferring information so long as it can occur over

telecommunications lines.

Defendants, for example, rely upon Figure 1. from the

specification of each patent which shows the respective equipment of
the first party and second party connected to a "box" entitled
“Telephone Lines 30." Even if the use of the phrase "telephone

lines“ limited the invention, it is not clear that it would do so to

omit the Internet, which is normally connected to individual users

by telephone lines in any event. Also, Figure 1 is a representation
of the preferred embodiment only. It is improper to read into the
patent claims limitations from the specification. Comark
Communications, 156 F.3d at 1186 ("fine line“ exists between

"reading a claim in light of the specification" and impermissible
practice‘ of "reading a limitation into the claim from the

'specification.").

Likewise, defendants‘ asserted definition of the term

"connection" to differentiate telephone communications and. an

Internet session is not persuasive. Dr. Larky explained in detail
how a telephone communication establishes a “continuous point~to—

point conduction path," regardless of the use of time division
multiplexing (TDM), which results in several different telephone
connections sharing the same line. This is so, in his view, because

TDM still results in the telephone user having the right to a

-52-
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specific and consistent pathway through which his or her entire
conversation is put through to the other party. Resort to the

claims and the specification, however, does not yield any basis for

making a distinction between the "connection" made in an Internet
session, which produces "end-to—end" connectivity, but not a

continuous conduction path, and a telephone connection which

produces both end-to-end connectivity and a continuous conduction

path.

Defendants resort to the prosecution history and note that

the term "telecommunications lines" did not become part of the

patent until 1992. The manner in which this was accomplished, in
defendants‘ view, should inform the court”s interpretation of that

original specification and claims‘ disclosed
‘(Docket #70, Tab 4

This was to "connecting

'electronicalIy the first memory with the second memory" (LQ~. Tab 7

at 1). In December, £991, the_ first use of the term

’"te1ecommunications link" is proposed, and rejected by the examiner

as not being wel1—connected in the system (;g., Tabs 34 and 35).

Ultimately, in June, 1992, the term “telecommunications line" was
added throughout the claims (;g., Tab 36).

First, defendants assert that, if the term

"telecommunications line“ is read to reach anything more than a

"continuous telephone—circuit network path" this would violate the

“written description requirement“ which requires a patentee in the

initial disclosure to provide an adequate description of what is
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being patented. See, Purdue Pharma L.P. v. Faulding Inc., 230 F.3d
1320 (Fed.Cir. 2000). This, however, is a validity issue which the

court should not reach at this point. And, in any event, the use of

the term "telephone lines" in the initial disclosure does not, in

light of the fact that the Internet is normally accessed through
telephone lines on each end of a transactiorr between parties,
provide support for limiting the definition of "telecommunications

lines" to exclude Internet transactions.”

Defendants also seek to limit the reach of the term

"telecommunications line" in light of the changes made during the

prosecution of the patents from "link" to "line," a small portion of

‘which the court has already described above. A more complete

.description of the prosecution history is now necessary.

The original term in the application for the "573 patent

"telephone line." Then, in December, 1968, the termwas

"electronically connecting" was proffered and rejected. This

rejection was premised upon the Lightner patent (Docket #70, Tab

11). The next attempt was simply to recite "connecting" the first
and second memories, but this was also rejected over Lightner and

the Hughes patent (;g., Tabs 12 and 13). "Connecting

electronically" was added (;g., Tab 16), but again a rejection over

4

1S. Defendants also assert that "telecommunications lines" is "new
matter" which was improperly added to the patent in the years
following the initial application. Again, however, defendants
seek to introduce a matter normally addressed during the
validity stage into the construction phase, and, in any event,
it does not serve to raise the distinction which defendants
desire.
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Hughes resulted because "Hughes .i. . shows that the first and

second memory are connected .electronically . . . such that

information can pass therethrough.' (;g., tab 30). Claim 11 was

amended to state "connecting electronically via a telecommunications

link" (;§., Tab 34). The examiner found the term

"telecommunications link" to be ‘not well connected in the system

(;g., Tab 35 at 6). This resulted in the inclusion of the term

"telecommunications line“ in the next amendment, which was approved

(m., Tab 38 at 5).

Defendants assert that, in view of the prior art, "link"

is.a broad term, and "line" is a narrower term. Specifically,
defendants point to the Hughes patent which discloses "transmitting

and recording stations" which are "linked by telephone lines or

other signal transmission means" (Defendants' Exhibit 4 at Column 8,

lines 39-42). Lightner disclosed a "signal transmission link" with

examples thereof including telephone lines, a microwave transmission

link and CATV cable (Defendants' Exhibit 8, Column 15, line 47;

Column 14, lines 53-55; Figures 10 and 12). Lockwood discloses "any

suitable remote links such as phone line data communication

links" and an indirect link "via a computerized telecommunication

network service such as TELENET-" (Defendants' Exhibit 7, Column 4,

lines 1-16). TELENET is described in Newton's Telecomm Dictionary,

7“ Ed., p. 686, as a "private, commercially available network
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providing both packet-switched and circuit-switched service to‘.16

subscribers in North America, Europe and some parts of Asia.

Thus, defendants argue that anything defined in the prior

art as a "link" was given up when the Mr. Hair amended his claim

from "telecommunications link“ to "telecommunications line." This,

in defendants‘ view, includes claiming a packet-switched network,

such as that offered by TELENET.

A patentee may limit the definition of a claim 'term
through "altering claim language to escape an examiner rejection" or

by "clearly disavowing claim coverage." York Products, .
Central Tractor Farm & Family Center, '99 F.3d at 1575.

offering the amendment‘, the patentee gave the following explanation:

Here , in

The Examiner has also stated that "telecommunication
link“ is not well connected in the system.
Accordingly, "link" has been amended to the more
familiar term "line" and "via telephone line“ has
been added to the connecting step in Claims 11 and
15.

(Docket #70, Tab 38 at 15).

Here, the examiner did not reject the term "link" on the
Rather , the examiner

basis that it _was taught by the prior art.

indicated that a term more closely connected with the disclosed

invention was required- Thus, the applicant indicated during the

amendment not that heiwas giving up coverage, but that he was
"more familiar term“ in the patent. Hence,amending to include a

‘s is not a situation where coverage was expressly conceded, nor
_.____.:—é——§%.:_____.

16. Defendants also point to Freeny (Defendants Exhibit 5) and
Elkins (Defendants' Exhibit 6) as examples of prior art which
use the term "communications link" as a broad term.-
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would a person skilled in the art believe that any specific coverage
In fact, neither the

had been conceded through this amendment.

indicated that there anyexaminer nor the patentee ever wasa

difference beyond familiarity between the terms "link" and "line."

Once again, this review of the prosecution history was an

attempt by defendants to establish that Sightsound cannot claim
coverage of package-switch networks such as the Internet. The court

is not convinced that this is so. Thus, the terms

"telecommunications line,“ even when used in the context of

e"connecting," should not be interpreted as excluding the Internet,

Further, with respect to Sightsound's construction, it is

true that "a medium for the transmission of information from one

location to another" is much too broad in the context of these
however, that Sightsound is attempting

patents. This does not mean,

to claim coverage of the

pigeon. Reading the term in context, “telecommunications lines" is
and

used most often in conjunction with the terms "connecting"

"electronically." Where this is done, the coverage claimed is both
narrow and clear. Sightsound is claiming an electronic medium of

communicating between computers, which requires end—to—end

The court has not located any language in the patentsconnectivity.

in context, of the term
which would permit any other reading,

"telecommunication line(s)".

Pony Express or notes sent by carrier‘
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location.“

G. "Sales random access memory'chip,' ‘Incoming Random Access_

Memory Chip," and "Playback Random Access Memory Chip‘

Sightsound sees no reason to further define these terms.

Defendants assert that "sales random access memory chip," and “sales

random access memory," should be interpreted as~"a semiconductor

first memory at thestorage element within the first party

"Incoming playback memory chip“ should be "a

semiconductor storage element within the second memory at the second
party location," and "playback random access memory chip" should be
"a semiconductor storage element within the second memory at the

second party location that is" separate and distinct from the

ipcoming random access memory chip."
These terms appear in the '734 and '440 patents. Claim 1

of the '734 patent discloses a Pfirst memory" which has a "hard disk

having a plurality of digital signals and a sales random

access memory chip which temporarily stores a replica of the

(Docket #69; Exhibit I, Column 8, lines 42-desired signals“

50). Claim 3, which builds upon claims 1 and 2, then discloses that

"the second memory includes an incoming random access memory chip

which temporarily stores the coded desired . signals . . . and

a playback random access memory chip for temporarily storing the

signals for sequential playback.“ (;d., Column 9. lines
except that the term "chip" is17-26). Other claims are similar,

not included in all iterations.

The specification of the '734 patent also provides a

detailed description of the preferred embodiment:
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In FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the following components
are already commercially available: the agent's Hard
Disk 10, the Telephone Lines 30, the Compact Disc
Player 40, the user's Hard Disk the Video
Display Unit 70, and the Stereo Speakers 80. The
Control Units 20 and 50. however, would be designed
specifically to meet the teachings of this
invention. The design of the control units would
incorporate the following functional features:

* 1' i

the Sales Random Access Memory Chip
20c would be designed to temporarily
store user purchased Digital Audio
Music for subsequent electronic
transfer via telephone lines to
user's Control Unit 50.

the Incoming Random Access Memory
Chip Soc would be designed to
temporarily store Digital Audio Music
for subsequent electronic storage to
the user's Hard Disk 60.

the Play Back Random Access Memory
Sod would be designed to

temporarily store Digital Audio Music
for sequential playback.

The foregoing description of the Control Units
20 and S0 is intended as an example only and thereby
is not restrictive with respect to the exact number
of components and/or its actual design.

(Id., Column 4, lines 32-65).

The focus of the dispute in this case is whether the

claims may be read to include configurations where the RAM of a

computer is used interchangeably as the "Sales Randou1Access Memory"
and for other functions as part of the first party's control unit,

and as the "Incoming Random Access Memory“ and "Playback Random

Access Memory" as well as other functions in the second party's

control unit. Defendants would read each of these phrases as
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requiring a separate storage element in the respective computers,

apparently without the ability to be used for other purposes for
which RAM is typically used on personal computers.

Reading the language of the claims in light of the

‘and particularly the following thespecification, language

description "of the preferred embodiment regarding‘ the intended
breadth with respect to the number of components and design of the
control'units, there is no indication that the inventor limited

himself to situations in which particular RAM chips are designated
In the court's view, the language

for a specific purpose only.

cited covers any RAM in a system which is configured to perform the
function described, whether or not that is the only function it is

configured to perform.

H. “before the forming step . . . commanding the second

integrated circuit . . . to initiate the purchase"

This language appears in claims 2 and 3 of the '734 patent

and claim 8'of the '440 patent. The parties agree that the language
imposes an order with respect to the timing of the claimed steps.
Defendants maintain, however, that the language requires that the

second part "formulate" the request, and that the second party
Sightsound sees no"commanding" step.

personally performs the

reason to include a "formulating" step when "commanding"
defendants‘ analysis that an

which is disclosed, and disputes

"automated" form of commanding would be outside the scope of the

claim language.

is all
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The language, in context, reads as follows:

I 2. A method as described in claim 1 wherein
‘there is a second party integrated circuit which
controls and executes commands of the second party,
.and a second party control panel connected to the
second party integrated. circuit, and before the
forming step, there is a step of commanding the
second party integrated circuit with the second
party control panel to initiate the purchase of the
desired digital video of digital audio signals from
the first party hard disk.

(Docket #69, Exhibit 1, Column 9, lines 9-16). Claim 8 of the '44o

patent reads virtually the same (;g., Exhibit K, Column 9, lines 33-
41).

While it is clear that the "command" must originate from

the second party, there ,is no indication that this [must be

accomplished by the second party physically entering a command at

any specific time. The claim requires that, before the forming

step, the integrated circuit be commanded to initiate the purchase.

This command clearly must originate with the second party, but there

is no limitation on how the second party can accomplish this. Thus,

the limitation that the command be "performed personally" hy the
second party does not arise from plain language of the claims and,

hence, is inappropriate.

The court also sees no basis to change the term "command"

to “formulates a request." one skilled in the art would clearly

understand the means by which an integrated circuit may be commanded

to perform a function. Therefore, the court finds that this

language does not impose a limitation requiring that a request be

"fonmflated," or that the command be personally entered by the

second party.
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I. ‘Control integrated circuit"

This term appears in several claims in the '734 and '44O

patents. Defendants _assert that it should be defined as “a
microelectronics device with at least 1 transistor." Sightsound

does not contest that this is an accurate description of a control

integrated circuit, but notes that this is an incomplete definition,

as it potentially includes devices, such as an Operational Amplifier
(Docket #54, Exhibit B, Tab 3 at >3§0), which. would ‘fit this

definition but would make the claimed [invention inoperable.

Defendants respond that the “control integrated circuits“ of the

claimed inventions “perform too many functions to be defined with

any more specificity." The court, however, sees no need to define

them any more specifically than the plain language of the patents

suggest: a microelectronics device which is capable of performing

the functions identified in the patents.

J. ‘Regulate the transfer“

This language appears in claim 7 of the '734 patent in

describing the role of the integrated circuits with respect to the

transfer of signals: "said second party control integrated circuit

and said first party ‘control integrated circuit regulate the

transfer of the desired digital video or digital audio signals

.." (Docket #69, Exhibit 1, Column 10, lines 29-32). Identical

language appears in claim 15 of the '440 patent (_§., Tab K, Column

11, lines 20-23).
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Defendants assert that this means “receive or transmit."

Sightsound responds that "the claimed term ‘transfer’ may not be
exactly the same as receive or transmit, as such verbs may describe

part of the transfer but not the whole occurrence-thereof.“ (Docket
#74 at 29). Clearly, the transfer of the digital signals involves

transmitting on one end and receiving on the other. To "regulate"

that transfer, however, bespeaks more than simply transmitting or

receiving. I The use of the (term. "regulate" indicates that the
transmitting and receiving are being controlled, directed or
governed. ggg, Webster's New World Dictionary, Third College Edition

(1988). ‘Thus, in the context of the patent claims at issue, the

phrase "regnlate the transfer" is construed to mean that the first
party and second party integrated circuits control the transfer of
the digital signals, i.e., control the transmitting and receiving of

such signals.

K. “electrical communication]electronically connected“

These terms are used in several claims in the '734 patent

and claims 13-15 of the ‘440 patent, such as in claim 4 of the ‘734

patent referring toua “first party control unit“ which has "a sales

random access memory chip electronically connected to the first

party hard disk . . ." (Docket #69, Exhibit I, Column 9, lines 44-

48). Claim 5 describes "the second memory" which includes "a

playback random access memory chip electronically connected to the

second party hard disk . . ." (Id., Column 10, lines 7, 10-12).

Claim 11 discloses a "means or a mechanism for connecting
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electronically via the telecommunications lines the first memory

with the second nwmory such that the desired digital video or

digital audio signals can pass therebetween, said connecting means
or mechanism in electrical connection with the transferring means or

mechanism. . .." (;g., Column 10, lines 60-61).‘

Defendants assert that the ordinary and accustomed.meaning

of “electrical communication" is a connection through “a hard—wired

conduction path." Defendants further point out that Figure 1 of the

patents illustrates a hard-wired conduction path between all of the
elements.

Sightsound responds, first, that even if a hard-wired

conduction path is necessary, there is no basis in the claims or

specification for requiring that it be "single," as opposed to

multiple, hard-wired conduction paths. ‘The court agrees. The term

"single" cannot be part of the definition.

Second, Sightsound notes that defendants‘ definition would

require that the parties‘ respective control units be in a hard-
wired conduction path with one another. The court has already

analyzed the term “connecting through telecommunications lines," and

the court agrees, for the reasons set forth above, that the control
be in a hard—wired conduction path while

“electronically connected over telecommunications lines."

What remains, however, is a determination of whether the

individual components of the first party memory must be connected by

a hard—wired conduction path, and whether the same is true for the

components of the second party memory. Sightsound states that, as
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to invention elements at the_same site, "[t]he language of the

(Docket #14, at 30).

Thus, the parties are in agreement that,

the same location, “electronically connected" and "electrical

communication“ each require a hard—wired conduction path.

L. "Individual songs‘ and ‘Temporary Staging Area-

Defendants assert .that "individual songs“ should be

interpreted as meaning ‘one or more digital audio signals.“ This

language is used in Claims 26 and 27 of the '734 patent, and is in
the context of describing “a plurality of digital audio signals
which include a plurality of desired individual songs as desired

digital audio signals" lDocket #69, Exhibit I, column 14, lines 41—

4;). Defendants are correct, therefore, that "individual songs" are
a subset of “digital audio signals.“

Likewise, the phrase “temporary staging area" is used in

reference to the "playback random access memory chip" and the

"playback random access memory chip." Specifically, claim 14 of the

'440 patent discloses:

- 14. A system as described in claim 13 wherein
the second party control unit includes a second
party hard disk which stores a plurality of digital
video or digital audio signals, and a playback
random access memory chip electronically connected
to the second party hard disk for storing a replica
of the desired digital video or digital audio
signals as a temporary staging area for playback.
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(Docket #69, Exhibit K, Column 10, lines 63-67; Column 11, lines 1-

2)(emphasis added). Similar language appears in claim 5 of the '734

patent with respect to the use of the "playback random access memory
chip" of the second memory. Thus, defendants are correct that, in

each instance, the term "temporary staging area“ refers to the

"random access memory chip" being used for that purpose.

H. Means-Plus-Function Claims

The parties also present several claims which employ the

means—p1us-function format. » As a general matter, the parties

disagree on the amount of structure necessary for each means-plus-

function claim, although there are also two disputes concerning the

propriety of analyzing claims as means—plus—function. The claims

will be addressed seriatim.

1. "Means [or a mechanism] for electronically selling

the desired digital video or digital audio signals"

(Claims 4-8 & 10 of the ‘734 patent, and claims 12-

15 of the '44o patent)

The parties agree that this is "means—plus-function"

language which occurs in claims 4 and 10 of the '734 patent and

claim 12 of the"440 patent”. Defendants assert that the phrase as

 _:__

17. This limitation also appears by incorporation in dependent
claims S-8 of the '734 patent and 13415 of the *440 patent.
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used in claim 4 of the ‘734 patent (which uses the term "means, " and

not "mechanism") should be construed to include the following

structure:

A structure equivalent to (i) a continuous hard-
wired conduction path directly interconnecting
portions of Control Panel 20a and Control IC 2013,
(ii) telephone lines 30, and (iii) a continuous
hard-wired conduction path directly interconnecting
portions of Control Panel 50a and Control IC sob.

(Docket #65 at 36). Additionally, the language used in claim 12 of

the N140 patent (which employs the phrase “means or a mechanism“)

requires a structure, in defendants‘ view, consisting of "a
continuous hard-wired conduction path directly interconnecting

portions of Control Panel Soa, Control IC 50b, Hard Disk 60,

Playback RAM_Chip Sod and Stereo Speakers 8.0." (;[g., ‘at 40).

Sightsound responds, with respect to both forms of the phrase, that

"the corresponding structure is a control integrated circuit

configured to effect the electronic sale of the digital video or

digital audio signals." (Docket #69 at 24).

Thus, the parties have a very basic disagreement (which

carries over to each of the remaining means—plus-function claims in
dispute) concerning the amount of structure necessary to the
disclosed function. Sightsound seeks an interpretation which limits

articular

configuration thereof which will enable the disclosed function to

occur." Defendants, on the other hand, seek to include in the
______: 

18. As discussed above with respect to the construction of the term
"electronically connected," the court does not understand
sightsound to contest that the individual elements of the first
party control unit are connected electronically through a
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required structure all elements necessary to carry out the
"selling," including the structure on the receiving end of the sale,

and a "hard~wired conduction path."

Initially, the court agrees that the claim term at issue

recites a function, but does not recite a definite structure in

support of that function. Hence, this is means-plus-function
language, and analysis pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §112(6) is appropriate.
Cole v. Kimberly-Clark Corp., supra, 102 F.3d at 531.

Before determining the structure associated with the

disclosed means, the court must first determine the meaning of the

term “electronically selling." The parties have disputed this

language, and the court has already determined that "the requirement

‘that the sale include both payment and electronic transfer of the
digital signal is express in claim 4 of the ‘734 patent." Hence,
the function disclosed, a means for "electronically selling," is a

means for effectuating the transfer of payment and product over

telecommunications lines.

Defendants‘ inclusion of telephone-lines and the structure

. on the buyer's side of the transaction is, however, improper in this

case. Claim 4 of the '734 patent (and claim 12 of the '440 patent)

set forth the "means for electronically selling“ as part of the

"first party control unit.“ The elements of the buyer's control

unit, as well as the telecommunications lines connecting the two
 _

“hard+wired" connection, and that the same is true with respect
to the elements of the second party control unit. Hence, the
court will not address this element of the defendants‘ proposed
definition in this or the ensuing claims.
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control units, are set forth in separate paragraphs of the same

claims,-and are clearly not part of the “meansf by which the first

party control unit accomplishes the function necessary to effectuate_
the sale.

Thus, the more specific question to be answered in this

case is what structure, as part of the first party control unit, is

disclosed in the specification as being.related to the function of’

electronically’ selling? The specification discloses that “the

Contrpl Unit 20 of the authorized agent is the means by which the
electronic transfer of the Digital Audio Music from the agent‘s Hard

Disk 10 via the Telephone Lines 30 to the user's or second party's

Control Unit so is possible." (Docket #69, Exhibit I, Column 4,

lines 12-16)”. Further, "Control Unit 20 has a control panel and

control integrated circuit . . . [which] requires the Sales Random

Access Memory Chip." (;g., lines 19-23). The reader is also
informed that “[t]he Control Units 20 and S0 .. . would be designed
specifically to meet the teachings of this invention." (_g., lines
35437); ‘The design of the control units is further described:

2) the Control Integrated Circuits 20b and 50b
would be designed to control and execute the

throughout

additionally, the sales Control Integrated
Circuit 20b could electronically code the
Digital Audio Music in a configuration which

 _——-———-—

19. This is the specification for the '734 patent. Identical.
language appears in the ‘440 patent specification (;g., Exhibit
J, Column 4). ‘
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would prevent unauthorized reproductions of the«
copyrighted material,

( d., lines 43-So)(emphasis added). Later in the specification, the

"means or mechanism for electronically selling" is discussed.

Preferably, _ means ' or mechanism for
electronically ' includes a or a

. mechanism for charging a fee via telecommunications
lines by the first party to the second party . . .
Preferably, the second party has an account and the
means or mechanism for charging a fee includes means
or mechanism for charging the account of the second
party- Preferably, the means or mechanism for
charging the account includes means or a mechanism
for receiving the credit card number of the second
party. The means or mechanisn1 for receiving a
credit card number preferably is part of the control
integrated circuit 20b.

d., Column 7, lines 40-52).(

Therefore, the specification discloses that the first

"designed to control andparty control integrated circuit will be

execute the commands of the [first party] and regulate the

electronic transfer," and that it will be the "means or mechanism"

for charging the account of the buyer. It follows, then, that the

"means" for electronically selling, which includes the transfer of

thei product in return for electronic payment, is a properly

programmed control integrated circuit[

2. "Means or mechanism for the first party to charge a

fee to the second party" (Claims 26 and 27 of ‘734

patent).
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,7, lines 40-52).

This language appears in claims 26 and 27 of the '724

patent. Defendants propose that the structure disclosed for this
function is :

.. .- . equivalent to (1) a continuous hard-wired
conduction path directly interconnecting portions of
Control Panel 20a and Control IC 20b, (ii) telephone
lines 30, and (iii) a continuous hard-wired
conduction path directly interconnecting portions of
Control Panel 50a and Control IC sob. '

Sightsound again responds that the only(Docket #65 at 39).

structure of the disclosed function is "a control integrated circuit

configured to enable the first party to charge a fee to the second

party.“ (Docket #69 at 25).

The analysis of this claim proceeds in much the same
The inclusion

fashion as the analysis forpthe prior claim language.

of telephone lines and the structure associated with the second
"means for charging a

ifee"

Thus, the structure the court must discern is the means by which the

first party control unit “charges a fee."

The specification discloses that the function of charging

a fee is accomplished by-the control integrated circuit (;g., Column

Hence, the structure associated with this claim

language is an appropriately programmed control integratedcircuit.

‘ 3 . “Means or mechanism for transferring money

electronically via a telecommunication line‘ (Claims

11-14 of "1341 patent).
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Sightsound again asserts that an appropriately-configured

integrated circuit is the necessary st

'734 patent #69 at 25). Defendants would describe

required structure thusly:
lent to (i) a. continuous hard-
path directly interconnecting

portions of Control Panel 20a and Control IC 20b,
(ii) telephone lines 30, and (iii) a continuous
hard—wired conduction path directly interconnecting
portions of Control Panel 50a and Control IC Sob.

A structure equiva
wired conduction

(Docket #65 at 38). Again, the same analysis applies,
Sightsound‘s definition is correct.

4. "Means [or: a mechanism] for playing the desired

digital video or digital audio signals“ (Claims 4s8

and 10 of '734 patent, and claims 12-15 of the '44O

patent)

Defendants treat the phrase used in the '734 patent, "a

means for playing ." identically as they do the phrase used in
claims 12-15 of the '44p patent, “a means or a mechanism for playing

." Both, in defendants’ view, require a "structure equivalent

s hard-wired conduction path directly interconnectingto a continuou

portions of Control Panel Soa, Control IC Sob, Hard. disk 60,
Playback RAM Chip Sod and Stereo Speakers 80." (Docket #65 at 37,
40).

Sightsound argues that the structure is limited to an
‘and a video

y configured control integrated circuitappropriatel

display and/or speakers." (Docket #69 at 26).
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theincludes followiongClaim 4 of the ‘734 patent

language in its description of the second party control unit:
a second party control unit having a second party
control panel, a second memory connected to a second
party control panel, and means for playing the
desired digital video or digital audio signals
connected to the second memory and the second party
control panel, said means for playing operatively
controlled by the second party control panel. said

"second party control unit remote from the first
party control unit, said second party control unit
placed by the second party at a location determined
by the second party . . ..

lines 54-63)”; The claim
Exhibit I, _Column 9,(Docket #69,

expressly discloses the connection between the second memory, the
for playing the signal.

second control panel and the "means"

Therefore, defendants‘ inclusion of the second party control panel

and memory (hard disk and RAM), is unnecessary since that structure

is expressly described in the claim. The structure which is not
disclosed in the claim is the structure which, when directed by the

control panel, causes the signals to be played.

The specification provides in this respect:

~ To play a stored song, the user types in the
appropriate commands on the Control Panel 50a, and
those commands are relayed to the Control Integrated
Circuit Sob which retrieves the selected song from
the Hard Diski 60 . . The Control Integrated
Circuit 50b then sends the electronic output back to
the Stereo Speakers 80 at a controlled rate using
the Play Back Random Access Memory Chip Sod as a
temporary staging point for the Digital Audio Music.

¢___ 

20; The language used in claim 12 of the '440 patent is identical
with the addition of the words "or a mechanism" each time the
work "means" is used (;§., Exhibit K, Column 10, lines 34-44).
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(_g., Exhibit J, '734 Patent, column 5, lines 2-16). Thus, the

structure necessary, in the context of the claims as written, is an

appropriately configured control integrated circuit, connected by
hard—wire electrical connection to a video display and/or stereo

speakers.

5. Means or a mechanism for storing the desired digital

video or digital audio_signa1s' (Claims 11-14 of the

i734 patent)

Sightsound proffers a structure consisting of "a control

integrated‘circuit configured to effect the storing of the desired

digital video or digital audio signals in the memory.“ (Docket #69

at 27). Defendants have it this way;

A structure equivalent to (i) a continuous hard-
wired conduction path directly interconnecting
portions of Control Panel 20a, Control IC 20b, and
Sales RAM 20c, (ii) telephone lines 30, and (iii) a
continuous hard—wired conduction path -directly
interconnecting portions of Control Panel Soa,
Control IC sob, Hard disk 60, and Incoming RAM Soc.

(Docket #65 at 39).

The claim language, appearing in claim 11 of the '734

patent, and incorporated in claim 12 as well, is part of “a system

for transmitting desired“ signals_and, in relevant part, provides
for a:

means or a mechanism for storing the desired digital
video or digital audio signals from the first memory
in the second memory, said storing means or
mechanism in electrical communication with said
receiver or said transmitting means or mechanism and
with said second memory.
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(Docket #69, Exhibit I, Column 11, lines 33-38). Again, in the

context of the claim, the elements being described are associated

with the second party memory only. Thus, inclusion of telephone

lines connecting the first and second memories is inappropriate, as
is the inclusion of any structure on the first party side of the

transaction. Further, the second memory is disclosed explicitly in

the claim language, as is the connection between the "storing means“

and the second memory. What is not disclosed is the structure to

accomplish the "storing" in the second memory, and that is the focus

of the court's inquiry.

The specification states that "[t]he Control Integrated

Circuit sob stores the replica onto the Play Back Random Access

Memory Chip sod at a high transfer rate."

12]. Thhe appropriate structure, then, is the control integrated

circuit, which has been configured to effect the storing of the

digital signals into the memory.

6. "Means or a mechanism for transmitting the desired

digital audio signals from the first memory to the

second memory" (Claims 11, 26 and 27 of the '734

patent)

Defendants assert that the language used in each cited

claim requires:

A structure equivalent to (iJ a continuous hard-
wired conduction path directly interconnecting
portions of Control Panel 20a, Control IC 20b, and
Sales RAM 20c, (ii) telephone lines 30, and (iii) a
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continuous hard-wired conduction path directly
interconnecting portions of Control Panel Soa,

. Control IC Sob, Hard disk 60, and Incoming RAM Soc.

(Docket #65 at 38). Sightsound asserts that, as used in claim 11 of

the '734 patent, this is not means—plus-function language. with

respect to clainn 26, plaintiff asserts that the "corresponding
.structure is a transmitter and a control integrated circuit

configured to effect the transmitting of the desired digital video

or digital audio signal via the transmitter.“ (Docket #69 at 27).

Claim 11 discloses the following: -

means or a mechanism for transmitting the desired
digital video or digital audio signals fronx the-
first memory to the second memory, said means or
mechanism for transmitting comprising a transmitter
connected to the first memory and the
telecomunications lines and a receiver connected to
the second memory . ‘

(;g., Exhibit I, Column 11, lines 19-24)(emphasis supplied}.

Sightsound is correct that the structure of the "means or a
mechanism for transmitting“ is disclosed in the claim language, and,

hence, this is not "means—plus-function" language which requires

reference to the specification.

The relevant language from claim 26, which describes a

"system for transferring digital audio signals," and which sets

forth the elements of the first party’ control unit, reads as

follows:

means or mechanism for transmitting the desired
digital audio signals from the sales random access
memory chip, said means or mechanism for
transferring connected to the sales random access
memory chip . . ..
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( d., column 14, the inclusion of any
structure which exists between the first and second party control

e second party control

unit, is improper because

description of the first party control unit.

sets forth the existence and relationship between the transmitting

means and the random access memory. Thus, inclusion of other

elements of the first party control unit is unnecessary, and the

court must discern the structure associated with the function of

transmitting from the first party control unit.

The specification provides that the “Control Integrated

Circuits 20b and Sod would be designed to control and execute the

respective commands of the [parties] and regulate the electronic
transfer . . ." (_g., column 4, lines 43-46). The transmitting

function is clearly expressed in the specification, which discloses

"a system for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio
signals ." (;g., column 3, lines13—14). Thus, the court cannot
agree with defendants‘ proposed required structure. Instead, the
corresponding structure is a transmitter connected to a properly

programmed control integrated circuit.“

'734 and '440

"transmitter." One

skilled in the ar would not have difficulty in
determining the nature of a transmitter necessary to perform

t issue. Atmel Corp- v. Information Storage
198 F.3d 1374, 1381 (Fed.Cir. 1999)(No specific

‘n the description of structure, so
ld identify the structure

patents do no

long as one
from the description.).
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7. “Means or mechanism for connecting electronically

via the telecommunications link‘ (Claim 11 of the

'734 patent)

Once again, defendants assert that this language requires:

A structure equivalent to (i) a continuous hard-
wired conduction path directly interconnecting
portions of Control Panel 20a, Control IC 20b; and
Sales RAM 20c, (ii) telephone lines 30, and (iii) a
continuous hard—wired conduction- path directly
interconnecting portions of Control Panel Soa,
Control IC sob, Hard disk 60,'and Incoming RAM Soc.

(Docket #65 at 38). sightsound responds that this language is not
means-plus~function as utilized in that claim, and the court must

refer to that language in context to rule on this issue:

means or a mechanism for connecting electronically
via the telecommunications lines the first memory
with the second memory such that the desired digital
video or digital audio signals can pass
therebetween, . - . said connecting means or5

mechanism comprises a" first control unit in
possession and control of a first
second control unit in possession an
second party .

(Docket #69, Exhibit I, Column 10, lines 65-67; column 11, lines 1-
7). The court must agree_with Sightsound that the structure of the

connecting means is disclosed in the claim. Therefore, there is no

need to refer to the specification.

I. Order of Steps

Defendants also assert that claims which list steps

(Claims 1-3 of the ‘S73 patent, Claims 4, 26 and 28 of the '734

patent, and claim 12 of the '440 patent) should be construed to
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require that those steps be performed in the order that they are
listed. "Unless the steps of a method actually recite an order, the

steps are not ordinarily construed to require one." Interactive Gif;
Ex ress'. Inc. v Com us rve Inc. et al., 231 .F.3d .859, 875

(Fed.Cif. 2000). An order may be imposed, however, if such a

requirement is apparent" from the claim language, Mantech
Envirogmental Corporation v, Hudson Environmental Services, Inc.,

152 F.3d 1368, 1376 (Fedicir. 1998). or where such a sequential
order is implicit from a review of the claim, the specification and

the prosecution history. Loral Fairchild Qorp. v. Sony Corp., 181
F.3d 1313, 1322 (Fed. Cir. 1999).

The specification. of the ‘S73 patent implies, in two

separate paragraphs, that a specific order is required in performing

the steps set forth in claims 1—3 (Docket #70, Tab 51, col. i, lines

3119; col. 5, lines 29-45). The specification first lists the
"transferring money" step and states that "then" the step of

connecting electronically occurs. "Next," transmitting the desired

‘audio signal is set forth, and.“then" storing the signal in the

second memory. The use of these terms clearly implies that they are

. to be performed in the order in which they are set forth.
Further, Clainm 1 of the ‘573 patent does contain an

implied order of at least the final three steps (i.e., the

"connecting," "transmitting" and "storing" steps). Indeed, one

skilled in the art would recognize that the digital audio signal

cannot be transferred until a connection is made such that the

signal may pass from the first memory to the second memoryt In like
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the signal cannot be stored on the second memory until afashion,

connection has been made and the signal has been transmitted from

the first memory. Therefore, although there is no explicit language

in claims 1-3 of the ‘S73 patent which imposes an order of steps,

the plain meaning of the terms used, andthe process described,

implies such an order. Therefore, the connecting step must precede
the transmission step, and the transmission must, in turn, precede

There is, however, no such
the storing on the second memory.

indication that the transferring money step must occur at any

specific time in this process-

on the other hand, contains express language

. A method as described in claim 1 including
after the transferring step, the steps of searching
the first memory for the desired digital audio
signal; and selecting the desired digital audio
signal from the first memory.

(Emphasis supplied). Plaintiff concedes that this imposes some

order upon the steps. Once again, one would necessarily have to

select the desired signal from the first memory prior to the first

memory transmitting same. Thus, transferringvmoney must occur, for

purposes of Claim 2, prior to transmitting (and, of course, prior to

storing the transmitted signal on the second memory).

Claim 3, also a dependent claim, builds upon Claim 2 and

adds additional steps to be included within the "transferring step."

Once again, the steps set forth in Claim 3 must necessarily occur

prior to the transmitting and storing steps.
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Defendants urge that the transferring of money must be the

first step in the method described in claims 1-3 of the ‘S73 patent.
The court disagrees. The patentee showed himself to be entirely

capable of imposing an order upon steps when he wished to do so.
Further. while the specification implies that an order is required,

it does not expressly state that this is so; In the court's view,
it would

rewrite Claim 1 of the ‘S73 patent to say that this claim requires

the transferring money step to occur first.”

Nonetheless, the steps do have an order imposed by logic

in light of the method which is ‘described.’ Connecting

-electronically must be accomplished prior to the transmitting and

storing steps. For similar reasons, the storing step must occur

last in the context of Claim 1. The transfer of money, however,

need not occur at any specific point. This, however, changes for

Claims 2 and 3, which require that the transferring of money occur

prior to transmission and storing, but does not impose any order on

the transferring and connecting steps.

The court has reviewed Claim 4 of the '734 patent. In

that claim, a system is set forth in which the "first party control

unit“ is described, then the "second party control unit? is

described (Docket #69, Exhibit 1, C1aim.4). The operative language
 :_:

22. The parties here have argued their claims construction cases
with a clear intent to more favorably position themselves for
the next stages of the case. While this is unseemly, it is
probable also inevitable. The court, however, cannot indulge
in it; we construe the claims and do so without regard to what
may come. '
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in terms of imposing order is contained in the third paragraph of

the claim:

telecommunications lines connected to the first,
party control unit and the second party control unit
through which the electronic sales of the desired
digital video-or digital audio signals occur and
through which the desired digital video or digital
audio signals are electronically transferred from
the sales random access memory chip to the second
memory while the second memory is in possession and
control of the second party and after the desired
digital video or digital audio signals are sold to
the second party by the first party.

(;d.)(Emphasis added). This claim clearly states that the digital

audio signals are transferred only "after" they are "sold" to the

second party. ‘Hence, the only order imposed in this Claim is that

the sale of the desired- digital audio signal occur prior to
transmission of that digital audio signal. The court is not

persuaded by defendants‘ argument that this ‘claim should be

interpreted as requiring the electronic transfer of money prior to

connecting the first memory to the second memory. The claim does

not recite any order in respect to the connection between the first

and second memories and the transfer of money.

Claims 26 and 28 of the i734 patent are much the same,

with two paragraphs describing the composition of the first and

second party control units, respectively, followed by a. third

paragraph, which differs slightly from claim to claim, but which in

each case contains the only language that mandates any order to the

steps described- The third paragraph of Claim 26 reads:

telecommunications lines connected to the first
party control unit and the second party control unit
through which the desired digital audio signals in
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the sales random access memory are electronically
transferred by the means or mechanism for
transferring to the receiver while the second party
is in possession and control of the second party
control unit and after the desired digital audio
signals of the first party's hard disk are sold to
the second party by the first party with the means
or mechanism for the first party to charge a fee.

(_g., Claim 26). The third paragraph of Claim 28 provides:
telecommunications lines connected to the first
party control unit and the second party control unit
through which the electronic sales of the desired
digital video or digital audio signals occur of the
first party's'hard disk, and over which the desired
digital video or digital audio signals of the first
party‘s hard disk are electronically transferred
from the sales random access memory chip to the

' while . is in

possession and control of the second memory and
after the desired digital video or digital audio
signals are sold to the second party by the first
party. -

(;g., Claim 28). In both Claims 26 and 28, therefore, the transfer

of the digital audio (or video) signal is expressly said to occur

after the signal has been "sold" to the second party." Otherwise, no

order is expressly or implicitly imposed by the claim.

This leaves Claim 12 of the '440 patent. It is set forth

in a form similar to the claims from the ‘734 patent, with the first

two paragraphs describing a "first party control unit“ and a "second

party control unit," respectively. The third paragraph provides as
follows:

telecommunications lines connected to the first
party control unit and the second party control unit
through which the electronic sales of the desired
digital video or digital audio signals occur and
through which the desired digital video or digital
audio signals are electronically transferred from
the first memory to the second memory while the
second memory is in possession and control of the
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second party and after the desired digital video or
digital audio signals are sold to the second party
by the first party.

(Docket #69, Exhibit K, Claim 12). Once again, the claim expressly
states that the sale occurs, followed by the transfer, but is

otherwise silent concerning the order of any further steps in the

method described.

J. "Te1ephoning the First Party . . . by the Second Party"

language is whether it requires a person—to—person telephone call.
Defendants assert that it does. while Sightsound asserts that it

should include any means of initiating a connection over telephone

lines, including person—to-machine calls, and machine—to-machine

calls.

This language appears in Claim 3 of the ‘S73 patent, claim

1 of the '734 patent, and claims 4 and 39 of the '440 patent._ The

‘S73 patent discloses:

3. A method as described in claim 2 wherein
the transferring step includes the steps of
telephoning the first party controlling use of the
first memory by the second party; providing a credit
card number" of the second party" controlling the
second memory to the first party controlling the
first memory so the second party is charged money.

(Docket #70, Tab 51, Column 6, lines 29-36). The "transferring

step" referred to in claim 3 is contained in claim 1, and reads as
follows:

transferring money electronically via a
telecommunication lien [sic] to the first party at a
location remote from the second memory and
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controlling use of the first memory from the second
party financially distinct from the first party,
said second party controlling use and in possession
of the second memory;

(;d., at lines 8-14). The '734 patent includes the disputed
language in claim 1:

' A1. A method for transferring desired digital
video or digital audio signals comprising the steps
Of:

forming a connection through
telecommunications lines between a first
memory of a first party at a first party
location and a second memory of a second
party at a second party location . . .

telephoning the first party controlling
use of the first memory by the second
parttyl;

providing a credit cardi number of the
second party controlling the second memory
to the first party

(Docket #69, Exhibit I, Column 8, lines 39—59). The language is
included in claims 4 and 39 of the '440 patent as a step included

"charging the account“ of the second party.within the process of

Both claim 4 and claim 39 read as follows:

A method as described in claim: [3 or 38]
wherein the step of charging the account-of the
second party includes the steps of telephoning the
first party controlling use of the first memory by
the second party; providing a credit card number of
the second party controlling the second memory to
the first party controlling the first memory so the
second party is charged money.

(Docket #69, Exhibit K, Column 9, lines 7-13; Columnlq, lines 40-
46).

Defendants assert that each use of‘ the "telephoning"

language requires a construction that involves "placing a telephone
-85-
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call by a person at th

first party location."

Plaintiffs would construe the term "telephoning" to mean

"initiating a connection over a telephone line."

Defendants first note that the telephoning step as set

forth in each of the claims is. separate from .the step ‘of

"connecting" thernemories electronically by telecommunications lines

step. Hence, it is argued, "telephoning the first party" must have

and that it must not involve a computer-to-computer connection.
The court, however, notes that the telephoning step may be

while the "connecting"
performed by one person to another person,

step necessarily involves an interaction between the nwchines on
claim 1. of the '734

either end, hence the language from, e.g.,

patent, “forming a connection through telecommunications lines
between a first memory of a first party at a first party location

cond party location
and a second memory of a second party at a se

“ Thus, the obvious distinction here is not that the

"telephoning" must be person—to-person, but, instead, is that the
rson call, but must involve

connecting step cannot be a person-to-pe
is the more expansive

machines. The "telephoning" step, however,

term in this respect, and could include a person placing a call,
or by instructing a computereither by dialing a telephone himself;

Likewise, the receiving end of that
or modem to dial a number.

could be a person, or it could be computer configuredcommunication

to accept the call and to record the information provided. This
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type of communication was not unknown to persons of ordinary skill
in the art in 1988, and is certainly commonplace today.

Also,

of the patent specification, which isia diagram included in each

patent, shows the "Control I-C.“ of the first party connected by
“Telephone lines“ to the “Control I.C." of the second party. There
is no indication in the specification, or in the diagram, that a

separate, person to person communication is required for the steps
of the claimed invention to be performed, '. ., there are no people,

or telephones depicted in Figure 1.

Plaintiff also points to the 1995 Webster's Dictionary

definition of "telephoning", which includes: (1) to communicate with

by telephone; (2) to call on the telephone; and (3) to transmit by
telephone (Plaintiff's Exhibit En. Defendants prefer the 1986
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary definition, which is "to send by

telephone“ or "to speak by telephone-" In the court's view, each
version of the dictionary cited could reasonably be read to include

.either person-to—person calls or any combination of people and

machines on either end. For example, the 1995 definition explicitly

states that telephoning.means “to communicate“ or "to transmit“ by

telephone, and the 1986 version includes the concept of "to send‘ by
telephone along with "speaking." It is only this final definition,
"speaking," which implies a person-to—person communication.

Defendants also note that the inventor referred to the

transferring money step a

I “such as by telephoning the agent who has the hard disc over the

-37-
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phone lines . . .." (Docket #70, Tab 37 at 2). A similar comment
was made during the prosecution of the '734 patent (Docket #71, Tab

10 at 2). ‘The use of the words "such as,“ however, bespeaks the

existence of other options for accomplishing this step. Hence, the

court does not find that any limitation on the manner of

"telephoning" ‘can be read into the patent claims through the

prosecution history."

The term "telephoning," therefore, does not include the

restriction that it be a person—to—person call, and does not exclude

of machines on either or both ends of the telephone

communication. The court does not believe that further construction

of this term is required.

K. CLAIMS 22, 36 AND 41 OF THE '44“) PATENT

Defendants seek a ruling by this court that claims 22, 36

and 41 of the '44o patent are identical, or are so nearly so that

there is no need to analyze an alleged infringing device separately

under each claim. Even a cursory review of the claims establishes

that they are, indeed, very similar. However, the court has not

been ‘presented with a construction question in this respect.
____.__——_.__———_—.———

23. The court is also unpersuaded by the extrinsic evidence, from
the inventor's deposition testimony, that an "example" of an
electronic sale would be "calling up and ordering a pair of
shoes from L.L. Bean." (Hair Deposition at 179-180). First,
this is extrinsic evidence which is not necessary in this
instance for the court to construe the claim language. Second,
even if it were used, it is merely an example offered by the
inventor, and does not bespeak a limit on the language used in
the claims. '
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Instead, defendants assert that the language is so similar,

"indistinguishable" in defendants‘ view, that "it is difficult, if

not impossible, to imagine either an accused infringing product or
asserted piece of prior art that contains the elements of one of

these claims, but not the other two." (Docket #65 at 34).

The i understands,’ and shares, defendants‘

anticipation of a substantial narrowing of the claims asserted in
this case. Nonetheless, a concern that ‘claims with the same

coverage not be asserted so as to streamline this case is not

properly addressed during claim construction. There is simply no
construction of these claims necessary to answer defendants'

question, i.e., whether a prior art ‘challenge or an accused
infringing product could be found that reads on one claim but.not

the others. What is required is for the case to reach the point

where such matters can be litigated.“-

J. "Stored replica/storing a replica/stores a replica"

Several-claims in the '734 and '440 patents include the

"replica" limitation“. It is employed in the first step of Claim
1 of the '734 Patent, referring to the forming of a connection
——.:?_%. 

24. And, or course, if the claims are as indistinguishable as
defendants maintain, it would do Sightsound no good service to
assert all three when a ruling on infringement is sought. The
decision to assert one or more of these claims is, however, not
a decision to be made by the court in the guise of claim
construction.

25. It does not appear in the ‘S73 patent.

-89-
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"complete copy of the digital audio signal that isthis comprises a

stored at one time in the random access memory chip." Sightsound

has not proposed a construction, but does not disagree that a

Wreplica“ is a copy of a digital audio signal and that it is stored
in the random access memory chip of either the first or second party

control unit- Sightsound maintains, however, that defendants‘

construction improperly imposes two limitations on the term “stores

a replica,“ the first being a requirement that a complete copy be

made first, and the second being that the complete copy would then
be stored, all at one time, in the memory. Sightsound contends that

a replica may be made and sent from the hard disk to the random
access memory, and from there to the second nmmory, in portions..

Indeed, the plain language of the claims set forth above does not

indicate that any specific method of creating and storing the

replica is required.

Defendants argue that the inventor relinquished any claim

to transferring portions of the signals into and out of the sales

random access nmmory. An inventor may, through his action in

distinguishing a reference to prior art, relinquish part of what

would normally be included within a _claim's plain meaning.
231 F.3d at 865, Quoting Elkay Manufacturing Co.,

'734 patent initially did not include

Interactive Gift,

192 ‘F.3d at 975. The

"replica" in the first three claims, but incorporated it into the
fourth:

A method for transferring desired digital1.
gnals comprising the stepsvideo or digital audio si

of
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forming a connection through telecommunications
lines between a first memory of a first party and a
second memory of a second party, said first memory
having said desired digital video or digital audio
signals;

selling electronically by the first party to
the second party through telecommunications lines,
the desired digital video or digital audio signals
in the first memory; and '

transferring the desired digital video or
digital audio signals from the first memory of the
first party to the second memory of the second party
through telecommunications lines while the second
memory is in possession and control of the second
party.

2. A method as described in Claim 1 including
after the transferring step, the step of storing the
desired digital video or digital audio signals in
the second memory.

3- A method as described in Claim 2 including
before the transferring step, the step of
electronically coding the desired digital video or
digital audio signals into 2: configuration which
would prevent unauthorized reproduction. of the
desired digital video or digital audio signals.

4. A method as described in Claim 3 wherein the
first memory includes a first party had disk having
a plurality of digital video or digital audio
signals, and a sales random access memory chip which
temporarily stores a replica of the desired digital
video or digital audio signals purchased by the
second party for subsequent transfer via
telecommunications lines to the second memory of the
second party; and including before the transferring’
step, there is the step of storing a replica of the
desired digital video or digital audio signals from
the hard disk in to the sales random access memory
chip.

(Docket #71, tab 12 at ll-12). The first three claims were

rejected, however, as being anticipated by the Freeny Patent (Docket

#71, Tab 15 at 1). Freeny was described by the patent examiner on

May 4, 1994, as follows:
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Freeny, Jr. a method for transferring -digital
information which includes forming a connection
through telecommunications lines between. a first
memory of a first party and a second memory of a
second party, the first party having the digital»
signals, selling electronically by the first party
to the second party through the telecommunications
lines the desired digital signals. transferring the
desired digital signals from the first party to the
second party through said lines while the second
memory is in possession and control of the second
party and the step of storing the digital signals in
the second memory. ‘

(Docket #71, Tab 15 at 2). Mr. Hair responded to this rejection.by
cancelling ' 2-4, and rewriting claim 1 as "Claim 4 in

independent form with the limitations of any intervening claims.“
(;d., Tab 17 at 17). In other words, Claims 1-4 as initially
presented were combined into the new claim 1. The amendment caused
several changes to claim 1, including adding the “store a replica"

language and the language incorporating the use of a sales random

uaccess memory chip (;g., at 2—3).
Defendants assert that the addition of the “store a

replica" language effectively surrendered the option of storing less

than a complete copy of the desired signal at one time. The court

does not agree-

An amendment to avoid a prior art rejection will surrender

coverage included within the plain meaning of a term only when “a

patentee takes a position before the PTO, such that a ‘competitor
would reasonably believe that the applicant had surrendered the

relevant subject matter . . ..'." Katz, 63 F.Supp.2d at 591. Here,

if the rejection by the examiner in light of Freeny could be read to

be premised upon the lack of a requirement that the replica be

-94-
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then, perhaps, defendants‘stored and transferred at one time,

The examiner's description of Freeny,
argument would succeed.

though, does not include any mention of transferring all or only a

portion of the desired digital signal at one time.
no indication that this was the basis for the prior art rejection.

In fact, when one compares the elements lacking in the

examiner“s description of Freeny, and in proposed claims 1—3, with

the new elements which were included in the amended claim 1, it

appears that there could have been several bases for the examiner to
First, the amended claim 1 incorporates the

find Freeny applicable.

"sales random access memory.“ Second, the concept ofdescription of

using a "replica" of the desired signal, rather than the signal
itself, is introduced. Third, the amendment added the concept of

/the second party control unit being "remote" from the first party

control unit. Hence, even if the lack of the term "replica".was the

reason for the rejection, and the_court is not convinced that it

was, this would only establish that the use of the sales RAM to

store such a replica prior to transfer was required to avoid Freeny.

Again, the rejection and amendment do not suggest to the reasonable
competitor that the inventor was surrendering coverage of a claim
which includes transferring portions of the replica into and out of

the sales RAM.

Therefore, the various forms of "stores a replica“ will

not be construed so as to require that a complete replica be stored

at one time in the random access memory.
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have seven (7)

COHCLUS ION

It is respectfully recommended that the claims in suit be

construed in the manner set forth with more particularity‘ above.

In accordance with the Magistrate's Act, 28 U.S.C. Section

636(b) (1) (B) and (C), and Local Rule 72.1.4 13_, the ‘parties are
allowed ten (10) days from the date of service to file written

objections to this report. Any party opposing the objections shall
days" from the date of serviceof objections to

respond thereto. Failure to timely file objections may constitute

a waiver of any appellate rights.

KENNETH J. B NSON .

UNITED STATE MAGISTRATE JUDGE

Dated: February , 2002
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cc: Richard F. Rinaldo, Esquire
Meyer, Unkovic & Scott
1300 Oliver Building

Pittsburgh, PA 15222

William K. Wells, Jr., Esquire
Brian S. Mudge. Esquire
Kenyon & Kenyon

.1500 K Street, N.W., Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20005-1257

Edward C. Flynn, Esquire
The Colony Building
8962 Hill Drive _
North Huntingdon, PA 15642-3148

Eric Kraeutler, Esquire
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius
1701 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103-2921

Irwin R. Gross, Esquire
Michael Barclay, Esquire
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati
650 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto. CA 94304-1050
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRI|i '
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF P-‘M-YL$¥fiI§4 Hmz

i§I§Z§i23‘f‘3;.§?”§ iiifiiiifiii?’ PARCHER. HAYES & SNYDER V
Plaintiff,

V. Civil Action NO. 98-118
‘ JUDGE DONALD J. LEE

N2K, INC., a Delaware MAGISTRATE JUDGE BENSON
‘corporation, CDNOW, INC.,
a Pennsylvania corporation,
and CDNOW ONLINE, INC.,

a Pennsylvania corporation,

Defendants.

It is respectfully recommended that the Report and Recom;
mendation (Docket #105) of February 8, 2002, be amended so as to
clarify that no "hard—wired conduction path" limitation applies

L to the terms "electrical communication/electronically connected"

wherever they appear.

"II. REPORT

A Report and Recommendation (Docket #105) was filed in

this patent case on February 8, 2002, which recommended that the
claims in suit be interpreted as set out in detail therein. All

parties were informed of their right to file written objections.
On.February 22, 2002, plaintiff Sightsound.com, Inc. filed

a Request for Clarification of (or, in the Alternative, an Objection
to) One Aspect of Report and Recommendation on Claim Construction
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‘request/objection by March 4,

(Docket: #107) . An order (Docket #108) was entered on February 25,
fendant to respond to the plaintiff's

2002, calling for the de
2002. Counsel for defendant informed

the court by telephone that it would not be responding to the

plaintiff's request‘, presumably relying on their more extensive
objections to the Report.‘ . V

At issue is the recommended Construction’of the terms

"electrical communication/electronically, co_nnected" appearing at

pages 64-65 of the Report. The terms are used in claims 21-8, 10,
1-1-14 and 26 of the '734 patent and in claims 13-15 "of the ‘£140

patent .

The defendant's proffered construction of the terms at

issue began by proposing a requirement" of ."a continuous hard—wired

conduction path . . . ." As the plaintiff correctly notes, the

Report recommended a construction t , in respect to nearly all the-
claims, rejected the proposed "hard—wired conduction path" limi-

tation. But when discussing whether the individual components of

the first and second party memories must be connected by a hard-

wired conduction path, the Report departed from the approach

generally taken and proposed that the court hold that "as to
invention elements at the same location ‘electronically connected‘

and ‘electrical communication‘ each require a hard—wired conduction

path." (Report and Recommendation at 65). This. is the recom-
mendation which the plaintiff requests be clarified or, in the

alternative, to which it objects. /

The language quoted above was preceded by this clause:

"Thus, the partiesare in agreement that ." The plaintiff
-2-
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argues vigorously and persuasively that it-is not now, nor has it
ever been "in agreement" that the hard—wired conduction path is a

what the plaintiff didlimitation on the terms to be interpreted.

say, and. what the undersigned took to be agreementi with the
defendant, was this:

"Third, with respect to the electrical connec-
tion among the invention elements that are in
the same location, this [i.e., the defendant's
proposed] definition repeats and adds to the
language of the claims. The language of the
claims specifically uses these terms to link
recited elements and it does so by clear and
express recitations. Accordingly, the Court
should afford these terms .their plain and
ordinary meaning as they appear in the claims."
(Docket #74 at 30).

It is clear now that it was error to interpret the plain~

tiff's language as expressing its agreement with the defendant's

proposed construction. Moreover, neither the claims wherein the
terms ap

that such a limitation as is proposed by the defendant is necessary

or was contemplated.

It is respectfully recommended that the Report and

Recommendation (Docket #105) filed on February 8, 2062, be amended

so as to make clear that no “hard—wired conduction path" limitation

applies to the terms "electrical communication/electronically

connected“ wherever they appear.

In accordance with the Magistrates Act, 28 U-S.C. Section

636(b)(1)(B) and (C), and Local Rule 72.1.4 B, the parties are

allowed ten (10) days from the date of service to file written

objections to this report. Any party opposing the objections shall
have seven (7) days from the date of service of objections to

-3-

pear nor the specification nor the prosecution history implyj
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Failure to timely file objrespond thereto.

a waiver of any appellate rights.

7w .

Honorable Donald J. Lee
United States District Judge

Dated: April 2002

CC:

Richard F. Rinaldo, Esquire
Meyer, Unkovic & Scott ‘
1300 Oliver Building
Pittsburgh, PA i5222

William K. Wells, Jr., Esquire
Brian S. Mudge, Esquire
Kenyon & Kenyon
1500 K Street,

Washington, D.C.

N.W., Suite 700
20005-1257

‘Edward C. Flynn, Esquire
1808 Law & Finance Building
429 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219-1505

Eric Kraeutler, Esquire
Catharine E. Gillespie, Esquire
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius
1701 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103-2921

Irwin R. Gross, Esquire
Michael Barclay, Esquire
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati
650 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1050

Steven M._Hayes, Esquire
Neal H. Kaplan, Esquire
Jessica Givelber, Esquire
Parcher, Hayes & Snyder
500 Fifth Avenue, 38th Floor
New York, NY 10110

ections may constitute
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Best Available Copy

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC.,

~vs— _

CIVII Action NO. 04-1549

ROXIO, lNC.. and NAPSTER LLC.,

Defendants.

AMBROSE, chief District Judge.

ORDER OF COURT

AND Now, this 28"‘ day of February, 2005, after careful consideration, and

for‘the reasons set forth In the accompanying Opinion, the Defendants’ Motion to

stay (Docket No. 22) is GRANTED. This case is stayed. The Defendants are to contact

this court immediately upon receiving any notification from the PTO regarding the

outcome of the Request for Reexamination. It is further ORDERED that the

preliminary injunction hearing currently scheduled for March 3, 2005 at 1:30 P.M. is

canceled. The Motion for Preliminary injunction V(Docket No. 11) is denied without

prejudice to reassert once the stav is lifted. I

BY T_I<IE_ _A_>

Donetta w. Ambrose, .
Chief U. 5. District Judge

A- 0001
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

SICHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, iNC.,

Plaintiff,

.V5. .
Civil Action No. 04-1549

' -ROXIO, mic, and NA'PSTER'I.LC.,

Defendants.

AMBROSE, Chief District Judge.

MEMORANDUM OPINION

" -‘As the oartles are well aware, Plaintiff Sightsound Technologies, Inc.

l"S_ighl5sound'l alleges that Defendants Roxlo, inc. (“Roxio”) and Napster, L.L.C.
(“Napster”) have infringed its '573 Patent, its ‘734 Patent and its ‘two Patent

Sightsound has filed a Motion for Preliminary injunction with respect to particular

embodiments of the 734 and the ‘M0 Patents. That Motion remains outstanding

and no hearing has vet been held. I

Since Slghtsound filed its Motion for Prellminarylnjunctlon, Roxio and Napster

have filed with the_ United States_Patent and Trademark 0rganizat_i_o__n l"PTO') a

Request for Reexamination of the ‘S73 Patent, the 7341 Patent and the ‘£140 Patent.

Roxio and Napster argue that none of the patents are valid gii/en prior art and

double patenting. in light of its Request for Reexamination, Roxio and Napster have

filed with this Courta Motion to Stay the litigation pending the PTO'S reexamination.

A- 0002
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I

_S,e_e Docket No. 22. Roxio and Napster allege that a stay would preserve both this

s Court's and the parties’ resources, as reexamination may render this litigation moot

or substantiallyaltered. Sightsound opposes the stay. It argues that this Court must

first rule on the request for preliminary iniunctive relief. .

ANALYSIS

“A motion to stay an action pending a resolution of a request for re-

‘examination is dlrected- to the sound discretion of the court" Lutron Electronics-

co.. Inc. v. oenlgge Thomas oroug, L.L.C., Civ. No. 3-2702, 2004 wt 953088 at ' 1 n. 2

(ED. Pa. April 30, 2004), citing, XXe[OX corp. V. Sgom COl‘Q., 69 F. Sl1,i7D.2Ci 404, 406

(w.D. N.Y. 1999). Staying the litigation and allowing _the PTO to process the request

forereexamination offers ‘distinct benefits. First,‘ as Congress contemplated,

reexamination before the PT0 would “permitefficient resolution of questions about

the validity of issued patents without recourse to expensive and lengthy

infringement litigatlon." 1980 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6460, 6462455. second, as congress

recognized, reexamination proceduresallow courts to refer patent validity matters,

which may Involve complex and technical issues, to the expertise of the PTO. g, p.‘

6463.

I think that Congress's purpose in providing for a reexamination procedure

is well served by issuing a stay in this litigation. The three factors traditionally

analyzed in determining whether to issue a stay - (1) whether a stay would unduly

prejudice the non-moving party; (2) whether a stay would simplify issues for trial;
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and (3) whether the case has progressed beyond its initial stages‘ - favor issuing the

stay.

For instance, sightsound will not suffer g_n_d_u_e prejudice if the litigation Is

stayed. i recognize that sightsound claims it will suffer immediateharm if this Court

does not entertain, and ‘grant, its request for preliminary lniunctive relief. Yet

Sightsound's contention is belied by the fact that it delayed seeking lniunctlve relief

‘for nearly one and one halfiyears after discovering the-Defendants’ alleged '- ‘

infringing activity. Further, while sightsound may suffer some harm if the action

is stayed, that harm is not irreparable in nature. Slghtsound itself acknowledged

that its sole business purpose is to secure licensing arrangements of its patents and

I or to secure damages through litigation. This supports the conclusion that

sightsound can be adequately compensated by a monetary award.

A stay would also simplify issues for trial. Indeed, sightsound does not even

argue this point. "The reexamination process has, in my view, three possible

outcomes. First, the PTO could reiect all the patents as invalid. in this case, this

litigation can be dismissed. Second, the PTO could affirm all of the patents as they

are currently written. In this case, SIghtsound‘s arguments regarding validity gain

immeasurable strength and the issue of prior art becomes easier. Third, the i-3T0

could accept, reiect and / or modify one or more of the patents. in this instance I

would again have the benefit of an expert in the ‘field's take on the prior art. Any

‘gag in re Laughiin Products, lnc., 265 F. SuDD.2d 525, 530 (ED. Pa. 2003) and Ailoc Inc. v.
Unilllm Decor N.V., clv_ No. 3-253, 2003 WL 216110372 at ‘ 2 (D. Delaware July 11, 2003).

A- 0004
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one of the three ‘scenarios would likely encourage settlement.

Finally, a stay at this procedural juncture would avoid a duplication of effort

by this Courtand the PTO. This case has not yet proceedednbeyond the initial stages
of litigation. No case management order hasbeen issued. The parties have not yet

engaged in extensive discovery. I have not yet held a Markman hearing. Resources

are better spent pursuing the patent validity issue first before the PTO.

‘ " ' ' Consequentlyjbecause I find that-slghtsound will not suffer undue prejudice‘

if a stay is granted, because I think that a stay would likely simplify the matters at

issue, and because this case has not yet proceeded beyond the initial stage, I find

thata stay is appropriate.

iffttflfififfifiilfitfiiifi_ 

DATE FILED: FEBRUARY 28, 2005

PLA|NTiFF'S COUNSEL: MEYER UNKOVIC 8: SCOTT LLP
ATTN RICHARD F RINALDO E50
1300 OUVER BLDG
PHTSBURGH PA 15222

KENYON 3. KENYON
ATTN WILLIAM K WELLS E50
1500 K ST NW STE 700
WASHINGTON DC 20005

DEFENDANTS' COUNSEL‘. PEPPER HAMILTON
. ATTN KATHRYN M KENYON

____'..500 GRANT ST ONE MELLON 50'" FL7__
PITTSBURGH PA 15219

' PEPPER HAMILTON
ATTN LAURENCE z SHIEKMAN ESQ
18"‘ & ARCH srs
PHILADELPHIA PA 19103-2799

oumw EMANUAL UROUHART OLIVER 3. HEDGES
ATTN CHARLES K VERHOEVEN E50
865 s FIGUEROA ST 10'“ FL
LOS ANGELES CA 90017
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC.,

Plaintiff,
-_vs- ,

CIViiACtiOn No. 04-1549

' ROXIO, iNC., and NAPISTER LLC., I
Defendants.

AMBROSE, chief District Judge.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 28"‘ day of February, 2005, after careful consideration, and

forthe reasons set forth in the accomoanving Opinion, the Defendants’ Motion to

Stay (Docket No. 22) is GRANTED. This case is stayed. The Defendants are to Contact

this Court immediately upon receiving any notification from the PTO regarding the

‘outcome of the Request for Reexamination. it is further ORDERED that the

preliminary injunction hearing currentiy scheduled for March 3,2005 at 1:30 P.M. is

canceled. The Motion for Preliminary Injunction (Docket No. 11) is denied without
prejudice to reassert once the stay is lifted.

BY THE 99931;. as I __

Donetta W. Ambrose,

chief U. S. District Judge

A- 0006
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Reexamination Number 90/007,402

Attorney's Docket No. NAPS001 Patent

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of: Arthur R. Hair : Group No.: 3992

Serial No.: 90/007,402 . Examiner: Roland G. Foster

Filed: January 31, 2005 _ Confirmation No. 2998
For: METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO
SIGNAL

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the AMENDED

BRIEF ON APPEAL UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 41.37, vvhich was filed with the United States

Patent & Trademark Office on December 15, 2008, in Reexamination No. 90/007,402,

was served via First Class United States Mail, postage prepaid, this 15th day of

December 2008, on the following:

Mr. Albert S. Penilla

Martine, Penilla, & Gencarella, LLP

710 Lakeway Drive, Suite 200

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

Attorney for Third Party Reexamination Requ ster
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND" TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450www.usplo.gov

90/007,402 01/3 I/2005 5191573 NAPSOOI 2998

23973 ' 7590 12/3 I /2008 EXAMINER

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP

ONE ART UNIT - PAPER NUMBER
18TH AND CHERRY STREETS '

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-6996 DATE MAILED: 12/31/2008

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

TO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commlsslonerfor Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Oflice

P.O. Box1-150
Alexandria, VA 2231 3—145Dvwwv.u$p1o.gov

DO NOT USE IN PALM PRINTER

(THIRD PARTY REouEsTER's CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS)

Albert S. Penilla

Martine Penilla 8. Gencarella LLP

710 Lakeway Drive, Suite 200

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

REEXAMINATION CONTROL NO. 90/007 402.

PATENT NO. 5191573.

ART UNIT 3992.

Enclosed is a copy of the latest communication.from the United States Patent and Trademark

Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester,_37 CFR 1.535, or the time for filing a

"reply has passed, no submission on behalf of the ex parte reexamination requester will be
acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(g)). I

PTOL-465 (Rev.07-04)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O.Box1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
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Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences Order, mailed November 13, 2008 and in the resulting Notice ofNon-Compliant Appeal
Brief, mailed December 4, 2008.

No further action is required by the examiner and the proceeding is returned to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences.

/7%/ova. FOSTER
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CR‘00EXAMINER—AU 3992

PTO-90C (Rev.O4-O3)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Ofliice
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23973 7590 01/27/2009
DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH
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P R O C E E D IN G S

JUDGE RUGGIERO: Okay, go.

DR. CASEY: Thank you. Thank you for your indulgence, Your

Honor.

Your Honor, unlike the previous two cases, this one is not a question

of Yurt and Goldwasser but some other prior art. But the case does still turn,

for many of the issues on appeal, on the question of are the claims supported

by a filing date early enough to obviate the applied reference as an actual

piece of prior art?

The first three rejections in this case that are being appealed are

rejections as to whether or not Cohen is prior art -- Cohen and Bush are prior

art, and Bush and Cohen are prior art. I would submit to you that Cohen,

which was filed December 16th, 1988, is not prior art because the claims are

supported by the originally—filed specification, and that's a June 1988

specification. As such, Cohen is not properly prior art before —— against these

claims.

So that really reduces us down to the adequate written description and

enablement issues that we've already discussed probably more than once.

And then the remaining two issues are whether or not the claims are obvious

over two combinations: one, Bush and Freeny, which we call Freeny l; and

then a second one, Akashi and Freeny, which we call Freeny 2.

Unfortunately, they're two different patents with the same inventor, but

hopefully we can distinguish them.

Generally, as set out in the briefs, the combination of Bush and Freeny

1 don't disclose that the end result is supposed to be a storage of audio music
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—— digital audio or digital video, in a nonvolatile memory that's not a CD or a

tape. The -- as a result, the Freeny 1 is directed towards a totally different

kind of invention. It's a digital -- it's a voice recorder versus a message

recorder. And because of the area that Freeny 1 is in and the area that Bush

is in, there's no actual motivation to combine these references, as has been

described in the office action.

So, as described in the rejection, the motivation for combining --

sorry, Your Honor.

JUDGE BOALICK: I believe you said that the motivation involved

citations to Cohen as part of the rationale. Is that correct?

DR. CASEY: Yes, Your Honor.

JUDGE BOALICK: Did I understand that argument?

DR. CASEY: As mentioned in the Brief, the motivation to combine

Freeny and —— Freeny 1 and Bush is premised on Cohen providing

motivation, but Cohen is not actually prior art.

That takes us back to the original issues, one through three, as to

whether or not Cohen is properly applied. And as a result, absent the

motivation provided by Cohen, there is no evidence in the record that one of

ordinary skill in the art would have made the combination proposed in the

fifth issue —— I'm sorry, the fourth issue on appeal.

And then, the last issue is the combination of Akashi and Freeny.

Akashi already discloses a CD and a tape and Freeny discloses an output -- a

kiosk for outputting these physical devices, and those combinations are such

that the —— one who was ordinarily skilled in the art wouldn't have looked to

combine those two because they already had issues that were in common.
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What was Akashi missing that Freeny was going to help fix? The

Office Action talks about security of hard disks and other reasons like that.

But there is no indication that one of ordinary skill in the art would believe

that Akashi was somehow deficient or that Freeny was somehow deficient,

that they needed to be modified. As a result, without the recognition of the

problem, there can be no motivation to actually try to combine these two.

JUDGE BOALICK: How about —— the Examiner pointed out that I

mean, as you've said before, that the very large hard disks were known, you

know, as of —— at least as of 1988, and that really this might be considered

under KSR no more than a substitution of known components with no

unexpected results. I mean just substituting a hard drive for an optical drive,

both of which had large capacities. What about that?

DR. CASEY: I think, Your Honor, that it misses the exact thing that

has kind of made this invention what it is.

The original specification talks about the cumbersomeness of these

disks, and the fact that they cause increased handling, and they require

people to deal with media that they don't want to deal with. Now, that

recognition that, hey, we can get rid of these and substitute with a hard disk,

was that of the Applicant? And to now, in 2009, look back 20 years, it's

very difficult to say, oh yeah, one of ordinary skill in the art would have said

these are interchangeable.

But looking back at the time, forward, one of ordinary in the art, when

he had Freeny and Akashi in his hands, wouldn't have even realized that

there was this market to be tapped. That there was going to be this whole

revolution of, God, I can free myself from CDs, and tapes, and the linear
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problems of searching through tapes, and the optical problems of the hard

disk, and instead, I can use a fast, magnetic disk that's going to provide me

all these advantages. The one person who thought of it, unfortunately

thought of it many, many years too soon, and it took the copyright holders

many years to catch up to the importance of this invention.

JUDGE TURNER: Are you sort of stating that while they were

equivalent they wouldn't have been equivalent for this application? I'm

trying to summarize your argument.

DR. CASEY: I'm trying to say that the --

JUDGE TURNER: Because, certainly, hard disks and CDs would

have been -- I mean in the computers at the time they both would have been

prevalent. So that one could certainly make an argument that they're -- that

one would be obvious over another. It seems to me maybe you're suggesting

that the application of one wouldn't be applicable to the application of the

other?

DR. CASEY: I'm saying that the use of one environment versus

another is what's not obvious. In the computer world, you can -- you could

use, you know, bubble memory. You could use core memory. But there are

times when one thing has an actual use and would be appropriate and in

other areas it just isn't. And it takes understanding what that area is before

you can say whether or not these are equivalent. And one of the things that's

missing from the rejection is an analysis of why these two things would have

been considered equivalent in this particular area, such that we could present

evidence to the contrary that in fact it wouldn't have been known. The

motivation here just says, yeah, these things could have been interchanged
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and there would have been these good results. But where is the evidence

that those are the results that one of ordinary skill in the art 21 years ago

would have expected from that particular modification?

JUDGE BOALICK: And I didn't see any, but you hadn't presented

any evidence showing that one of ordinary skill at that time, you know,

would not have thought to use a hard disk in place of a CD or a tape drive?

Is that correct?

DR. CASEY: I would have to look back at the entirety of Dr. Tygar's

declaration. I don't know it off the top of my head. If there was evidence,

that's where it would be.

JUDGE BOALICK: Okay.

DR. CASEY: But until the burden shifts to the Applicant with

evidence that there is some sort of known association, it's not yet the

Applicant's burden to counteract.

JUDGE TURNER: But given the fact that we're certainly within our

purview to make a new grounds of rejection, why couldn't we look at Akashi

alone and say that no computers had both, let's say, a CD-R and a hard disk,

and that those were known to a typical user to be equivalent? Why couldn't

we just say that we just say that we would substitute that known equivalent

into Akashi alone, even if that's not the rejection you may be fighting right

now. How would you respond to, let's say, a future rejection‘?

DR. CASEY: Your Honor, I'd have to look at the system that you say

you come up with.

One of the problems that I find I run into frequently is an Examiner

tells me, "I would have combined A and B, and I would have gotten your
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invention." But what I don't get is, if one of ordinary skill in the art would

have taken A and would have taken B -- and don't tell me that you can get

my invention. Show me the system that would have resulted. Show me,

yes, I would have built this instead. And if once we have the this that could

be built, yeah, maybe it reads on the claim, but at least it provides an

evidentiary basis for me to say, okay, these are the assumptions you've

made, now that you've tried to put together this particular system. And,

unfortunately, I don't know that I can speculate on what Akashi, with a CD-

ROM writer would have looked like.

I guess I can only say that if that's the rejection that comes out, I hope

we'll get an opportunity to submit evidence that it wouldn't have been in the

form that you're now proposing. And I don't know, in reexamination, what -

— when there's a new grounds of rejection after a Board decision what leeway

there is for filing declarations, but I hope we would be permitted to do so, in

case that's necessary.

JUDGE TURNER: Okay. But you certainly would argue against it

now?

DR. CASEY: I would, Your Honor.

JUDGE TURNER: Okay. That's good. If we're going -- when the

Board asks you if we can do a new grounds of rejection you should always

say no, please don't.

DR. CASEY: Yes.

JUDGE TURNER: That would be bare minimum.

DR. CASEY: Please don't.

JUDGE TURNER: Okay.
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DR. CASEY: Thank you.

JUDGE TURNER: I have no further questions.

EXAMINER FOSTER: Regarding the obviousness rejections, Cohen

is available as prior art. But, even if it wasn't, it would still be available as

evidence at that approximate time that the invention was made. And in

many cases I relied on explicit motivation to combine the references and

they're all susceptible to a KSR analysis, as well.

JUDGE TURNER: Can I stop you? Just to go back for a second, if

it's not available as prior art, how would it be available as motivation?

EXAMINER FOSTER: It's available as evidence regarding the state

of the art, at approximately the time the invention was made.

I'm sorry I can't give you an MPEP cite, but

non—prior art is available, even though it isn't prior art as evidence —— state of

the art at the approximate time the invention was made. But I do believe it is

prior art anyway.

I would like to discuss the 112 enablement rejections. And they

mostly concern the new video download features added by amendment.

The Examiner has argued that the scope and breadth of these claims

are not reasonably related to the scope of enablement in the original

specification as filed, and that they would have required undue

experimentation than they can use.

Now, the Appellant had responded by arguing, "It is clear that short

videos are enabled and nothing more is required." That's on page 10 of the

'402 Reply Brief. And here at the oral arguments they argued that it would
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have enabled a digital picture telephone, and it doesn't even require real—time

streaming.

Thus, if the Board finds these Appellant arguments persuasive to

overcome undue experimentation, the Examiner respectfully asks the Board

to consider were the specification enabling nothing more than a short video

clip, or a digital picture telephone, or non—real—time streaming would be

consumate in scope with the claims, which could literally read on

downloaded video the size of feature—length movies, which is an

embodiment not sufficiently enabled. And there has been recent Federal

Circuit case law moving in this -- to a more strict application of the scope of

enablement requirement, specifically, Lizard Tech.

Nonetheless, the Examiner believes that the parent application as

originally filed is insufficient to allow one of ordinary skill in the art to make

or use the invention without undue experimentation. The Examiner

provided substantial extrinsic evidence to support this. And I would also

add that the applied prior art provides intrinsic evidence. The best prior

references, I believe, are the intervening patents to Cohen and Yurt. And,

once again, those have different dates, and they were using different --

JUDGE TURNER: Can I stop you, just to ask another quick

question‘? What you seem to be saying, and please correct me if I'm wrong,

is that in order for the claim to be enabled it would have to be enabled for all

the embodiments that would fall under the scope of that claim. Is that what

you're saying?

EXAMINER FOSTER: Yes. But in my -- I think the Lizard Tech.

case is a good case to look at regarding this issue. The Appellant admitted
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in the Brief and the admitted here that it disclosed very limited

embodiments, like short video clips, digital picture telephones, and non-real-

time streaming, yet these claims literally would read on the downloading of

full— and true-length movies from the Internet, and that is definitely not --

JUDGE TURNER: That seems to be sort of --

EXAMINER FOSTER: -- an embodiment that's not enabled by the

specification.

JUDGE TURNER: That seems like a little bit of a moving target

though, isn't it? I mean in order to determine enablement, you'd have to

consider all possible embodiments, even embodiments that Appellant -- I

mean that the Applicant didn't cite?

EXAMINER FOSTER: There has been concern with the patent bar --

the Federal Circuit's strict application of scope of enablement.

JUDGE TURNER: Okay.

EXAMINER FOSTER: Okay. But I still believe that the evidence is

sufficient to support that -- the intrinsic evidence that 1 provided shows that

it would have been -- one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention would not have -- not only would it not have been beyond the

scope, but one could not have made it without undue experimentation.

And, also, the intrinsic evidence, like the Cohen and Yurt prior art.

Which the Appellant hasn't rebutted the merits of those -- that prior art as

applied to the claims. Both describe audio and video download systems in

much more detail. For example, consider figure 4, Cohen, figures 2-A and

2-B of Yurt, to figure one of the Hair patents regarding the video server

details.
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Generally, the claims are broadly directed to audio and video

download features, and we would it expect it to be backed up by a well-

written and specific disclosure, which is not the case here.

Okay, I wanted to return to the new matter rejection. I was working

down a list of reasons why that was not -- did not create an issue to bar the

current reexamination. I mentioned that the Examiner never specifically

gave a reason why he withdrew, so that was speculation. That reexam sort

of conducted on the basis of printed publications, not merely priority issues.

But a priority rejection -- a priority determination is distinct from a new

matter rejection. And another reason is that the new matter issues addressed

by the Examiner are a specific subset of the new matter issues that I

addressed in all the reexaminations proceedings regarding priority, and that's

illustrated in table 3 of all the Examiner's Answers. Table 3 is in all the

Examiner's Answers.

The Aappellant does make an argument, an unpersuasive argument,

about this table. The original Examiner rejected the newly-amended claims

and objected to the amendment in the specification.

Now the amendment to this specification on December '91 was more

extensive than the amendment to the claim, so it's -- I guess it's in the

Appellant's interest to interpret this withdrawal as agreeing to the Appellant's

support arguments. Thus the Appellant argues, for example, on pages 20

and 21 of the Brief in the '402 reexamination that the original Examiner,

"lncluded an objection to the specification as containing new matter under

section 132," to which, "the applicant responded to and overcame the

objection."
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I just want to point out there's a problem. That's not what happened.

The original Examiner never rejected the -- never objected to the

specification under 132, which governs the matter -- the introduction of new

matter into the disclosure. Instead, the Examiner objected under 35 U.S.C.

112, first paragraph, which might have been incorrect, because 112 covers

claim rejections, not objections to the specification, which is normally 132.

Thus, a section 132 new matter objection was never raised by the

original Examiner, contrary to the Appellant's argument. And, furthermore,

the Appellant failed to address the Examiner's objection to the specification,

whether under 112, whether that's correct, whether under 132, or otherwise,

again, contrary to the Appellant's statement.

For example, at page 10 of the June 1992 response, the Appellant

states "The specification is objected to under 35 U.S.C. l 12, first paragraph,

as failing to provide support for the claimed invention." This does not object

—— this Appellant response does not address the Examiner's new matter --

objection to the new matter being added to the specification.

In the subsequent Appellant's arguments and declarations, evidence is

then provided to traverse the 112 claim rejections. Thus there is no basis for

concluding that a new matter introduced in the specification was ever

properly objected to under 132 by the Examiner. And the Appellants

mention that it was subjected to 132 during the oral arguments and it wasn't,

must less that such an objection was withdrawn in the face of Appellant's

argument regarding this objection.
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Indeed, there is not a basis to conclusively determine what happened,

and that's going back to my original point I was making. This is a problem

because the Examiner never explicitly stated what he was doing.

JUDGE TURNER: With the patent at issue. Yes. Examiner?

EXAMINER FOSTER: Excuse me?

JUDGE TURNER: The patent at issue.

EXAMINER FOSTER: Yes.

JUDGE TURNER: So I'm assuming that was resolved at least

somewhat. It's not still pending. So I would -- I understand that you say that

the record doesn't provide evidence, but I would think a logical inference to

draw would be that it was resolved, at least in the Examiner's mind.

EXAMINER FOSTER: What was resolved, I'm sure there issues

resolved.

JUDGE TURNER: In this case, you said there was a 112 issue that

was raised that you said perhaps should have been --

EXAMINER FOSTER: Under 132.

JUDGE TURNER: -- done as a 132.

EXAMINER FOSTER: Yeah, and --

JUDGE TURNER: But it would seem like that would have to be

resolved, at least in the Examiner's mind, or else she wouldn't have issued --

allowed the patent to issue.

EXAMINER FOSTER: Well, but --

JUDGE BOALICK: Right. In other words, it doesn't seem like a

reasonable inference to say that well, the Examiner still thought there was a

problem, whether under 132 or 112, first paragraph, and nevertheless,
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decided to issue the patent. I mean that just —— that doesn't seem to make a

lot of sense. It seems like a more reasonable inference would be that that

issue was resolved in the Examiner's mind before issuing the patent,

especially because it has explicitly been raised.

EXAMINER FOSTER: Okay. But I worked through the listed

issues, but regarding this issue, Ijust wanted to conclude by saying table 3 is

accurate. It lists —— it states that a subset of new matter issues were addressed

by the original Examiner. Not all the new matter issues addressed during

this reexamination proceedings.

JUDGE BOALICK: Okay.

EXAMINER FOSTER: But as far a priority determination.

And, finally, regarding the policy issue, it's unfortunate that the

prosecution history was unclear, but there was also Applicant behavior

introducing and introducing these new matter issues and the specifications

and continuations that in some part provoked this.

And I understand that Counsel here today is -- you know, were not the

Patent Owner and the Attorney who originally prosecuted the case.

However, that's what we're left with to work with. Thank you for your

consideration. Good day.

DR. CASEY: Your Honor, there was a discussion earlier about

whether a non—prior art can be used as evidence for motivation purposes,

even if it can't be used for prior art purposes.

My understanding about the cases where that is true is where a piece

of non—prior art says what happened earlier, and that can be used as evidence

that such an event might have occurred. But this isn't the case here. We're
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talking about a later person discovering something that is not applicable as

prior art. He's not recounting what happened back in the Roman times and

this is a recall of something that happened and that could be a point to be

investigated. So my understanding is that Cohen is not properly usable as a

motivation in the Bush and Freeny combination.

The undue experimentation, it only has to be commensurate in scope

with the claims. It's clear that if you had to be able to enable every single

embodiment that fell within the scope of the claims you would have to

enable things that haven't yet been invented and we'd have to shut the Patent

Office down. Because every time somebody invented a car, if it were run on

a car with a fuel injector, well nobody has invented the fuel injector yet, so it

literally covers a car with a fuel injector. That standard won't work. It just

has to be a reasonable scope based on what was available and what was

known at the time. Inventors are entitled to broad latitude here.

There was a discussion about the intervening patents and that they

show enabled technology. Well, one of the things that is important to know

is that disclosures there are not some fancy new chips and entered new

technology that was suddenly available. It's a combination of older

elements. And if the Examiner is saying that these other references which

case shortly after were enabled, then I would submit that in fact it's evidence

that the claims as originally filed by Applicant prior to those claims are also

enabled if they're somewhere in scope.

There also was a discussion about whether or not the rejection of the

specification should have been under 112 or 132. I think that 132 is the

proper standard if the Examiner said 112, and that should have been used for
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claims and people would have understood that no matter what the grounds

was, if it was stated and the Examiner intended it to be the 132, because

we're not talking about claims, and 112, first paragraph, relates to claims.

So I think that we can't all of a sudden throw out the baby with the bathwater

because of the -- the Examiner relied on the wrong section, that she wasn't

relying on the right —— on the right process. So trying to make sure that what

was in the specification or was added to the specification was in fact part of

the original. I think that's all I have.

JUDGE TURNER: Questions? Okay.

Thank you.

DR. CASEY: Thank you, Your Honor.

EXAMINER FOSTER: Thank you.

(Whereupon, the hearing concluded on June 17, 2009.)

Third Party Requester

Albert S. Penilla

Martine Penilla & Gencarella

710 Lakeway Drive
Suite 200

Sunnyvale, CA 94085
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DMT Licensing, LLC1 appeals under 35 USC. §§ 134(b) and 306

from a final rejection of claims 1-6 and 44—49.2 We have jurisdiction under

35 U.S.C. §§ 134(b) and 306.

We heard oral arguments on June 17, 2009, a written transcript of

which is included in the record.

We REVERSE.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This proceeding arose from a request for ex parte reexamination filed

by Napster, Inc. on January 31, 2005, of United States Patent 5,191,573 (the

'573 patent) issued to Arthur R. Hair on March 2, 1993, based on United

States Patent Application 07/586,391, filed September 18, 1990.

The instant appeal is related to appeals of two other copending

reexaminations: 90/007,403 and 90/007,407. The former reexamination is

made with respect to United States Patent 5,675,734 (the '734 patent, Appeal

No. 2009—003457) and the latter with respect to United States Patent

5,966,440 (the '440 patent, Appeal No. 2009-003459). The relations

between the issued patents and their applications are illustrated in the chart

below:

1 DMT Licensing, LLC is said to be the real party in interest and current
owner of the patent under reexamination. (App. Br. 2.) DMT Licensing,

LLC is said to be a wholly—owned subsidiary of GE Intellectual Property

Licensing, Inc., which is said to be a wholly—owned subsidiary of General

Electric Co. (App. Br. 2.)
2 Claims 7-43 have been cancelled.
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Appeal No. Filing Date Patent No. Relationship

07/206,497 Jun. 13, 1988 abandoned

("Parent" application)

07/586,391 Sep. 18, 1990 5,191,573 Continuation of '497

("Child" application)

08/023,398 Feb. 26, 1993 abandoned Continuation of '391

08/471,964 Jun. 6, 1995 5,966,440 Continuation of '398

08/607,648 Feb. 27, 1996 5,675,734 Continuation of '398

Patentee's invention relates to a system and an associated method for

electronic sales and distribution of digital audio or video signals ('573 patent,

col. 1, ll. 9-14). A first party, having authorization to distribute digital audio

or video, transfers electronically digital copies of the same to a second party

for storage in a local memory after a fee has been charged (id. at col. 3, l. 60

to col. 6, l. 2).

Claim 1, which we deem to be representative, reads as follows:

1. A method for transmitting a desired digital

audio signal stored on a first memory of a first party to a

second memory of a second party comprising the steps
of:

transferring money electronically via a

telecommunication line to the first party at a location

remote from the second memory and controlling use of

the first memory from the second party financially

3
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distinct from the first party, said second party controlling

use and in possession of the second memory;

connecting electronically via a

telecommunications line the first memory with the

second memory such that the desired digital audio signal

can pass there-between;

transmitting the desired digital audio signal from

the first memory with a transmitter in control and

possession of the first party to a receiver having the

second memory at a location determined by the second

party, said receiver in possession and control of the

second party; and

storing the digital signal in a non—Volatile storage

portion of the second memory, wherein the non-Volatile

storage portion is not a tape or CD.

The prior art references relied upon by the Examiner in rejecting the

claims are:

Freeny ("Freeny 11")3 4,528,643 Jul. 9, 1985

Bush 4,789,863 Dec. 6, 1988

(filed Jan. 13, 1988)

Freeny ("Freeny 1'') 4,837,797 Jun. 6, 1989

(filed Jan. 27, 1988)

Cohen 4,949,187 Aug. 14, 1990

(filed Dec. 16, 1988)

3 The "Freeny II" and "Freeny I" designations are used by both the
Examiner and the Appellant. For consistency, we adopt the same

terminology.
4
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Akashi JP 62-284496 Dec. 10, 1987

Audio Technologies — History of Recordings, http://www.riaa.con1/issues/

audio/history.asp (last visited Sep. 19, 2006).

History of the Compact Disc. — OneOff Media, Inc, http://www.oneoffcd

.com/info/historycd.cfm (last Visited Sep. 19, 2006).

History of MPEG, http://WWW2.sims.berkley.edu/courses/is224/s99/

GroupG/report1.htm1 (last Visited Sep. 19, 2006).

Ed Grochowski, IBM HDD Evolution chart, http://www.storagereView

.com/guidelmages/z_ibm_storageeVolution.gif (last Visited Sep. 19,

2006).

The Examiner rejected claims 1-6 and 44-49 under the following

bases (Ans. 4-76):

(1) Claims 1-6 and 44-49 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

paragraph, as failing to comply with the written description requirement;

(2) Claims 4-6 and 47-49 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

paragraph, as failing to comply with the enablement requirement;

(3) Claims 1-6 and 44-49 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Bush and Cohen;

(4) Claims 1-6 and 44-49 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Bush and Freeny I;

(5) Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 44, 45, 47, and 48 stand rejected under 35

U.S.C. § 102(e) as being anticipated by Cohen;

(6) Claims 3, 6, 46, and 49 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a) as

being unpatentable over Cohen and Bush; and

5
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(7) Claims 1-6 and 44-49 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Akashi and Freeny 11.

ISSUES

Appellant contends that the Examiner is acting outside the scope of

the Examiner's authority in the review and resulting reassignment of a

priority date for the instant claims and, in any event, the claims of the '573

patent find support in the earlier-filed application (App. Br. 14-25).

Appellant also argues that the Examiner has applied improper and overly

strict standards for both written description and enablement (App. Br. 26-29,

36-39) and that any inquiry into the written description and enablement

support for the claims should be limited to newly-claimed subject matter

(App. Br. 41-42). Appellant contends that, in any event, the claims find

support in the Specification (App. Br. 29-36, 39-44). With respect to the

prior art rejections that apply Cohen under § 102 and § 103, Appellant

argues that these rejections are improper because Cohen is not prior art

(App. Br. 40, 44-46). Regarding the prior art rejection over Bush and

Freeny 1, Appellant argues that the Examiner has not established a prima

facie case of obviousness because "Freeny I bears no relation to the

disclosure of Bush" (App. Br. 47) and because the Examiner cited to Cohen,

which Appellant contends is not prior art, in order to show motivation to

combine the references (App. Br. 46-47). Regarding the prior art rejection

over Akashi and Freeny II, Appellant contends that the combined references

6
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do not teach or suggest transmitting digital audio or Video signals from a

first memory to a second memory and storing these signals on a non-Volatile

storage portion of a second memory that is not a tape or CD and that is in

possession and control of a second party (App. Br. 48-50). In addition,

Appellant argues that the Examiner has not provided a sufficient reason to

combine the teachings of Akashi and Freeny II (App. Br. 50-51). Appellant

further points to secondary considerations of non-obviousness with respect

to the § 103 rejections (App. Br. 51-54).

The Examiner finds that the application of the intervening prior art is

justified because the instant claims are not entitled to the benefit of a filing

date of an earlier-filed application (Ans. 5-19, 40-68). The Examiner

defends the application of the written description and enablement standards

applied (Ans. 20-27, 64-69). The Examiner also made specific findings of

support for specific claim elements in the Examiner's "Table I. New Matter

Chart" (Ans. 8, 9). In addition, the Examiner defends the substance of the

prior art rejections (Ans. 28-40, 69-76).

Only those arguments actually made by Appellant have been

considered in this decision. Arguments which Appellant did not make in the

Briefs have not been considered and are deemed to be waived. See 37

C.F.R. § 41.37(c)(1)(Vii).
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The issues ari sing from the respective positions of Appellant and the

Examiner are:

1) Has Appellant shown reversible error in the Examiner's

determination that the instant claims are not entitled to the benefit of priority

of a filing date of an earlier—filed application?

2) Has Appellant shown reversible error in the Examiner's

determination that claims 1-6 and 44-49 are not supported under 35 U.S.C.

§ 1 12, first paragraph, in accordance with the written description

requirement?

3) Has Appellant shown reversible error in the Examiner's

determination that claims 4-6 and 47-49 are not supported under 35 U.S.C.

§ 112, first paragraph, in accordance with the enablement requirement?

4) Has Appellant shown reversible error in the Examiner's rejections

of various claims as anticipated by Cohen or obvious over various

combinations of Cohen and Bush?

5) Has Appellant shown reversible error in the Examiner's rejection

of various claims under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as anticipated by the

combination of Bush and Freeny l or the combination of Akashi and

Freeny II?
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FINDINGS OF FACT

The '573 patent describes a system and an associated method for

electronic sales and distribution of digital audio or video signals

('573 patent, col. 1, 11. 9-14). A first party, having authorization to

distribute digital audio or Video stored on a first memory of the

first party, transfers electronically digital copies of the same to a

second party for storage in a local memory (second memory) after

a fee has been charged (id. at col. 3, l. 60 to col. 6, l. 2; Abstract).

The '573 patent describes transferring money electronically via a

telecommunication line to the first party at a location remote from

the second memory and controlling use of the first memory from

the second party, where the second party is financially distinct

from the first party (id. at col. 2, ll. 63-67; col. 3, ll. 6-8; col. 5,

11. 32-34; Abstract).

The '573 patent further describes electronically connecting the first

memory with the second memory Via a telecommunications line

such that the desired digital audio signal can pass there-between

(id. at col. 2,11. 51-67; col. 3, 11. 8-12; Abstract; Fig. 1).

The '573 patent describes transmitting the desired digital audio

signal from the first memory with a transmitter that is in control

9
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and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second

memory at a location determined by the second party, where the

receiver is in the possession and control of the second party (id. at

col. 2, 1. 51-67; col. 3, 11. 13-19 & 60-67; col. 4, 11. 25-44; Abstract;

Fig. 1).

The '573 patent describes storing the digital signal in a non-volatile

storage portion of the second memory, where the non-volatile

storage portion is not a tape or CD (id. at col. 2, ll. 31-35; col. 3,

11. 17-19; col. 4, 11. 41-43; Abstract).
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6. The following is a reproduction of the Examiner's "Table I. New

Matter Chart" (Ans. 8-9):
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7. The following is a reproduction of a chart provided by Appellant in

rebuttal to the Examiner's Table I in order to demonstrate that the

original Examiner had previously considered the same new matter

issues during the original prosecution of the ‘S73 patent (App.

Br. 20-21).
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Bush

Bush describes a pay—per—view entertainment system where

subscribers have a receiver that is capable of receiving previews of

musical works and, if the subscriber Wants to make a recording of

the complete work, the subscriber enters appropriate data, the

receiver records the desired selection, and a service charge for

recording the selection is automatically charged to the subscriber.

(Col. 1, 11. 9-13, 45-64.) Bush states that, although the preferred

embodiment is for prerecorded musical works, the invention could

also apply to video recordings. (Col. 2, 11. 23-27.) For recording

13
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the desired selection, Bush teaches that "[t]he audio signals are

recorded on a cassette recording unit." (Col. 4, ll. 7-11.) Bush

also teaches that the desired digital audio may be "recorded on an

audio cassette or CD at the subscriber's receiver 100." (Col. 5,

11. 25-29; Fig. 5.)

Freeny I

Freeny I is directed to an electronic message unit that receives

incoming calls, determines whether the incoming message is

machine—interpretable or a voice message, and, respectively, either

outputs the machine—interpretable message without causing an

audible ringing of the telephone or outputs a ring signal for voice

messages. (Abstract.) In one embodiment, "the electronic

message unit 10 includes a message storage 44 which is a storage

device adapted to receive and store machine interpretable messages

in a storage medium which may be a memory electronic chip,

video tape, hard disk or floppy disk." (Col. 5, ll. 20-25; Fig. 1.)

Akaslzi

Akashi describes an automated music purchasing system that uses

telephone lines to transmit recorded music data from a host

computer to a recording/recording reproduction device on a

personal computer. (Specification "2. Claims:"; "3. Detailed

14
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Explanation of the Invention: (4) Means for Solving the

Problems") Akashi teaches that the recording/reproducing device

(1) can use recordable optical disks or a digital audio tape recorder.

(Specification "3. Detailed Explanation of the Invention: (6)

Embodiment")

Freerzy II

Freeny H describes a system for reproducing information in

material objects at a point—of—sale location where the information is

provided from a remote location. (Abstract.) Freeny II teaches

that an owner authorization code is provided to the point—of—sale

location in response to a request to reproduce information in a

material object, and that the information is reproduced in the

material object in response to receiving the owner authorization

code. (Abstract.) The material object is described as including a

cassette tape, floppy disk, 8—track tape, reel—to—reel tape, and video

disk. (Col. 4, 11. 36-55.)

Freeny II teaches that an information control machine 12 stores

information and receives reproduction requests for the stored

information at a particular information manufacturing machine

(IMM) 14. (Col. 5, 11. 1-7; Fig. 1.) The IMM 14 receives encoded

information via a communication link 18 or 20, stores the received

15
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encoded information, decodes information in response to receiving

an authorization code, and provides decoded information to a

reproduction unit 24 via an output line 22. (Col. 5, ll. 21-30;

Fig. 1.) The reproduction unit 24 reproduces received information

in a material object. (Col. 5, 11. 30-31; Fig. 1.)

PRINCIPLES OF LAW

Under the written description requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 1 12, first

paragraph, the disclosure of the application relied upon must reasonably

convey to the artisan that, as of the filing date of the application, the inventor

had possession of the later—claimed subject matter. Vas-Cath, Inc. v.

Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555, 1562-63 (Fed. Cir. 1991).

Under 35 U.S.C. § 120, "in a chain of continuing applications, a claim

in a later application receives the benefit of the filing date of an earlier

application so long as the disclosure in the earlier application meets the

requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 112, ‘II 1, including the written description

requirement, with respect to that claim." Tech. Licensing Corp. V. Videotek,

Inc., 545 F.3d 1316, 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (citing Transco Pr0ds., Inc. v.

Performance Contracting, Inc., 38 F.3d 551, 556 (Fed. Cir. 1994)).

"Although § 120 incorporates the requirements of § 112 91 1, these

requirements and the statutory mechanism allowing the benefit of an earlier

filing date are separate provisions with distinct consequences. In accordance

with § 120, claims to subject matter in a later—filed application not supported

16
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by an ancestor application in terms of § 1 12 HI 1 are not invalidated; they

simply do not receive the benefit of the earlier application's filing date."

Rezfiin v. Microsoft C0rp., 214 F.3d 1342, 1346 (Fed. Cir. 2000).

Under the enablement requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

paragraph, the specification of a patent must enable any person skilled in the

art to which it pertains to make and use the claimed invention. Although the

statute does not say so, enablement requires that the specification teach those

in the art to make and use the invention without "undue experimentation."

In re Wands, 858 F.2d 731, 737 (Fed. Cir. 1988). Whether undue

experimentation is required is a conclusion reached by weighing several

underlying factual inquiries. Id.

"Section 103 forbids issuance of a patent when ‘the differences

between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such

that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said

subject matter pertains.'" KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex, Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 406

(2007). "[R]ejections on obviousness grounds cannot be sustained by mere

conclusory statements; instead, there must be some articulated reasoning

with some rational underpinning to support the legal conclusion of

obviousness." In re Kalm, 441 F.3d 977, 988 (Fed. Cir. 2006). "To

facilitate review, this analysis should be made explicit." KSR, 550 U.S. at

418.
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ANALYSIS

Rejections under 35 US. C. § 112, first paragraph

We begin by noting that the process of determining whether a claim

for the benefit of an earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120 is proper and

supported is separate from the process of determining whether claims are

enabled by and have written description support in the application in which

they are presented. See Regffirz v. Microsoft Corp., 214 F.3d 1342, 1346

(Fed. Cir. 2000) (holding District Court erred in looking to prior application

in chain of continuing applications for support under § 112 of claims granted

in two later applications). While the former requires an analysis under 35

U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph, to determine whether there is adequate written

description in the cited application to support claims in the subject

application, the latter is divorced from considerations of an earlier filing

date. In other words, claims should be analyzed to determine whether they

lack written description support or enablement with respect to the originally

filed application in which they are presented. Determining whether such

claims can claim the benefit of an earlier filing date is a separate inquiry.

See id.; see also MPEP § 201.11.

The Examiner's analysis suggests adequate written description and

enablement should rest with the parent application for an individual claim in

a child application to be supported under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph.

The Examiner argues that the original claims of the instant child patent are

not entitled to the benefit of the filing date of its parent because the written

18
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description of the parent does not support features in the instant claims of the

child (Ans. 7-11). Thus, according to the Examiner, support for the instant

claims would need to be found in the earlier-filed "parent" application, i.e.,

07/206,497, to have adequate support under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph.

We do not agree.

At Oral Hearing in a related case discussing the same issue in the

present case, the Examiner responded as follows:

JUDGE BOALICK: . . . as Iread the Examiner's answer, it

appears that you're saying that there is no written description or

enablement in the []parent application, as opposed to the

particular application in which these claims arise. Is that — am I

reading you answer correctly?
EXAMINER FOSTER: Yes.

(Oral I-Ir'g Transcript of 90/007,407, 12:14-18.)

In addition, the Examiner cites MPEP §§ 2258 and 2163.1 (Ans. 20),

but those sections are directed to performing analysis for 35 U.S.C. § 112,

first paragraph, under different circumstances. Any determination of

whether the instant claims have support under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

paragraph, should be made with respect to the instant Specification, i.e., the

'573 patent. From our review of the '573 patent Specification and claims, we

find no aspect of the instant claims that is unsupported by the instant

Specification in terms of written description and/or enablement (see FF 1-5).

Specific to new and amended claims which contain a negative

limitation, e.g., claim 35 which recites '”a non-volatile storage portion of the

second memory . . . wherein the non-Volatile storage portion is not a tape or

19
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CD'", the Examiner argues that such a limitation has no basis in the original

disclosure (Ans. 22-23). The Examiner makes reference to a lack of support

in the "parent application" (Ans. 22), which is improper. Similarly, the

Examiner's rejection for lack of enablement also discusses the "parent

application," and talks about requiring undue experimentation to enable the

large size files required for digital Video (Ans. 23-27). Again, rejections

under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph, should be made with respect to the

Specification that is filed with the subject claims. As such, the Examiner's

rejection of claims 1-6 and 44-49 under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph, as

failing to comply with the written description requirement and the

Examiner's rejection of claims 4-6 and 47-49 under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

paragraph, as failing to comply with the enablement requirement were made

in error.

Claims 0fPri0rITly Under35 U.S. C. 59 120

The Examiner finds, with reference to Table I (Ans. 8-9), "that a

significant amount of new text (directed to Various features) added in a

series of amendments is n_ot found in the Parent application as originally

filed," (Ans. 7) and concludes that "Appellant failed to provide adequate

support for all the new text added by the series of amendments (as identified

in Table I above) to the Parent and Child applications" (Ans. 9). The

Examiner's "Table I. New Matter Chart," (FF 6) looks at the presence of

certain features in the "Parent" application and the "Child" application and

20
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asserts that many features claimed in the "Child" application are not

supported in the "Parent" application. (FF 6.)

Appellant provides a detailed description of the original prosecution

history of the '573 patent before the original Examiner (App. Br. 9-13,

19-23) and a summary chart (FF 7) in order to demonstrate that the priority

date of the claims was previously considered by the original Examiner and is

not a new issue. We find the Appellant's evidence and arguments to be more

persuasive than the Examiner's. The fact that “a significant amount of new

text" (Ans. 7) was added to the specification is not necessarily dispositive of

whether new matter has been added. The Examiner points out that during

the original prosecution, specifically in the Office Action mailed February

24, 1992, "[t]he original Examiner never rejected —— never objected to the

specification under [35 U.S.C.] 132, which governs the matter -- the

introduction of new matter into the disclosure. Instead, the [original]

Examiner objected [to the Specification] under 35 U.S.C. 112, first

paragraph." (Oral Hr'g Transcript l2:2—5; see also Ans. 56-57.) However,

the Examiner also recognized that this "might have been incorrect, because

112 covers claim rejections, not objections to the specification, which is

normally 132." (Oral Hr'g Transcript 12:5-6.) The original Examiner's

reference to § 112, first paragraph, rather than § 132 in objecting to the

Specification appears to be a typographical error, especially because the

original Examiner also rejected the claims under § 112, first paragraph, "for

the reasons set forth in the objection to the specification" (Office Action

21
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mailed Feb. 24, 1992, at 5-6). That the original Examiner allowed the

application after the Applicant's response to the objection indicates to us that

the original Examiner believed the issue to be resolved. An inference to the

contrary would not be reasonable.

The Examiner also argues that descriptions of video download

features are not supported by the parent application (Ans. 15-19; see also

FF 6), specifically that the originally disclosed audio transmission features

fail to imply or require any video transmission features. While the Examiner

emphasizes that, circa 1988, devices capable of decoding and playing back

digital video, storage for the same, and distribution channels of adequate

bandwidth did not exist, we find more compelling Appellant's arguments

that the Examiner is importing aspects into the claims (Reply Br. 10-15).

Appellant argues correctly that the claims do not specify quality, size or

bandwidth required for the Video signals, and assuming the same to show

inadequacy of disclosure is improper (id.).

In connection with the discussion above, Appellant . rgues that the

priority date for claims in the instant patent is not a new issue related to

patentability (App. Br. 19-25) because the original Examiner assigned a

priority date of June 13, 1988 to the claims of the '573 Patent and the Office

lacks jurisdiction to review again those issues determined by the original

Examiner (id.). The Examiner emphasizes that where the sufficiency of the

patent application has not been originally decided, the proper priority date to
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assign to claims is within the purview of the reexamination process

(Ans. 40-63).

Central to this issue is whether Patlex Corp. v. Quigg, 680 F. Supp. 33

(D.D.C. 1988), is controlling. In that case, the patent holder sought review

of a Board decision affirming the rejection of claims in a reexamination

proceeding. A first examiner found a " great-grandparent" application

provided an enabling disclosure to a "great-grandchild" application, which

issued as the patent. During the reexamination proceedings, a second

examiner reconsidered the merits of the first examiner's decision in order to

make a rejection based on intervening prior art. However, the court found

that "the reexamination statute does not contemplate a ‘reexamination’ of the

sufficiency of a disclosure." Id. at 37. The court further found that the

Examiner and the Board lacked jurisdiction to reexamine the sufficiency of

the specification of the "great-grandparent" application. Id.

The Examiner finds that Patlex differs from the instant case in several

ways (Ans. 62-63). The Examiner finds that, in Patlex, the specifications of

the "great-grandparent" and "great-grandchild" applications were essentially

identical, and that the claims were drawn to the same invention (Ans. 63).

The Examiner finds this to be in contradistinction to the instant case where a

"substantial amount" of new text was added to both the Specification and the

claims (Ans. 63). However, as discussed supra, we do not find even a

substantial amount of added matter to be dispositive of whether there was

proper written description for that added matter. As discussed, the Examiner
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has not shown that the claims, including the recitations to digital video, are

not supported by adequate written description to show that the Appellant did

not have possession of the same by the time of filing of the Parent

application on June 13, 1988. As such, we do not find the Examiner's

distinctions between Patlex and the instant case to be compelling.

The Examiner also cites Ex parte Basell, Appeal No. 2007-0111

(BPAI 2007), afi"d on other grounds, In re Basell Poliolefine Italia S.P.A.,

547 F.3d 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2008), as allowing for a rejection based on

intervening art because the filing date of the continuation was not entitled to

the filing date of the parent (90/007,403 Oral Hr'g Transcript 14: 14-21). In

the Board's decision, the original examiner never considered the substantive

issues of patentability of the claims over a specific piece of prior art because

the examiner mistakenly accorded the claims an earlier filing date sufficient

to antedate the prior art reference. Ex parte Basell, slip op. at 46-47

(BPAI 2007), available at http://des.uspto.govfl:oiafl2eterivePdf?system=

BPAI&flNm=fd20070l l103—29—2007. The Board's decision distinguished

Patlex by saying that, in that case, the specifications were identical and that

the original examiner had determined that the original disclosure enabled the

subject patent's claims. Id., slip op. at 54. It is on this latter basis that the

panel in Basell distinguishes and we do not.

As Appellant has argued and we have discussed above, the original

application faced a new matter rejection, which was overcome. Thus,

similar to Patlex and distinguishable from Basell, the original Examiner in

24
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the application for the instant patent considered whether the added texts

were new matter and subsequently concluded they were not, such that the

patent was allowed to issue. As such, under 35 U.S.C. §§ 301-302, 37

C.F.R. § 1.552(a), 37 C.F.R. § 1.552(c), and MPEP § 2258, the Examiner

cannot be allowed to reexamine the sufficiency of the Specification.

Prior Art Rejections over Cohen and

Various Combinations of Cohen and Bush

The anticipation rejection under 35 U.S.C. § l02(e) is over Cohen and

two of the rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) rely on Cohen in combination

with Bush. As discussed above, we find that the Examiner has not shown

that the instant claims are not entitled to the benefit of the application filed

June 13, 1988, i.e., the 07/206,497 application. As Appellant argues (App.

Br. 40, 44-46), Cohen is not prior art because Cohen issued from an

application filed December 16, 1988. Thus, Cohen cannot be considered

prior art to the instant claims under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103. We find,

therefore, that the prior art rejections that rely on Cohen are improper and

that the Examiner erred in rejecting the claims over the same.

Prior Art Rejection over Bush and Freeny I

The Examiner finds that Bush fails to teach or suggest storing a digital

signal in a non—Volatile storage portion of the second memory that is not a

tape or CD. (Ans. 31, 33.) The Examiner finds that "Freeny I (similarly to
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Bush) teaches of a device that receives and stores audio data (abstract) and

that also stores the received messages on a non—volatile storage portion that

is not a tape or a CD (e.g., a hard disk) (col. 5, 11. 20-25)." (Ans. 33.)

Almost identically to the rationale presented in support of the combination

of Bush and Cohen (Ans. 31-32), but absent the quotations from Cohen

(Ans. 31), the Examiner states that:

The suggestion/motivation for adding the hard disk as taught by

Freeny I to Bush would have been to more efficiently access

audio and video files because magnetic media, such as hard

disk drives permit an almost unlimited number of read/write

cycles. Storing data on magnetic media, such as a hard—disk,

would have also increased the security and reliability of the

stored data because magnetic, hard disks retain data when the

power to the unit is removed (i.e., non-volatile) as would have

been notoriously well-known in the art at the time the invention
was made.

(Ans. 34.)

We generally agree with Appellant that the Examiner has not

established a prima facie case of obviousness. We agree with Appellant that

the Examiner appears to have improperly used Cohen in setting forth the

rationale to combine Bush and Freeny I. At oral argument, the Examiner

asserted that, in accordance with the MPEP, even if Cohen was not prior art

"it would still be available as evidence at that approximate time that the

invention was made." (Oral I-Ir'g Transcript 824-5.) We do not agree.

MPEP § 2141.03 cites Ex parte Erlich, 22 USPQ 1463 (BPAI 1992) for the

proposition that "[r]eferences which do not qualify as prior art because they
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postdate the claimed invention may be relied upon to show the level of

ordinary skill in the art at or around the time the invention was made."

However, Ex parte Erlich involved a situation where a later, non—prior art

reference discussed the state of the art at a relevant, earlier, time period of

the prior art. The current situation is distinguishable because the Examiner

has not shown where Cohen discusses the state of the art at or prior to the

time of the current invention. Thus, relying on Cohen for motivation to

combine Bush and Freeny I is improper. Also, the Examiner has not shown

that one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention would have

considered the hard disk of the answering machine of Freeny I (FF 9) to be

equivalent to the audio tape and CD of the pay—per—view system of Bush

(FF 8). Accordingly, we find that Appellant has shown error in this

rejection.

Prior Art Rejection over Akashi and Freerzy II

The Examiner finds that "Akashi discloses that the digital music data

is purchased automatically but does not expressly detail how the purchase is

transacted and whether the data is stored on a non—volatile storage portion of

the second memory that is not a tape or a CD." (Ans. 38.) However, the

Examiner finds that Freeny II cures these deficiencies, and in particular finds

that "Freeny II also discloses that the received audio and video data is stored

on a non—volatile storage that is not a tape or CD (e. g., a hard disk) (col. 5,

1. 23-25)." (Ans. 38.)
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We generally agree with Appellant that the combination of Akashi

and Freeny 11 does not teach or suggest storing the digital signal in a

non—volatile portion of the second memory that is not a tape or CD, where

the second memory is controlled by and in the possession of the second

party. The Examiner cites (Ans. 38) the teaching in Freeny II of the IMM 14

storing encoded information received from the information control machine

12 prior to decoding this information and reproducing it in a material object

using the reproduction unit 24 (FF 12). However, we agree with Appellant

that the IMM 14 is under the control and in the possession of the first party,

not the second party purchasing the material object. In addition, given the

very different manner in which the systems of Akashi and Freeny 11 function

(see FF 10-12), we agree with Appellant that the Examiner has not

sufficiently articulated a rationale for modifying the system of Akashi with

the teachings of Freeny 11.

CONCLUSIONS

Appellant has shown that the Examiner reversibly erred in

determining that:

(1) Claims 1-6 and 44-49 fail to comply with the written description

requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph;

(2) Claims 4-6 and 47-49 fail to comply with the enablement

requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph;
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(3) Claims 1-6 and 44-49 are unpatentable over Bush and Cohen

under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a);

(4) Claims 1-6 and 44-49 are unpatentable over Bush and Freeny I

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a);

(5) Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 44, 45, 47, and 48 are anticipated by Cohen

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e);

(6) Claims 3, 6, 46, and 49 are unpatentable over Cohen and Bush

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a); and

(7) Claims 1-6 and 44-49 are unpatentable over Akashi and Freeny II

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a).

DECISION

The decision of the Examiner to reject claims 1-6 and 44-49 is

REVERSED.

REVERSED
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26 SIGHTSOUNDCOM INC., Plaintiff, V. N2K, 1NC., Cdnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants., 2004 WL 3742182 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 27,
2004) Defendants’ Opposition to Plaintiff‘ s Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testi-
mony of Michael Shamos, Ph.D, JD. (NO. 98-0118)

Dockets (U.S.A.)

W.D.Pa.

27 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC. v. NZK, INC., ET AL, NO. 2:98cvO0118 (Docket) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 16,
1998)

Expert Court Documents (U.S.A.)

W.D.Pa. Expert Testimony

28 SIGHTSOUND.COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a
Pennsylania corporation, Defendants, 1998 WL 34373758 (Expert Report and Affidavit)

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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(W.D.Pa. 1998) Opening Expert Report of James A. Moorer (NO. 98-0118)
29 SIGHTSOUND. COM INCORPORATED, A Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. NZK, INC.,

a Delaware corporation CDNOW, lnc., A Pennsaylvania corporation, and CDNOW Online, lnc.,
a Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2001 WL 34891529 (Expert Deposition) (W.D.Pa. Apr.
19, 2001) Proceedings (NO. 98-118)

30 SIGHTSOUND COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware Corporation, CDNOW, INC., a CDNOW Online, lnc., a Pennsylvania corporation, De-
fendants, 2002 WL 32994569 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Dec. 24, 2002) Expert
Report of Michael Ian Shamos, Ph.D., J.D. (NO. 98-118)

31 SIGHTSOUNDCOM INCORPORATED, Plaintiff, v. NZK, INC., CDNow, lnc., and CDNOW
Online, lnc., Defendants., 2003 WL 24288805 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 21,
2003) Expert Report of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. (NO. 98-0118)

32 SIGHTSOUND.COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, V. NZK, INC., a
Delaware corporation, Cdnow, lnc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24288806 (Expert Report and Affidavit)
(W.D.Pa. Feb. 19, 2003) Rebuttal Expert Report of James A. Moorer to Opening Report of
Professor Tygar (NO. 98-01 18)

33 SIGHTSOUND.COM INCORPORATED a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware Corporation, Cdnow, lnc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Onlline, lnc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24288804 (Expert Report and Affidavit)
(W.D.Pa. Feb. 20, 2003) Rebuttal Report of Michael Ian Shamos, PI-l.D., J.D. (NO. 98-118)

34 SIGHTSOUND.COM. INCORPORATED, Plaintiff, v. NZK, INC., CDnow, lnc., and CDnow

Online, lnc., Defendants, 2003 WL 24289706 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Feb. 20,
2003) Rebuttal Expert Report of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. (NO. 98-0118)

35 SIGHTSOUND. COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, V. N2K, INC., a
Delaware corporation, Cdnow, lnc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, lnc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24309949 (Partial Expert Testimony) (W.D.Pa.
Mar. 3, 2003) (Partial Testimony) (NO. 98-0118) l

36 SIGHTSOUND.COM, INCORPORATED, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., Cdnow, lnc., and Cdnow On-
line, lnc., Defendants., 2003 WL 24309947 (Partial Expen Testimony) (W.D.Pa. Mar. 9, 2003)

Deposition of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. (NO. 98-0118)
37 SIGHTSOUND. COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, V. N2K, INC., a

Delaware corporation, Cdnow, lnc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, lnc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24309950 (Expert Deposition) (W.D.Pa. Mar.
11, 2003) (Deposition) (NO. 98-0118)

38 In the Matter of: SIGHTSOUBD.COM INC., v. N2K, INC. et al., 2003 WL 24309948 (Partial

Expert Testimony) (W.D.Pa. Mar. 12, 2003) (Partial Testimony) (NO. 98-0118)

39 SlGHTSOUND.COM, INC., a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., 21 Delaware

corporation, Cdnow, lnc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, lnc., a Pennsylvania
corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24288807 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Apr. 23,
2003) Declaration by James A. Moorer in Support of Defendants’ Motion for Summary
Judgment (NO. 98-0118)

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.\
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40 SIGHTSOUNDCOM, INC., a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff and, Counterdefendants, v.
N2K, INC., a Delaware corporation, CDNOW, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow On-
line, INC., a Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants and Counterc1aimants., 2004 WL 3735168
(Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 27, 2004) Declaration of Michael Ian Shamos in
Support of Defendants’ Motion for Summary Judgment (NO. 98-0118)

W.D.Pa. Trial Motions, Memoranda And Affidavits

41 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC., Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., Cdnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants., 2004 WL 3742179 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 12,
2004) Sightsound's Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testimony of James A. Moorer,
Ph. D. (NO. 98-0118)

42 SlGHTSOUND.COM INC., Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., CDnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants., 2004 WL 3742180 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 12,

2004) Sightsound's Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testimony of Michael Ian
Shamos, Ph.D., J.D. (NO. 98-0118)

43 SIGI-ITSOUND.COM INC., Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., CDnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants., 2004 WL 3742181 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Ian. 27,
2004) Defendants‘ Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testi-
mony of James A. Moorer, Ph.D (NO. 98-0118)

44 SIGI-ITSOUND.COM INC., Plaintiff, v. NZK, INC., Cdnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants, 2004 WL 3742182 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 27,
2004) Defendants‘ Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testi-
mony of Michael Shamos, Ph.D, JD. (NO. 98-0118)

45 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC. v. NZK, INC., ET AL, NO. 2:98cv00118 (Docket) ax/.D.Pa. Jan. 16,
1998)

Patent Family
46 TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNAL - TRANSFERRING

MONEY VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS LINE, CONNECTING ELECTRONICALLY FIRST
MEMORY WITH SECOND MEMORY AND TRANSMITTING SIGNAL WITH TRANSMIT-

TER IN CONTROL OF FIRST, Derwent World Patents Legal 1993—093541

Assignments

47 Action: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DE-
TAILS). Number of Pages: 006, (DATE RECORDED: Dec 27, 2005)

48 ACTION: NOTICE OF GRANT OF SECURITY INTEREST NUMBER OF

PAGES: 006, (DATE RECORDED: Oct 24, 2001)

49 ACTION: CHANGE OF NAME (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DE-
TAILS). NUMBER OF PAGES: 016, (DATE RECORDED: May 03, 2000)

50 ASSIGNEE(S): PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND,

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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INC., (DATE RECORDED: Oct 02, 1995)

Patent Status Files

.. Request for Re-Examination, (OG DATE: Mar 29, 2005)

.. Patent Suit(See LitAlert Entries),

.. Certificate of Correction, (OG DATE: Dec 21, 1993)

Docket Summaries

54 "SIGHTSOUND TECH v. ROXIO, INC., ET AL", (W.D.PA. Oct 08, 2004) (NO. 2:04CVO1549),
(35 USC 271 PATENT INFRINGEMENT)

Litigation Alert

55 Derwent LitAlert P1998-06-59 (1999) Action Taken: A complaint was filed.

Prior Art (Coverage Begins 1976)

56 AUTOMATIC INFORMATION, GOODS AND SERVICES DISPENSING SYSTEM, US PAT
4567359 (U.S. PTO Utility 1986)

57 COIN—OPERATED RECORDING MACHINE, US PAT 3990710 (U.S. PTO Utility 1976)

58 SOFTWARE VENDING SYSTEM, US PAT 4654799Assignee: Brother Kogyo Kabushiki Kais-
ha, (U.S. PTO Utility 1987)

59 VENDING SYSTEM FOR REMOTELY ACCESSIBLE STORED INFORMATION, US PAT

3718906Assignee: Lightner R, (U.S. PTO Utility 1973) .

60 VIDEO CASSETTE SELECTION MACHINE, US PAT 4647989 (U.S. PTO Utility 1987)

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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Date

10/08/2004

10/08/2004

10/08/2004

11/08/2004

11/08/2004

11/24/2004

1 1/24/2004

11/24/2004

12/15/2004

12/17/2004

01/10/2005

01/10/2005

01/10/2005

01/10/2005

01/10/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/11/2005

01/1 1/2005
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(202) 220-4200
Email: Wwe||s@kenyon.com

Proceeding Text

COMPLAINT with summons issued; jury demand Filing Fee $ 150.00 Receipt # 05000126 (tt)
(Entered: 10/08/2004)

DISCLOSURE statement by SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt) (Entered: 10/08/2004)

COPY of Complaint and Docket Entries mailed to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks.
(tt) (Entered: 10/08/2004)

RETURN OF SERVICE executed as to ROXIO, INC. 11/5/04 Answer due on 11/26/04 for ROXIO,
INC. (tt) (Entered: 11/09/2004)

RETURN OF SERVICE executed as to NAPSTER, L.L.C. 11/5/04 Answer due on 11/26/04 for
NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt) (Entered: 11/O9/2004)

ANSWER to Complaint; jury demand and COUNTERCLAIM by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C.
(Attorney William M. Wycoff, Kevin P. Allen, Charles K. Verhoeven, Michael E. Williams) against
SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt) Modified on 03/11/2005 (Entered: 11/24/2004)

DISCLOSURE statement by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt) (Entered: 11/24/2004)

NOTICE Opting Out of Arbitration by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt) (Entered: 11/24/2004)

ANSWER by SIGHTSOUND TECH to [5-2] counterclaims by NAPSTER, L.L.C., ROXIO, INC. (tt)
(Entered: 12/16/2004)

Case Management Conference set for 9:15 1/11/05 (tt) (Entered: 12/17/2004)

INITIAL Case Scheduling Conference Statement by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt) (Entered:
01/10/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Preliminary Injunction , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered:
01/11/2005)

EXHIBITS by SIGHTSOUND TECH to [11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction (tt) (Entered:
01/11/2005)

BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH in support of [11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction by
SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

DECLARATION of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. concerning the Operation of Roxio/Napster Re:
[11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction by SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Substitute Attorney , with Proposed Order. (tt)
(Entered: 01/11/2005) .

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. for Charles K. Verhoeven to Appear Pro Hac Vice ;
Filing Fee $ 40.00 Receipt # 05001581 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. for Tigran Guledjian to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing
Fee $ 40.00 Receipt # 05001581 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. for Michael E. Williams to Appear Pro Hac Vice ;
Filing Fee $ 40.00 Receipt # 05001581 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

Status Conference held 1/11/05 before Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose [ Reporter: none ] (tt)
(Entered: O1/11/2005)

Deadline updated; Response to Motion set to 2/11/05 for [11-1] motion for Preliminary
Injunction ; Reply to Response to Motion set to 2/21/05 for [11-1] motion for Preliminary
Injunction ; Motion Hearing set for 1:30 3/3/05 for [11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction (tt)
(Entered: O1/11/2005)

RESPONSE by SIGHTSOUND TECH to defts' [10-1] Initial Case Scheduling Conference
Statement. (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [15-1] motion to Substitute Attorney ; terminated attorney
William M. Wycoff for ROXIO, INC., attorney Kevin P. Allen for ROXIO, INC., attorney William M.
Wycoff for NAPSTER, L.L.C., attorney Kevin P. Allen for NAPSTER, L.L.C. and added Laurence Z.
Shiekman, Kathryn M. Kenyon for defts. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on
1/11/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt) (Entered: 01/12/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [16-1] motion for Charles K. Verhoeven to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
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01/11/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/18/2005

01/21/2005

01/21/2005

01/25/2005

01/27/2005

01/28/2005

01/28/2005

01/28/2005

02/02/2005

02/02/2005

02/03/2005

02/03/2005

02/03/2005

02/03/2005

02/04/2005

02/04/2005

02/04/2005
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behalf of defts. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 1/11/05 ) CM all parties of
record. (tt) (Entered: 01/12/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [17-1] motion for Tigran Guledjian to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of defts. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 1/11/05 ) CM all parties of
record. (tt) (Entered: 01/12/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [18-1] motion for Michael E. Williams to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of defts. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 1/11/05 ) CM all parties of
record. (tt) (Entered: 01/12/2005)

Status Conference via phone held 1/18/05 before Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose [ Reporter:
none ] ; Deft wants leave to amend counterclaims related to press release. Pltf doesn't object to
motion for leave to amend. Leave granted orally by the Court; Amended counterclaim due
1/25/05. Deft to file a Motion to Stay Case pending outcome of application to Patent &
Trademark Office, response due w/in 10 days. (tt) (Entered: 01/19/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Stay Pending Reexamination of Patents in Suit
with Proposed Order. (jsp) (Entered: 01/24/2005)

BRIEF by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. in support of [22-1] motion to Stay Pending
Reexamination of Patents in Suit by NAPSTER, L.L.C., ROXIO, INC. (jsp) (Entered: 01/24/2005)

FIRST AMENDED ANSWER to Complaint by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. amends: [5-1]
answer by NAPSTER, L.L.C., ROXIO, INC. and COUNTERCLAIMS against SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt)
(Entered: 01/26/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH to Extend Time w/in which to respond to defts' motion to stay
pending receipt of defts' request for re-examination of patents and prior art which defts intend
to submit to the Patent and Trademark Office , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/28/2005)

RESPONSE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to p|tf's [25-1] motion to Extend Time w/in which
to respond to defts' motion to stay (tt) (Entered: 01/28/2005)
ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE of First Amended Answer and Counterclaim as to Scott Sander

executed 1/26/05 (tt) (Entered: 01/28/2005)

BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH in support of [25—1] motion to Extend Time w/in which to respond
to defts' motion to stay (tt) (Entered: 01/31/2005)

Status Conference via phone held 1/31/05 before Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose [ Reporter:
none ] ; P|tf's response to motion to stay due 2/11/05 ; Defts‘ reply due 2/16/05 ; Preliminary
injunction date will be scheduled via order on motion to stay ; Defts do not have to file answer
to preliminary injunction by March. (tt) (Entered: 02/02/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [25-1] motion to Extend Time w/in which to respond to defts'
motion to stay pending receipt of defts' request for re-examination of patents and prior art
which defts intend to submit to the Patent and Trademark Office. Defts shall serve on counsel

for pltf by overnight delivery sent no later than 2/1/05 any request for re-examination of the
patents in suit which defts intend to file with the PTO, including all prior art on which defts plan
to rely in such request for re-examination ; P|tf's Response to Motion set to 2/11/05 for
defts' [22-1] motion to Stay Pending Reexamination of Patents in Suit ; Defts‘ Reply Brief due
2/16/05 ; Defts are not required to file an answer to pltf's motion for preliminary injunction until
further order of court. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 1/31/05 ) CM all parties
of record. (tt) (Entered: 02/O2/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Brian S. Mudge to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing Fee $ 40.00 ‘
Receipt # 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for William K. Wells to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing Fee $ 40.00
Receipt # 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Duncan L. Williams to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing Fee $
40.00 Receipt # 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Clyde E. Findley to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing Fee $40.00
05001943 Receipt # 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

NOTICE of Lodging of Pending Requests for Reexamination by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C.
(tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

EXHIBITS (VOLUME I) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to [34—1] notice of lodging of pending
requests for reexamination. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

EXHIBITS (VOLUME II) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to [34-1] notice of lodging of pending
requests for reexamination. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)
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02/16/2005

02/16/2005

02/17/2005

02/17/2005

02/17/2005

02/18/2005

02/18/2005

02/23/2005

02/23/2005

02/28/2005

02/28/2005

03/03/2005
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EXHIBITS (VOLUME III) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to [34-1] notice of lodging of pending
requests for reexamination. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [30-1] motionyfor Brian S. Mudge to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of pltf. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM all parties of record.
(tt) (Entered: 02/07/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [31-1] motion for William K. Wells to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of pltf. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM all parties of record.
(tt) (Entered: 02/07/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [32—1] motion for Duncan L. Williams to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of pltf. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM all parties of record.
(tt) (Entered: 02/07/2005) .

ORDER upon motion granting [33—1] motion for Clyde E. Findley to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of pltf. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM all parties of record.
(tt) (Entered: 02/07/2005)

REPLY by SIGHTSOUND TECH to [24-2] First Amended Counterclaims by NAPSTER, L.L.C.,
ROXIO, INC. (tt) (Entered: 02/14/2005)

BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH in opposition to Napster's [22-1] motion to Stay Pending
Reexamination of Patents in Suit (tt) (Entered: 02/14/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH, scorr SANDER to Dismiss defts' Amended Counterclaims 4-
9 . (tt) (Entered: o2/14/zoos)

BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH, SCOTT SANDER in support of their [40-1] motion to Dismiss
defts' Amended Counterclaims 4-9 (tt) (Entered: 02/14/2005)

REPLY by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. in support of their Motion to Stay pending
Reexamination of the Patents—In—Suit (tt) (Entered: 02/17/2005)

DECLARATION of William E. Growney (tt) Modified on 02/18/2005 (Entered: 02/17/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Seal [43—1] Declaration , with Proposed Order. (tt)
(Entered: 02/17/2005)

OPPOSITION by SIGHTSOUND TECH to defts' [44-1] motion to Seal [43—1] Declaration (tt)
(Entered: 02/18/2005)

NOTICE OF FILING: Supplemental Declaration of Christopher Reese by SIGHTSOUND TECH
(FILED UNDER SEAL) (tt) Modified on 02/28/2005 (Entered: 02/18/2005)

REQUEST by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Oral Argument on Motion to Stay . (tt) (Entered:
. 02/18/2005)

ORDER upon motion denying [44-1] motion to Seal [43-1] Declaration. The declaration speaks
only of vague, unsuccessful attempts & no dollar values are set forth. I see no risk of
confidential information being disclosed. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on
2/18/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt) (Entered: 02/18/2005)

ORDER upon motion denying [47-1] motion for Oral Argument on Motion to Stay. The parties
have clearly represented their respective positions in the briefs and declarations filed. ( signed
by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/18/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt) (Entered:
02/18/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Seal Supplemental Declaration of Christopher
Reese , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/23/2005)

OPPOSITION by SIGHTSOUND TECH to defts' [48-1] motion to Seal Supplemental Declaration of
Christopher Reese (tt) (Entered: 02/24/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [48-1] motion to Seal Supplemental Declaration of Christopher
Reese. The Supplemental Declaration of Christopher Reese filed 2/17/05 shall be placed under
seal. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/28/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt)
(Entered: 02/28/2005)

MEMORANDUM OPINION & ORDER granting defts' [22-1] motion to Stay. The defts are to
contact this Court immediately upon receiving any notification from the PTO regarding the
outcome of the Request for Reexamination. The preliminary injunction hearing scheduled for
3/3/05 is cancelled . The [11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction is denied without prejudice to
reassert once the stay is lifted. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/28/05 ) CM
all parties of record. (tt) (Entered: 02/28/2005)

NOTICE OF APPEAL by SIGHTSOUND TECH from [50-1] memorandum opinion dated 2/28/05
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FILING FEE $ 255 RECEIPT # 2394 TPO issued. (lck) (Entered: 03/07/2005)

Certified copy of Notice of Appeal [51-1] appeal by SIGHTSOUND TECH , certified copy of
docket, certified copy of order dated 2/28/05 mailed to USCA; copy of Notice of Appeal and
information sheet to ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. and judge. Copy of information sheet to
appellant. (lck) (Entered: 03/07/2005)

Transcript Purchase order re: [51-1] appeal by SIGHTSOUND TECH indicating that no transcript
is being ordered. (tt) (Entered: 03/11/2005)

Text not available. (Entered: 03/21/2005)

NOTICE of PTO's Order granting ex parte Reexamination by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt)
(Entered: 04/04/2005)

MOTION for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamation Counterclaims by SIGHTSOUND
TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SCOTT SANDER. (Attachments: # 1 Proposed Order)(jsp) (Entered:
07/21/2005)

BRIEF in Support re 54 MOTION for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamation Counterclaims
filed by SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SCOTT SANDER. (Attachments: # 1 Part 2 of
Brief)(jsp) (Entered: 07/21/2005)

NOTICE: re 54 MOTION for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamation
Counterclaims:Response clue on or before 8/4/05. (jlh) (Entered: 07/22/2005)

NOTICE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. of PTO's Issuance of Office Actions in Ex Parte
Reexamination (Attachments: # 1 # 2 # 3)(He|msen, Joseph) (Entered: O8/04/2005)

MOTION for attorney Michael T. Zeller to Appear Pro Hac Vice by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C..
(Attachments: # 1 Proposed Order)(Kenyon, Kathryn) (Entered: O8/04/2005)

NOTICE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. re 57 Notice (Other) Letter Notice of Prior Filing.
(Kenyon, Kathryn) (Entered: O8/04/2005)

BRIEF in Opposition re 54 MOTION for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamation
Counterclaims filed by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C.. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A# 2 Exhibit
B# 3 Exhibit C# 4 Exhibit D# 5 Exhibit E# 6 Exhibit F# 7 Exhibit G# 8 Exhibit H)(Kenyon,
Kathryn) (Entered: 08/04/2005)

Pro Hac Vice Fees received in the amount of $ 40 receipt # 4877 re 58 Motion to Appear Pro
Hac Vice (ept) (Entered: 08/05/2005)

ORDER granting 58 Motion to Appear Pro Hac Vice . Signed by Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on
8/8/05. (jlh ) (Entered: 08/08/2005)

ORDER denying 54 Motion for Relief from Stay . Signed by Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on
8/31/05. (jlh ) (Entered: 09/01/2005)

NOTICE by SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SCOTT SANDER NOTICE OF FILING TO
SUPPLEMENT RECORD (Kerr, Benjamin) (Entered: 09/06/2005)

Minute Entry for proceedings held before Judge Donetta W. Ambrose : Status Conference held
on 9/7/2005. Parties to keep Court informed of PTO Action. (jlh ) (Entered: 09/07/2005)

NOTICE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. of PTO's Issuance of Second Office Actions in Ex Parte
Reexamination (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A# 2 Exhibit B# 3 Exhibit C)(Kenyon, Kathryn)
(Entered: 11/O2/2005)

MANDATE of USCA for the Federal Circuit as to 51 Notice of Appeal filed by SIGHTSOUND
TECHNOLOGIES, INC., that the appeal is dismissed, with each party to bear its own costs. (jsp)
(Entered: 11/15/2005)

MOTION by Clyde E. Findley to Withdraw as Attorney by SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
(jsp) (Entered: 03/02/2006)

NOTICE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. Defendants‘ Notice of PTO's Issuance of Final Office
Actions in Ex Parte Reexamination and Request for Status Conference (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit
A)(Kenyon, Kathryn) (Entered: 05/10/2006)

EXHIBITS in Support of 68 Notice (Other) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C.. (Kenyon, Kathryn)
(Entered: 05/10/2006)

EXHIBITS in Support of 68 Notice (Other) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C.. (Kenyon, Kathryn)
(Entered: 05/10/2006)

MOTION (Request) for Status Conference by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C..(with Document
68 ) (jsp) (Entered: 05/11/2006)
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05/11/2006 CLERK'S OFFICE QUALITY CONTROL MESSAGE. re 68 Notice (Other) ERROR: Document should
have been filed as two separate documents. CORRECTION: Attorney advised in future that
documents of that nature are to be filed as separate documents. Clerk of Court docketed
Request for Status Conference. This message is for informational purposes only. (jsp) (Entered:
05/11/2006)

05/31/2006 Minute Entry for proceedings held before Judge Donetta W. Ambrose : Telephone Conference
held on 5/31/2006. (Court Reporter none) (jlh ) (Entered: 05/31/2006)

05/31/2006 ORDER FOR ADMINISTRATIVE CLOSING.Signed by Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 5/31/06. (jlh)
(Entered: 05/31/2006)

06/02/2006 NOTICE by SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC. Notice of Filing by Sightsound Technologies,
Inc. of Sua Sponte Decisions of United States Patent and Trademark Office Vacating Previous
Final Office Actions (Rinaldo, Richard) (Entered: 06/02/2006)

Copyright © 2010 LexisNexis CourtLink, Inc. All rights reserved.
*** THIS DATA IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY ***
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My Lexis” 'Search\' Research Tasks Geta Docurnent‘Shepard's®-‘;Alerts‘TotaI Litigatortfiansactional A

FOCUSIM Terms patno= 5191573 Search Within Original Results (1 — 1) , 1:} Using

Semantic Concepts What's this? Advanced...

Source: _C_o_n_1n1an,d, Searching > Utility, Design and Plant Patents
Terms: patno= 5191573 (Edit Search 1 Suggest Terms for My Search)

586391 (07) 5191573 March 2, 1993 ,

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE GRANTED PATENT

5191573

Access PDF of Official Patent *

Order Patent File History / Wrapper from REEDFAX®
L—iJ.'i<___t_Q.§|§1.LlJ3_S__S_§.£tiQ|1

March 2, 1993 ,

Method for transmitting a desired , , digital , , video or , , audio signal

REEXAM-LITIGATE:

Reexamination requested January 31, 2005 by Napster, Inc., Los Angeles, CA; c/o Albert S.
Penilla, Martine, Penilla & Gencarella, LLP, Sunnyvale, CA, Reexamination No. 90/007,402

(O.G. March 29, 2005) Ex. Gp.: 2655 January 31, 2005

Reexamination requested January 31, 2005 by Napster, Inc., Los Angeles, CA; c/o Albert S.

Penilla, Martine, Penilla &amp; Gencarella, LLP, Sunnyvale, CA, Reexamination No.
90/007,402 (O.G. March 29, 2005) Ex. Gp.: 2655 January 31, 2005

INVENTOR: Hair, Arthur R. — 301 Oaklawn Dr., Pittsburgh, United States of America (US)

CERT-CORRECTION:

December 21, 1993 - a Certificate of Correction was issued for this Patent ,

APPL-NO: 586391 (07)

FILED-DATE: September 18, 1990

GRANTED-DATE: March 2, 1993 ,

PRIORITY: June 13, 1988 - 07206497, United States of America (US)

ASSIGNEE-AT-ISSUE: _
HAIR; ARTHUR R., United States of America (US)

ASSIGNEE-AFTER-ISSUE:

October 2, 1995 - ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).,
PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND, INC. 1518 ALLISON DRIVEUPPER ST. CLAIR, PENNSYLVANIA,

15241, Reel and Frame Number: 007656/0701

May 3, 2000 - CHANGE OF NAME (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS)., SIGHTSOUND.COM
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INCORPORATED 733 WASHINGTON ROAD, SUITE 400MT. LEBANON, PENNSYLVANIA, 15228,
Reel and Frame Number: 010776/0703

October 24, 2001 - NOTICE OF GRANT OF SECURITY INTEREST, KENYON &amp; KENYON
ONE BROADWAYNEW YORK, NEW YORK, 10004, SCHWARTZ, ANSEL M. ONE STERLING
PLAZA 201 N. CRAIG STREET, SUITE 304PI'l'l'SBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, 15213, WATERVIEW

PARTNERS, LLP ONE STERLING PLAZA 152 WEST 57TH STREET, 46TH FLOORNEW YORK,

NEW YORK, 10019, D&amp;DF WATERVIEW PARTNERS, L.P. ONE STERLING PLAZA 152
WEST 57TH STREET, 46TH FLOORNEW YORK, NEW YORK, 10019, Reel and Frame Number:
012506/0415

December 27, 2005 - ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR

DETAILS)., DMT LICENSING, LLC ONE INDEPENDENCE WAY PRINCETON NEW JERSEY 08540,
ONE INDEPENDENCE WAY, PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (US),
08540, Reel and Frame Number: 017555/0149

LEGAL-REP: Schwartz, Ansel M.

PUB-TYPE: March 2, 1993 — Patent (A)

PUB-COUNTRY: United States of America (US)

LEGAL-STATUS:

December 21, 1993 - CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION October 2, 1995 - ASSIGNMENT OF

ASSIGNOR'S INTEREST October 2, 1995 — ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNOR'S INTEREST October
2, 1995 — ASSIGNMENT May 3, 2000 - ASSIGNMENT May 3, 2000 - ASSIGNMENT October
24, 2001 — ASSIGNMENT October 24, 2001 - ASSIGNMENT October 24, 2001 - ASSIGNMENT
October 24, 2001 - ASSIGNMENT October 24, 2001 — ASSIGNMENT October 24, 2001 -
ASSIGNMENT October 24, 2001 — ASSIGNMENT October 24, 2001 - ASSIGNMENT October

24, 2001 - ASSIGNMENT March 29, 2005 - REQUEST FOR REEXAMINA'l'ION FILED December
27, 2005 - ASSIGNMENT

FILING—LANG: English (EN) (ENG)

PUB-LANG: English (EN) (ENG)

REL—DATA:

Continuation of Ser. No. 206497 , June 13, 1988 , ABANDONED , September 18, 1990

US-MAIN-CL: 369#84 ,

US-ADDL-CL: 235#380 , , 235#381 , , 348#E07.071 , , 369#15 , , 369#85 , ,

G9B#20.002 , , G9B#27.002 , , G9B#27.012 , , G9B#27.019 , , G9B#27.051 ,

CL:369,,235,,348,,G9B,

SEARCH-FLD: 235#375 , , 235#380 , , 235#381 , , 364#410 , , 364#479 , , 369#13 , ,

369#15 , , 369#33 , , 369#34 , , 369#84 , , 369#85 ,

IPC-MAIN-CL: [7] G11B 005#86

IPC—MAIN-CL: [8] G07F 017#0o (20060101) Core Inventive 20051008 (c 1 R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [7] G11B oo7#oo

IPC-ADDL-CL: [7] G11B 011#OO
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IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] G07F 017#16 (20060101) Advanced Inventive 20051008 (AI R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] G11B 020#O0 (20060101) Core Inventive 20051008 (C I R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] G11B 020#00 (20060101) Advanced Inventive 20051008 (A I R M -EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] G11B O27#0O (20060101) Core Inventive 20051008 (C I R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] G11B O27#0O (20060101) Advanced Inventive 20051008 (A I R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] G11B o27#31 (20060101) Core Inventive 20051008 (c I R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] G11B 027#34 (20060101) Advanced Inventive 20051008 (A I R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] G11B O27#10 (20060101) Core Inventive 20051008 (C I R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] G11B 027#10 (20060101) Advanced Inventive 20051008 (A I R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] G11B 027#34 (20060101) Core Inventive 20051008 (C I R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] G11B 027#34 (20060101) Advanced Inventive 20051008 (A I R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] H04H oo1#o2 (20060101) Core Inventive 20051008 (CI R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] H04H 001#02 (20060101) Advanced Inventive 20051008 (AI R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] HO4N 007#173 (20060101) Core Inventive 20051008 (C I R M EP)

IPC-ADDL-CL: [8] HO4N 007#173 (20060101) Advanced Inventive 20051008 (A I R M EP)

PRIM-EXMR: Nguyen; Hoa

REF-CITED:

3718906 , February 27, 1973 , Lightner , United States of America (US) , 235#381 ~
3990710 , November 9, 1976 , Hughes , United States of America (US) , 369#34

4567359 , January 28, 1986 , Lockwood , United States of America (US) , 235#381
4647989 , March 3, 1987 , Geddes , United States of America (US) , 235#381

4654799 , March 31, 1987 , Ogaki et al. , United States of America (US) , 364#479

CORE TERMS: digital, music, audio, user, memory, song, electronically, hard disk, stored,

hardware, video, electronic, playback, methodology, integrated, compact, display, random,
disc, telecommunications, transmitting, additionally, tape, telephone lines, receiver, stereo,
randomly, album, audio signal, random access memory

ENGLISH-ABST:

The present invention is a method for transmitting a desired digital video or audio signal
stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party. The method
comprises the steps of transferring money via a telecommunications line to the first party
from the second party. Additionally, the method comprises the step of then connecting

electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second memory such
that the desired signal can pass therebetween. Next, there is the step of transmitting the

desired digital signal from the first memory with a transmitter in control and in possession of
the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location determined by the
second party. The receiver is in possession and in control of the second party. There is also
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the step of then storing the digital signal in the second memory.

NO-OF-CLAIMS: 6

NO-OF-FIGURES: 2

PARENT-PAT-INFO:

This is a continuation of copending application Ser. No. 07/206,497 filed on Jun. 13, 1988,
now abandoned.

SUMMARY:

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is related to a method for the electronic sales and distribution of digital

audio or video signals, and more particularly, to a method which a user may purchase and
receive digital audio or video signal from any location which the user has access to a
telecommunications line.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The three basic mediums (hardware units) of music: records, tapes, and compact discs,
greatly restricts the transferability of music and results in a variety of
inefficiencies.CAPACITY: The individual hardware units as cited above are limited as to the
amount of music that can be stored on each.MATERIALS: The materials used to manufacture

the hardware units are subject to damage and deterioration during normal operations,
handling, and exposure to the elements.SIZE: The physical size of the hardware units

imposes constraints on the quantity of hardware units which can be housed for playback in
confined areas such as in automobiles, boats, planes, etc.RETRIEVAL: Hardware units limit

the ability to play, in a sequence selected by the user, songs from different albums. For
example, if the user wants to play one song from ten different albums, the user would spend
an inordinate amount of time handling, sorting, and cueing the ten different hardware
units.SALES AND DISTRIBUTION: Prior to final purchase, hardware units need to be
physically transfered from the manufacturing facility to the wholesale warehouse to &:he

retail warehouse to the retail outlet, resulting in lengthly, lag time between music creation

and music marketing, as well as incurring unnessary and inefficient transfer and handling

costs. Additionally, tooling costs required for mass production of the hardware units and the
material cost of the hardware units themselves, further drives up the cost of music to the
end user.QUALITY: Until the recent invention of Digital Audio Music, as used on Compact
Discs, distortion free transfer from the hardware units to the stereo system was virtually

impossible. Digital Audio Music is simply music converted into a very basic computer
language known as binary. A series of commands known as zeros or ones encode the music
for future playback. Use of laser retrieval of the binary commands results in distortion free

transfer of the music from the compact disc to the stereo system. Quality Digital Audio Music
is defined as the binary structure of the Digital Audio Music. Conventional analog tape
recording of Digital Audio Music is not to be considered quality inasmuch as the binary
structure itself is not recorded. While Digital Audio Music on compact discs is a technological

breakthrough in audio quality, the method by which the music is sold, distributed, stored,

manipulated, retrieved, played and protected from copyright infringements remains as
inefficient as with records and tapes.COPYRIGHT PROTECTION: Since the invention of tape
recording devices, strict control and enforcement of copyright laws have proved difficult and
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impossible with home recorders. Additionally, the recent invention of Digital Audio Tape
Recorders now jeopardizes the electronic copyright protection of quality Digital Audio Music

on Compact Discs or Digital Audio Tapes. If music exists on hardware units, it can be

copied.According|y, it is an objective of this invention is to provide a new and improved
methodology/system to electronically sell and distribute Digital Audio Music.A further

objective of this invention to provide a new and improved methodology/system to
electronically store and retrieve Digital Audio Music.Another objective of this invention is to

provide a new and improved methodology/system to electronically manipulate, i.e., sort, cue,
and select, Digital Audio Music for playback.StiIl another objective of this invention is to offer

a new and improved methodology/system which can prevent unauthorized electronic copying
of quality Digital Audio Music.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly, this invention accomplishes the above cited objectives by providing a new and

improved methodology/system of electronic sales, distribution, storage, manipulation,
retrieval, playback, and copyright protection of Digital Audio Music. The high speed transfer

of Digital Audio Music as prescribed by this invention is stored onto one piece of hardware, a
hard disk, thus eliminating the need to unnecessarily handle records, tapes, or compact discs

on a regular basis. This invention recalls stored music for playback as selected/programmed

by the user. This invention can easily andtelectronically sort stored music based on many
different criteria such as, but not limited to, music category, artist, album, user's favorite

songs, etc. An additional feature of this invention is the random playback of songs, also
based on the user's selection. For example, the user could have this invention randomly play

all jazz songs stored on the user's hard disk, or randomly play all songs by a certain artist, or
randomly play all of the user's favorite songs which the user previously electronically

"tagged" as favorites. Further, being more specific, the user can electronically select a series
of individual songs from different albums for sequential p|ayback.This invention can be

configured to either accept direct input of Digital Audio Music from the digital output of a
Compact Disc, such transfer would be performed by the private user, or this invention can be
configured to accept Digital Audio Music from a source authorized by the copyright holder to
sell and distribute the copyrighted materials, thus guaranteeing the protection of such

copyrighted materials. Either method of electronically transfering Digital Audic Music by
means of this invention is intended to comply with all copyright laws and restrictions and any

such transfer is subject to the appropriate authorization by the copyright holder. Inasmuch as

Digital Audio Music is software an this invention electronically transfers and stores such
music, electronic sales and distribution of the music can take place via telephone lines onto a

hard disk. This new methodology/system of music sales and distribution will greatly reduce

the cost of goods sold and will reduce the lag time between music creation and music
marketing from weeks down to hours.The present invention is a method for transmitting a

desired digital video or audio signal stored on a first memory of a first party to a second
memory of a second party. The method comprises the steps of transferring money via a

telecommunications line to the first party from the second party. Additionally, the method

comprises the step of then connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first
memory with the second memory such that the desired digital signal can pass therebetween.
Next, there is the step of transmitting the desired digital signal from the first memory with a
transmitter in control and in possession of the first party to a receiver having the second

memory at a location determined by the second party. The receiver is in possession and in
control of the second party. There is also the step of then storing the digital signal in the
second memory.Further objectives and advantages of this invention will become apparent as

the following description proceeds and the particular features of novelty which characterize
this invention will be pointed out in the claims annexed to and forming a part of this
declaration.

DRWDESC:
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF DRAWINGS

For a better understanding of this invention, reference should be made to the following

detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:FIG. 1 is

a pictorial flow chart which may be used in carrying out the teachings of this invention for the
purposes of electronic sales, distribution, storage, manipulation, retrieval, playback, and

copyright protection of Digital Audio Music; andFIG. 2 is a pictorial flow chart which may be
used in carrying out the teachings of this invention for the purposes of electronic storage,
manipulation, retrieval, and playback of Digital Audio Music.

DETDESC:

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring now to the FIG. 1, this invention is comprised of the fo|lowing:1O Hard Disk of the
copyright ho|der20 Control Unit of the copyright holder20a Control Pane|20b Control

Integrated Circuit20c Sales Random Access Memory Chip30 Telephone Lines/Input
Transfer5O Control Unit of the user50a Control Panel50b Control Integrated circuit50c

Incoming _Random Access Memory Chip50d Play Back Random Access Memory Chip60 Hard
Disk of the user70 Video Display Unit80 Stereo SpeakersThe Hard Disk 10 of the agent

authorized to electronically sell and distribute the copyrighted Digital Audio Music is the

originating source of music in the configuration as outlined in FIG. 1. The Control Unit 20 of
the authorized agent is the means by which the electronic transfer of the Digital Audio Music
from the agent's Hard Disk 10 via the Telephone Lines 30 to the user's Control Unit 50 is

possible. The user's Control Unit would be comprised of a Control Panel 50a, a Control
Integrated Circuit 50b, an Incoming Random Access Memory Chip 50c, and a Play Back
Random Access Memory Chip 50d. Similarly, the authorized agent's Control Unit 20 would

have a control panel and control integrated circuit similar to that of the user's Control Unit
50. The authorized agent's Control Unit 20, however, would only require the Sales Random
Access Memory Chip 20c. The other components in FIG. 1 include a Hard Disk 60, a Video

(display Unit 70, and a set of Stereo Speakers 80.Referring now to FIG. 2, with the exception
of a substitution of a Compact Disc Player 40 (as the initial source of Digital Audio Music) for

the agent's Hard Disk 10, the agent's Control Unit 20, and the Telephone Lines 30 in FIG. 1,
FIG. 2 is the same as FIG. 1.In FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the following components are already

commercially available: the agent's Hard Disk 10, the Telephone Lines 30, the Compact Disc

Player 40, the user's Hard Disk 60, the Video Display Unit 70, and the Stereo Speakers 80.
The Control Units 20 and 50, however, would be designed specifically to meet the teachings
of this invention. The design of the control units would incorporate the following functional

features:1) the Control Panels 20a and 50a would be designed to permit the agent and user

to program the respective Control Integrated Circuits 20b and 50b,2) the Control Integrated
Circuits 20b and 50b would be designed to control and execute the respective commands of

the agent and user and regulate the electronic transfer of Digital Audio Music throughout the
system, additionally, the sales Control Integrated Circuit 20b could electronically code the
Digital Audio Music in a configuration which would prevent unauthorized reproductions of the

copyrighted materia|,3) the Sales Random Access Memory Chip 20c would be designed to

temporarily store user purchased Digital Audio Music for subsequent electronic transfer via

telephone lines to the user's Control Unit 50,4) the Incoming Random Access Memory Chip
50c would be designed to temporarily store Digital Audio Music for subsequent electronic

storage to the user's Hard Disk 60,5) the Play Back Random Access Memory Chip 50d would
be designed to temporarily store Digital Audio Music for sequential p|ayback.The foregoing
description of the Control Units 20 and 50 is intended as an example only and thereby is not
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restrictive with respect to the exact number of components and/or its actual design.Once the

Digital Audio Music has been electronically stored onto the user's Hard Disk 60, having the

potential to store literally thousands of songs, the user is free to perform the many functions
of this invention. To play a stored song, the user types in the appropriate commands on the
Control Panel 50a, and those commands are relayed to the Control Integrated Circuit 50b

which retrieves the selected song from the Hard Disk 60. When a song is retrieved from the

Hard Disk 60 only a replica of the permanently stored song is retrieved. The permanently

stored song remains intact on the Hard Disk 60, thus allowing repeated playback. The Control

Integrated Circuit 50b stores the replica onto the Play Back Random Access Memory Chip 50d
at a high transfer rate. The Control Integrated Circuit 50b then sends the electronic output to
the Stereo Speakers 80 at a controlled rate using the Play Back Random Access Memory Chip

50d as a temporary staging point for the Digital Audio Music.Unique to this invention is that
the Control Unit 50 also serves as the user's personal disk jocky. The user may request

specific songs to be electronically cued for playback, or may request the Control Unit 50 to
randomly select songs based on the user's criteria. All of these commands are electronically
stored in random access memory enabling the control unit to remember prior commands

while simultaneously performing other tasks requested by the user and, at the same &time,
continuing to play songs previously cued.Offering a convenient visual display of the user's

library of songs is but one more new and improved aspect of this invention. As the Control
Unit 50 is executing the user's -comm_ands to electronically sort, select, randomly play, etc.,

the Video Display Screen 70 is continually providing feedback to the user. The Video Display
Screen 70 can list/scroll all songs stored on the Hard Disk 60, list/scroll all cued songs,

display the current command function selected by the user, etc. Further expanding upon the

improvements this invention has to offer, the Video Display Screen 70 can display the lyrics
of the song being played, as well as the name of the song, album, artist, recording company,
date of recording, duration of song, etc. This is possible if the lyrics and other incidental
information are electronically stored to the Hard Disk 60 with the Digital Audio Music.The

present invention is a method for transmitting a desired digital video or audio signal stored
on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party. The method
comprises the steps of transferring money via a telecommunications line to the first party
from the second party. Additionally, the method comprises the step of then connecting

electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second memory such
that the desired digital signal can pass therebetween. Next, there is the step of transmitting
the desired digital signal from the first memory with a transmitter in control and in

possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location

determined by the second party. The receiver is in possession and in control of the second
party. There is also the step of then ‘storing the digital signal in the second memory.In

summary, there has been disclosed a new and improved methodology/system by which
Digital Audio Music can be electronically sold, distributed, transferred, and stored. Further,
there has been disclosed a new and improved methodology/system by which Digital Audio

Music can be electronically manipulated, i.e., sorted, cued, and selected for playback. Further
still, there has beer disclosed a new and improved methodology/system by which the

electronic manipulation of Digital Audio Music can be visually displayed for the convenience of
the user. Additionally, there has been disclosed a new and improved methodology/system by
which electronic copyright protection of quality Digital Audio Music is possible through use of
this invention.Since numerous changes may be made in the above described process and

apparatus and different embodiments of the invention may be made without departing from
the spirit thereof, it is intended that all matter contained in the foregoing description or
shown in the accompanying drawings shall be interpreted as illustrative, and not in a limiting
sense. Further, it is intended that this invention is not to be limited to Digital Audio Music and

can include Digital Video, Digital Commercials, and other applications of digital information.

ENGLISH-CLAIMS:

Return to T.0.l3 of Patent
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1. A method for transmitting a desired digital audio signal stored on a first memory of a first
party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of: transferring money
electronically via a telecommunication lien to the first party at a location remote from the

second memory and controlling use of the first memory from the second party financially
distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in possession of the second

memory; connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the
second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass therebetween;
transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a transmitter in

control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location
determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second party;
and storing the digital signal in the second memory.

2. A method as described in claim 1 including after the transferring step, the steps of
searching the first memory for the desired digital audio signal; and selecting the desired

digital audio signal from the first memory.

3. A method as described in claim 2 wherein the transferring step includes the steps of

telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the second party; providing
a credit card number of the second party controlling the second memory to the first party

controlling the first memory so the second party is charged money.

4. A method for transmitting a desired digital video signal stored on a first memory of a first

party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of: transferring money
electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party at a location remote from the
second memory and controlling use of the first memory, from a second party financially

distinct from the first party, said second party in control and in possession of the second
memory; connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the
second memory such that the desired digital video signal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital video signal from the first memory with a transmitter in

control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location

determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second party;
and storing the digital signal in the second memory.

5. A method as described in claim 4 including after the transferring money step, the step of
searching the first memory for the desired digital signal and selecting the desired digital
signal from the first memory.

6. A method asdescribed in claim 5 wherein the transferring step includes the steps of.

telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the second party controlling
the second memory; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the

second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party controlling
the second memory is charged money.
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination
90/007,402 5191573

Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Examiner A” Unit
ROLAND G. FOSTER 3992

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -

afl Responsive to the communication(s) filed on 15 December 2008. bl:] This action is made FINAL.
cm A statement under 37 CFR 1.530 has not been received from the patent owner.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire _2_ month(s) from the mailing date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will result in termination of the proceeding and issuance of an ex parte reexamination
certificate in accordance with this action. 37 CFR 1.550(d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR1.550(c).
If the period for response specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a response within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days
will be considered timely. '

Part I THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. IX! Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 3. [_—_I Interview Summary, PTO-474.

2. D Information Disclosure Statement, PTO/SB/O8. -« 4. E] .

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION

1a. K4 Claims 1-Q are subject to reexamination.

1 Claims ____ are not subject to reexamination.

Claims_have been canceled in the present reexamination proceeding.

Claims?are patentable and/or confirmed.

Claims 1-_§ are rejected.

Claims_are objected to.

E] The drawings, filed onjare acceptable.

I:! The proposed drawing correction, filed on_has been (7a)E] approved (7b)D disapproved.

E) Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)l:] All b)E] Some‘ c)l:l None of the certified copies have

1I:] been received.

2:] not been received.

3E] been filed in Application No.

b.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

4E] been filed in reexamination Control No.

5:] been received by the International Bureau in PCT application No.

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

9. E] Since the proceeding appears to be in condition for issuance of an ex pane reexamination certificate except for formal
matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex paite Quayle, 1935 C.D.
11. 453 O.G. 213.

10. I] Other:

cc: Ruester ifthird
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-466 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20100304
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DETAILED ACTION

Prosecution Reopened

Claims 1-6 and 44-49 were pending in the present reexamination proceeding.

Specifically, original, independent claims (claims 1 and 4) were amended, new claims 44-49

were added during this reexamination proceeding, and the remaining new claims cancelled. The

rejection of these claims was appealed to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences (the

"Board"), who rendered a decision on September 4, 2009.

The subject patent under reexamination however, U.S. Patent No. 5,191,573 (the "Hair"

patent), issued March 2, 1993 based on United States Application 07/586,391, filed September

18, 1990. The Hair patent also claimed entitlement to the filing date June 13, 1988. Thus, the

Hair patent under reexamination was enforceable until March 2, 2010. 35 USC § 154.

During a reexamination proceeding, no amendment may be proposed for entry in an

expired patent. 37 C.F.R. §1.530(j). Furthermore, amendments are not effective until the

reexamination certificate is used and published. 37 C.F.F. §l.530(k). See also MPEP § 2250.

Thus, the Board's decision decided the propriety of claim rejections subject to

amendments effectively withdrawn on March 2, 2010 by the mandatory expiration of the Hair

patent term. The original claims 1-6 however stood rejected before the now (effectively)

withdrawn amendments. See the Office action, mailed September 29, 2006. Thus, in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. §1.198, prosecution is reopened and a new grounds of rej ection is
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made (below) to the originally granted claims 1-6 as they existed prior to the mandatory

withdrawal of all amendments. See also MPEP § 1214.04.

Irem el

TC Director

Claim Interpretation.

As discussed above, the Hair patent under reexamination appears to have expired on

March 2, 2010. Regarding reexamination of expired patent, MPEP § 2258.I.G states:

In a reexamination proceeding involving claims of an expired patent, claim construction

pursuant to the principle set forth by the court in Phillips v. A WH Corp., 415 F.3d
1303, 1316, 75 USPQ2d 1321, 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (words ofa claim “are generally

given their ordinary and customary meaning” as understood by a person of ordinary skill in

the art in question at the time of the invention) should be applied since the expired claim

are not subject to amendment.

Regarding "ordinary and customary meaning," MPEP § 21l1.01.III states:

The ordinary and customary meaning of a claim term is the meaning that the term would have to

a person of ordinary skill in the art in question at the time of the invention, i.e., as of the effective '
filing date of the patent application.” Phillips v. A WH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303,» 1313, 75 USPQ2d
1321, 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc).

The ordinary and customary meaning of a term may be evidenced by a variety of
sources, including “the words of the claims themselves, the remainder of the

specification, the prosecution history, and extrinsic evidence concerning relevant scientific

principles, the meaning of technical terms, and the state of the art.” Phillips v. AWH

Corp., 415 F.3d at 1314, 75 USPQ2d at 1327.

In the present Office action, the claims are given their ordinary and customary meaning.

The meaning of each claim tenn in the office actions is the meaning that the term would have to
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a person of ordinary skill in the art in question at the time of the invention. The ordinary and

customary meaning given to the claim terms in the office action are evidenced by the claims

themselves and the remainder of the specification. For example, the examiner applies prior art,

such as Bush to teach the digital transfer of digital audio and video files via "telecommunication

lines'' in a manner consistent with the meaning the claim terms would have to one of ordinary

skill in the art based on the specification of the Hair patent under reexamination. See the

rejection of claim 1 for additional details.

Claim‘ Rejections Based on Bush

35 USC § 102 i

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (l) an application for patent, published under section l22(b), by another filed
in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for

patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an
international application filed under the treaty defined in section 35l(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this
subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United
States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

Claims 1-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by U.S. Patent No.

4,789,863 ("Bush"), of record.

Regarding claim 1,

A method for transmitting a desired digital audio signal stored on a

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising

the steps of:
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,Bush teaches transmitting a desired digital, audio or video signal (col. 2, 11. 18-29 and col.

3, ll. 26 — 35). The digital audio or video signals are stored on compact disc machines 41-46

(first memory) of a pay per view entertainment system provider associated with source 10 (first

party) (Figs. 1, 4 and col. 2, ll. 19-47). The digital signals are transmitted via a network to the

consumer's receiver 14 (Fig. 1) (also illustrated as receiver 100 in Fig. 5, see also col. 3, ll. 14-

17). The signals are stored on cassette recording unit and an associated cassette tape (second

memory) (Fig. 5 and col. 4, 11. 1-11). Note that the second memory is also a compact disc

recorder (co1..10, claim 14) and thus the second memory may also be a CD.

transferring money electronically via a telecommunication line to the first

party at a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the

first memoryjfrom the second party financially distinct from the first party,

said second party controlling use and in possession of the second memory;

Bush teaches that money is electronically transferred via a telephone line

(telecommunications line) and clearing house 200 to the source 10 (first party) by way of a credit

card transaction (Fig. 3 and col. 2, 11. 58-63, col. 4, 11. 44-47, col. 5, 11. 1-3, col. 6, 11. 25-28, and _

ll. 45-48). Theifirst party's location (source 10) is remote via a network from the consumer (Fig.

l). The second party (consumer) commands the download of audio/video from the memories of

the first party (source 10) (Fig. 7,icol. 1, 11. 59-64, and col. 6, 11. 11-48). Thus, the first memory

. is controlled from the second party. Clearly, the second party (consumer) is financially distinct

from the first party (source 10). The second party (consumer) also controls the use and also
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possesses the second memory, such as by the ability to determine what contents are stored in the

second memory (col. 6, 11. 11-48)

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory

with the second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass
therebetween;

The limitation again broadly recites "a telecommunications line," which lacks antecedent

basis to the previous recitation of a telecommunications line. Thus, the claim is reasonably

interpreted to include one or more telecommunication lines. The examiner interprets a

"telecommunications line" to mean transmission of a signal over lines over a distance. The

interpretation is consistent with the specification of the Hair patent under reexamination, which

provides few details of a telecommunication line, only describing a telephone line as a particular

embodiment of a telecommunication line. Fig. 1. See also the Hair U.S. Patent No. 5,675,734,

which is claimed by the patent owner to be a continuation of the current patent under

reexamination. III that patent, the patent owner states the "telecommunications lines‘ are

preferably telephone lines." Col. 7, ll. 52 & 53. Thus, telecommunications lines are reasonably

interpreted to not be limited to the preferred embodiment —— telephone lines. This interpretation

is also consistent with the interpretation preferred by the patent owner, who argues

"telecommunication lines" requires electronic mediums for communicating between computers,

which requires end-to-end connectivity. Sightsound.com Inc. v. NSK, Inc. Cdnow, Inc., and

Cdnow Online Inc., Civil Action No. 98-118, pp. 50 and 57 (District Court for the Western

District of Pennsylvania, Feb. 2002). Here, Bush teaches of a cable system (electronic medium)

that provides end-to-end communications between computerat the central cable system
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associated with source 10 and the consumer's computer (Figs. 1, 2 and 5). The audio and video

files are downloaded via the telecommunications line and thus connect the first and second

_ memories, as discussed above.

transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having

the second memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver

in possession and control of the second party; and

The desired digital audio or video signal is transmitted from the first memory as

discussed above using a transmitter (Fig. 4, CADA transceiver 40) in control (col. 2, 11. 18-21)

and possession of the first party, such asvwhen the first party (source 10) determines what

contents are stored in the first memory (col; 2, 11. 30-42). The second party (consumer)

determines the location to which the audio/video data is transmitted as broadly recited by the

claims, such as the consumer operates the invention by turning on the television and interacts

with the pay per view channel at a location (e.g., consumer's home) determined by the consumer.

The receiver 14 includes a cassette tape (or CD) (as discussed above) that is in possession and

control of the second party (col. 1, 11. 59-64).

storing the digital signal in the second memory.

The received audio/video digital signal is stored in the second memory (cassette tape or

CD) associated with the second party (consumer) as discussed above. See also col. 5, 11. 24-52.
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Claim 4 differs substantively from claim 1 in that claim 4 recites that digital "video"

signal is transmitted (downloaded) as opposed to the audio signal in claiml. However, the claim

1 rejection clearly explained how Bush teaches that both audio and video digital signals are

downloaded. Therefore, see the claim 1 rejection for additional details.

Regarding claims 2 and 5, after the money transfer step, the home user searches for a

recording signal from the remote library (e.g., forward and reverse roll commands) and then for a

subsequent video/audio file from the remote library for the purposes of recording, where the

video/audio file is stored in the first memory, as discussed above (col. 5, 11. 35-44 and col. 6, ll.

23-48.

Regarding claims 3 and 6, Bush teaches a system for downloading audio and video files

from a central library to a user, where the user pays for the audio files and stores the audio files

(abstract and Figs. 1 and 6). Bush also teaches that the user provides a credit card number to the 4

second party (library) (col. 4, 11. 44-47, col. 5, 11. 1-3, col. 6, ll. 25-28, and 11. 45-48). Indeed,

Bush further teaches "[f]unds deposited into the central receiving account [of the first party] will

also carry the following information" including a credit card transaction type and the card

number for that transaction (col. 6, 11. 49-64).
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Claim Rejections Based on Gallagher

35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 1-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Patent

Application Publication No. GB 2 178 275A ("Gallagher") in view of U.S. Patent No. 4,528,643

("Freeny"), both of which are of record.

Regarding claim 1,

A method for transmitting a desired digital audio signal stored on a

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising

the steps of:

Gallagher teaches transmitting audio and visual signals (page 1, 11. 5-10 and 84-92) stored

on a first memory (Fig. 2, which illustrates a "database" comprising storage 23, see also page 1,

ll. 60 & 61) of a first party (record company) (page 1, 11. 39-54) to a second memory (Fig. 3,

storage medium 32) of a second party (household user).

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory

with the second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass

therebetween;
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Gallagher teaches connecting via an electronic, telephone line (telecommunications line)

(page 1, 11. 28-32) the first memory (database storage 23) with the second memory (storage

medium 32) such that the digital audio (music and music information) passes therebetween (page

1, 11. 39-54).

transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having

the second memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver

in possession and control of the second party;

The desired digital audio or video signal is transmitted from the first memory as

discussed above using a transmitter (database comprising transmitter/receiver 20) (Fig. 2 and

page 1, 11. 68-86) in control and possession of the first party (record company) because the

database "belong[s]" to the record company and because the record company controls the unit by

choosing what data to transfer to the unit for "sale" to the general public. Page 1, 11. 44-54. The

receiver (user unit comprising receiver 30) (Fig. 3) is in possession and control of the second

party because the second party (user) determines the location to which the audio/video data is

transmitted as broadly recited by the claims, such as the ‘user at home logs onto the user unit,

selects the desired data, "buys" the data, and downloads the data to the user's home. Page 1, 11.

87-92 ‘& 100-107 and page 2, 1. 92.

transferring money electronically via a telecommunication line to the first

party at a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the

first memory from the second party financially distinct from the first party,

said second party controlling use and in possession of the second memory;
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As discussed above, Gallagher teaches that the digital music data is: 1) "purchased" by

the household user (second party) automatically via the telecommunications line (telephone line)

and thus the first and second party are financially distinct, 2) the first party is at a location (host)

remote from second party (house), and 3) the first party (record company) controls the first

memory and the second party (household user) controls and possesses the second memory,

Gallagher however fails to specifically detail how the purchase is transacted (e.g., by transferring

money electronically via the telecommunication line).

Freeny discloses a method of electronically distributing and selling audio and video data

from remote, information control machines 14 (first party) to information control machines 12

(second party) (abstract, col. 4, 11. 35-60, col. 5, 11. 10-15, col. 7, l. 50 - col. 8, l. 28, and col. 11,

11. 10-58) also known as "point of sales" locations (col. 4, 11. 35-60), which include a "consumer's

home (point of sale location)" (col. 3, ll. 64-68) by way ofhaving the requesting user transmit a

consumer credit card number along with their request for the audio and video data (col. 13, lines

25-29).

The suggestion/motivation for combining Gallagher with Freeny would have been

because Freeny's method of electronic sale allows the selling party to more reliably and receive

compensation (increase revenue) for the sale ofproduct because the "owner of the information .

receives directly the compensation for each sale of a recording and such compensation is

received before the reproduction is authorized." Col. 13, lines 36-39. In addition, revenue

would have been increased by merely supporting the use of credit card transactions. For
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example, credit cards permit customers to make purchases in cases where they do not have cash

on hand, as would have been notoriously well known in the art. Furthermore, providing support

for credit card transactions would have increased the speed‘ and efficiency of the financial

transaction by eliminating the steps of separately mailing payment to the seller, processing the

payment, and then sending the purchased good to the buyer.

In addition, combining prior art elements according to known methods to yield

predictable results is obvious. KSR v. Teleflex, 550 U.S. 395, 417 (2007). The above analysis

establishes that the prior art (Gallagher and Freeny) includes each element claimed, but just not

in one single prior art reference. One of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made however would have recognized that in combination, Gallagher and Freeny predictably

perform their respective functions as they would have separately. For example, in combination

Gallagher still transfers digital audio music to the user afier purchase and Freeny still teaches

allowing the seller of digital audio and video data to directly receive compensation for sale

before transferring the data, such as by supporting credit card transactions. One or ordinary skill

in the art would have also recognized that the results of the combination were predictable. For

example, even when the second party was in possession of the second memory at the second

party's house ‘as clearly taught by Gallagher, the advantage of receiving compensation, and

particularly a credit card transaction, from the second party before transferring data (Freeny)

would have predictably been the same -— to increase revenue due to more reliable compensation

for the sold product and to increased sales due to customers purchasing on credit, to increase
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sales due to customers at home purchasing on credit, and to advantageously increase the speed

and efficiency of the financial transaction. '

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have the requesting user’s of Gallagher transmit a consumer credit card

number along with their request for the digital audio and video data so that the source unit could

approve and charge the sale of the digital data to the consumer credit card before the product

(digital audio or video) is released, thereby "transferring money electronically via a

telecommunication line" as recited.

Claim 4 differs substantively from claim 1 in that claim 4 recites that digital "video"

signal is transmitted (downloaded) as opposed to the audio signal in claim 1. However, the claim

. 1 rejection clearly explained how Gallagher teaches that both audio and video digital signals are

downloaded. Therefore, see the claim 1 rejection for additional details.

Regarding claims 2 and 5, Gallagher teaches searching the first memory for the desired

digital audio and video signals via a menu selection process (page 1, 11. 102-107). In the claimil

rejection, from which these claims depend, Freeny was relied upon to teach the obvious addition

of transmitting a consumer credit card number along with the request for the audio and video

data thereby resulting in the host memory being searched afler the transfer ofmoney in order to

receive "compensation...before the reproduction is authorized." See also page 13, 11. 25-48.
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Regarding claims 3 and 6, Gallagher teaches that second party (household user) initiates

a connection with the first party via a telephone modem link to initiate the data transfer (i.e., log

on, make a selection, and download). Page 1, 11. 08-30 & 11. 101-107. In the claim 1 rejection,

from which these claims depend, Freeny was relied upon to teach the obvious addition of

transmitting a consumer credit card for charging money.

Claim Rejections Based on Akashi

35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 1-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Japanese

Patent Application No. 62-284496 ("Akashi“) using the English translation of record, in view of

Freeny.

Regarding claim 1,

A method for transmitting a desired digital audio signal stored on a

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising

the steps of:

Akashi teaches transmitting audio signals (digital music) stored on a first memory

(recorded music and information stored on a "data base 14" in the host computer) of a first party
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(host or record company) to a second memory (recordable optical discs or digital audio tape in

recording/reproducing device (1)) of a second party (household user). Translation, pages 2 & 3,

sections (3)-(6). The transfer occurs as a result of the household user's desire to "purchase

desired music from home." Page 4, section (7).

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory
with the second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass
therebetween; ‘

Akashi teaches connecting via an electronic, telephone line (telecommunications line) the

first memory (recorded music on host computer) with the second memory (recordable discs or

tape in the recording/reproducing device) such that the digital audio (music and music

information) can pass therebetween. Translation, page 2, section (4).

transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having

the second memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver

in possession and control of the second party;

The desired digital audio or video signal is transmitted from the first memory as

discussed above using a transmitter (host computer 14) (Fig. 4 and translation, page 3, section

(6)) in control and possession of the first party (host or record company) maintains" the recorded

music it wishes to sell. Page 4, section (7). The receiver (recording/reproducing device 1

comprising modem 3) (translation, page 3, section (6)) is in possession and control of the second

party (household user) because the second party determines the location to which the audio/video
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data is transmitted as broadly recited by the claims, such as deciding to "set up as terminals in

each user's household" and "purchase desired music from home" which also establishes that said

terminal is "in possession and control of the second party." Translation, page 3, section (6); and

page 4, section (7).

transferring money electronically via a telecommunication line to the first
party at a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the

first memory from the second party financially distinct from the first party,

said second party controlling use and in possession of the second memory;

As discussed above, Akashi teaches that the digital music data is: 1) "purchased" by the

household user (second party) automatically via the telecommunications line (telephone line) and

thus the first and second party are financially distinct, 2) the first party is at a location (host)

remote from second party (house), and 3) the first party (host or record company) controls the

first memory and the second party (household user) controls and possesses the second memory,

Akashi however fails to specifically detail how the purchase is transacted (e.g., by transferring

money electronically via the telecommunication line).

Freeny discloses a method of electronically distributing and selling audio and video data

from remote, information control machines 14 (first party) to information control machines 12

(second party) (abstract, col. 4, 11. 35-60, col. 5, ll. 10-1_5, col. 7, 1. 50 - col. 8, 1. 28, and col. 11,

11. 10-58) also known as "point of sales‘' locations (col. 4, 11. 35-60), which include a "consumer's

home (point of sale location)" (col. 3, 11. 64-68) by way of having the requesting user transmit a
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consumer credit card number along with their request for the audio and video data (col. 13, lines

25-29).

The suggestion/motivation for combining Akashi with Freeny would have been because

Freeny's method of electronic sale allows the selling party to more reliably and receive

compensation (increase revenue) for the sale of product because the "owner of the information

receives directly the compensation for each sale of a recording and such compensation is

received beforeithe reproduction is authorized." Col. 13, lines 36-39. In addition, revenue

would have been increased by merely supporting the use of credit card transactions. For

example, credit cards permit customers to make purchases in cases where they do not have cash

on hand, as would have been notoriously well known in the art.

In addition, combining prior art elements according to known methods to yield

predictable results is obvious. KSR v. Teleflex, 550 U.S. 395, 417 (2007). See the Gallagher in

view of Freeny rejection of claim 1 above for further details regarding the KSR analysis based

upon predictable results. Said KSR analysis has not been copied from that rejection, but applies

here to the combination of Akashi in view of Freeny for the same reasons. Thus, the analysis

will not be repeated here for the sake of brevity.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have the requesting user’s of Akashi transmit a consumer credit card

number along with their request for the digital audio and video data so that the source unit could
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approve and charge the sale of the digital data to the consumer credit card before the product

(digital audio or video) is released, thereby "transferring money electronically via a

telecommunication line" as recited.

Claim 4 differs substantively from claim 1 in‘ that claim 4 recites the transfer of a digital

video signal. As discussed above in the claim 1 rejection, the combination of Akashi in View of

Frecny obviously teaches "transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the

first party at a location remote from a second party." More specifically however, the

combination teaches transmission of a credit card number and the transmission of digital audio

an_d video ‘data. That is, Freeny teaches both the concept and advantages as transferring video

data for money. For example, Freeny teaches digital video information is transferred to the point

of sale device for the creation of "video discs" (col. 4, 11. 35-60, col. 21, 11. 44-55, col. 24, ll. 20-

30, col. 34, 11. 39-46).

As an initial matter, the suggestion/motivation for combining Akashi with the audio and

video transmission teachings of Frecny would have been same as discussed above in the claim 1

rejection, specifically, Freeny teaches the obvious addition of "transferring money electronically

‘via a telecommunications line" for the sale of both audio an_d video. Nonetheless, the addition

of video transmission would have also been obvious because the transmission of video to a point

of sale device, which includes the consumer's home (col. 3, 11. 65-67) would have increased

revenue and efficiency by avoiding the need for "manufacturing facilities for reproducing the

information in material objects and a distribution network for distributing the material objects to
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the various point of sale locations for sale to the consumer (col. 1, 11. 19-26), where such

information includes "motion pictures" and the like (col. 1, 11. 10-14). Finally, the claims do not

specify quality, size, or bandwidth required for video signals. ..." Page 22, Board decision

(September 4, 2009). Thus, the addition of even a minimal video capability (highly limited

bandwidth) requiring very little structural change to Akashi would still meet the claim language.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to ability the transmit video as taught by Freeny to the audio transmission

system taught by Akashi.

Regarding claims 2 and 5, Akashi discloses that personal computer contains a CPU

(Figure 1). The personal computer sends an access signal to the host computer, and the host

computer returns a response signal that contains menu data displayed at the personal computer.

Translation, page 3, paragraph (6). Using the monitor screen, the user chooses desired data using

a control unit and sending the selection data to the host computer in the same way the initial‘

transmission was sent. Translation, page 4, paragraph (6). Such teachings meet the limitation of

the steps of searching the first memory for the desired digital audio signal and selecting the

desired digital audio signal from the first memory. In the claim 1 rejection, from which these

claims depend, Freeny was relied upon to teach the obvious addition of transmit a consumer

credit card number along with the request for the audio and video data thereby resulting in the

host memory being searched after the transfer of money in order to receive

"compensation...before the reproduction is authorized." See also col.‘ 13, 11. 25-48.
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Regarding claims 3 and 6, the Akashi base reference teaches that the second party

telephones the first party to initiate the transfer. Translation, page 3 , paragraph (6), "Operation

procedures...." The combination of Akashi in view of Freeny, as discussed in the claim 1

rejection above, teaches transferring money electronically in the form ofproviding a credit card

number.

Double Patenting

The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created doctrine grounded in public
policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the unjustified or improper timewise extension of
the "right to exclude" granted by a patent and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. See In
re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29 USPQ2d 2010_(Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645
(Fed. Cir. 1985); In re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422 F.2d 438,
164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

Claims 1-6 of the instant Hair patent under reexamination are rejected under the

judicially created doctrine of obviousness-type double patenting as being unpatentable over

claims 1-34 ofU.S. Patent No. 5,675,734 (the "'734" patent)‘

Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from

each other because the claims in the instant Hair patent under reexamination are broader than the

claims in the '573 patent. See Van Ornum, where broad claims in continuation applications were

rejected as obvious double patenting over previously patented narrovv claims. For example,

independent claims 1 and 4 of the instant Hair patent are similar to independent claim 16 of the

'734 patent, except that limitations directed to a first control panel, first control integrated circuit,

' The instant Hair patent under reexamination appears to have expired March 2, 2010 while the 5,675,734 patent
a ears to have ex ired June 13, 2008. Thus the olic of im ro er timewise extension of a "right to exclude" is atPP P P Y P P

issue regarding the instant, double patenting rejection.
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' sales random access memory, incoming random access memory, and playback random access

memory are not present in claims 1 and 4 of the instant patent. In addition, no "video"

limitations are present in claim 1 of the instant patent. Furthermore, although instant claims 1

and 4 recite the first party and second party are "financially distinct," this limitation fails to

patentably distinguish over claim 11 of '734 patent because claim 11 recites money is transferred

between first paity and second party. Although the parties may belong to the same overall entity

. (e.g., different divisions of a corporation), if money is actually "transferred" between them, they

are financially distinct, otherwise no "transfer" of money would be required in the first place.

Finally, claims 1 and 4 of the instant Hair patent are method claims while claim 11 of the ‘734

patent is an apparatus claim. It would have been obvious however to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to use the apparatus in claim 11 to perform the functions

recited in the method of instant claim 1 because the apparatus performs those very same

functions.

Claims 1 and 4 of the instant Hair patent are merely broader than claim 1 of the '734

patent as well. Although claims 1 and 4 of the instant Hair patent recite "transferring money"

while claim 1 of the '734 patent recites "telephoning the first party" and "providing a credit card A

number," the "transferring money" limitation is still merely broader. As evidence for this

conclusion, see dependent claims 3 and 6 of the instant Hair patent, which recite the "transferring

money" step of independent claims 1 and 4 include the "telephoning" and "credit card number"

steps.
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Claims 1 and 4 of the instant Hair patent are merely broader than the remaining

independent claims of the ’734 patent for similar reasons.

Thus, all independent claims of the instant Hair patent are merely broader than all

independent claims of the ’734 patent.
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Conclusion

In order to ensure full consideration of any amendments, affidavits or declarations, or

other documents as evidence of patentability, such documents must be submitted in response to

this Office action. Submissions after the next Office action, which is intended to be a final

action, will be governed by the requirements of 37 CFR 1.116, afier final rejection and 37 CFR

41.33 after appeal, which will be strictly enforced.

Extensions of time under 37 CFR l.136(a) will not be permitted in these proceedings

because the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to “an applicant” and not to parties in a

reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that reexamination proceedings

“wil1be conducted with special dispatch” (37 CFR 1.550(a)). Extension of time in ex parte

reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR 1.550(c).

The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR l.565(a) to

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving the

Hair patent throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. The third party requester is

also reminded of the ability to similarly apprise the Office of any such activity or proceeding

throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282 and 2286.
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All correspondence relating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be directed
as follows:

By EFS: Registered users may submit via the electronic filing system EFS-Web, at
https://sportaluspto.gov/authenticate/authenticateuserlocalepflhtml.

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

(571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By hand to: Customer Service Window

Randolph Building

401 Dulany St.

Alexandria, VA 22314

For EFS-Web transmission, 37 CFR l.8(a)(l)(i) (C) and (ii) states that correspondence

(except for a request for reexamination and a corrected or replacement request for
reexamination) will be considered timely if (a) it is transmitted via the Office’s electronic filing
system in accordance with 37 CFR l.6(a)(4), and (b) includes a certificate of transmission for
each piece of correspondence stating the date of transmission, which is prior to the expiration of
the set period of time in the Office action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication should be directed to Roland Foster at
telephone number 571-272-7538. A

Signed: Conferees:

/Roland G. Foster/
Roland G. Foster _ '

Central Reexamination Unit, Primary Examiner (93 (C
Electrical Art Unit 3992

(571)272-7538
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Re—EXamination of PATENT: Confirmation No.2 2998

5,191,573 Attorney Docket: NAPS001

Control No.: 90/007,402 Group Art Unit: 3992

Filing Date: 01/31/2005 Examiner: Foster, R.

Date: May 25, 2010

RESPONSE

Hon. Commissioner of Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In response to the Office Action dated March 25, 2010, Applicant respectfully submits

the Remarks/Arguments beginning on page 2 of this paper.
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Reply to Office Action of March 25, 2010

REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Favorable reconsideration of the claims undergoing re-examination, in light of the

following discussions, is respectfully requested.

Claims 1-6 are currently undergoing re-examination. No changes have been made to the

claims herewith. However, as specified in the Office Action, all previous amendments have now

been withdrawn in light of the expiration of the patent.

1n the outstanding Office Action, the previous grounds for rejection for the previously

pending claims were withdrawn, and several new grounds for rejection have been made. The

outstanding rejections are as follows:

(1) Claims 1-6 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as being

unpatcntablc ovcr U.S. Patent No. 4,789,863 (hereinafter “the ‘863 patent”);

(2) Claims 1-6 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over U .K. Patent Application Publication No. GB2178275

(hereinafter “Gallagher”) in view of U.S. Patent No. 4,528,643 (hereinafter “the

‘643 patent”);

(3) Claims 1-6 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatcntablc ovcr Japancsc Patent Application No. 62-284496 (hcrcinaftcr

“Akashi”) in view of the ‘643 patent and the ‘434 patent; and

(4) Claims 1-6 have been rejected under the judicially created doctrine of

obviousness—type double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1-34 of U.S.

Patent No. 5,675,734.

The Rejection of Claims 1-6 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a) over the ‘863 Patent

Claim 1

Claim 1 recites “storing the digital signal in the second memory.” In light of the

specification, it is respectfully submitted that such a limitation is not taught by the ‘863 patent.

With respect to the step of “storing the digital signal in the second memory,” the Office Action

2
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alleges that the ‘863 patent teaches this limitation by citing the cassette tape and CD of the ‘863

patent and by referring to their discussion in col. 5, lines 24-52. However, cassette tapes and

CDs are not “second memories” according to the claims and specification. The specification

utilizes a special phrase, “hardware units,” when referring to such removable media. The first

paragraph of the Background of the Invention in col. 1 expressly describes those media when it

states “The three basic mediums (hardware units) of music: records, tapes, and compact discs,

greatly restricts the transferability of music and results in a variety of inefficiencies.” These

hardware units are further described in the specification as containing drawbacks in light of their

removable nature and their physical distribution (when compared with a hard disk acting as an

internal, non-volatile storage device), and it is those drawbacks that the patented invention seeks

to overcome. The Background describes the materials of the hardware units as being a

disadvantage when it states “The materials used to manufacture the hardware units are subject to

damage and deterioration during normal operations, handling, and exposure to the elements.”

The Background likewise states that hardware units have retrieval and distribution drawbacks

when its states “Hardware units limit the ability to play, in a sequence selected by the user, songs

from different albums” and “the material cost of the hardware units themselves, further drives up

the cost of music to the end user.” Further, the Summary of the Invention describes the

invention as “eliminating the need to unnecessarily handle records, tapes, or compact discs on a

regular basis.” Thus, attempting to read the claimed second memories on exactly the type of

media that the specification describes as deficient is a misinterpretation of the scope of the

claims. See Scz'.Med Life Systems, Inc. v. Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, Inc., 242 F.3d 1337

(Fed. Cir. 2001).

As a result, claim 1 is not anticipated by the ‘863 patent, and dependent claims 2 and 3

are patentable for at least the reasons set forth for the patentability of claim 1 from which they

depend. Claim 4 also recites the same “storing the digital signal in the second memory.” As was

described with respect to claim 1, such a limitation is not taught by the ‘863 patent. Therefore,

the patentability of claim 4 and claims 5 and 6 should be indicated as confirmed for at least the

reasons set forth above with respect to claim 1.
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The Reection of Claims 1-6 under 35 U.S.C. 5 103 a as bein un atentable over Galla her in

view of the ‘643 patent

The Office Action alleges that the combination of Gallagher and the ‘643 patent renders

obvious the recitation of “storing the digital signal in the second memory” as claimed in claim 1.

In support of this allegation, the Office Action cites to the storage medium 32 in Gallagher.

However, the storage medium 32 is expressly described in the specification, page 1, II. 89-90, as

“a storage medium 32 such as a video tape or optical disk.” As was discussed above with respect

to the ‘863 patent, the specification defines such media as “hardware units” and, as would be

understood by those of ordinary skill in the art in light of the specification, such “hardware units”

are not are “second memories.” As a result, Gallagher does not teach the step of “storing the

digital signal in the second memory.”

The ‘643 patent is not alleged to cure this deficiency of Gallagher, and, therefore, there is

no evidence that the combination of references renders obvious the same step not taught by the

references individually. As a result, claim 1 is not rendered obvious by the proposed

combination of references, and dependent claims 2 and 3 are patentable for at least the reasons

set forth for the patentability of claim 1 from which they depend. Claim 4 also recites the same

“storing the digital signal in the second memory.” As was described with respect to claim 1,

such a limitation is not rendered obvious by the proposed combination of references. Therefore,

the patentability of claim 4 and claims 5 and 6 should be indicated as confirmed for at least the

reasons set forth above with respect to claim 1.

The Rejection of Claims 1-6 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over Akashi in view

of the ‘643 patent

The Office Action alleges that the combination of Akashi and the ‘643 patent renders

obvious the recitation of“storing the digital signal in the second memory” as claimed in claim 1 .

In support of this allegation, the Office Action cites to the “recordable optical discs or digital

audio tape in recording/reproducing device (1)” in Akashi. As was discussed above with respect

to the ‘863 patent, the specification defines such media as “hardware units” and, as would be

4
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77

understood by those of ordinary skill in the art in light of the specification, such “hardware units

are not are “second memories.” As a result, Akashi does not teach the step of “storing the digital

signal in the second memory.”

The ‘643 patent is not alleged to cure this deficiency of Akashi, and, therefore, there is no

evidence that the combination of references renders obvious the same step not taught by the

references individually. As a result, claim 1 is not rendered obvious by the proposed

combination of references, and dependent claims 2 and 3 are patentable for at least the reasons

set forth for the patentability of claim 1 from which they depend. Claim 4 also recites the same

“storing the digital signal in the second memory.” As was described with respect to claim 1,

such a limitation is not rendered obvious by the proposed combination of references. Therefore,

the patentability of claim 4 and claims 5 and 6 should be indicated as confirmed for at least the

reasons set forth above with respect to claim 1.

The Rejection of Claims 1-6 under the Judicially Created Doctrine of Obviousness-Type Double

Patenting

The Office Action alleges that claims 1-6 are unpatentable over claims 1-34 of U.S.

Patent No. 5,675,734. The Office Action alleges that the rejection is proper in light of the

“policy of improper timewise extension of a ‘right to exclude. ’” However, the patent undergoing

re—examination is the first patent in the patent family both to be filed and to issue. Thus, the term

of the patent undergoing re—examination is the patent by which all other patents are measured to

determine if there has been an “improper timewise extension.” The Office Action cites In re Van

Ormmz, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982) as supporting the Office Action’s rationale

for the rej eetion. However, as can be seen from the date of the decision -- 1982 --, that decision

was rendered at a time when patents were each given their own term of 17 years from issue. In

such a case, the term of the later issued patent would extend beyond that of the originally issued

patent. Here, however, because of the transition to patent terms of 20 years from the earliest

filing date, the reverse is true -- the later issued patent expired before the patent undergoing re-

examination. Thus, there is no “extension” at all, and the rejection should be withdrawn.

5
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Consequently, in light of the above discussions, the outstanding grounds for rejection are

believed to have been overcome and the patentability of all claims should be confinned. An

early and favorable action to that effect is respectfully requested.

CHARGE STATEMENT: Deposit Account No. 501860, order no. 2689-0001.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter, or any missing or
insufficient fee(s) filed, or asserted to be filed, or which should have been filed herewith or concerning any paperfiled
hereafter, and which may be required under Rules 16-18 (missing or insufficiencies only) now or hereafter relative to
this application and the resulting Official Document under Rule 20, or credit any overpayment, to our Accountingl
Order Nos. shown above, for which purpose a duplicate copy of this sheet is attached.

This CHARGE STATEMENT does not authorize charge of the issue fee until/unless an
issue fee transmittal sheet is filed.

Respectfully submitted,

CUSTOMER NUMBER

42 6 24 By: / Michael R. Casey/

Michael R. Casey, Ph.D.

Registration No.: 40,294
Davidson Bcrquist Jackson & Govvdcy LLP

4300 Wilson Blvd., 7th Floor, Arlington, Virginia 22203
Main: (703) 894-6400 0 FAX: (703) 894-6430
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Re-Examination of PATENT: Confirmation No.: 2998

5,191,573 Attorney Docket: NAPS001

Control

No.:

Filing
Date:

90/007,402 Group Art Unit: 3992

01/31/2005 Examiner: Foster, R.

Date: May 25, 2010

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Hon. Commissioner of Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.56, the attention of the Patent and Trademark

Office is hereby directed to the reference(s) listed on the attached PTO-1449. One

copy of each non—U.S. Patent reference is attached. It is respectfully requested

that the information be expressly considered during the prosecution of this

application, and that the reference(s) be made of record therein and appear among

the “References Cited” on any patent to issue therefrom.

The submission of any document herewith, which is not a statutory bar, is

not intended that any such document constitutes prior art against any of the claims

of the present application or is considered to be material to patentability as defined

in 37 C.F.R. § l.56(b). Applicants do not waive any rights to take any action

which would be appropriate to antedate or otherwise remove as a competent

reference against the claims of the present application.
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In re Patent: 5,191,573

Control N0.: 90/007,402

Page 2 of2

CHARGE STATEMENT: Deosit Account No. 501860, order no. 2689-0001.
The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter, or any missing
or insufficientfee(s) filed, or asserted to be filed, or which should have been filed herewith or concerning any
paperfiled hereafter, and which may be required under Rules 16-18 (missing or insufficiencies only) now or
hereafter relative to this application and the resulting Official Document under Rule 20, or credit any
overpayment, to our Accounting/Order Nos. shown above, for which purpose a duplicate copy of this sheet
is attached

This CHARGE STATEMENT does not authorize charge of the issue fee until/unless
an issue fee transmittal sheet is filed.

CU 51-0 M ER N U M B E R Respectfully submitted,

42624

Davidson Berquist Jackson & Gowdey LLP BY3 / MiCh3e1 R- Casey /
4300 Wilson Blvd., 7th Floor,

Arlington Virginia 22203 Michael R Casey
Registration N 0.: 40,294

Main: (703) 894-6400 0 FAX: (703) 894-6430
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90/007,402

5 191,573

5 191,573

Reexam number

‘ First Named Inventor

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Patent Under Re_EXam
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

FORM PTO-1449 (modified) ISSUG Date

Group Art Unit 3992

Examiner Name Foster, R.

Attorney Docket No. NAPSOO1

Sheet 1 of 2 Confirmation No. 2998

NON-PATENT REFERENCES

Fxtaminer site Non—patent Reference bibliographic information, where availableni la 5* 0.

Apple Inc., Form 10-Q, April 21, 2010.

Blockbuster Changes Course of In-store Duplication Plans, Multimedia & Videodisc
Monitor, Vol. 12, No. 6, June 1, 1994 (1 page)

Blockbuster Reaffirms Video Retailing Roots, Video Week, Vol. 14, No. 19, May 17,
1993 (2 pages)

Blockbuster To Test Videogame Downloads In Summer, Audio Week, Vol. 6, No.
12, March 28, 1994 (2 pages)

IBM, Blockbusterjoin forces on CD venture; Associated Press, May 12, 1993 (2
P3985)

Magistrate's Report and Recommendation (Amending Claim Construction),
Sightsound.com v. NSK et at, Civil Action No. 98-118, April 2, 2002

Magistrate's Report and Recommendation (on Claim Construction),
Sightsoundcom v. NSK et al., Civil Action No. 98-118, February 8, 2002

Examiner Date

Signature Considered

‘Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609 Draw a line through citation if not
in conformance and not considered, Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant, Notes: If identified, the following is
provided’ EA = English Abstract, T = Translation, PT = Partial Translation, SOR = Statement of Relevancy, PF = Patent Family
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Reexam number 90/007,402

First Named lnventor 5,191,573

WFORMA-“ON DISCLOSURE Patent Under Re-Exam 5,191,573
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

FORM PTO—1449 (modified) ISSUE Date V
Group Art Unit 3992

Examiner Name Foster, R.

Attorney Docket No. NAPS001

Sheet 2 of 2 Confirmation No. 2998

NON-PATENT REFERENCES

Examinerlnitials*

Memorandum Order of Court (adopting amended claim construction

recommendation), Sightsound.com v. NSK et al., Civil Action No. 98-118,
November 27, 2002

Music burning kiosks: On the right track; Self Service and Kiosk Association, April
9, 2007 (4 pages)

Sony Music Plans to Test Use of |n—Store Digital Kiosks, New York Times, June 10,
1999

Starbucks shuts down its Hear Music kiosks, May 2006
(http://brandautopsy.typepad.com/brandautopsy/2006/05/starbucks_shuts.html)

Turning Over New Leaf, Consumer Electronics, February 13, 1995 (1 page)

Examiner Date

Signature Considered

*Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if not
in conformance and not considered, Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. Notes: If identified, the following is
provided; EA = English Abstract, T = Translation, PT = Partial Translation, SOR = Statement of Relevancy, PF = Patent Family.
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DOIEOI903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/82 (09-03)
Approved for use through 11/30/2005. OMB 0651-0035

US Patent and Trademark Office: US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Papenivork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Application Number: 90/007.402

January 31, 2005

5,191,573

REVOCATION OF POWER OF ..

ATTORNEY Filing Date:

WITH NEW POWER OF ATTORNEY First Named lnvenlori

AND Group Art Unit: 3992

CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE Examiner Name: FOSTER. Roland G.

ADPLRESS Attorney Docket No.: 2689-0010

I hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the above-identified application

. |:I A Power of Attorney is submitted herewith.

‘ OR

I hereby appoint the practitioners associated with the Customer Number: 42624

X Please change the correspondence address for the above-identified application to:

IE The address associated with Customer Number: 42624
OR

I] Firm or
individual Name

Address Line 1

Address Line 2

City

Country

Telephone

I am the:

El Applicant / inventor

Assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.

Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. (Form PTO/SB/96}

SIGNATURE of Applicant or Assignee of Record

Name Ken ' lfw ,G=¢'rp-/27!, )/7T;['/;¢yfi\(€/ JZC
Signature

Date Telephone Ki?’ ?f5’ 5422
NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required Submit multiple forms if more than one
signature is required. see below*.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.36 The information is reqJired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application,
Confidentiality Is governed by 35 U S C 122 and 37 CFR 1.14 This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing. and submitting the completed application
form to lhe USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this torrn and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should
be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U 8 Patent and Trademark Office. U.S Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(B)

AppIicant/ Patent Owner: HAIR, Arthur R. Docket No. 2689-0010

Application No. / Patent No. 90/007,402 Filed / Issued Date: January 31, 2005

Entitled: METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNAL

Assignee: DMT LICENSING, LLC A corporation
(Name of assignee) (Type of Assignee: corporation. partnership, university, government agency, etc.)

States that it is:

1. E] the assignee of the entire right, title, and interest; or

2. El an assignee of less than the entire right, title and interest.

(The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is %)

in the patent application / patent identified above by virtue of either:

A. |:I An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application / patent identified above. The assignment
was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame , or for

which a copy thereof is attached.
OR

B. A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application / patent identified above, to the current assignee
shown below:

-—i

From: Arthur R. Hair To: PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND INC.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 007656 Frame 07 1, or

for which a copy thereof is attached.

From: PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND INC. To: S|GHTSOUND.COM INCORPORATED S

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 010776 Frame 0703, or

for which a copy thereof is attached.

From: SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC. To: DMT LICENSING LLC

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 017555 Frame 0149, or

for which a copy thereof is attached.

E] Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet.

E] Copies of assignments or other documents in the chain of title are attached.

As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the assignee
was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[Note: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to
Assignment Division in accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, if the assignment is to be recorded in the records
of the USPTO. 33 MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

Wfl June 28,2010
Signature Date

Michael R. Casey, Ph.D. 703.894.6400

Printed or Typed Name Telephone Number

Attorney, Registration No. 40,294
Title:
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

7904017

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNAL

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: 5191573

Customer Number: 23973

I
Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: NAPS001

Time Stamp: 14:11:31

Application Type: Reexam Crhird Party)

Payment information:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

_ 140328
TransmItta|_06-28-1 0_2689-00

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter mpdf a73253456e7:6ddlb3fl’l64a5686e7I clbcb -
78:2

Information:
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157749

Power of Attorney POA_O6—28—10_2689—OO10.pdf n=0h7179far1h78h1fi1§9d74rnh§f% §7(6P
5a79

183854
Assignee showing of ownership per 37 StatementUnder37CFR_O6-28-

CFR 3.73(b). i0_2689-0010.pdf 8ZLLdLldZlJlJ3elJ56dl6lJ24l3LLdl217dlu,l80
Sbz

Information:

20100628_CERT|F|CATE_OF_SE

Reexam Certificate of Service Rvlcfipdf c987d9l:4d4:79536bB3b3b3a2lb48l769d
5032f

Warnings:

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of: Confirmation No.: 2998

5,191,573 Atty. Docket No.: 2689-0010

90/007,402 Art Unit: 3992

Filed: January 31, 2005 Examiner: FOSTER, Roland

Title: METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING A DESIRED Date: June 28, 2010
DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNAL

TRANSMITTAL

Hon. Commissioner of Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Attached please find the following documents, submitted for filing in connection with

the above-identified application:

E Revocation of Power of Attorney with New Power of Attorney and Change in

Correspondence Address

|§§ Statement Under 37 CPR 3.73(b)

Our Deposit Account No.: 501860 Our Order No. (Client-Matter No.): 2689-0010

CHARGE STATEMENT: The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter, or any
missing or insufficient fee(s) filed, or asserted to be filed, or which should have been filed herewith or concerning any paper
tiled hereafter, and which may be required under Rules 16-18 (missing or insufficiencies only) now or hereafter relative to this
application and the resulting Official document under Rule 20, or credit any overpayment, to our Account/Order Nos. (or
Attorney Docket No.) shown in the heading hereof for which purpose a duplicate copy of this paper is attached.

This Charge Statement does not authorize charge of the issue fee untillunless an issue fee transmittal form
is filed.

CUSTOMER NUMBER Respectfully submitted
42624

Michael R. Casey, Ph.D.

Registration No.: 40,294

Davidson Berquist Jackson & Gowdey LLP
4300 Wilson Boulevard, 7”‘ Floor

Arlington, VA 22203

Main: (703) 894-6400

FAX: (703) 894-6430
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Receipt date: 05/25/2010 90007402 — GAU: 3992

Reexam number 90/007,402

-- First Named Inventor 5,191,573

INFORMA-“ON D'SCLOSURE Patent Under Re-Exam 5,191,573
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

FORM PTO-1449 (modified) _ ‘S5119 Date

Group Art Unit _ 3992

. Examiner Name Foster, R.

Attorney Docket No. NAPS001

Sheet 1 of 2 ' Confirmation No. 2998

NON-PATENT REFERENCES

llixtarilriiner Non-patent Reference bibliographic information, whereavailablenl la 5* o. _ _ ,

1-1 Apple lnc., Form 10-Q, April 21, 2010.

Blockbuster Changes Course of In-store Duplication Plans, Multimedia & Videodisc
Monitor, Vol. 12, No. 6, June 1, 1994 (1 page)

Blockbuster Reaffirms Video Retailing Roots, Video Week, Vol. 14, No. 19, May 17,
1993 (2 pages)

Blockbuster To Test Videogame Downloads In Summer, Audio Week, Vol. 6, No.
12, March 28, 1994 (2 pages) . ‘

IBM, Blockbuster join forces on CD venture; Associated Press, May 12, 1993 (2
pages)

Magistrate's Report and Recommendation (Amending Claim Construction),
Slghtsound.com v. NSK et al., Civil Action No. 98-118, April 2. 2002

Magistrate's Report and Recommendation (on Claim Construction), .

Sightsound.com v. NSK et al., Civil Action No. 984-118, February 8, 2002

‘Examiner. Initial if reference was considered. whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if not
in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant. Notes: If identified, the following is
provided: EA = English Abstract. T = Translation, PT = Partial Translation, SOR = Statement of Relevancy, PF = Patent Family.
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‘Receipt date: 05/25/2010 90007402 - GAU: 3992

Reekam number 90/007,402
First Named Inventor 5 191,573

'”F°R""AT'°” °'3°'-°5”RE Patent Under Re-Exam 5191573 '
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT .

FORM PTO-1449 (modified) '55”e Date
Group Art Unit. 3

Examiner Name _ F ster, R.

Attorney Docket No. NAPSO01

Sheet 2 of 2 Confirmation No. 29

(DO....
(O(0 00DJ

NON-PATENT REFERENCES

Examiner Cite Non-patent Reference bibliographic information, where available

|nitia|s* No. H V _ . _

(Memorandum Order of Court adopting amended claim construction
recommendation), Sightsound.com v. NSK et al., Civil Action No. 98-118,
November 27, 2002

Music burning kiosks: On the right track; Self Service and Kiosk Association, April
9, 2007 (4 pages) .

Sony Music Plans to Test Use of In-Store Digital Kiosks, New York Times, June 10
1999

Starbucks shuts down its Hear Music kiosks, May 2006
(http://brandautopsy.typepad.comlbrandautopsy/2006/05/starbucks_shuts.html)

Turning Over New Leaf, Consumer Electronics, February 13, 1995 (1 page)

' /Roland Fosterl . 08/11/2010
‘Examiner: Initial if reference was considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw a line through citation if not
in conformance and not considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to applicant Notes: If identified, the following is
provided; EA = English Abstract, T _= Translation, PT = Partial Translation, SOR = Statement of Relevancy, PF = Patent Family.
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Appiicationlcontroi No. Appiicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification 00007402 5101570

, ROLAND G FOSTER

ORIGINAL INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

CWMED

' ' _CROSS REFERENCE(S) G I F
“flan..-

. 7 F 17/16 (20OS.01.01) -
1 B 27 I 034 (2006.01.01) 1

27 I oo (2006.01.01)

LASS
 

SUBCLASS

I—IIIIIEEE
SUBCLASS (ONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK)

8N a)Ln
W

0..
B

B 27/ 10 (2006.01.01)

«M \o _,\ ~10 no 3%oc oo mm co ..._. co _._. sis;

Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant C R.1.472|

| E'II'0
> El :1

Original Original Final Original Final Original Original Original Final Original ‘ Final Original

IIIIIIIIIIIIIEIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
II

"II|I|I|I|I IIIIIIIIIIIIIII
III

I|I||III"'I
Total Claims Allowed:

6
(Assistant Examiner) .
/ROLAND G FOSTER!
Examiner.Ari Unit 3992 ‘ 8/11/2010 O.G. Print Claim(s) O.G. Print Figure

(Primary Examiner) (Date) 1 2
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. 20100809
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Applicationlcontrol No. Applicant(s)lPatent Under
Reexamination

Search Notes 90007402 5191573

| ExaminerROLAND G FOSTER

SEARCHED

SEARCH NOTES

4 Search Notes 0 Examiner

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. : 20100809
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Litigation Search Report CRU 3999
,‘...J

Reexam Control No. 90/007,402

TO: Foster, Roland From: Sharon S. Hoppe
Location: CRU . Location: CRU 3999

Art Unit: 3992 MDW 7C69

Date: 08/12/09 Phone: (571) 272-1586

Case Serial Number: 90/007,402 Sharon.hoppe@uspto.gov

Search Notes

U.S. Patent No 5,191,573

1) I performed a KeyCite Search in Westlaw, which retrieves all history on the patent including any

litigation. -

2) I performed a search on the patent in Lexis CourtLink for any open dockets or closed cases.

3) I performed a search in Lexis in the Federal Courts and Administrative Materials databases for any cases
found.

4) I performed a search in Lexis in the IP Journal and Periodicals database for any articles on the patent.

5) I performed a search in Lexis in the news databases for any articles about the patent or any articles about

litigation on this patent.

Litigation was found.

2:O4cv1549 Closed
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Date of Printing: Aug 12, 2010

KEYCITE

H US PAT 5191573 METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIG-

NAL, (Mar 02, 1993) '
History

Direct History

1 NIETHOD FOR TRANSMITTING A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNAL,

US PAT 5191573, 1993 WL 1138260 (U.S. PTO Utility Mar 02, 1993) (NO. 07/586391)
Construed by

2 SightSound.Com Inc. v. N2K, Inc., 185 F.Supp.2d 445, 2002 Markman 229872 (W.D.Pa. Feb 08,
2002) (NO. CIV.A.98-CV-118) (Markman Order Version)

AND Ruled Valid by

3 Sightsound.com Inc. v. N2K, Inc., 391 F.Supp.2d 321 (W.D.Pa. Oct 24, 2003) (NO. CIV.A.
98-CV-118)

4 SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNALS, US PAT

5675734, 1997 WL 1488819 (U.S. PTO Utility Oct 07, 1997) (NO. 08/607648)
Construed by

5 SightSound.Com Inc. v. N2K, Inc., 185 F.Supp.2d 445, 2002 Markman 229872 (W.D.Pa. Feb 08,
2002) (N0. CIV.A.98-CV-118) (Markman Order Version)

AND Ruled Valid by -

6 Sightsoundcom Inc. v. N2K, Inc., 391 F.Supp.2d 321 (W.D.Pa. Oct 24, 2003) (NO. CIV.A.
98-CV-118)

7 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR DIGITAL
' AUDIO SIGNALS, US PAT 5966440, 1999 WL 1731614 (U.S. PTO Utility Oct 12, 1999) (NO.

08/471964)

Construed by
8 SightSound.(_3om Inc. v. N2K, Inc., 185 F.Supp.2d 445, 2002 Markman 229872 (W.D.Pa. Feb 08,

2002) (NO. CIV.A.98-CV-1 18) (Markman Order Version)
AND Ruled Valid by

9 Sightsoundcom Inc. v. N2K, Inc., 391 F.Supp.2d 321 (W.D.Pa. Oct 24, 2003) (NO. CIV.A.
98-CV-1 18)

Court Documents

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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Trial Court Documents (U.S.A.)

W.D.Pa. Expert Testimony

10 SIGHTSOUND.COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a
Pennsylania corporation, Defendants., 1998 WI. 34373758 (Expert Report and Affidavit)
(W.D.Pa. 1998) Opening Expert Report of James A. Moorer (NO. 98-0118)

11 SIGHTSOUND. COM INCORPORATED, A Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. NZK, INC.,
a Delaware corporation CDNOW, Inc., A Pennsaylvania corporation, and CDNOW Online, Inc.,
a Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2001 WL 34891529 (Expert Deposition) (W.D.Pa. Apr.
19, 2001) Proceedings (NO. 98-118)

12 SIGHTSOUND COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware Corporation, CDNOW, INC., a CDNOW Online, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, De-
fendants., 2002 WL 32994569 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Dec. 24, 2002) Expert
Report of Michael Ian Shamos, Ph.D.,.._l.D. (NO. 98-118)

13 SIGHTSOUND.COM INCORPORATED, Plaintiff, v. NZK, INC., CDNow, Inc., and CDNow
Online, Inc., Defendants., 2003 WL 24288805 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 21,
2003) Expert Report of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. (NO. 98-0118)

14 SIGHTSOUND.COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24288806 (Expert Report and Affidavit)
(W.D.Pa. Feb. 19, 2003) Rebuttal Expert Report of James A. Moorer to Opening Report of
Professor Tygar (NO. 98-0118)

15 SIGHTSOUNDCOM INCORPORATED a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware Corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Onlline, Inc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24288804 (Expert Report and Affidavit)
(W.D.Pa. Feb. 20, 2003) Rebuttal Report of Michael Ian Shamos, PH.D., J.D. (NO. 98-118)

16 SIGHTSOUND.COM. INCORPORATED, Plaintiff, v. NZK, lNC., CDnow, Inc., and CDnow
Online, Inc., Defendants., 2003 WL 24289706 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Feb. 20,
2003) Rebuttal Expert Report of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. (NO. 98-0118)

17 SIGHTSOUND. COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24309949 (Partial Expert Testimony) (W.D.Pa.
Mar. 3, 2003) (Partial Testimony) (NO. 98-0118) '

18 SlGHTSOUND.COM, H\ICORPORATED, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., Cdnow, Inc., and Cdnow On-
line, Inc., Defendants., 2003 WL 24309947 (Partial Expert Testimony) (W.D.Pa. Mar. 9, 2003)
Deposition of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. (NO. 98-0118)

19 SIGHTSOUND. COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24309950 (Expert Deposition) (W.D.Pa. Mar.
11, 2003) (Deposition) (NO. 98-0118)

20 In the Matter of: SIGHTSOUBD.COM INC., v. N2K, INC. et al., 2003 WL 24309948 (Partial

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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Expert Testimony) (W.D.Pa. Mar. 12, 2003) (Partial Testimony) (NO. 98-0118)
21 SIGHTSOUND.COM, INC., a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a Delaware

corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a Pennsylvania
corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24288807 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Apr. 23,
2003) Declaration by James A_. Moorer in Support of Defendants‘ Motion for Summary
Judgment (NO. 98-0118)

22 SIGHTSOUND.COM, INC., a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff and, Counterdefendants, v.
N2K, INC., a Delaware corporation, CDNOW, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow On-
line, INC., a Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants and Counterclaimants., 2004 WL 3735168
(Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 27, 2004) Declaration of Michael Ian Shamos in
Support of Defendants‘ Motion for Summary Judgment (NO. 98-0118)

W.D.Pa. Trial Motions, Memoranda And Affidavits
23 SIGHTSOUNDCOM INC., Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., Cdnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-

fendants., 2004 WL 3742179 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Ian. 12,
2004) Sightsound's Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testimony of James A. Moorer,
Ph. D. (NO. 98-0118)

24 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC., Plaintiff, V. N2K, INC., CDnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants., 2004 WL 3742180 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 12,
2004) Sightsound's Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testimony of Michael Ian

. Shamos, Ph.D., J.D. (NO. 98-0118)

25 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC.,‘ v. N2K, INC., et al., 2004 WL 5855261 (Trial Motion, Memor-
andum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 12, 2004) Sightsound's Motion in Limine to Preclude the
Testimony of Gerald Mossinghoff (NO. 98CV001l8)

26 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC., Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., CDnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants., 2004 WL 3742181 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 27,
2004) Defendants‘ Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testi-
mony of James A. Moorer, Ph.D (NO. 98-0118)

27 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC., Plaintiff, v. NZK, INC., Cdnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants., 2004 WL 3742182 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 27,
2004) Defendants’ Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testi-
mony of Michael Shamos, Ph.D, JD. (NO. 98-0118)

28 SlGHTSOUND.COM- INC., v. N2K, INC,, et al., 2004 WL 5855262 (Trial Motion, Memor-
andum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 27, 2004) Defendants’ Memorandum in Opposition to
Sightsound's Motion in Limine to Preclude the Testimony of Gerald Mossinghoff (NO.
98CV00118)

Dockets (U.S.A.)

29 SIGHTSOUNDCOM INC. v. N2K, INC., ET AL, N0. 2:98cvO0118 (Docket) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 16,
1998)

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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Expert Court Documents (U.S.A.)

W.D.Pa. Expert Testimony -

30 SIGHTSOUND.COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a
Pennsylania corporation, Defendants, 1998 WL 34373758 (Expert Report and Affidavit)
(W.D.Pa. 1998) Opening Expert Report of James A. Moorer (NO. 98-0118)

31 SIGHTSOUND. COM INCORPORATED, A Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, lNC.,
a Delaware corporation CDNOW, Inc., A Pennsaylvania corporation, and CDNOW Online, Inc.,
a Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2001 WL 34891529 (Expert Deposition) (W.D.Pa. Apr.
19, 2001) Proceedings (NO. 98-118)

32 SIGHTSOUND COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. NZK, INC., a
Delaware Corporation, CDNOW, INC., a CDNOW Online, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, De-
fendants., 2002 WL 32994569 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Dec. 24, 2002) Expert
Report of Michael Ian Shamos, Ph.D., J.D. (NO. 98-118)

33 SIGHTSOUND.COM INCORPORATED, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., CDNow, Inc., and CDNOW
Online, Inc., Defendants., 2003 WL 24288805 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 21,
2003) Expert Report of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. (NO. 98-0118)

34 SIGHTSOUND.COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. NZK, INC., a

Delaware corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24288806 (Expert Report and Affidavit)
(W.D.Pa. Feb. 19, 2003) Rebuttal Expert Report of James A. Moorer to Opening Report of
Professor Tygar (NO. 98-0118)

35 SIGHTSOUND.COM INCORPORATED a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, D~IC., a
Delaware Corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pemisylvania corporation, and Cdnow On11ine,Inc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24288804 Oixpert Report and Affidavit)
N/.D.Pa. Feb. 20, 2003) Rebuttal Report of Michael Ian Shamos, PH.D., J.D. (NO. 98-118)

36 SIGHTSOUND.COM. INCORPORATED, Plaintiff, v. NZK, INC., CDnow, Inc., and CDnow
Online, Inc., Defendants., 2003 WL 24289706 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Feb. 20,
2003) Rebuttal Expert Report of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. (NO. 98-0118)

37 SIGHTSOUND. COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24309949 (Partial Expert Testimony) (W.D.Pa.
Mar. 3, 2003) (Partial Testimony) (NO. 98-0118)

38 SIGHTSOUND.COM, INCORPORATED, Plaintiff, v. N2K, lNC., Cdnow, Inc., and Cdnow On-
line, Inc., Defendants., 2003 WL 24309947 (Partial Expert Testimony) (W.D.Pa. Mar. 9, 2003)
Deposition of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. (NO. 98-0118)

39 SIGHTSOUND. COM INCORPORATED, a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a
Delaware corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a
Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24309950 (Expert Deposition) (W.D.Pa. Mar.
11, 2003) (Deposition) (NO. 98-0118) -

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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40 In the Matter of: SIGHTSOUBD.COM INC., V. N2K, INC. et al., 2003 WL 24309948 (Partial
Expert Testimony) (W.D.Pa. Mar. 12, 2003) (Partial Testimony) (NO. 98-0118)

41 SIGHTSOUND.COM, lNC., a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., a Delaware
corporation, Cdnow, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow Online, Inc., a Pennsylvania
corporation, Defendants., 2003 WL 24288807 (Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Apr. 23,
2003) Declaration by James A. Moorer in Support of Defendants‘ Motion for Summary
Judgment (NO; 98-0118)

42 SIGHTSOUND.COM, ]NC., a Pennsylvania corporation, Plaintiff and, Counterdefendants, v.
N2K, INC., a Delaware corporation, CDNOW, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, and Cdnow On-
line, INC., a Pennsylvania corporation, Defendants and Counterclaimants., 2004 WL 3735168
(Expert Report and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 27, 2004) Declaration of Michael Ian Shamos in
Support of Defendants‘ Motion for Summary Judgment (NO. 98-0118)

W.D.Pa. Trial Motions, Memoranda And Affidavits

43 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC., Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC, Cdnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants, 2004 WL 3742179 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. '12,
2004) Sightsound's Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testimony of James A. Moorer,
Ph. D. (NO. 98-0118)

44 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC., Plaintiff, v. N2K, 1NC., CDnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants., 2004 WL 3742180 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 12,
2004) Sightsound's Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testimony of Michael Ian
Shamos, Ph.D., J.D. (NO. 98-0118)

45 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC., Plaintiff, v. N2K, INC., CDnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants., 2004 WL 3742181 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 27,
2004) Defendants’ Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testi-
mony of James A. Moorer, Ph.D (NO. 98-0118) '

46 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC., Plaintiff, v. N2K, lNC., Cdnow, Inc., and CDnow Online, Inc., De-
fendants., 2004 WL 3742182 (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 27,
2004) Defendants’ Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion in Limine to Preclude Certain Testi-
mony of Michael Shamos, Ph.D, JD. (NO. 98-0118)

47 SIGHTSOUND.COM INC. v. N2K, INC., ET AL, NO. 2:98cv00118 (Docket) (W.D.Pa. Jan. 16,
1993) '

Patent Family

48 TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNAL - TRANSFERRING

MONEY VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS LINE, CONNECTING ELECTRONICALLY FIRST
MEMORY W'ITH SECOND MEMORY AND TRANSMITTING SIGNAL WITH TRANSMIT-

TER IN CONTROL OF FIRST, Derwent World Patents Legal 1993-093541

Assignments

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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49 Action: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DE- .
TAILS). Number of Pages: 006, (DATE RECORDED: Dec 27, 2005)

50 ACTION: NOTICE OF GRANT OF SECURITY INTEREST NUMBER OF

PAGES: 006, (DATE RECORDED: Oct 24, 2001)
51 ACTION: CHANGE OF NAME (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DE-

TAILS). NUMBER OF PAGES: 016, (DATE RECORDED: May 03, 2000)
52 ASSIGNEE(S): PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND,

INC., (DATE RECORDED: Oct 02, 1995)

Patent Status Files

.. Request for Re-Examination, (OG DATE: Mar 29, 2005)

.. Patent Suit(See LitAlert Entries),

.. Certificate of Correction, (OG DATE: Dec 21, 1993)

Docket Summaries

56 "SIGHTSOUND TECH v. ROXIO, INC., ET AL", (W.D.PA. Oct 08, 2004) (NO. 2:04CV0l549),
(35 USC 271 PATENT INFRINGEMENT)

Litigation Alert

57 Derwent LitAlert P1998-06-59 (1999) Action Taken: A complaint was filed.

Prior Art (Coverage Begins 1976)

58 AUTOMATIC INFORMATION, GOODS AND SERVICES DISPENSING SYSTEM, US PAT
4567359 (U.S. PTO Utility 1986)

59 COIN—OPERATED RECORDING MACHINE, US PAT 3990710 (U.S. PTO Utility 1976)

60 SOFTWARE VENDING SYSTEM, US PAT 4654799Assignee: Brother Kogyo Kabushiki Kais-
ha, (U.S. PTO Utility 1987)

61 VENDING SYSTEM FOR REMOTELY ACCESSIBLE STORED INFORMATION, US PAT

3718906Assignee: Lightner R, (U.S. PTO Utility 1973)
62 VIDEO CASSETTE SELECTION MACHINE, US PAT 4647989 (U.S. PTO Utility 1987)

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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US District Court Civil Docket

U.S. District - Pennsylvania Western

(Pittsburgh)

2:04cv1549

Sightsound Tech v. Roxio, Inc, et al

This case was retrieved from the court on Monday, August 04, 2008
 

Date Filed: 10/08/2004 Class Code: CLOSED

Assigned To: Chief Judge Donetta W Ambrose Closed: Yes
Referred To: ‘ Statute: 35:271

Nature of suit: Patent (830) 5 Jury Demand: Both I
Cause: Patent Infringement Demand Amount: $0

Lead Docket: None NOS Description: Patent

Other Docket: Dkt in other court: 05-01277
Dkt in other court: Related, 2:98-cv-118

Jurisdiction: Federal Question

Litigants I Attorneys

Sightsound Technologies, Inc A Delaware Corporation Brian S Mudge
Plaintiff [COR LD NTC]

Kenyon & Kenyon
1500 K Street, NW
Suite 700

Washington , DC 20005-1257
USA

(202) 220-4200
Fax: (202) 220-4201
Email: BMUDGE@KENYON.COM

Clyde E Fin'd|ey
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 04/28/2006]
Kenyon & Kenyon
1500 K Street, NW
Suite 700

Washington , DC 20005-1257
USA

(202) 220-4200

Duncan L Williams

[COR LD NTC]
Kenyon & Kenyon
1500 K Street, NW
Suite 700

Washington , DC 20005-1257
USA

(202) 220-4200
Email: D|williams@kenyon.com

Richard F Rinaldo

[COR LD NTC]
Williams Coulson

One Gateway Center
420 Fort Duquesne Boulevard, 16TH Floor
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Pittsburgh , PA 15222
USA

(412) 454-0259
Fax: (412) 281-6622
Email: RRINALDO@WILLIAMSCOUI;SON.COM

William K Wells

[COR LD NTC]
Kenyon & Kenyon
1500 K Street, NW
Suite 700

Washington , DC 20005-1257
USA

(202) 220-4200
Email: Wwe||s@kenyon.com

Roxio, Inc A Delaware Corporation Charles K Verhoeven
Defendant ’ [COR LD NTC]

Quinn, Emanuel, Urquhart, Oliver & Hedges
50 California Street '
22ND Floor

San Francisco , CA 94111
USA

(415) 875-6600
Email: Char|esverhoeven@quinnemanuel.com

Kathryn M Kenyon
[COR LD NTC]
Pietragallo Gordon Alfano Bosick & Raspanti, LLP
38TH Floor, One Oxford Centre
301 Grant Street
Pittsburgh , PA 15219
USA

(412) 263-1837
Fax: (412) 263-2001
Email: KMK@PIETRAGALLO.COM

Kevin P Allen

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: O1/11/2005]
Thorp, Reed & Armstrong
301 Grant Street
One Oxford Centre, 14TH Floor
Pittsburgh , PA 15219-1425
USA

(412) 394-2366
Email: Kal|en@thorpreed.com

Laurence Z Shiekman

[COR LD NTC]
Pepper Hamilton Eighteenth & Arch Streets
3000 Two Logan Square
Philadelphia , PA 19103-2799
USA

(215)981-4000
Email: Shiekman|@pepperlaw.com

Michael E Williams

[COR LD NTC]
Quinn, Emanuel, Urquhart, Oliver & Hedges
865 South Figueroa Street
10TH Floor

Los Angeles , CA 90017
USA

(213) 443-3000
Email: Michae|wi||iams@quinnemanuel.com
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Napster, Llc A Delaware Limited Liability Company
Defendant '

Tigran Guledjian
[COR LD NTC]
Quinn, Emanuel, Urquhart, Oliver & Hedges
865 South Figueroa Street
10TH Floor

Los Angeles , CA 90017
USA

_ (213) 443-3000
Email: Tigranguledjian@quinnemanue|.com

William M Wycoff
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: O1/11/2005]
Thorp, Reed & Armstrong
301 Grant Street

One Oxford Centre, 14TH Floor
Pittsburgh , PA- 15222-4895
USA
394-7782 '

Email: Wwycoff@thorpreed.com

Charles K Verhoeven

[COR LD NTC]
Quinn, Emanuel, Urquhart, Oliver & Hedges
50 California Street
22ND Floor

San Francisco , CA 94111
USA -

(415) 875-6600
Email: Charllesverhoeven@quinnemanue|.com

Kathryn M Kenyon
[COR LD NTC]
Pietragallo Gordon Alfano Bosick & Raspanti, LLP
38TH Floor, One Oxford Centre
301 Grant Street

Pittsburgh , PA 15219
USA

(412) 263-1837
Fax: (412) 263-2001
Email: KMK@PIETRAGALLO.COM

Kevin P Allen

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 01/11/2005]
Thorp, Reed & Armstrong
301 Grant Street

One Oxford Centre, 14TH Floor
Pittsburgh , PA 15219-1425
USA,
(412) 394-2366
Email: Kal|en@thorpreed.com

Laurence Z Shiekman

[COR LD NTC]
Pepper Hamilton Eighteenth & Arch Streets
3000 Two Logan Square
Philadelphia , PA 19103-2799
USA

(215) 981-4000
Email: Shiekmanl@pepperlaw.com

Michael E Williams
[COR LD NTC]
Quinn, Emanuel, Urquhart, Oliver & Hedges
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Scott Sander
Counter Defendant

865 South Figueroa Street
10TH Floor

Los Angeles , CA 90017
USA

(213) 443-3000
Email: Michaelwi||iams@quinnemanuel.com

Michael T Zeller

[COR LD NTC]
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart Oliver & Hedges
865 S Figueroa Street, 10TH Floor
Los Angeles , CA 90017
USA

(213) 443-3000
Email: Michaelzeller@quinnemanue|.com

Tigran Guledjian
[COR LD NTC]
Quinn, Emanuel, Urquhart, Oliver & Hedges
865 South Figueroa Street
10TH Floor

Los Angeles , CA 90017
USA

(213) 443-3000
Email: Tigranguledjian@quinnemanuel.com

William M Wycoff
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 01/11/2005]
Thorp, Reed & Armstrong
301 Grant Street
One Oxford Centre, 14TH Floor
Pittsburgh , PA 15222-4895
USA
394-7782

Email: Wwycoff@thorpreed.com

Brian S Mudge
[COR LD NTC]
Kenyon 8: Kenyon
1500 K Street, NW
Suite 700

Washington , DC 20005-1257
USA

(202) 220-4200
Fax: (202) 220-4201
Email: BMUDGE@KENYON.COM

Richard F Rinaldo

[COR LD NTC]
Williams Coulson
One Gateway Center
420 Fort Duquesne Boulevard, 16TH Floor
Pittsburgh , PA 15222
USA

(412) 454-0259
Fax: (412) 281-6622
Email: RRINALDO@WILLIAMSCOULSON.COM

William K Wells

[COR LD NTC]
Kenyon & Kenyon
1500 K Street, NW
Suite 700

Washington , DC 20005-1257
USA
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Date

10/08/2004

10/08/2004

10/08/2004

1 1/08/2004

1 1/08/2004

11/24/2004

1 1/24/2004

1 1/24/2004

12/1 5/2004

12/17/2004

01/10/2005

01/ 10/2005

01/10/2005

01/10/2005

01/10/2005

01/11/2005

01/ 1 1/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/1 1/2005

01/11/2005 -

0 1/ 1 1/2005

01/1 1/2005

(202) 22044200
Email: Wwe|Is@kenyon.com

Proceeding Text

COMPLAINT with summons issued; jury demand Filing Fee $ 150.00 Receipt # 05000126 (tt)
(Entered: 10/08/2004)

DISCLOSURE statement by SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt) (Entered: 1o/oe/2004)

COPY of Complaint and Docket Entries mailed to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks.
(tt) (Entered: 10/08/2004) - '

RETURN OF SERVICE executed as to ROXIO, INC. 11/5/04 Answer clue on 11/26/04 for ROXIO,
INC. (tt) (Entered: 11/09/2004) -

RETURN OF SERVICE executed as to NAPSTER, L.L.C. 11/5/04 Answer due on 11/26/04 for _
NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt) (Entered: 11/09/2004)

ANSWER to Complaint; jury demand and COUNTERCLAIM by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C.
(Attorney William M. Wyooff, Kevin P. Allen, Charles K. Verhoeven, Michael E. Williams) against
SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt) Modified on 03/11/2005 (Entered: 11/24/2004) ‘

DISCLOSURE statement by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt) (Entered: 11/24/2004)

NOTICE Opting Out of Arbitration by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt) (Entered: 11/24/2004)

ANSWER by SIGHTSOUND TECH to [5-2] counterclaims by NAPSTER, L.L.C., ROXIO, INC. (tt)
(Entered: 12/16/2004)

Case Management Conference set for 9:15 1/11/05 (tt) (Entered: 12/17/2004)
INITIAL Case Scheduling Conference Statement by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt) (Entered:
01/10/2005) '

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Preliminary Injunction , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered:
01/1 1/2005)

EXHIBITS by SIGHTSOUND TECH to [11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction (tt) (Entered:

01/11/2005) ‘

BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH in support of [11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction by
SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

DECLARATION of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. concerning the Operation of Roxio/Napster Re:
[11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction by SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Substitute Attorney , with Proposed Order. (tt)
(Entered: 01/11/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. for Charles K. Verhoeven to Appear Pro Hac Vice ;
Filing Fee $ 40.00 Receipt # 05001581 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. for Tigran Guledjian to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing
Fee $ 40.00 Receipt # 05001581 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. for Michael E. Williams to Appear Pro Hac Vice ;
Filing Fee $ 40.00 Receipt # 05001581 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

Status Conference held 1/11/05 before Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose [ Reporter: none ] (tt)
(Entered: 01/11/2005)

Deadline updated; Response to Motion set to 2/11/05 for [11-1] motion for Preliminary
Injunction ; Reply to Response to Motion set to 2/21/05 for [11-1] motion for Preliminary
Injunction ; Motion Hearing set for 1:30 3/3/05 for [11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction (tt)
(Entered: 01/11/2005) .

RESPONSE by SIGHTSOUND TECH to defts' [10-1] Initial Case Scheduling Conference
Statement. (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [1S—1] motion to Substitute Attorney ; terminated attorney
William M. Wycoff for ROXIO, INC., attorney Kevin P. Allen for ROXIO, INC., attorney William M.
Wycoff for NAPSTER, L.L.C., attorney Kevin P. Allen for NAPSTER, L.L.C. and added Laurence Z.
Shiekman, Kathryn M. Kenyon for defts. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on
1/11/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt) (Entered: 01/12/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [16-1] motion for Charles K. Verhoeven to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
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01/1 1/2005

01/11/2005

0 1/18/2005

01/21/2005 I

01/21/2005

01/25/2005

01/27/2005

01/28/2005

0 1/28/2005

01/28/2005

02/02/2005

02/02/2005

02/03/2005

02/03/2005

02/03/2005

02/03/2005

02/04/2005

02/04/2005

02/04/2005

behalf of defts. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 1/11/05 ) CM all parties of
record. (tt) (Entered: 01/12/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [17-1] motion for Tigran Guledjian to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of defts. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 1/11/05 ) CM all parties of
record. (tt) (Entered: 01/12/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [18-1] motion for Michael E. Williams to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of defts. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 1/11/05 ) CM all parties of
record. (tt) (Entered: 01/12/2005)

Status Conference via phone held 1/18/05 before Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose [ Reporter:
none ] ; Deft wants leave to amend counterclaims related to press release. Pltf doesn't object to
motion for leave to amend. Leave granted orally by the Court; Amended counterclaim due
1/25/05. Deft to file a Motion to Stay Case pending outcome of application to Patent &
Trademark Office, response due w/in 10 days. (tt) (Entered: 01/19/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Stay Pending Reexamination of Patents in Suit
with Proposed Order. (jsp) (Entered: 01/24/2005)

BRIEF by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. in support of [22-1] motion to Stay Pending
Reexamination of Patents in Suit by NAPSTER, L.L.C., ROXIO, INC. (jsp) (Entered: 01/24/2005)

FIRST AMENDED ANSWER to Complaint by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. amends: [S-1]
answer by NAPSTER, L.L.C., ROXIO, INC. and COUNTERCLAIMS against SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt)
(Entered: 01/26/2005)

. MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH to Extend Time w/in which to respond to defts’ motion to stay
pending receipt of defts’ request for re-examination of patents and prior art which defts intend
to submit to the Patent and Trademark Office , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/28/2005)

RESPONSE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to p|tf's [25-1] motion to Extend Time w/in which
to respond to defts‘ motion to stay (tt) (Entered: 01/28/2005)

ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE of First Amended Answer and counterclaim as to Scott Sander
executed 1/26/05 (tt) (Entered: 01/28/2005)

BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH in support of [25-1] motion to Extend Time w/in which to respond

to defts'_ motion to stay (tt) (Entered: 01/31/2005)
Status Conference via phone held 1/31/05 before Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose [ Reporter:
none ] ; Pltf's response to motion to stay due 2/11/05 ; Defts' reply due 2/16/05 ; Preliminary
injunction date will be scheduled via order on motion to stay ; Defts do not have to file answer
to preliminary injunction by March. (tt) (Entered: 02/02/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [25-1] motion to Extend Time w/in which to respond to defts‘
motion to stay pending receipt of defts’ request for re-examination of patents and prior art
which defts intend to submit to the Patent and Trademark Office. Defts shall serve on counsel

for pltf by overnight delivery sent no later than 2/1/05 any request for re-examination of the
patents in suit which defts intend to file with the PTO, including all prior art on which defts plan
to rely in such request for re-examination ; Pltf's Response to Motion set to 2/ 11/05 for
defts‘ [22-1] motion to Stay Pending Reexamination of Patents in Suit ; Defts' Reply Brief due
2/16/05 ; Defts are not required to file an answer to pltf's motion for preliminary injunction until
further order of court. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 1/31/05 ) CM all parties
of record. (tt) (Entered: 02/02/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Brian S. Mudge to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing Fee $ 40.00
Receipt # 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOLIND TECH for William K. Wells to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing Fee $ 40.00
Receipt # 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Duncan L. Williams to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing Fee $
40.00 Receipt # 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Clyde E. Findley to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing Fee $40.00
05001943 Receipt # 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

NOTICE of Lodging of Pending Requests for Reexamination by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C.
(tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

EXHIBITS (VOLUME 1) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to [34-1] notice of lodging of pending
requests for reexamination. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

EXHIBITS (VOLUME 11) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to [34-1] notice of lodging of pending
requests for reexamination. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)
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02/04/2005

02/07/2005

02/07/2005

02/07/2005

02/07/2005

02/1 1/2005

02/11/2005

02/1 1/2005

‘02/11/2005

02/16/2005

02/16/2005

02/15/2005

02/17/2005

02/ 17/2005

02/ 17/2005

02/ 18/2005

02/ 18/2005

_ 02/23/2005

02/23/2005

02/28/2005

02/28/2005

03/03/2005

EXHIBITS (VOLUME III) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to [34-1] notice of lodging of pending
requests for reexamination. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [30-1] motion for Brian S. Mudge to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of pltf. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM all parties of record.
(tt) (Entered: 02/07/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [31-1] motion for William K. Wells to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of pltf. ( signed by- Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM all parties of record.
(tt) (Entered: 02/07/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [32-1] motion for Duncan L. Williams to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of pltf. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM all parties of record.
(tt) (Entered: 02/07/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [33-1] motion for Clyde E. Findley to Appear Pro Hac Vice on
behalf of pltf. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM all parties of record.
(tt) (Entered: 02/07/2005)

REPLY by SIGHTSOUND TECH to [24-2] First Amended Counterclaims by NAPSTER, L.L.C.,
ROXIO, INC. (tt) (Entered: 02/14/2005)

BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH in opposition to Napster's [22-1] motion to Stay Pending
Reexamination of Patents in Suit (tt) (Entered: 02/14/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH, SCOTT SANDER to Dismiss defts' Amended Counterclaims 4-
9 . (tt) (Entered: 02/14/2005)

BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH, SCO1'l' SANDER in support of their [40-1] motion to Dismiss
defts' Amended Counterclaims 4-9 (tt) (Entered: 02/14/2005)

REPLY by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. in support of their Motion to Stay pending
Reexamination of the Patents-In-Suit (tt) (Entered: 02/17/2005)

DECLARATION of William E. Growney (tt) Modified on 02/18/2005 (Entered: 02/17/2005)

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Seal [43-1] Declaration , with Proposed Order. (tt)
(Entered: 02/17/2005)

OPPOSITION by SIGHTSOUND TECH to defts' [44-1] motion to Seal [43-1] Declaration (tt)
(Entered: 02/18/2005)

NOTICE OF FILING: Supplemental Declaration of Christopher Reese by SIGHTSOUND TECH
(FILED UNDER SEAL) (tt) Modified on 02/28/2005 (Entered: 02/18/2005)

REQUEST by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Oral Argument on Motion to Stay . (tt) (Entered:
02/18/2005)

ORDER upon motion denying [44-1] motion to Seal [43-1] Declaration. The declaration speaks
only of vague, unsuccessful attempts & no dollar values are set forth. I see no risk of
confidential information being disclosed. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on
2/18/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt) (Entered: 02/18/2005)

ORDER upon motion denying [47-1] motion for Oral Argument on Motion to Stay. The parties
have clearly represented their respective positions in the briefs and declarations filed. ( signed
by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/18/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt) (Entered:
02/18/2005) 1

MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Seal Supplemental Declaration of Christopher
Reese , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/23/2005)

OPPOSITION by SIGHTSOUND TECH to defts' [.48-1] motion to Seal Supplemental Declaration of
Christopher Reese (tt) (Entered: 02/24/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [48-1] motion to Seal Supplemental Declaration of Christopher
Reese. The Supplemental Declaration of Christopher Reese filed 2/17/O5 shall be placed under
seal. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/28/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt) ’
(Entered: 02/28/2005)

MEMORANDUM OPINION & ORDER granting defts' [22-1] motion to Stay. The defts are to
contact this Court immediately upon receiving any notification from the PTO regarding the
outcome of the Request for Reexamination. The preliminary injunction hearing scheduled for
3/3/05 is cancelled . The [11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction is denied without prejudice to
reassert once the stay is lifted. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/28/05 ) CM
all parties of record. (tt) (Entered: 02/28/2005)

NOTICE OF APPEAL by SIGHTSOUND TECH from [50-1] memorandum opinion dated 2/28/05
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03/03/2005

03/ 1 1/2005

03/2 1/2005

04/04/2005

07/21/2005

O7/21/2005

07/22/2005

08/04/2005

08/04/2005

08/04/2005

08/04/2005

08/04/2005

08/08/2005

09/01/2005

09/06/2005

09/07/2005

1 1/02/2005

1 1/14/2005

03/02/2006

05/10/2006

05/10/2006

05/10/2006

05/10/2006

FILING FEE $ 255 RECEIPT # 2394 TPO issued. (lck) (Entered: 03/07/2005)

Certified copy of Notice of Appeal [51-1] appeal by SIGHTSOUND TECH , certified copy of
docket, certified copy of order dated 2/28/05 mailed to USCA; copy of Notice of Appeal and
information sheet to ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. and judge. Copy of information sheet to
appellant. (lck) (Entered: 03/07/2005)

Transcript Purchase order re: [51-1] appeal by SIGHTSOUND TECH indicating that no transcript
is being ordered. (tt) (Entered: 03/11/2005)

Text not available. (Entered: 03/21/2005)

NOTICE of PTO's Order granting ex parte Reexamination by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt)
(Entered: 04/04/2005)

MOTION for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamation Counterclaims by SIGHTSOUND
TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SCOTT SANDER. (Attachments: # 1 Proposed Order)(jsp) (Entered:
07/21/2005)

BRIEF in Support re 54 MOTION for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamation Counterclaims
filed by SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SCOTT SANDER. (Attachments: # 1 Part 2 of
Brief)(jsp) (Entered: 07/21/2005)

NOTICE: re 54 MOTION for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamation
Counterclaims:Response due on or before 8/4/05. (jlh) (Entered: 07/22/2005)

NOTICE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. of PTO's Issuance of Office Actions in Ex Parte
Reexamination (Attachments: # 1 # 2 # 3)(He|msen, Joseph) (Entered: 08/04/2005)

MOTION for attorney Michael T. Zeller to Appear Pro Hac Vice by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C..
(Attachments: # 1 Proposed Order)(Kenyon, Kathryn) (Entered: 08/04/2005)

NOTICE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. re 57 Notice (Other) Letter Notice of Prior Filing
(Kenyon, Kathryn) (Entered: 08/04/2005)

BRIEF in Opposition re 54 MOTION .for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamation
Counterclaims filed by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C.. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A# 2 Exhibit
B# 3 Exhibit C# 4 Exhibit D# 5 Exhibit E# 6 Exhibit F# 7 Exhibit G# 8 Exhibit H)(Kenyon,
Kathryn) (Entered: 08/04/2005)

Pro Hac Vice Fees received in the amount of $ 40 receipt # 4877 re 58 Motion to Appear Pro
Hac Vice (ept) (Entered: 08/05/2005)

ORDER granting 58 Motion to Appear Pro Hac Vice . Signed by Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on
8/8/05. (jlh ) (Entered: 08/08/2005)

ORDER denying 54 Motion for Relief from Stay . Signed by Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on
8/31/05. (jlh ) (Entered: 09/01/2005)

NOTICE by SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SCOTT SANDER NOTICE OF FILING TO
SUPPLEMENT RECORD (Kerr, Benjamin) (Entered: 09/06/2005)

Minute Entry for proceedings held before Judge Donetta W. Ambrose : Status Conference held
on 9/7/2005. Parties to keep Court informed of PTO Action. (jlh ) (Entered: 09/07/2005)

NOTICE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. of PTO's Issuance of Second Office Actions in Ex Parte
Reexamination (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A# 2 Exhibit B# 3 Exhibit C)(Kenyon, Kathryn)
(Entered: 11/02/2005)

MANDATE of USCA for the Federal Circuit as to 51 Notice of Appeal filed by SIGHTSOUND
TECHNOLOGIES, INC., that the appeal is dismissed, with each party to bear its own costs. (jsp)
(Entered: 11/15/2005)

MOTION by Clyde E. Findley to Withdraw as Attorney by SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
(jsp) (Entered: 03/02/2006)

NOTICE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. Defendants‘ Notice of PTO's Issuance of Final Office
Actions in Ex Parte Reexamination and Request for Status Conference (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit
A)(Kenyon, Kathryn) (Entered: 05/10/2006)

EXHIBITS in Support of 68 Notice (Other) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C.. (Kenyon, Kathryn)
(Entered: 05/10/2006)

EXHIBITS in Support of 68 Notice (Other) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C.. (Kenyon, Kathryn)
(Entered: 05/10/2006) :

MOTION (Request) for Status Conference by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C..(with Document
68 ) (jsp) (Entered: 05/11/2006)
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05/ 1 1/2006

05/31/2006

05/31/2006

06/02/2006

CLERK'S OFFICE QUALITY CONTROL MESSAGE. re 68‘ Notice (Other) ERROR: Document should
have been filed as two separate documents. CORRECTION: Attorney advised in future that
documents of that nature are to be filed as separate documents. Clerk of Court docketed
Request for Status Conference. This message is for informational purposes only. (jsp) (Entered:
05/11/2006)

Minute Entry for proceedings held before Judge‘ Donetta W. Ambrose : Telephone Conference
held on 5/31/2006. (Court Reporter none) (jlh ) (Entered: 05/31/2006) .

ORDER FOR ADMINISTRATIVE CLOSING.Signed by Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 5/31/06. (jlh)
(Entered: 05/31/2006)

NOTICE by SIGHTSOUNDTECHNOLOGIES, INC. Notice of Filing by Sightsound Technologies,
Inc. of Sua Sponte Decisions of United States Patent and Trademark Office Vacating Previous
Final Office Actions (Rinaldo, Richard) (Entered: 06/02/2006)

Copyright © 2010 LexisNexis CourtLlnk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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ENGLISH-ABST:

The present invention is a method for transmitting a desired digital video or audio signal stored on a first memory of a first party
to a second memory of a second party. The method comprises the steps of transferring money via a telecommunications line to
the first party from the second party. Additionally, the method comprises the step of then connecting electronically via a
telecommunications line the first memory with the second memory such that the desired signal can pass therebetween. Next,
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there is the step of transmitting the desired digital signal from the first memory with a transmitter in control and in possession
of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location determined by the second party. The receiver is inpossession and in control of the second party. There is also the step of then storing the digital signal in the second memory.

N0-OF-CLAIMS: 6

NO-OF-FIGURES: 2

PARENT-PAT-INFO:

This is a continuation of copending application Ser. No. 07/206,497 filed on Jun. 13, 1988, now abandoned.

SUMMARY:

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is related to a method for the electronic sales and distribution of digital audio or video signals, and more
particularly, to a method which a user may purchase and receive digital audio or video signal from any location which the user
has access to a telecommunications line.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The three basic mediums (hardware units) of music: records, tapes, and compact discs, greatly restricts the transfeiability of
music and results in a variety of inefficiencies.CAPACI‘lY: The individual hardware units as cited above are limited as to the
amount of music that can be stored on each.MATERIALS: The materials used to manufacture the hardware units are subject to
damage and deterioration during normal operations, handling, and exposure to the eiements.SIZE: The physical size of the
hardware units imposes constraints on the quantity of hardware units which can be housed for playback in confined areas such
as in automobiles, boats, planes, etc.RETRIEVAL: Hardware units limit the ability to play, in a sequence selected by the user,
songs from different albums.‘ For example, if the user wants to play one song from ten different albums, the user would spend
an inordinate amount of time handling, sorting, and cueing the ten different hardware units.SALES AND DISTRIBUTION: Prior to
final purchase, hardware units need to be physically transfered from the manufacturing facility to the wholesale warehouse to
&:he retail warehouse to the retail outlet, resulting in Iengthly, lag time between music creation and music marketing, as well as
incurring unnessary and inefficient transfer and handling costs. Additionally, tooling costs required for mass production of the
hardware units and the material cost of the hardware units themselves, further drives up the cost of music to the end
user.QUALITY: Until the recent invention of Digital Audio Music, as used on Compact Discs, distortion free transfer from the
hardware units to the stereo system was virtually impossible. Digital Audio Music is simply music converted into a very basic
computer language known as binary. A series of commands known as zeros or ones encode the music for future playback. Use
of laser retrieval of the binary commands results in distortion free transfer of the music from the compact disc to the stereo
system. Quality Digital Audio Music is defined as the binary structure of the Digital Audio Music. Conventional analog tape
recording of Digital Audio Music is not to be considered quality inasmuch as the binary structure itself is not recorded. While
Digital Audio Music on compact discs is a technological breakthrough in audio quality, the method by which the music is sold,
distributed, stored, manipulated, retrieved, played and protected from copyright Infringements remains as inefficient as with
records and tapes.COPYRIGHT PROTECTION: Since the invention of tape recording devices, strict control and enforcement of
copyright laws have proved difficult and impossible with home recorders. Additionally, the recent invention of Digital Audio Tape
Recorders now jeopardizes the electronic copyright protection of quality Digital Audio Music on Compact Discs or Digital Audio
Tapes. If music exists on hardware units, it can be copied.Accordingly, it is an objective of this invention is to provide a new and
improved methodology/system to electronically sell and distribute Digital Audio Music.A further objective of this invention to
provide a new and improved methodology/system to electronically store and retrieve Digital Audio Music.Another objective of
this invention is to provide a new and improved methodology/system to electronically manipulate, i.e., sort, cue, and select,
Digital Audio Music for piayback.Still another objective of this invention is to offer a new and improved methodology/system
which can prevent unauthorized electronic copying of quality Digital Audio Music.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly, this invention accomplishes the above cited objectives by providing a new and improved methodology/system of
electronic sales, distribution, storage, manipulation, retrieval, playback, and copyright protection of Digital Audio Music. The
high speed transfer of Digital Audio Music as prescribed by this invention is stored onto one piece of hardware, a hard disk, thus
eliminating the need to unnecessarily handle records, tapes, or compact discs on a regular basis. This invention recalls stored
music for playback as selected/programmed by the user. This invention can easily and electronically sort stored music based on
many different criteria such as, but not limited to, music category, artist, album, user's favorite songs, etc. An additional feature
of this invention is the random playback of songs, also based on the user's selection. For example, the user could have this
invention randomly play all jazz songs stored on the user's hard disk, or randomly play all songs by a certain artist, or randomly
play all of the user's favorite songs which the user previously electronically "tagged" as favorites. Further, being more specific,
the user can electronically select a series of individual songs from different albums for sequential piayback.This invention can be
configured to either accept direct input of Digital Audio Music from the digital output of a Compact Disc, such transfer would be
performed by the private user, or this invention can be configured to accept Digital Audio Music from a source authorized by the
copyright holder to sell and distribute the copyrighted materials, thus guaranteeing the protection of such copyrighted materials.
Either method of electronically transfering Digital Audic Music by means of this Invention is intended to comply with all copyright
laws and restrictions and any such transfer is subject to the appropriate authorization by the copyright holder. Inasmuch as
Digital Audio Music is software an this invention electronically transfers and stores such music, electronic sales and distribution
of the music can take place via telephone lines onto a hard disk. This new methodology/system of music sales and distribution
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will greatly reduce the cost of goods sold and will reduce the lag time between music creation and music marketing from weeks
down to hours.The present invention is a method for transmitting a desired digital video or audio signal stored on a first memory
of a first party to a second memory of a second party. The method comprises the steps of transferring money via a
telecommunications line to the first party from the second party. Additionally, the method comprises the step of then connecting
electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second memory such that the desired digital signal can
pass therebetween. Next, there is the step of transmitting the desired digital signal from the first memory with a transmitter in
control and in possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location determined by the second
party. The receiver is In possession and in control of the second party. There is also the step of then storing the digital signal in
the second memory.Further objectives and advantages of this invention will become apparent as the following description
proceeds and the particular features of novelty which characterize this Invention will be pointed out in the claims annexed to and -
forming a part of this declaration.

DRWD ESC:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF DRAWINGS

For a better understanding of this invention, reference should be made to the following detailed description, taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings, In which:FIG. 1 is a pictorial flow chart which may be used in carrying out the teachings of this
invention for the purposes of electronic sales, distribution, storage, manipulation, retrieval, playback, and copyright protection of
Digital Audio Music; andi-‘IG. 2 is a pictorial flow chart which may be used in carrying out the teachings of this invention for the
purposes of electronic storage, manipulation, retrieval, and playback of Digital Audio Music.

DETDESC:

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring now to the FIG. 1, this invention is comprised of the foliowing:10 Hard Disk of the copyright holder20 Control Unit of
the copyright ho|der20a Control Panei20b Control Integrated Circuit20c Sales Random Access Memory Ch|p30 Telephone
Lines/Input Transferso Control Unit of the user50a Control Paneisob Control Integrated circuit50c Incoming Random Access
Memory Chip50d Play Back Random Access Memory Chip60 Hard Disk of the user70 Video Display Unit80 Stereo SpeakersThe
Hard Disk 10 of the agent authorized to electronically sell and distribute the copyrighted Digital Audio Music is the originating
source of music in the configuration as outlined in FIG. 1. The Control Unit 20 of the authorized agent is the means by which the
electronic transfer of the Digital Audio Music from the agent's Hard Disk 10 via the Telephone Lines 30 to the user's Control Unit
50 is possible. The user's Control Unit would be comprised of a Control Panel 50a, a Control integrated Circuit 50b, an Incoming
Random Access Memory Chip 50c, and a Play Back Random Access Memory Chip 50d. Similarly, the authorized agent's Control
Unit 20 would have a control panel and control integrated circuit similar to that of the user's Control Unit 50. The authorized
agent's Control Unit 20, however, would only require the Sales Random Access Memory Chip 20c. The other components in FIG.
1 include a Hard Disk 60, a Video (display Unit 70, and a set of Stereo Speakers 80.Referring now to FIG. 2, with the exception
of a substitution of a Compact Disc Player 40 (as the initial source of Digital Audio Music) for the agent's Hard Disk 10, the
agent's Control Unit 20, and the Telephone Lines 30 in FIG. 1, FIG. 2 is the same as FIG. 1.In FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the following
components are already commercially available: the agent's Hard Disk 10, the Telephone Lines 30, the Compact Disc Player 40,
the user's Hard Disk 60, the Video Display Unit 70, and the Stereo Speakers 80. The Control Units 20 and 50, however, would
be designed specifically to meet the teachings of this invention. The design of the control units would incorporate the following
functional features:1) the Control Panels 20a and 50a would be designed to permit the agent and user to program the
respective Control Integrated Circuits 20b and 50b,2) the Control Integrated Circuits 20b and 50b would be designed to control
and execute the respective commands of the agent and user and regulate the electronic transfer of Digital Audio Music
throughout the system, additionally, the sales Control Integrated Circuit 20b could electronically code the Digital Audio Music in
a configuration which would prevent unauthorized reproductions of the copyrighted materia|,3) the Sales Random Access
Memory Chip 20c would be designed to temporarily store user purchased Digital Audio Music for subsequent electronic transfer
via telephone lines to the user's Control Unit 50,4) the Incoming Random Access Memory Chip 50c would be designed to
temporarily store Digital Audio Music for subsequent electronic storage to the user's Hard Disk 60,5) the Play Back Random
Access Memory Chip 50d would be designed to temporarily store Digital Audio Music for sequential playback.The foregoing
description of the Control Units 20 and 50 is intended as an example only and thereby is not restrictive with respect to the exact
number of components and/or its actual design.0nce the Digital Audio Music has been electronically stored onto the user's Hard
Disk 60, having the potential to store literally thousands of songs, the user is free to perform the many functions of this
invention. To play a stored song, the user types in the appropriate commands on the Control Panel 50a, and those commands
are relayed to the Control Integrated Circuit 50b which retrieves the selected song from the Hard Disk 60. when a song is
retrieved from the Hard Disk 60 only a replica of the permanently stored song is retrieved. The permanently stored song
remains intact on the Hard Disk 60, thus allowing repeated playback. The Control Integrated Circuit 50b stores the replica onto
the Play Back Random Access Memory Chip Sod at a high transfer rate. The Control Integrated Circuit 50b then sends the
electronic output to the Stereo Speakers 80 at a controlled rate using the Play Back Random Access Memory Chip Sod as a
temporary staging point for the Digital Audio Muslc.Unique to this invention is that the Control Unit 50 also serves as the user's
personal disk jocky. The user may request specific songs to be electronically cued for playback, or may request the Control Unit
50 to randomly select songs based on the user's criteria. All of these commands are electronically stored in random access
memory enabling the control unit to remember prior commands while simultaneously performing other tasks requested by the
user and, at the same &time, continuing to play songs previously cued.Ol'fering a convenient visual display of the user's library
of songs is but one more new and improved aspect of this invention. As the Control Unit 50 is executing the user's commands to
electronically sort, select, randomly play, etc., the Video Display Screen 70 is continually providing feedback to the user. The
Video Display Screen 70 can list/scroll all songs stored on the Hard Disk 60, list/scroll all cued songs, display the current
command function selected by the user, etc. Further expanding upon the improvements this invention has to offer, the Video
Display Screen 70 can display the lyrics of the song being played, as well as the name of the song, album, artist, recording
company, date of recording, duration of song, etc. This is possible if the lyrics and other incidental information are electronically
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stored to the Hard Disk 60 with the Digital Audio Music.The present invention is a method for transmitting a desired digital video
or audio signal stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party. The method comprises the steps
of transferring money via a telecommunications line to the first party from the second party. Additionally, the method comprises
the step of then connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second memory such that the
desired digital signal can pass therebetween. Next, there is the step of transmitting the desired digital signal from the first
memory with a transmitter in control and in possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location
determined by the second party. The receiver is in possession and in control of the second party. There is also the step of then
storing the digital signal in the second memory.in summary, there has been disclosed a new and improved methodology/system
by which Digital Audio Music can be electronically sold, distributed, transferred, and stored. Further, there has been disclosed a
new and improved methodology/system by which Digital Audio Music can be electronically manipulated, i.e., sorted, cued, and
selected for playback. Further still, there has beer disclosed a new and improved methodoiogv/System by which the electronic
manipulation of Digital Audio Music can be visually displayed for the convenience of the user. Additionally, there has been
disclosed a new and improved methodology/system by which electronic copyright protection of quality Digital Audio Music is
possible through use of this invention.Since numerous changes may be made in the above described process and apparatus and
different embodiments of the invention may be made without departing from the spirit thereof, it is intended that all matter
contained in the foregoing description or shown in the accompanying drawings shall be interpreted as illustrative, and not in a
limiting sense. Further, it is intended that this invention is not to be limited to Digital Audio Music and can include Digital Video,
Digital Commercials, and other applications of digital information.

ENGLISH-CLAIMS:

Return to Top of Patent

1. A method for transmitting a desired digital audio signal stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a
second party comprising the steps of: transferring money electronically via a telecommunication lien to the first party at a
location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory from the second party financially distinct from
the first party, said second party controlling use and in possession of the second memory; connecting electronically via a
telecommunications line the first memory with the second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass
therebetween; transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of
the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession
and control of the second party; and storing the digital signal in the second memory.

2. A method as described in claim 1 including after the transferring step, the steps of searching the first memory for the desired
digital audio signal; and selecting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory.

3. A method as described in claim 2 wherein the transferring step includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use
of the first memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the second memory to
the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is charged money.

4. A method for transmitting a desired digital video signal stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a
second party comprising the steps of: transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party at a
location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory, from a second party financially distinct from
the first party, said second party in control and in possession of the second memory; connecting electronically via a
telecommunications line the first memory with the second memory such that the desired digital video signal can pass
therebetween; transmitting the desired digital video signal from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of
the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession
and control of the second party; and storing the digital signal in the second memory.

5. A method as described in claim 4 including after the transferring money step, the step of searching the first memory for the
desired digital signal and selecting the desired digital signal from the first memory.

6. A method as described in claim 5 wherein the transferring step includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use
of the first memory by the second party controlling the second memory; providing a credit card number of the second party
controlling the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party controlling the second memory
is charged money.
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Milne, an engineer for N2K, is evaluating what patents 5191573 and 5675734 mean to his company's plans for
selling music
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Digital Audio/Video Over the Internet, LOS ANGELES

CORE TERMS: A2B, Sight, Internet, recordings, download, audio, protection, Sander, Scott, Hair, licensee, patent
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Reexamination Application/Control No. App|icant(s)IPatent UnderReexamination

90007402 5191573

l I Certificate Date _ Certificate NumberHIIIIIIIHI H II III HI
Requester Correspondence Address: [I Patent Owner Third Party

Albert S. Penilla

Martine Penilla 8. Gencarella. LLP

710 Lakeway Drive, Suite 200
Sunnyvale, CA 94085

LITIGATION REVIEW IZI r.g.f. . 03/11/2010
{examiner initials} (date)

Case Name Director Initials
V , I
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
- UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEUnited States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
PO, 8011 I450
Alexandria. Virginia 223 I3-I450
WWWlU$M0.g0V A

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

90/007,402 01/31/2005 I 5191573 NAPSOOI 2998I
42624 7590 08/1 6/2010

DAVIDSON BERQUIST JACKSON & GOWDEY LLP
4300 WILSON BLVD., 7TH FLOOR

VA ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

DATE MAILED: 08/16/2010

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or pfoceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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\ UNITED STATES PATENTIAND TRADEMARK OFFICE
Commissioner for Patents‘

United States Patent and Trademark Office
P.0. Box14so

AI exandria, VA 22313-1450wmwuspvoigcna

DO NOT USE IN PALM PRINTER

, .MAILED(THIRD PARTY REQUESTERS CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS)

AlbertS.Peni||a ‘ - ' IIAIHSIIIW-mm
Martine Penilla & Gencarella, LLP

710 Lakeway Drive, Suite 200 ’ cemmmesxmummlwr
Sunnyvale, CA 94035 I '

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTALI FORM

REEXAMINATION CONTROL NO. 90/007 402.

PATENT NO. 5191573.

ART UNIT 3992.

Enclosed is a copy of the latest communication from the United States Patent and Trademark
Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester, 37 CFR 1.535, or the time for filing a
reply has passed, nosubmission on behalf of the ex pan‘e reexamination requester will be

acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(g)). V -

PTOL-465 (Rev.07-04)
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

Notice of Intent to Issue 90/007.402 5191573

Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate Examiner Art Unit

. ROLAND G. FOSTER 3992 A

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -- '

1. E Prosecution on the merits is (or remains) closed in this ex parte reexamination proceeding. This proceeding is
subject to reopening at the initiative of the Office or upon petition. Cf." 37 CFR 1.313(a). A Certificate will be

- issued in view of .

(a) E Patent owner’s communication(s) filed: 25 May 2010.
(b) D Patent owner’s late response filed: .
(c) C] Patent owner’s failure to file an appropriate response to the Office action mailed:
(d) Cl Patent owner’s failure to timely file an Appeal Brief (37 CFR 41.31).
(e) C] Other:
Status of Ex Pan‘e Reexamination: .

(f) Change in the Specification: I:] Yes IX] No -
(g) Change in the Drawing(s): [I Yes IZI No
(h) Status of the Claim(s):

(1) Patent claim(s) confirmed: fin‘.
(2) Patent claim(s) amended (including dependent on amended claim(s)):
(3) Patent claim(s) cancelled: .
(4) Newly presented claim(s) patentable:
(5) Newly presented cancelled claims:

(6) Patent claim(s) CI previously CI currently disclaimed:

(7) Patent claim(s) not subject to reexamination:

2. X Note the attached statement of reasons for patentability and/or confirmation. Any comments considered
necessary by patent owner regarding reasons for patentability and/or confirmation must be submitted promptly
to avoid processing delays. Such submission(s) should be labeled: “Comments On Statement of Reasons for
Patentability and/or Confirmation." '

3. CI Note attached NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED (PTO-892).

4. E Note attached LIST OF REFERENCES CITED (PTO/SB/08 or PTO/SB/08 SUbStltUtO.).

5. E] The drawing correctiontequest filed on is: E] approved [:1 disapproved.

6. El Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)—(d) or (f).
a)EI All b)|:I Some* c)lj None of the certified copies have

C] been received.
[1 not been received.

E] been filed in Application No. .
[:1 been filed in reexamination Control No. .

I] been received by the International Bureau in PCT Application No.

* Certified copies not received:

7. CI Note attached Examiner's Amendment.

8. I] Note attached Interview Summary (PTO—474).

9. D Other: .

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
PTOL-469 (Rev.6-06) Notice of Intent to Issue Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate Part of Paper No 20100809
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,402 Page 2

Art Unit: 3992

NOTICE OF INTENT'TO ISSUE EX PARTE REEXAMINATION CERTIFICATE

Summary

Claims 1-6 of U.S. Patent No. 5,191,573 (the "Hair" patent) are currently under .

reexamination in this proceeding.

Patentable Claims

Claims 1-6 are confirmed.

Reasonsfor Patentability

Double Parenting Reiection Withdrawn

As an initial matter, the patent owner arguments regarding the double patenting rejection

are persuasive. Specifically, there is no improper extension of a right to exclude due to a

transition of patent terms from 17 years from issue to 20 years from the earliest filing date. See

p. 5 of the response, filed on May 25, 2010 (the "Response"). Thus, the double patenting

rejection is withdrawn.

Claim Intergretation During Reexamination of an Exgired Patent

As discussed in the last Office action mailed March 25, 2010, the Hair patent under

reexamination expired and thus the claims are interpreted according to their ordinary and

customary meaning. § 21 11.01.III and 2258.I.G. In a reexamination proceeding in

which the PTO is considering the patentability of claims of an expired patent which are not

subject to amendment, a policy of liberal claim construction should be applied.
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,402 Page 3

Art Unit: 3992 ’

Ex parte Papst—Mot0ren, 1 USPQ2d 1655, 1656 (BPAI 1986). _EVen so, the plain language of

the claim is the primary determinant of patentability.

In the present Office action, the claims are given their ordinary and customary meaning.

The meaning of each claim term in the office actions is the meaning that the term would have to

a person of ordinary skill in the art in question at the time of the invention. The ordinary and

customary meaning given to the claim terms in the office action ‘are evidenced by the claims

themselves and the remainder of the specification.

The patent owner argues with respect to the step of "storing the digital signal in the

second memory" (independent claims 1 and 4) that "cassette tapes and CDs [as taught by the

prior art] are not ‘second memories’ according to the claims and specification." Particularly, the

patent owner refers to the background section and summary of the invention to support this

argument. Response, p. 3. The "Summaryvof the Invention describes the invention as

'eliminating the need to unnecessarily handle records, tapes, or compact discs on a regular

basis."' Id. The patent owner then relates the specification to the scope of the claims by stating

"attempting to read the claimed second memories on exactly the type of media that the

specification describes as deficient is a misinterpretation of the scope of the claims. See SciMed

Life Systems, Inc. v. Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, Inc. 242 F.3d 1337‘ (Fed. Cir. 2001)."

In addition, throughout the prosecution of this reexamination proceeding, the patent

owner has repeatedly argued that the second memories are not cassette tapes and CD(s). Indeed,
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Application/Control Numberf 90/007,402 4 Page 4
Art Unit: 3992

before the patent expired and all amendments made during the reexamination proceeding were

withdrawn (in accordance with the Office action mailed March 20, 2010), the patent owner

amended the claims to explicitly recite that the second memory is Q a cassette tape or CD. See,

e.g., the amendment to independent claims 1 and 4, filed on November 29, 2006.

The Claimed Invention Distinguishes Over the Bush, Gallagher Freenv, Atkashi PrioriArt

In view ofpatent expiration, the specification, and the repeated patent owner statements

and actions discussed above, the examiner interprets the ordinary and customary meaning of

"second memories" as n_ot including cassette tapes, CDs and the like. The prior art "base

references" applied in the last Office action mailed March 25, 2010, namely,Akashi, Bush and

Gallagher, relied upon a second memory in the form ofia tape and/or CD. Thus, any

combination based upon these references fails to teach the claimed invention.

The Claimed Invention Distinguishes Over other Art of Record for the Reasons
Set Forth in the Board Decision

Thus, the original claims have essentially the same scope as the amended, original claims

did when they were reviewed by the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences (the "Board") in

a decision, mailed September 4, 2009.

In the decision, the Board held most of the prior art relied upon the examiner was not

"prior" art. Regarding the issue ofpriority of those claims features described in Table I (FF 6)

under 35 U.S.C. § 120, the Board found the "priority date of the claims was previously

considered by the original Examiner and is not a new issue." P. 21. Although the original
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,402.

Art Unit: 3992

Examiner never objected to the specification under 35 U.S.C. 132, which governs the

introduction of new matter into the disclosure, the Board held that this "appears to be a

* typographical error." Id. As for those video download limitations not listed in Table I, the

Board noted the examiner's written description analysis that the ,"original disclosed audio

transmission features fail to imply or require any video transmission features." P. 22. To this

point, the Board found "more compelling" the Appellant's enablement analysis. Id.

' One prior art combination relied upon by the examiner, specifically Bush in view of

Freeny I, was "prior" art regardless of any 35 U.S.C. § 120 priority issue. The Board however

held the Examiner failed to establish a primafacie case of obviousness. Specifically, the Board

found the suggestion/motivation relied upon by the examiner to add a hard disk (to increase the

security and reliability of stored data because hard disks retain data when the power to the unit is

removed) was an advantage specific to Cohen (which the Board held @ to be prior art) rather

than a notoriously well—known advantage ofhard disk drives generally. P. 26.

Any comments considered necessary by the Patent Owner regarding the above statement

must be submitted promptly to avoid processing delays. Such submission by the Patent Owner

A should be labeled: "Comments on Statement of Reasons for Patentability and/or Confirmation"

and will be placed in the reexamination file.
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,402

Art Unit: 3992

Conclusion

Extensions of time under 37 CFR l.136(a) will not be permitted in these proceedings

because the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and not to parties in a

reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that reexamination proceedings

''will be conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR 1.550(a)). Extension of time in ex parte

reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR l.550(c).

The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR 1.565(a) to

_ I apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving the

Hair patent throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. The third party requester is

also reminded of the ability to similarly apprise the Office of any such activity or proceeding

throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282 and 2286‘.
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,402 . Page

Art Unit: 3992

All correspondence relating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be directed
as follows: '

By EFS: Registered users may submit via the electronic filing system EFS-Web, at

https://§portal.uspto.gov/authenticate/authenticateuserlocalepfhtml.

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450 «

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

By FAX to: (571)273-9900

' Central Reexamination Unit A

By hand to: Customer Service Window ~

' Randolph Building

401 Dulany St.

Alexandria, VA 22314

For EFS-Web transmission, 37 CFR 1.8(a)(l)(i) (C) and (ii) states that correspondence

(except for a request for reexamination and a corrected or replacement request for

reexamination) will be considered timely if (a) it is transmitted via the Office’s electronic filing
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Jones. Day. Reavis & Pogue, Filed in US Dist. Ct. For The
Southern Dist. Of New York.

AES Presentations, AES Preprints.
Brochure; Overview articles, etc on PAN, PAN Network.
Brochure: NERAC.

listed. http://www.

CompuSonics DSP—l000 World's First DARPS. Compu-
Sonics Advertisement.

We Mean Business. C.S. Kaplan. Con. Elec. Daily. May 10.
1984.

Letter to Shareholders. D. Schwartz. Compusound. Inc. Jan.
6. 1984.

Letter to Shareholders, D.Schwartz. Compusound. Inc. Apr.
6. 1984.

Letter to Shareholders. D.Schwartz. CompuSound. lnc.. Jul.
16. 1984.
Letter to Shareholders. D. Schwartz. Compusound. Inc..
May 31. 1985.
Manufacturing Update. Audio Video Inter. Jun. 1984.
CompuSonics Fuses Computer, Audio lnto “Worlds First"
HDR. M. Go1den,CES Trade News Daily. Jun. 4, 1984.
Digital Sound Now on Computer Disks. S. Booth. Consumer
Elec. Daily. Jun. 3. 1984.
CompuSonics Readies Floppy disc to record . . . , HFS
Newspaper. Jun. 4, 1984.
Floppy disc may be the next music Makers. Business Week,
May 28. 1984.
CompuSonics: Another Digital Audio St.. N. Weinstock.
MIX. Aug. 1984.
The State of RCA. TV Digest, May 21, 1984.
Compusonics DSP—l000 . . . , CES Exhibition——D&E,
1984.

Optical—Disk based Digital Audio System, B. Robinson,
Electronic Engineering Times. Sep. 1. 1986.
Brochure—CompuSonics DSP—l000. CompuSonics Corp.
Business Plan Overview, CompuSonics, Corp., Jun. 14,
1984.

Compusonics Corp. Corporate Profile, Audio Video Interna-
tional.

Toward Electronic Delivery of Music. 1.1’. Stautner, Compu-
Sonics Corp.
Company sees Future in Digital, J. Hendon, Rocky Moun-
tainNews. Jul. 22, I984.

Floppy—Disk Audio System. A. Mereson. Science Digest.
Nov. 1984.

Recording Music on Floppy Discs, A. Zuckerman, High
Technology, May 1984.
Digital Recording System Uses floppy—discs. Audio Times.
May 1984.
Brochure. Compusonics Corp.
Hi—Fi Floppy, Cades. PC. World, Apr. 1985.
New Hi—Fi Horizons. D. Canada. Stereo Review, Dec. 1984.

Specs. And lmplem.of computer Audio console for Digital
Mixing and Recording, D. Schwartz, AES 76th Convention,
NYC. Jun. 20, 1984.

A High Speed Telecommunications Interface for Digital
Audio Transmission and Reception, H. H. Sohn, Compuso-
nics Corp.
The Audio Computer and its applications, Schwartz & Stant-
ner, Compusonics Corp.
Engineering Your Own Digital Audio Broadcast System, D.
Schwartz, Compusonics Corp.
Memo: To Mr. Kapp; from D. Schwartz, D. Schwartz, Com-
pusonics Corp.. Apr. 26. 1990.
Compusonics DSP 2002—Preliminary User Manual. CES,
Jun. 1984.

Digital Mark. Corp. Video Real Estate System. JPS. Compu-
Sonics Corporation.
Memo: to Holmbraker et a1.. D. Schwartz. Compusonics
Corporation.
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Assembly Procedure for DS 1500. Compusonies Corpora-
tion.

Application Notes: CSX Digital Signaling Processing. Com-
puSonics Corporation.
DMS Lecture. Compusonics Corporation. 1991.
Application Notes: DSP 1000 Digital Audio Disc Recorder.
Compusonics Corporation.
Letter to E. Kraeutler. Esq. Re: CDNews/Liquid Auto. 1.
Gross. Wilson. Sonsini. Goodrich and Rosati—Apr. 14.
2000.

Patent License Agreement. Schoen & Hooban, Ergon Tech-
nology Associates Corp.
The Home Terminal. IRD. lnc.. Aug. 1978.
Rolm Plugs CBX Into. EMMS—May 2. 1983.
Employee Non—C0mpetition Agreement, CDNow. lnc.
Letter to D. Berl, Esq., K.J. Choi. Lucent Technologies.
Video Explosion on the way for buyers, M. Galligan, US
News and World Report. Jun. 18. 1984.
Hi—Fi in the ‘80's: Not only Alive and Well . . . , L. Feldman,
Information Access Co.. Jul. 1984.

The Search for the Digital Recorder, B. Dumaiue. Time,
lnc.. Nov. 12, 1984.

Ultimate Integration: Putting Software theory into . . . . J.
Balga. lnformation Access Co.. Feb. 12. 1985.
Technology Review, R. Welch. The American Banker, Dec.
12. 1986.

Remembering the Gameline, D. Skelton, www.mindspring.com.

Gameline Module links with game bank. D. Burns. www.a-
tarimagazines.com.
Allison 7 Video. Allison. EE 380 Feb. 18, 1987.
Telesoftware—Value Added Teletext. J. Hedger. IEEE
Transactions on Consumer Electronics; Feb.1980, vol.
CE—26.

Telesoftware: Home Computing Via Broadcast Teletext. J.
Hedger, IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics; Jul.
1999. vol. CE—25. No. 3.
The Future of Television as The Home Communications Ter-

minal. lntemational Resource Development Inc., Aug. 1981
(CDN 23101—23109).
Videogames & Electronic Toys, note. International Resource
Development. Inc May 1983 (CDN 023054).
Telepay vs. Videodisc, lntemational Resource Development
Inc.. Sep. 1982 (CDN 023068).
Health. Wealth & Self—lmprovement Home Software, Inter-
national Resource Development 1nc.. Sep. 1985 (CDN
023091).
Telecommunications Market Opportunities, lntemational
Resource Development lnc., Nov. 1985 (CDN
023110—023l38.

VideoPrint (Contents). Jun. 22. 1983 (CDN 0231 39-23142).
CompSonics/Cans. Sep. 9, 1985 (CDN 023143).
Current Samples (Compusonics Digitizes Phone Lines),
Sep. 1985 (CDN 023144).
(BME) Station Automation (New Telerecording Method for
Audio. Oct. 1985 (CDN 023145—23146).

High—Tech do—Dads for the man of the house (Sound Invest-
merits), (CDN 023 147-23 150).
New Software (Delivery over the phone). Telephone Soft-
ware Connection Inc. Oct., 1982 (CDN 023151).
Communications (No time to shop for software). Jessica
Paioff, Aug. 20, 1984 (CDN023l52).
Warner Amex QUBE Cable Communications, Peggy Con-
ger, (CDN 023153—023157).

Warner Amex QUBE Cable Communications (Articles).
(CDN 023158).
QUBE—ists (Where is
023 159-23160).
The Shyvers Multiphone. (CDNO23l6l-23162).
Dead medium: Telephonic Jukeboxes: The Shyvers Multi-
phone (Multiphone). (CDN 023l63—23166).
Jukebox History 1934-1951. (CDN 023l67—23l73).
New Music Box (Keyboard and Tactile Interfaces). Oct.
1999 (CDN 023174-23180).
Britannicacom (telharmonium), (CDN 023181).
Book Review (Magic Music from the Telhannonium), Paul
Henz. The Scarecrow Press. 1nc.. (CDN 023182).
Thaddeus Cahill (Dynamophone/Telharmonium) 1897.
(CDN 0231 83-23186).
Thaddeus Cahill and the Telharmonium (electric instru-
ment). (CDN 023187—23l89).
Style (The Latest Technology). Richard Harrington. Jun. 28.
1981 (CDN 023190-23191).
Financial. Oct. 13. 1981 (Tuesday) (CDN 023192).
Labels Gear Up For “Home Music Store”, Earl Paige Ken
Terry Bill Holland. Apr. 6. 1991 (CDN 023l93—23194).
Abstract (Home Music Store), Laura Landro. Oct. 14. 1981
(Wednesday) (CDN 023195).
Washington Business (Music From the Skies Promised By
Firm Serving Cable Users), Scott Chase. Oct. 19, 1981
(Monday) (CDN 023196).
Arts and Leisure Desk (Sounds: The Record Shop Of The
Future May In Your Parlor). Hans Fantel. Nov. 22, 1981
(Sunday) (CDN 023197-23199).
Media & Advertising (What is stalling the record business).
Nov. 30. 1981. (Industrial Edition) (CDN 023200—23202).
Financial Desk (Cable TV Moves to the Music. Andrew L.
Yarrow. Jul. 4. 1982 (L. City Final Edition) (CDN
023203—23204.

TSC Write—Ups. (CDN 023552).
Telphone Software Connection, Inc. (The Hayes Micromo-
dem II), (CDN 023553—23554.
TSC Bibliography (Call—Apple), (CDN 023556—23567).
Computers (Telephone Software Connection), (CDN
023559).
Article References (Now Your Home), Popular Mechanics,
Mar. 1981. (CDN 023555—23568).
Buyers Guide (Branch Centers). (CDN 023569—23570).
News Link (Software delivery now at 2400 baud). Dec.
1985. (CDN 023571).
Telephone Software Connection, (CDN 023S72—23573).
Software (Online Tip), (CDN 023574).
Telecommunicating (PC—Talk.Il1), (CDN 023575).
Poll (Adults believe children know more about computers),
Lawrence Kilman. Oct. 16. 1985 (CDN 023576).
Electronic Mall (Telephone Software Connection), (CDN
023577).
Data Communications (Protecting Your Network Data).
Elisabeth Horwitt. (CDN 023578).
To Catch A Thief (Microcomputer), Jul. 1985. (CDN
023579—23583).
Caller Response (Services) (Shopping for software at home,
by phone), (CDN 023584).
On Line Consulting (Planning, Programming & Training).
(CDN 023585).
Entry (Entry goes on line!), (CDN 023586).
Unique (2000 New Articles Screened Each Day), (CDN
023587).

everyone now?). (CDN
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Entry (Entry Magazine). (CDN 023588).
Satin and lace. and a message base (A board is a board). Dru
Simon. (CDN 023589).
Reflections (on the videotex industry). Carole Houze Gerber.
(CDN 023590). '
Software Online (Help for Disabled Computer Users).
(CDN 023591).
Telescan Analyzer & Telescan Database. Dec. 1984. (CDN
023592).
Reader Service (Phone secretary 11). Dec. 1984. (CDN
023593—23595).
Communications Software (Software Communications
Inc), Nov. 1984 (CDN 023596—02360l).
Communications (No time to shop for software?). Jessica
Paioff. Aug. 20. 1984 (023602). '
Link (Telephone Software).
023603-2362 1 ).

Sample of Available Graphics Programs (Manufacturer).
Oct. 1984 (CDN 023607).
RAM Required. Oct. 1984 (CDN 023608).
Telecommunicating. Art Kleiner, Spring
023610-2361 1).
Whole Earth Recommended Telecommunication Tools (Ter-
minal Programs). Feb. 1984 (CDN 0236l2—236l3).
Mite (Finding Mite), Spring 1984 (CDN 0236l4—236l8).
Electronic Mail Programs (MCI Mail). Spring 1984 (CDN
023619).
Computer Conferencing Systems ( CompuServe Special
Interest Groups (SIGs). Spring 1984 (CDN 023620).
Uncorrected Page Proof (How R0 Get Free Software),
Alfred Glossbrenner. (CDN 023622).
The Treasure Trove (Comments:Diversi—DOS), DSR.Inc
(CDN 023623—23630).
In Search of the Consummate Time Manager (Effective
Management). Margaret P. Ezell. (CDN 02363l—23632).
Display (meet. report.sell, plan), (CDN 023633).
Turning Point (Time is Money). (CDN 023634).
Lection, May 1984 (CDN O23635—23636).
Getting on Communi (Proveders and Consumers). Ed Mag-
nin, Telephone Software Connection, Inc. Mar. 1984 (CDN
023637—23638).
Telecommunications (A Software Vending Machine). Ed
Magnin. Telephone Software Connection, Inc. Mar. 1984
(CDN 023639).
Telecommunications (Auto Modem), Michael J. O'Neil,
Mar. 1984 (CDN023640).
Micro Software Distribution (Now.Software Is Distributed
By Wire. Ronald R. Cooke. Nov. 1983 (CDN 023642).
References: Offices and Numbers. 1984 (CDN
023643-23660). .

Softalk (SubLogie). Dec. 1983 (CDN 02366l—23676).
The TRS Connection. Nov. I983 9CDN 023677—023679).
Display (The Access Unlimited Micro Shoping Center),
Nov. 1983 (CDN 023680).
Telecommunications (Telecommunications Adviser), Ed
Magnin, Telephone Software Connection Inc. Nov. 1983
(CDN 023681—23682).
Communications (Special Delivery Software), Lisa B. Stahr,
Oct. 1983 (CDN 023683—23686).

Plumb (Employment Want Ads Go Online), Jun. 1983 (CDN
23688-23695).
Apple's New Image, (CDN 023696).
Tech (Lisa And Software Writers—No Love At First Byte?),
Jessica Schwartz, (CDN 023697—23698).

May 1984. (CDN

I984. (CDN

Display (Datamost), (CDN 023699).
Cider (What's New This Month). Jun. I983 (CDN
O23700—2370l). ‘
Display (2nd Generation Spreadsheet). (CDN 023702).
Telecommunications (Telecommunications Adviser). Ed
Magnin. Telephone Software Connection Inc. Jun. 1983
(CDN 023703—23704).
Cider Book Shelf. Jun. 1983 (CDN 023705—23706).
Telecommunications (Telecommunications Adviser)
“Acoustic“, Ed Magnin, Telephone Software Connection
Inc. Jun. 1983 (CDN 023707—23709).
Downloader‘s Supermarket. Jun. 1983 (CDN 023710).
Letters (Krell Responds to review of LOGO). (CDN
023711).
Display (Apple Orchard) Peelings II responds. Nov. 2. 1983
(CDN 0237l2—23713).
Display (Nibble is Terrific). (CDN 023714).
Technology (Electronic Software Delivery Threatens Mail
And Store Sales), William M. Bulkeley. Apr. 1 1. 1983 (CDN
023716-237 l 7) The Wall Street Journal.
ET Phones Office (Electronic Transfer). Apr. 1983 (CDN
0237l8—2372l) The Digest.
Western Union's Easylink Gets Direct Telex—To—PC Con-
nection. Mar. 21. 1983 (CDN 023722)lnformation System
News.
The Book Of Software. 1983 (CDN 02723-23725).
Softalk Classified Advertising (The Predictor). Apr. 1983
(CDN023726—23729 Softalk.
Programs boogie with—o—tech (Sales styles and marking
strategies: A hard look at software). Joanne Cleaver.
(CDN023730—2373 1) Home Computer.
Marketing Moves (Information services move modems).
Deborah de Peyster. Mar. 7, 1983 (CDN 023733) ISO
World.

Computer-—Based Business Files (Available file transfer soft-
ware), Mar./Apr. 1983 (CDN 023734-—23735).
Chapter II Using Your Thunderclock Plus (Applications
Software Packages Supporting the Thunderlock Plus).
(CDN 023736).
Thunderclock Plus (User’s Guide). (CDN 023737).
Pinball wizardry‘s gone electronic (the home computer),
Duane Sandul. (CDN 023738).

Programmed to trim that waistline (the home computer).
Duane Sandul. Feb. 5, 1983 (CDN 023739).

High adventure (the home computer). Duane Sandul. (CDN
023740).
Variation on a Theme. Dec. 1982 (CDN 023742).

Programmers Library. Paul Leighton, Dec. 1982 (CDN
023743—23744).
The Arcade Machine (Introduction), Chris Jochumson Doug
Carlston. (CDN 023745).
Telephone Transfer I] (Introduction). Leifhton Paul Ed Mag-
nin, Nov. 1982 (CDN 023746).
Printographer (Introduction),
(CDN023747).

Connecting Your Computer to a Modem: Where to Start. Bill
Chalgren (CDN 02374B—23756).
L.I.S.A. (Laser Systems Interactive Sybolic Assembler) V.
1.5. (CDN 023757—23758).
Recent Computer Science Books, (CDN 023759—23763).
Modifying Your Monitor Program. Leighton Paul.
(CDN023764—23765).
Modems: Hooking your Computer to the World. Stan Miast-
kowski George Stewart. Dec. 1982 (CDN 023766—23772).

Stephen Billard
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Business (Telephone Software Connection). Dec. 1982
(Cl)N 023774—23787.
Displays (COOSOL Computer Products). Dec. [982 (CDN
023788).
Displays: Apple (Amper-Magic). Dec. 1982 (CDN 023789).
Tomorrow’s Apples Today (Telephone Transfer ll). Nov.
1982 (CDN 023790—23792).
Display: (Music Maker Etc.). (CDN 023793).
A Guide to Communication Software Packages (Cutting line
cost). Oct. 1982 CDN 023790-23807).
Data Communication Professionals:(Engineering Depan-
menl Manager—Software. Oct. 1982 (CDN 023808).
Modems and the Micromodem II. Athol H. Cohen. (CDN
023809-23818.

Software (Arcade
0238l9—2382l).

Marketing (Makers Transform the Ways Computer Pro-
grams Are Sold). Susan Chace, Aug. 26. 1982 (CDN
023822).
Letter Perfect Data Perfect Edit 6502 (Letter Perfect),
(CDN023823-23826).
Patching DOS The Easy Way. Leighton Paul. (CDN
023827).
Display: Together.Locksmith. the Inspector and Watson,
(CDN 023828). -
Electronic Mail System Enhances Delphi Method. Bernard
S. Husbands. 1982 (CDN 023829-23832).
New Products (Save Civilization in Your Spare Time), May
1982 (CDN 023833-23843).
Just a Call Away (Dial Up Software Service). (CDN
023844).
Display: Radio & Records, (CDN 023845).
Display: She’s No Stranger Now. (CDN 023846).
Radio & Records: Letter to Ed Magnin. Pam Bellamy. Apr.
22. 1982 (CDN 023847).
How to buy a personal computer (Here We Go Again), (CDN
023849—23850).
What's New? (Overlay Compller. Mar.
023851—23852).

Display: Pure Power. Feb. 1982 (CDN 023854).
New Products: Not Just Another Chess Game (Champion-
ship chess). Feb. 1982 (CDN 023855).
New Electronic Mail Service On-Line, (CDN 023856).

Display: Arithmetic Teacher (Problems for Solving Frac-
tions). (CDN 023857).

A Guide to Personal Computers (Personal-Computer Hard-
ware). Steve Ditlea, Dec. 14. 1981 CDN 02386223870) New
York.

A Line on Friendly Utilities. Theron Fuller. (CDN
023871-23874).
Conferences Goes On-Line (Ethernet Online). (CDN
023875—23881).
Terminal Data.
023882—23885).

Dataloop: Smartmodem announced at NCC ’8 l . Jul. 2, I981
(CDN 023886-23893).
Research: George Bond, Jul. 7. I981 (CDN 023894-23896).
Market Charter. Jun. l981 (CDN O23897—2390l).
Telephone Software Connectin (Phone Log). Feb. 1981
(CDN 023902).
Display: Faster Than a Speeding Typist. (CDN 023903).
Marketalk News (Multi-Media Video), Jan. 1981 (CDN
023904—23905).

Math), Sep/Oct. 1982 (CDN

1982 (CDN

Jeffrey Mazur, Sep. l98| (CDN

Dial-Yo Directory (Talking Terminals. Frank J. Derfler. Jr..
Jan. 1981 (CDN 023906-2390?)
Apple Cart (Books). Chuck Carpenter.
023908-239 I0).

Display: Space War and lnvasion. (CDN 0239l l).
Marketalk News (Hardhat Software). Nov. I980 (Cl)N
023912-23913).
Admin.:Hello CBS News
0239l5—239l6).

Display: Advanced Electronics. (CDN 023918).
Novation Premieres New Exhibit at Two Los Angeles
Shows, (CDN 023919—23923).
Microprocessor Newsletter: Microprocessor Training Cen-
ter. Jun. 5. I980 (CDN 023924—23932).

The Telephone Software Experience a Review (of Sorts), Val
J. Golding. May l98O (CDN 023933—23935).
Bibliography (hand notes). (CDN 023917-23732).
Display;Our Records of Growth, May 1979 (CDN 023937).
Display: Purchase and Receive Software, (CDN 023953).
Letter from License Department to Edgar&Man'lyn Magnin.
Jul. 19. I979 (CDN 023938).
Copy of Business License (Business License Application).
Edgar & Marilyn Magnin, (CDN 023939-23940).
Letter from J. Walker Owens Re: New Business Operator
(Welcome). J. Walker Owens, Aug. 9, 1979 (CDN
02394l—23944).

Software for the Apple II (Dynamaze.Ultra Blockade)
Games). (CDN 023945-23946).
Display: Telephone Software Connection (Many Thanks for
Your Recent Order). (CDN 023947).

Price Log (Answering Machines. Write-Edit&Send). (CDN
02395l—23952).
Display: Advertisement (Desk Calculator 11), Jul. 1980
(CDN 023950).
Instructions: Computer with header. (CDN 023954).
Microsoft Consumer Products Continuing the Microsoft
Tradition (Announcing Microsoft Consumer Products),
(CDN 023955).
The Apple Orchard (Computer World Printer lNlT Routine),
Mar./Apr. 1980 (CDN 023956).
Volume Table of Contents ($11.0), Jul/Aug. 1980 (CDN
023957-23959).
Sup‘r’Terminal (Specifications). (CDN 023960).
Call—Apple (functions. remin.), Mar./Apr. 1980 (CDN
023961).

Call-Apple (Stock Market Data Retrieval One the Source),
Hersch Pilloff. Mar./Apr. 1980 (CDN 023962).
CBS News Crew From Walter Cronkite, David Dow, Sep 9,
1980 (CDN 023963-23965).
Telephone Software Connection (Phone Log). (CDN
023966—23969).
Advertising for quicker shopping over
(G0-Moku), (CDN 023970-2397 l ).
Advertising for Pet and Apple II Users (PASCAL), Nov./
Dec. 1980 (CDN 023973).
Letter from Telephone software Connection (Regarding the
Electronic Communication Service), Mar. (CDN 023977).
better (Offering lntroduction). (CDN 023979-23983).

(CDN

(Letter to Ed). (CDN

computer

better from Ed Magnin Ref: TSCffelemail User). Ed Mag-
nin, Feb. 8. 1982 (CDN 023984).
Now Your Home Computer Can Call Other Computers One
the Telephone. Neil Shapiro, Mar. 1981 (CDN
023985—23987).
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Advertising (Shape Builder. Terminal Programs. Double
DOS. Math Tutor). Mar. 1981 (CDN 023988—23990).
Softalk (Micromate's Micronet—lt Plugs in the Game Port).
May (CDN 023991).
Voided Blank Check #1513. May (Cl)N 023998).
Corvus Controlling 3 Apples (We Have New Phone Num-
bcrs). May 18. 1981 (CDN 023999).
Predicting the Future With Electronic Mail (The Telenet
Way). Bernard S‘. Husbands, Oct. 1981 (CDN
024000—24001 ).
Program Shopping by Phone: Software Co. Downloads Pro-
grams. Michael Swaine. Oct. 19, 1981 (CDN 024002).
Telephone Software Connection, Inc. (The Hayes Micromo-
dem ll: l"ve Never Brought a Better Slave. Jul. 1981 (CDN
024003). _
Advertising (Shape Bui1dcr).CDN 024006—24008).
Advertising (Telephone Transfer 11). (CDN 024009).
Display: The FP Report, (CDN 024018) Telephone Software
Connection, Inc.

Display: Order Via Modem. (CDN 024019).
Price Log. Jun. 2. 1982 (CDN 02492023422).
Price Log Cont.). Oct. 21. 1982 (CDN 024023).
Display: Telephone Software Connection (Address Post-
age). (CDN 024024—24025).
Telephone Software Connection (Letter to Apple Dealer).
Ed Magnin . (CDN 024026).
Display (Mr. Smartypants), (CDN 024028—24030).
Display (Disk—Cryption), (CDN 024031-240.32).
Display (Video Librarian. (CDN 024033—24035).
Display (World Currency Trader). (CDN 024036—24037).
Display (Working Model of Telephone Software). (CDN
024038). .
Telephone Software Connection (Letter to AppleCat
Owner). Ed Magnin, (CDN 024039—24040).
Telephone Software Connection : The Hayes Micromodem
11 (I've never bought better slave). May 1980 (CDN
024041—24042).
Special Memo to Educators. Ed Magnin. (CDN
024043—24044).
Telephone Software Connection (Backgroung Piece. (CDN
024045—24049).
Display: Vend~O—Disk. (CDN 024050—24052).
Letter to Programmer. Ed Magnin, (CDN 024053—24054).
News From T.S.C.. Apr. 1983 (CDN 024055—24058).
News From T.S.C.. Jun. 1983 (CDN 024059—24062).
What is Voicemail?. (CDN 024063—24065).
Telephone Software Connection (Introduction), Ed Magnin,
(CDN 024066—24067).
News From T.S.C.. Oct. 1983 (CDN 024068-240710.
How to Order: Modem, 024072—24077).
Telecommunication (Teledelivery), (CDN 024084).
News From T.S.C., Jun. 1984, (CDN 024085—24088).
PlumbLine (Base Computers), (CDN 024089-24090).
News From T.S.C.. Dec. 1984 (CDN 024091—24094).
News From T.S.C., Mar. 1985 (CDN 024095—24098).
Display: Phone Secretary. (CDN 024099—24l00).
Telephone Software Connection (Background Pieces),
(CDN 024101—24l06).

Telephone Software Connection (Top Secret) Displays,
(CDN 02410724113).
Display (Before 1984). (CDN 0241 14).
Display: If You Have an Apple (phone list), (CDN
024115-241 17).

Display (The FP Report), (CDN 024118-241 19).

The Hayes Micromodem 11. CDN 0241 20-24121).
Price Log. (CDN 024122—24123).
News From T.S.C.. Oct. 1983 (CDN 024124).
Display: Instructions on Software Delevery).
024125).
Price Log. (CDN 024126—24l27).
News From T.S.C.. Jun. 1983 (CDN 024128—24l 29).
Price Log. (CDN 024130—24l3l).
News From T.S.C.. (CDN 024132—24133).
Display (Phone Secretary 11 (54). CDN 024134).
Letter to Programmer, Ed Magnin. (CDN 024135).
Programmers’ Pipeline (Description Slip).
0241 36-241 37).
Display: World Currency Trader. (CDN 024138).
Price Log. (CDN 024l39—24l40).
Display: Order Via Modem. (CDN 024141).
Display: Six Great Ways to Add to Your Summer Fun!. CDN
024142).
Phone Log. (CDN 024143—24144).
News From T.S.C. (Recent Offerings). Mar. _l985 (CDN
024145).
Spotlight on (Shape
024l46—24148).
Disk. Labc1maker(#73). CDN 024149).
News From T.S.C. (Teminal Program 11).
024150-24152).
Free Update to Desk Calendar 11. (CDN 024153).
News From T.S.C.. Jun. 1984 (CDN 024l54—24156).
Display: (Disk—Cryption). (CDN 024157—24l58).
Display: (Phone Secretary) (#54). (CDN 024159—24160).
Communication (Terminal Program). (CDN
024161—24168).
Dialing Instructions. (CDN 024169).
Telecommunications Adviser. Ed Magnin. Nov. 1983 (CDN
024170—24l7l).
Getting On Communi (Providers and Consumers). Ed Mag-
nin. Mar. 1983 (CDN 021417224173).
Online Tips. (CDN 024174).
Display: List (Software Sales). Apr. 11.
024175).
A Software Vending Machine, Ed Magnin, Mar. 1984 (CDN
024176).
Marketing (Makers Transform the Ways Computer Pro-
grams Are Sold), Susan Chace. Aug. 26, 1982 (CDN
024177) The Wall Street Joumal.

Technology (Electronic Software Delivery Threatens Mail
and Store Sales). May 6. 1983 (CDN 024178).
Western Union: Mailgram (Letter to Microcomputer User),
(CDN 024179).

Apple//c Baud Rate Problem (Dialing Instructions). (CDN
024180).
Display: Recent
024181-24184).

Letter ti Prometheus Modem Owner. Ed Magnin, (CDN
024185).
Display: Phone Secretary// (54). (CDN 024l86—24187).
Future Developments in Telecommunication. (CDN
024188).
Responses (Future Developments in Telecommunication).
(CDN 024189).
Chans (Uses for Telecommunication Links),
0241 90-241 92).
Prologue (The
024193-241 94).

(CDN

(CDN

Graphics Builder). CDN

(CDN

1983 (CDN

Offerings. Mar. 1985 (CDN

(CDN

Communication (CDNSatellite),
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Analog Versus Digital Transmission. (CDN 024195-24206).
Cable Television and Its Potential. (CDN 024207—24209).
Display: Qube gets you into the action. (CDN 024210).
Terminals in the Home. (CDN 02421 I-24223).
A Future Scenario. (CDN 024224-242-46).
Signal Compression. (CDN 024247—2426l).
Letter from Ed Magnin (Monthly Rental). Ed Magnin.
(CDN 024262—24264).
Jitters. Jul. 29. I996 (CDN 024265) Business Week.
E—Commerce: Who Owns the Rights‘). Jul. 29. 1996 (CDN
02466-24267).

A pilot has to believe in his equipment. (Rolex). (CDN
024268).

Retailers cheer end of patent challenge. Dan Goodin. Apr. 2.
I999 (CDN 024269-2427 1 ).
Patently Offensive. Shoshana Berger. (CDN 024272).
Magnin & Associates (Video Game. Film & TV), (CDN
024273—24274).
Documents (Appendix F: Decimal Tokens for Keywords).
(CDN O24275~24276).
Appendix F: Decimal Tokens For Key words. (CDN
024277).

Private People (Easing the way for libel suits), (CDN
024278).

May the Source Be With You. Christopher Bryon, (CDN
024279). '
Information Services: Modems, (CDN 024280).
A Source of Riches. Alfred Glossbrenner, Aug. 1983 (CDN
02428 l—24284).

Electronic Jackpot, Alfred Grossbrenner, Sep. 1983 (CDN
024285—24287).
Consumer and Specialized On—Line Services. (CDN
024288—24290).

Calculation Programs, (CDN 024291—24293).
What Is Viewdata, CDN 024294—24302).
PM Electronics Monitor, Neil Shapiro, (CDN 024303).
Dial—Up Software Networks. Jules I-I. Gilder. May 1980
(CDN O24304—24306).
Software and Data vVia Telephone. Oct. 1980 (CDN
024307-243 1 0).

Dial—Up Software Networks, Herb Friedman. Oct. 1992
(02431 l—243l4).
Documents (Ticketmaster to Lick Competition by Buying
It). (CDN 024315-24316).
Ticketmaster (memo), Alan Citron Michael Cieply. Feb. 26,
199i (CDN 0243l7—243l8) Los Angeles Times.
Ticketmaster: 20 Years (Industry’s #1 Has a Ticket to Rule),
Adam Sandler, (CDN 024319-2432] ).
Electronic Life. Michael Crichto. I983 (CDN 024322).

The Naked Computer (Telesoftware ?). Rochester, Gantz.
William Marrow + Co., (CDN 024323).
Computers for Everybody (Downloading Programs), Jerry
Willis. 1984 (CDN 024324—24328).
Telecommunications in the Infonnation Age (Videotext
Chapter I2), Singleton, 1983 (CDN 024329—24340).
United States Patent (Lockwood), May 3. 1994 (CDN
02434 1 —24343).
United States Patent (Yuris, et .11.). Jan. 27, I981 (CDN
024344).
United States Patent (Kelly. et al.). May 15, 1984 (CDN
024345).
United States Patent (Hellman). Apr. 14, I987 (CDN
024346—24347).

Documents (The Wired Society). James Martin. (CDN
02434824349).
New Use of Television (Viewdata). (CDN 024350).
News (Do-ll~Yourself Newspapers). (CDN 024351).
Spider Webs (Pierre Teilhard de Chardin.
024352—24353).

Instant Mail (Digitized Messages). (CDN 024354).
lnforrnation Deluge. (CDN 024355).
Satellite Age (Chapter Founeen
024356-24366).
James Martin & Co. Executive Profiles (James Martin. Oct.
25. 1996 (CDN 024367—24368 ) JM & Co.
2. News (Dow Jones Newsl Retrieval‘s Free—Text Search).
1985 (CDN 024369—24383).
Computers (Telesun), (CDN O24384—24387).
16 Full—Serv‘ice (The Source). (CDN 024388—24408).
Article 49 of 88 PatNews : Another reason why the E-Data
patent is invalid, Gregory Atharonian. Oct. I6. I996 (CDN
024409—244lO) Deja News.
Article I of 25 PatNews: Mor PTO gossip on Zache.Edata.
Hyatt, Gregory Atharonian. Oct. 18. 1996 (CDN
02441 1-244] 2).
Display: TSC Review. (CDN 02441 3).
United States Postal Service (Documents & Letters). (CDN
0244l4—24423).
The Home Accountant. Revisited (Responds to reviews),
(CDN 024424—24426).
DFX (Introductions). Graeme Scott, (CDN 024427424442).
Peelings Review (Introductions), Nov. 12. I982 (CDN
024443.

Pellings II (Programmers Library). Nov. 10, I982 (CDN
02444-24454).
Letter (Trial Tcrmial). K.F. Moseley. Mar. 10. I981 (CDN
024455).
K.F. Moseley's TVInerfaee 8 Evaluation (Time and Money
Meter. Ed Magnin. (CDN O24456—24457).
A.D.A.M. 11 Newsletter (Acknowledgement), May 13. l98l
(CDN 024458—24465).
Peelings II (Publication of Apple Software Reviews), Aug.
6, I980 (CDN 024467—24500).
Apple—Cart (Input From Readers). Chuck Carpenter. (CDN
02450l—24503) Creative Computing.
Call—Applc (The Telehpone Software Exprience a Reivew
(of Son). Val Golding, (CDN 024504).
Softalk (Peachy Writer), Sep. I982 (CDN 024505).
Softalk (Preformer Printer Format Board), (CDN 024506).
Extra Copy RE: KM, (CDN 024507-24508).
Marketing (Makers Transform Ways Computer Programs
Are Sold). Susan Chace, Aug. 26, 1982 (CDN 024509) The
Wall Street Joumal.

Marketing (Some Computer Junkies), Susan Chace, Aug.
26. I982 (CDN 024510) The Wall Street Journal.
Extra (CDN 02451 I).
New Products ( Save Civilization in Your Spare Time). May
1982 (CDN 024512) Popular Computing.
Extra (CDN 0245l3).
What’s New? (Overlay Compiler), March 1982 (CDN
024514).
The Information Directory Says It All! (Subject Index).
(CDN 024515).

Tap New Markets! (Information I)irectory), (CDN 024516).
The 21 st Century Library (Information Directory). Anne M.
Helfrich, Mar. 16. I982 (CDN 0245l7—24524).

(CDN

Home). CI)N
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Electronic Mail (Applications for Management). (CDN
O24525—244534).
lnfoWor1d (AVL Eagle). Oct. 19. 1981.
TSC (Microcomputing), Oct. 15. 1981 CDN 024536).
Electronic Distribution (Trial Builder).
024537—24546).
Music (Honey. They’re Downloading Our Song). Patrick M.
Reilly. (CDN 024547—24548).
Who's News (Foundation Health Names Malik Hasan As
CEO and President). May 13. 1997 (CDN 024549).
Industry Focus (Middlemen Find Ways to Survive Cyber-
space Shopping). David Bank, (Dec. 12. I996 (CDN
024550).
Egghead Inc. Ships Software Over lntemet (Ingram Micro
Inc.). David Bannk. Nov. 8. 1996 (CDN 024551).
Tom Clancy. Virtus Start Firm for On—Line Games, Nov. 13.
I996 (CDN 024552).
N2K Hires Phil Ramone to Start Up A Music Label Linked
to the Internet. Patrick M. Reilly, Nov. 18, 1996 (CDN
024553)).
Business Briefs (AT&T Unveils a Services to Help Busi-
nesses Set Up Shop on Internet). JamesSanberg. Oct. 9. 1996
(CDN 024554).
Technology & Health (Industry Net Customers to Be
Offered On—Line Payment Services From PNC). Raju Nari-
setti, Sep. 25, I996 (CDN024555). .
Vague New World (Digital Media Business Takes Form as a
Battle Of Complex Alliances) (CDN 024556—24558).
Music Firms Vow to Block New CD System, Meg Cox, May
14. 1993 (CDN O24559—24560).
Business (Blockbuster plans to stock CD5 electronically,
May 12. 1993 (CDN 024561).
Technology&Health (Bellcore to Demonstrate System For
Delivering Movies By Phone, Mary Lu Camevale, Nov. 9.
1992 (CDN 024562).
Technology (IBM Commits More Than $100 Million on
Venture to Relay Video, Other Data), Michael W, Miller.
Sep. 16. I992 (CDN 024563—24564).
IBM to UnVeil Plan to Skip Disks. Send Software By Satel-
lite (GM’s Hughes Network Joins Big Blue Alliance to
Serve Retailers and Corporations), Bart Ziegler, Nov. 1.
I994 (CDN 024565—24566).
Software Industry Bulletin (SIB Third Quarter 1985 Soft-
ware Employment Survey). Oct. 14. 1985 (CDN
024567—24568).
Download (Vendors Kick Off Fall Season With Teledelivery
Ventures. Sep. 1985 (CDN 024569—24583).
Speed>s (Electronic Delivery of Software).
O24584—24595).
Phone Memo, Apr. 19. I985 (CDN 024596—24600).
Letter to Nathaniel Forbes (MCI Mail Letter), Ed Magnin.
Apr. 8, 1985 (CDN 024601-24607).
Speed>s (The Inside Story). Apr. 8,
024608—24623).
Document: Letter to Nathaniel Forbes (Express Mail), Ed
Magnin, Mar. 29, 1985 (CDN 024624—24630).
Gimcrax, Inc (The leader in electronic delivery of software),
Dec. 5. 1984 (CDN 02463l—24636).
Speed>s (New Edition of Speed<s disk Now Available),
(CDN 024637).

Speed>s (Postage), (CDN 024638).
Speed>s (Over 50 Lotus 1-2-3 templates to be available
exclusively on Speed<s!. (CDN 024639).
Speed>s (Postage). (CDN 024640).

(CDN

(CDN

1985 (CDN

Speed>s (Open An Electronic Library for Your Company
Software). (CDN 024641).
Speed>s (Postage). Jan. 27. 1986 (CDN 024642).
Gimcrax Launches File Delivery Service. Dec. 23. I985
(CDN 24643).
Speed>s (What Modem Should I Buy). Nov. 22. I985 (CDN
024644).

Display (Speed>s), Dec. 2. I985 (CDN 024645).
Speed>s (Now! Try Speed<s Electronic Delivery!). Oct. 21.
1985 (CDN 024646).

Speed>s (Your First Issue on the Speed<s Passwordl). (CDN
024647).
lntemational Videotex Teletext News (Gimcrax to Down-
load). Aug. 1984 (CDN 024648).
Speed>s (Speed>s Mean Business). (CDN 024649—24652).
News From the Source (Nat Forbes Promoted to Director of
Sales for STC). (CDN O24653—24654).
Speed>s (Speed>s Mean Business). (CDN 024655—24658).
Handwritten Notes. (CDN O24659—24665).
Handwritten Notes (Nat Forbes). Mar. 28. 1985 (CDN
24666-24668).
Net to Transmit Videotex. Games to 12 Million User. Jim
Bartimo. Jun. 13, 1983 (Cl)N 024669) Computer World.
Vending machines for software: What will Japan think up
next? (Games only), Jun. 1985 (CDN 024670) Data Com-
munications.

Electronic Software Distributor To Show System to Retail-
ers, Rory J. O'Connor. May 30. 1983 (CDN 024671).
Software Industry Bulletin (Electronic Software Distribu-
tors). (CDN 024672—24675).
Software (Why try to stock software like physical goods?
Why not just reproduce it as needed). (CDN
0924676—24683).
Mr. Download: An Interview with William von Meister.

(CDN 024684—24693).
Letter to Bob Peyser (Telephone Software Connections), Ed
Magnin, Mar. 25. I985 (CDN 02469424700).
Direct—Net (Micro Marketworld Readers), Bill James, Feb.
I, 1985 (CDN 02470l—24702).
Cutting Out the Middleman (Looking to expand their cus-
tomer base), Myron Berger. (CDN 024703—24708).
Shop by Modem (Software Without Manuals). (CDN
024709).

Speak the Universal Lanaguage (Powerhouse). (CDN
024710).

Letter to Ed Magnin (Software Author Royalty Agreement).
Fonnie Clifton. Oct. 17. 1983 (CDN 02471 1—24733).
Buy Software Via Modem (Define the Need). Elizabeth Fer-
rarini. (CDN 024734—24745).
ABC Video Enterprises Telefirst Project Had Boosters &
Doubters, May 1. I984 (CDN 024746).
Download (Micropro & Adapso Sue American Brands,
Allege Software Piracy). Feb. 1985 (CDN 024747-24762).
Coleco, AT&T Unit to Form Joint Venture To Distribute
Video Games By Telephone. Bob Davis. (CDN 024763).
Electronic (Pulling the Plug on Electronic Publishing),
(CDN 024764—24766).
Software (Software Directories Go On—Line, Joanne Gamlin
(CDN 024767—24780).
Say It With Remote Rom Software Delivery (Looking
Ahead With Software News), (CDN 024781).
It’s Not The Same Old ‘Help‘ Anymore (Buzz Word),
Mary—Beth Santarelli, (CDN 024782).
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Are You Getting Ready for Electronic Software Delivery‘?.
Richard Lewis. Feb. 1984 (CDN 024783—24788).

Hammerly files suit against PC Telelman. (CDN 024789).
Micro Software Today (Education: Entertainment). (CDN
024790).

Distribution & Retailing (Xante to Distribute Software Elec-
tronically to Mass Merchandisers). (CDN 024791).
Systems : Software Engineering (Letter from Phil Klamm).
Phil Klamm. Jan. 20, 1984 (CDN 024792).
ROM—Labs (Electronic Software Distribution System), Jan.
3. 1984 (CDN 024793-24802).
Van Diver's (The Most Resourceful Directories for the IBM
PC, (CDN 024803).
Software Distribution: Smooth Going Now : Rocky Road
Ahead. Steve Burke, (CDN 024804).

Romox is hoping to have system in 3.000 stores by end of
'84, (CDN 024805).
Display (Soft Touch), Jan. 12. 1984 (CDN 024806).
Bugs in Electronic Software Distribution Not Worked Out
(Electronic Distribution), Lisa Raleigh, (CDN
024807—24809).

Announcing a New In—Depth Study and Analysis of (Down-
loading & Teledelivery of Computer Software, Music &
Video). Nancy L. Stocker. Mar. 11. 1986 (CDN
024810—24824).

Certificate of Copy Registration (Time and Money Meter).
Edgar J. Magnin, Mar. 8. 1982 (CDN 024825—24840).
Certificate of Copy Registration (Quick Clock Adjust),
Edgar J. Magnin. (CDN 024841—24847).
Certificate of Copy Registration (Math Tutor), Edgar J. Mag-
nin, Jul. 18. 1981 (CDN O24848—24864).
Document: Delivery Notice (Certified), (CDN 024865.
Document: Postal Receipt (Certified) From : Ed & Marilyn
Magnin, Mar. 27, 1981 (CDN 024866).
Receipt for Certified Mail #288727. Mar. 6. 1981 (CDN
024867).
Instructions :Certified Mail Fee. Optional Services. (CDN
024868).
Letter from Edgar J. Magnin (Copyrights Registration: Ter-
minal Programs, Edgar J. Magnin. Mar. 5. 1981 ( CDN
024869—24889).

Receipt (Register of Copyrights), Nov. 4. 1980 (CDN
024890—24905.

Receipt (Register of Copyrights: Library of Congress, Sep.
3. 1980 (CDN 024906—24927).
Certificate of Copyright Registration (Phone Secretary),
Edgar J. Magnin, Nov. 4. 1980 (CDN 024929—24934).
Letter from Edgar J. Magnin (Copyright Registration: Phone
Secretary). Edgar J. Magnin, Aug. 27, 1980 (CDN
024935—24946).

Letter from Edgar J. Magnin (Call TSC, Picture Transfer,
Go—Moku, Chess Connection, Edgar J. Magnin. May 30.
1980 (CDN 024947-24951).
Certificate of Copyright Registration (Go—Moku), Edgar J.
Magnin, Jun. 9, 1980 (CDN 024952—24960).
Certificate of Copyright Registration (Chess Connection).
Craig Crossman, (CDN 024961—24971).
Certificate of Copyright Registration (Go—Molcu). Edgar J.
Magnin. (CDN 024972-24981).
Certificate of Copyright Registration (Call TSC), Edgar J.
Magnin, (CDN 024982—24986).
Certificate of Copyright Registration (Picture Transfer Pro-
gram). Edgar J. Magnin, (CDN 024987—25002) Apr. 1980.

Letter from Edgar J. Magnin :App1ications for Copyright
(Answering Machine. Write—Edit & Send. Telephone Trans-
fer Program, Edgar J. Magnin. Mar. 28. 1980 (CDN
025003—25007).

Certificate of Copyright Registration (Write—Edit & Send,
Edgar J. Magnin. (CDN 025008—25018).
Cenilicate of Copyright Registraction (Telephone Transfer
Program). Edgar J. Magnin. (CDN 025019—25033).
Certificate of Copyright Registration (Answering Machine).
EdgarJ. Magnin. (CDN 025035—25046).
Certified Receipts: Certificate of Copyright Registration
(Telephone Transfer 11. Leighton Paul. Oct. (CDN
025047—25095).

Certificate of Copyright Registration (Telegammon), Anton
Dahbura, Jr., (CDN 025096—25l39).
Letter to Mr. Ledbetter RE: Correspondence of Mar. 12.
1982 control #2—054—0414(M). Edgar J. Magnin. Oct. 4,
1982 (CDN 025140—25212).

Certificate of Copyright Registration (Phone Secretary 11),
Edgar J. Magnin. Sep. 6. 1983 (CDN 0252l3—25253).
Certificate of Copyright Registration (Fifteen. Puzzle),
Edgar J. Magnin. 7,1985 (CDN 025254—25313).
Letter to Mr. Magnin: RE: Fraction Tutor (TX 1 384 355)
sand Typing Speed Builder (Certificate of Copyright Regis-
tration (Fraction Tutor). Edgar J. Magnin Larry M. Schultz,
Jan. 4. 1985 (CDN 025314—25344).

Receipt for Certified Mail (Certificate of Copyright Regis-
tration (Picture Puzzle Programs). Edgar J. Magnin, (CDN
25345—25380).

Certificate of Copyright Registration (Quick Compare),
Leighton Paul, (CDN 025381—25405.
Telephone Software Connection. Inc. (Program Listing),
(CDN 025406—25408).

Serial Listing, (CDN 025409).
Serial Listing (con’t), (CDN 025410).
Copyright Status (Programs,Copyright Notice Etc.), (CDN
02541125412731.

Receipts for Certified Mail : Letter from Edgar J. Magnin to
Register of Copyrights (Instant Menu) Certified of Copy-
right Registration. Edgar J. Magnin, (Jun. 6/11, 1985 (CDN
025413—25448).

Receipts for Cenified Mail: Letter from Edgar J. Magnin
toRegister of Coping (Certified of Copyright Registration) :
Mortgage Analyzer. Edgar J. Magnin, (CDN
025449—25475).

CompuSonics Version 1.05 (The Drive Event Control Loop
for the DSP—1000), Jul. 17. 1987 (CDN O2S476—255S45).

Documents ( Routing for the Machine. Routines Required to
Read and to the Front Panes). Mar. 11, 1987 (CDN
025546—25667).

CompuSonics 1) S P 2002 version 1.00 (Preliminary User
Manual, Aug 28, 1985 (CDN 025668—25707.
Audio Computer Owners Guide (Advertising), (CDN
025708).
Quick Reference Card (Operations). (CDN 025709—25767).
An Algorithm and Architecture for Constant—Q Spectrum
Analysis (Abstract), Gary W. Sehwede, Apr. 1983 (CDN
025768—25771).

AES (Presented at the 76th Convention Oct. 8-11, 1984
New York, (CDN 025772—025775.

Command and Status Registers (Receive Data Count Regis-
ter), (CDN 025776-25786).
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Letter to David M. Schwartz (RE: The Preprints From the
AES 78th Convention). Patricia M. Maclonald, Nov. 18.
1985 (CDN 25787-25817.
Eflicient Data Reduction for Digital Audio Using a Digital
Filter Array (Purpose). John P. Stautner David M. Horowitz,
1986 (CDN 025818-2582] ).
AES (Presented at the 83rd Convention Oct. 16-19. 1987
New York). David M. Schwartz. (CDN 025822—25829).
AES (Presented at the 83rd Conventin Oct. 16-19. 1987
New York. John Stautner Sriram Jayasimba, (CDN
025830—25836).
AES (Presented at the 84th Convention Mar. 1-4. 1988
Paris, J.P. Stautner, (CDN 025837—25854).
The Digital Audio Cartridge Disk Recorder. Reproducer and
Editor for Broadcast Use. David M. Schwartz, (CDN
025855—25866).
Towards Electronic Delivery of Music(1.0 Introduction.
John P. Stautner. (CDN 025867—25873).
Architecture of a Real Time Digital Filterbank Processor for
Tempered. Auditory. and Critical—Band Analysis/Synthesis,
Gary W. Schwede, (CDN O25874—25875).
A Functional Overview of the Compusonics DSP—2000
Series, (CDN 025876—25877).
Musical Recording, Editing and Production Using the Com-
pusonics DSP-2004. John P. Stautner. (CDN
025878—258790).
Strategies for the Representation and Data Reduction of
Digital Music Signals (Work Performed and Methods
Employed), John P. Stautner. Jun. 20, 1984 (CDN
025880-2588].

Analysis and Synthesis of Music Using the Auditory Trans-
form, J. Stautner. Submitted to Dept. of Electrical Engineer-
ing and Computer Science. Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology May 1983 CDNO2589S.
Algorithms and Architectures for Constant—Q Fourier Spec-
trum Analysis. G. Schwede. Dissertation submitted to Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley Nov. 28. 1983 CDN026097.
Letter to Shareholders, D. Schwartz. Compusonics
CDN026261.

From the News Desk, Info World Newsweekly. Jun 4, 1984
vol. 6. Issue 23 CDNO26263.

Manufacturing Update. International Audio Video, Jun.
1984 CDN026264.

Compusonics Pro Equipment & Services, Cover of Bill-
board Newspaper CDN026265.
Compusonics Fuses Computer. Audio Into “World’s First"
Home Digital Recorder, M. Golden, CES Trade News Daily.
p. 10 Jun. 4. 1984 CDN026266.
Digital Sound Now On Computer Disks. S. Booth. Con-
sumer Electronics Show Daily Jun. 3, 1984 CDN026267.
CompuSonics Readies Floppy Disk to Record and Play
Back Music. HFl)—-The Weekly Home Furnishings News-
paper Jun. 4, 1984 C1)N026268.
Technology Awards to Compusonics. CDN026269.
CompuSonics DSP 1000 Digital Audio Disk Recorder
Specifications, CompuSonics Corporation CDN026270.
Compusonic Bows Totally Digital. Pro Sound News, New
York, NY Jun. 8, 1984.

Floppy Disks May Be the Next Music Makers, Business
Week May 28, 1984 CDN026272.
Studio Design Special, Mix—-The Recording Industry
Magazine Aug. 1984.
CompuSonics: Another Digital Audio Standard, N. Wein-
stock, Mix. vol. 8, No. 8. p. 24 CDN026274.

CompuSonics: Another Digital Audio Standard. N. Wein-
stock. Mix. vol. 8. No. 8. p. 26 CDN026275.
CompuSonics Readies Floppy Disk to Record and Play
Back Music. HFD. Electronics. Section 1 Jun. 4. 1984
CDN026276.

The State of RCA. TV Digest. p. 14 May 21. 1984
CDN026277.

Display—CompuSonics Photographs. CDN026278.
Display—CES Exhibition Design and Engineering 1984,
CDN026280.

Specifications—CompuSonics DSP 1000 Digital Disk
Recorder/Player. CompuSonics Corporation CDNO26281.
Anicle—-Watch Out Digital Discs: Here Comes Floppy
Audio, Unknown.

Specifications—CompuSonics DSP 1000 Digital Disk
Recorder/Player. Compusonics Corporation.
0ptica1—Disk—Digital Audio System Premieres. B. Robin-
son. Electronic Engineering Times. Issue 397 Sep. 1. 1986
CDN026284. A

Specifications—CompuSonics DSP 1000 Digital Disk
Recorder/Player. Compusonics Corporation.
CompuSonics Business Plan Overview. Jun. 14, 1984
CDN026286. .

Cover—Fortune Magazine. Nov. 12, 1984 CDN026289.
Advertisement—CompuSonics Corporate Profile, D.
Schwartz. Audio Video lntemational CDN026290.

Toward Electronic Delivery of Music: Sending and Receiv-
ing High Fidelity Digital Music. J. Stautner. Compusonics
Corporation CDN02629l.
Company Sees Future in Digital Recorders, J. Hendon.
Rocky Mountain News Jul. 22. 1984.
Floppy-Disk Audio System, A. Mereson. Science Digest
Nov. 1984 CDN026299.

Recording Music on Floppy Disks, A. Zuckennan. High
Technology May 1986 CDN026300.
Article—Sound is Big at Consumer Show. L. Mortwaki.
Seattle, Washington Times Jun. 8, 1984 CDNO26301.
Digital Recording System Uses Floppy Disks, Audio Times,
vol. 26, No. 5 May 1984 CDN026302.
CompuSonics Advertisement. CDN026304.
Advertisement—MicroPro’s WordStar 2000. CDNO26305.

Hi—Fi Floppy. K. Yates, PC World, vol. 3, Issue 4
CDN026306.

The Digitization of Music, K. Yates, PC World. vol. 3. Issue
4 CDN026308.

A Sonic Glossary. K. Yates. PC World, vol. 3, Issue 4
CDN026311.
New Hi—Fi Horizons. D. Ranada. Stereo Review, Dec. 1984
CDN026313.

Specifications and Implementation of a Computer Audio
Console for Digital Mixing and Recording. D. Schwartz,
AES 76th Convention. NYC Jun. 20, I984 CDN0263l7.

A High Speed Telecommunications Interface for Digital
Audio Transmission and Reception. H. Sohn. Abstract
CDN0263l9.

The Audio Computer and Its Applications. D. Schwartz; J.
Stautner, CompuSonics Corporation CDN026332.
Engineering Your Own Digital Audio Broadcast System, D.
Schwartz, CompuSonics Corporation CDN026343.
Tab—Pay 2 Tape ’90, CDN026362.
Fax Cover Sheet to Michael Kapp from D. Schwartz, D.
Schwartz. Apr. 26. 1990 CDNO26363.
Fax Memo to Michael Kapp from D. Schwartz, D. Schwartz,
Apr. 26, 1990.
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Pay Per Listen Cable Audio Systcm—Notes to Viewgraph
Presentation. Compusonics. CDNO26365.
Pay Per Listen Cable Audio System—‘Systern Payback
Analysis. CompuSonics. CDN026366.
Pay Per Listen Cable Audio System—Provide the In—Home
Music Taper with a Wide Variety of Source Material. Com-
puSonics. CDN026367.
Pay Per Listen Cable Audio System—Provide the In—Home
Music Taper with a Wide Variety of Source Material. Com-
puSonics. CDN026368.
Pay Per Listen Cable Audio System—Audio Database For-
mat Options, CompuSonics. CDNO26374.
Pay Per Listen Cable Audio System—BilIboard Top 100
LPS Format. CompuSonics. CDN026375.
Pay Per Listen Cable Audio System—Program Publication
Options. Compusonics. CDN026379.
Letter to Shareholder from D. Schwartz. D. Schwartz, Nov.

21. I984 CDN026381.
Letter to Shareholder from D. Schwartz. D. Schwartz, Oct.
10. I985 CDN026382.

Display Photograph. CDN026384.
Display Photograph. CDN026385.
CompuSonics DSP2002 Preliminary User
CDN026386.

Display—Hardware Spec, CDNO26387.
lntemal Data. CDN026388.
DSP—1000 Series, CDN026389.
Digital Marketing Corporation Video Real Estate System,
Jun. 7. I986 CDN026390.
Agenda for Jun. 7, 1988 Meeting, CDN026393,
Agenda for May 31, 1988 Meeting. Compusonics.
CDN026394.

Advertisement—DigiIist Video Multiple Listing Service.
Digital Marketing Corporation. CDN026395.
Advertisement—Digilist Video Multiple Listing Service.
Digital Marketing Corporation. CDN026396.
Advertisement—Digi1ist Video Multiple Listing Service.
Digital Marketing Corporation. CDN026398.
Memo to B. Holmbraker, B. Alderfer. R. Dahl, H. Fong from
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EX PARTE AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION. IT HAS BEEN

REEXAMINATION CERTIFICATE « DETERMMD THAT:
ISSUED UNDER 35 U.S.C. 307

NO AMENDMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE TO
THE PATENT

The patenlabilily of claims 1-6 is confirmed.5


